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Introduction
Carlo Carraro and Vito Fragnelli

Game theory is one of the most useful mathematical tools that economists
and mathematicians have been using to deal with complex economic and
policy problems. At the same time, environmental issues are at the heart of
many domestic and international policy processes, where interactions among
different stakeholders play a crucial role. It is therefore natural to adopt game
theory as one of the analytical instruments that can enhance our understand-
ing of the interrelations between the economy and the environment, and that
can also provide practical suggestions for policy interventions.

The existing literature on game theory and the environment is vast (Cf.
Carraro, 2002, 2003; Finus, 2001; Hanley and Folmer, 1998; and many
others). Therefore, when designing this book, and the conference where the
chapters of this book were presented and discussed, the main questions
were: What are the original features of the book? How does it differ from
the many books already published on the application of game theory to
environmental matters?

Of course, each single chapter contains some innovative results that will
be highlighted below. However, the design of the book also contains some
specific features that are worth mentioning. First, the book is the outcome
of interdisciplinary work involving economists and mathematicians. Some
of the chapters have been written by mathematicians who possess sophisti-
cated mathematical tools and look for an interesting environmental eco-
nomic problem to apply them to. Other chapters have been written by
economists who seek adequate tools to deal with relevant policy issues. All
chapters are the outcome of the interactions between these two groups of
researchers, who helped each other through personal and on-line discus-
sions and through the reviewing process.

A second distinguishing feature of this book is the ‘practice’ of game
theory. The goal was indeed to induce the authors to look for practical solu-
tions to environmental problems and to use game theory to identify these
concrete solutions. Despite the fact that this second goal has not always been
achieved by the chapters in this book, it is clear, when reading the various
chapters, that there is a common denominator defined by the objective just
described.
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The book is divided into three parts. The first is devoted to climate policy.
This is one of the major environmental problems and certainly one where
game theory has been largely used, notably to assess the prospects of future
climate negotiations. This is also the main objective of the four chapters in
Part I of the book. They all use game theory to identify the incentives to
sign an international climate treaty as a function of countries’ characteris-
tics, political institutions, policy strategies and future commitments. For
example, Currarini and Tulkens recognise that international agreements on
climate change control require approval by domestic political institutions.
Therefore, they employ a voting game-theoretic model to characterise the
stability of such agreements when each country’s participation is condi-
tioned upon a domestic ratification vote. To describe the pre-treaty or no
treaty international situation, they propose a concept of (non-cooperative)
political equilibrium and prove its existence. They then move to the diplo-
matic level, and employ a coalition formation game to show that there exist
cooperative joint policies, yielding a treaty, that are ratified by all countries
and that can be considered stable at the international level. The problem
addressed in this chapter has been widely neglected by the existing litera-
ture and this chapter actually provides a major innovation in the economic
analysis of climate change negotiations and international environmental
agreements.

The second chapter, by Bosello, Buchner, Carraro and Raggi, addresses
another important but neglected issue, namely how equity can influence
the participation decision of countries that negotiate on climate change
control. A widespread conjecture suggests that a more equitable distribu-
tion of the burden of reducing emissions would enhance the incentives for
more countries – particularly big emitters – to accept an emission reduc-
tion scheme defined within an international climate agreement. This
chapter shows that this conjecture is only partly supported by the empiri-
cal evidence that can be derived from the recent outcomes of climate nego-
tiations. Even though an equitable sharing of the costs of controlling
GHG emissions can provide better incentives to sign and ratify a climate
agreement than the burden sharing implicit in the Kyoto agreement, a
stable global agreement cannot be achieved. A possible strategy to achieve
a global agreement without free-riding incentives is a policy mix in which
global emission trading is coupled with a transfer mechanism designed to
offset incentives to free-ride.

The third chapter, by Carraro and Marchiori, is also aimed at assessing
the validity of a practical policy proposal. In particular, this chapter anal-
yses issue linkage as a way to increase cooperation on environmental prob-
lems where the incentives to free-ride are strong. The goal is to determine
under what conditions players prefer to link negotiations on two different
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economic issues rather than to negotiate on the two issues separately.
Suppose that players are asked to vote on issue linkage before starting
negotiations. Under what conditions would they vote in favour of issue
linkage? The answer to this question is not trivial. Issue linkage may indeed
increase the number of cooperators on the provision of a public environ-
mental good (a typical issue characterised by strong incentives to free-ride).
However, at the same time, issue linkage may reduce the number of coop-
erating players on the other economic issue which is linked to the provision
of a public good. Players therefore face a trade-off. This chapter analyses
this trade-off within a game-theoretic framework and shows under what
conditions issue linkage is players’ equilibrium strategy.

The fourth chapter of Part I, by Císcar and Soria, has a more methodo-
logical flavour. Most studies assessing the Kyoto Protocol on climate
change have implemented a (simultaneous) single-stage game with an open-
loop information structure, where countries decide at once and at the same
time their mitigation efforts for all future periods. Alternatively a (sequen-
tial) multi-stage game can allow a player to react to past moves of the other
players. The information structure of this second game is called feedback.
The goal of this chapter is to compare the outcomes under the open-loop
and feedback frameworks. For that purpose a numerical two-region
(Annex B and non-Annex B countries) integrated assessment model of the
economic and climatic systems is coupled with a non-cooperative five-stage
game. When the game is solved with utility payoffs, the open-loop and feed-
back Nash equilibria provide very similar outcomes. With consumption
payoffs, the outcomes are different. Therefore, this chapter suggests that the
information structure of the game may matter and must be carefully ana-
lysed.

The second part of the book is devoted to another important environ-
mental and economic issue. How can stakeholders, whether domestically or
internationally, share the costs of undertaking emission abatement or more
generally the cost of environment-friendly activities? In this part, cost
sharing methods are applied to different environmental problems and prac-
tical answers to the above question are proposed.

In the first chapter of Part II, by Tijs and Brânzei, a group of agents aims
to work together in a joint project that can have different forms. Each fea-
sible form corresponds to a subset of a given set of basic units. The cost of
the chosen project is the sum of the costs of the basic units involved in the
project. The benefit of each of the agents is dependent on the form of the
chosen project. A related cooperative game may be helpful in solving
the question of how to share the costs. Under certain conditions this game
turns out to be a convex game. For structured joint projects also a flexible
procedure using cost sharing rules from the taxation literature applied to
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simple cost sharing problems is proposed. It is worth noticing that many
well-known cases in the cost sharing literature fit in the model proposed in
this chapter and that some earlier results are special cases of the results
which are obtained in this chapter.

Chapter 6, by Moretti, focuses on sharing the cost of waste collection.
Due to economies of scale imposed by the need for specialist staff and facil-
ities, inter-municipal cooperation can be very beneficial in achieving group-
ings large enough to develop – at an affordable cost – a waste collection
system suitable to the high standards demanded by EU legislation.
Moreover, municipalities want a cost allocation mechanism that is efficient,
equitable and provides appropriate incentives to cooperate. The aim of this
chapter is to offer a model for ex-ante quantitative evaluation of specialist
staff and facilities (and their costs) required for supplying waste collection
in new emerging contexts of inter-municipal cooperation. A validation of
the model on a real situation is also presented.

Chapter 7, by Fragnelli and Marina, proposes a framework to share envi-
ronmental insurance costs. There are risks, in particular environmental
risks, that are too large and heavy for a single insurance company, but they
can be insured by n companies. This chapter uses a game-theoretic
approach to analyse how the n insurance companies should split the risk
and the premium in order to be better off. Under suitable hypotheses, there
exists an optimal decomposition of the risk, from which a cooperative
game can be defined and its properties and some particular solutions ana-
lysed.

In the final chapter of Part II, by Keiding, the environmental costs to be
shared are those related to consumption activities. For the assignment of
environmental effects to activities, Keiding proposes to use the method of
cost allocation, applied to a multiple of different environmental impacts
considered as different ‘costs’. This leads to a consideration of vector cost
allocation and its relation to ordinary one-dimensional cost allocation
methods; in particular, he considers the stability of cost sharing rules under
composition of cost functions, a property which is important in the appli-
cation at hand. In addition, the author exploits the well-established meth-
odology of DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) in order to aggregate
vectors of environmental effects into a single index of relative environmen-
tal impact of a consumption activity. An application of the last part of the
approach is given, based on Danish national accounts data and using emis-
sion data as a proxy for environmental effect.

Part III deals with environmental management and pollution control.
The first chapter, by Bischi, Lamantia and Sbragia, proposes a dynamic
model to describe the commercial exploitation, by a population of strate-
gically interacting agents, of a common property renewable resource. The
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population of players is assumed to be divided into two groups: coopera-
tors, who decide their harvesting policy by maximising the overall profit of
their group, and defectors, who just maximise their own profit. An evolu-
tionary mechanism is introduced to describe how the share of defectors and
cooperators within the population changes over time. The chapter provides
a qualitative study of a two-dimensional non-linear dynamical system that
describes the time evolution of the resource stock and the population share
between cooperators and defectors. The long run evolution of this dynam-
ical system is analysed by analytical and numerical methods, and the role
of some economic and ecological parameters is investigated.

Chapter 10, by Flåm and Godal, analyses emission trading in an oligop-
olistic market. Oligopolistic firms use factor inputs that generate emissions
of greenhouse gases. The producers are entitled to emission permits, and
they exchange parts of these. Each firm, when planning its net purchase of
permits, anticipates the market clearing price. This chapter models the
clearing mechanism as a core solution of a transferable-utility production
game. Agents may reckon that they affect prices of products and permits.
The existence and characterisation of the equilibrium is discussed.

The final chapter, by Currarini and Marini, presents a new cooperative
equilibrium for strategic form games, denoted Conjectural Cooperative
Equilibrium (CCE). This concept is based on the expectation that joint
deviations from any strategy profile are followed by an optimal and non-
cooperative reaction of non-deviators. The authors show that a CCE exists
for all symmetric supermodular games. Furthermore, they discuss the exis-
tence of a CCE in specific submodular games derived from the environmen-
tal literature.

As a whole, the eleven chapters of this book improve the toolbox we have
to deal with environmental issues and, at the same time, provide some inter-
esting applications and practical solutions to some relevant environmental
policy problems. The work to achieve this result has been long and difficult.
All chapters have been reviewed twice and revised accordingly. All chapters
have been presented at a conference in Alessandria and there discussed and
compared. The organisation of this entire process has been possible thanks
to the financial and organisational support of the Fondazione Eni Enrico
Mattei, of the University of Eastern Piedmont and of ‘Ambiente,
Territorio e Formazione’. The role of Alberto Cassone, Vice Dean of the
University of Eastern Piedmont, and of Fabio Gastaldi, Dean of the
Faculty of Sciences, has also been very important in facilitating the organ-
isation of the Alessandria meeting. Special thanks also to Lucia Ceriani,
Monica Eberle, Anna Iandolino and Giovanni Monella for their help in the
organisation of the meeting. All reviewers did an excellent job to enhance
the quality of the chapters. We are very grateful to them, as well as to all
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those who provided comments on earlier versions of the chapters of this
book.
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PART I

Climate negotiations and policy





1. Stable international agreements on
transfrontier pollution with
ratification constraints1

Sergio Currarini2 and Henry Tulkens3

1. INTRODUCTION

International agreements on environmental standards usually require the
approval of domestic political institutions. Once an agreement is found at
the international level, its prescriptions must be translated into domestic
laws through a ratification process. The fact that negotiating countries are
in all respects sovereign and independent decision makers, makes ratifi-
cation a substantial element (possibly a constraint) in the decisional
process. The difficulty of attaining the full commitment of many countries
in actual cooperation problems (as, for instance, at the Rio and Kyoto
Conferences on Climate Change) may be partially explained as the effect of
such domestic political constraints on the decisions of countries’ political
leaders.

The stability of an international agreement has been identified in the lit-
erature with the properties of various equilibrium concepts in game-
theoretic models of cooperation. Part of this literature has looked at the
possibility of ‘full’ cooperation, that is, cooperation among all involved
countries. Some of these works have studied the core of cooperative games
representing the decisional process at the international level (see Chander
and Tulkens, 1992, 1995 and 1997; Maler 1989; and Kaitala et al., 1995).
Core agreements are ‘stable’ solutions to the negotiation problem in that no
coalition of countries is able to induce a preferred outcome by its own
means. Other contributions have studied the possibility of the formation of
smaller coalitions: see, for example, Carraro and Siniscalco (1993); Barrett
(1994); and Hoel and Schneider (1997). Both approaches lack an institu-
tional specification of the collective decision processes involved at the
domestic levels.

In particular, countries’ representatives are able to choose among all
technologically feasible domestic policies in the attempt to maximize
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aggregate domestic welfare. Domestic politics and decisional procedures do
not play any role and, in particular, do not impose any constraint on the set
of feasible policies.4

This chapter studies the effect of the domestic institutions of ratification
on the stability of international environmental agreements in an economy
of the type studied by Chander and Tulkens (1997), in which domestic pro-
duction activities have, as a by-product, the emission of some transboun-
dary pollutant.

We assume that in the absence of international cooperation, each domes-
tic parliament independently determines by voting the level of domestic
environmental regulation. We formally describe this pre-treaty (or no-
treaty) state of the economy by means of the concept of International
Non-cooperative Political Equilibrium (INPE). We prove existence and
uniqueness of the INPE for our economy.

We then study international cooperation taking as a status quo the INPE
of the economy. The key element of our analysis is that an international
agreement, defined as an emission abatement plan and some rule to share
the associated costs among the involved countries, becomes effective in a
country only if it is ratified by its parliament. Therefore, the only feasible
agreements are those which are ratified by all signatories. We show that
for each configuration of coalitions (of countries) in the international
economy (that is, for each ‘coalition structure’), there exists a unique col-
lection of agreements – one for each coalition of cooperating countries –
which are simultaneously ratified.

We then turn to the analysis of the incentives of national delegates to
sign agreements at the international level. We assume that national dele-
gates act on behalf of a supporting majority, maximizing the aggregate
payoff of its members. The crucial assumption at this stage is that, in the
design of an international agreement, delegates anticipate the outcome of
the ratification vote, and only consider agreements that would be eventu-
ally ratified by their national parliaments. Since each set of cooperating
countries in a given coalition structure has only one agreement that would
be ratified, delegates are able to order coalition structures by using the
aggregate payoffs of their domestic supporting coalitions at the relevant
ratified agreements.

These considerations motivate the use of a game of coalition formation,
in which each delegate announces a coalition to which he wishes to belong,
anticipating that this coalition will implement the unique ratified agree-
ment (we use a specification of this game first introduced by Hart and Kurz,
1983). We look for coalitions structures that are stable to objections by a
subset of national delegates, identifying such stable structure with the set
of Strong Nash Equilibria of the coalition formation game.

10 Climate negotiations and policy



We find that the grand coalition is always a Strong Nash Equilibrium
outcome, and the associated ratified international agreement shares abate-
ment costs proportionally to the national incomes at the pre-treaty stage.
Although other inefficient structures may emerge in equilibrium, we show
that some degree of cooperation always occurs when domestic politicians
maximize the aggregate welfare of their whole population. If politicians
only maximize the welfare of their voters (that is, of their supporting
majority), the complete absence of cooperation may occur as a Strong
Nash Equilibrium, but never as a Strict Strong Nash Equilibrium.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the inter-
national economy. In Section 3 we formulate the voting game that describes
the domestic decisional process, in the absence of international coopera-
tion. In Section 4 we prove existence and uniqueness of the international
equilibrium resulting from these independent domestic policies. In Section
5 we study international cooperation: after an informal presentation of the
decisional structure, which is of a diplomatic nature at this stage, we present
the game that bears upon the formation of coalitions among countries and
prove our main result on politically stable international environmental
agreements. Section 6 concludes the chapter by summarizing its main
points, comparing them with some of the alternative approaches men-
tioned above, and pointing towards generalization of our results for a larger
class of preferences.

2. THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY

We consider an international economy E with a set K of countries, indexed
by k�1,..., K, a single private good and ambient pollution, which is the
outcome of the discharges emitted by the countries as a by-product of their
private good production.

2.1 Components of E

The elements of the economy are as follows.

● Agents. The set of individual economic agents (citizens) is denoted by
I�{1,..., i,...,n}. The agents are partitioned into K countries; Bk
denotes the set of agents living in country k, with #Bk�nk.

● Commodities. There are three types of commodities in the economy:
a private good x; pollutant discharges pk occurring in country k, for
all k in K, with p�(p1, p2,..., pK) denoting the vector of emissions
occurring in all countries, and ambient pollution z.

Transfrontier pollution with ratification constraints 11



● Ecological Transfer Function. Countries’ discharges determine line-
arly and additively the amount of ambient pollution, according to
the relation 

z��

We will sometimes use the notation z(p).

● Production Technology. Each country k produces a positive amount
of the private good, denoted by the value of the production function5

gk (pk). We denote by g�k (pk) and g�k (pk) the first and second deriva-
tive of gk (pk).

We assume the following:

Assumption 1. gk (pk)�0, g�k (pk)�0, g�k (pk)�0 for all pk�0.

Assumption 2. There exists some p0
k such that g�k (pk)�0 if and only if pk �

p0
k. Moreover, g�k (0)��.

The level p0
k measures the maximal amount of emissions that are eco-

nomically valuable: above this level, additional increases in emissions do
not increase production. The level p0

k can be interpreted as a technological
constraint due to unspecified inputs other than pollution.

● Preferences. Each agent i has a utility function ui(z, xi) satisfying:

Assumption 3. ui(z, xi)�v(z)xi;

Assumption 4. v(z) is twice differentiable, with v�(z)�0, ��v�(z)�0 and
v�(z)}�0 for all z � 0, where v�(z) and v�(z) are the first and second deriva-
tives of v.

By Assumption 3 any difference in the way agents value the environmental
quality is only due to differences in the consumption level of the private
good. In other words, we assume that there exists a fundamental valuation
of the ambient quality which is common to all agents in the economy E,
and is represented by the functional form v(z).

● Individual incomes. For each country k, agent i in Bk is allocated a

share 	k
i (with 0�	k

i �1 and 	k
i �1) of the private good gk(pk) 

produced in his country. The value 	k
i gk (pk) is the private income of

�
i�Bk

�
K

k�1
pk.
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agent i living in country k. We will denote by 	k the vector (	k
1, 	k

2,...,
	k

nk). The vector 	k represents the only source of heterogeneity within
any given country, where all agents have the same preference order-
ing, and in which agents with the same private consumption share the
same utility level. We also remark that the amount 	k

i gk(pk) does not
identify the consumption xi of agent i, but rather his endowment
of private good. As we will see, private consumption will be co-
determined by taxation and, possibly, by transfers.

Assumption 5. 	k
i �0 for all i�Bk, k�1, 2,..., K.

Definition 1: A feasible state of the international economy E is a vector (z,
p, x)��
�k

�
�n such that 

;

.

For any feasible state (z, p, x) the pair (p, x) is called an allocation.

Definition 2. A Pareto optimum of the economy E is a feasible state (z, p,
x) such that there exists no other feasible state (z�, p�, x�) such that ui (z�,
xi�)�ui (z, xi) for all i in I and uh (z�, xh�)�uh (z, xh) for some h in I.

We now define an equilibrium concept for the economy E that will prove
useful in the following. We will refer to the abatement cost function Ck (pk)
defined for all k by the expression [gk(pk

0)�gk(pk)].

Definition 3. A ratio equilibrium of the economy E is a triple (p, x, r) in
which r�(r1, r2,..., rn) is a cost sharing ratio, with ri�(r1

i,..., rK
i ), such that for

each k and such that for all i�Bk and all k:

An equilibrium ratio r is a cost sharing vector with the property of induc-
ing the same demand for emissions by all the agents in the economy. A
property of ratio equilibria is that they always induce a Pareto Optimum of

ui( � �
K

k�1
pk, xi)�ui( � �

K

k�1
p�k, x�i), �(p�, x�i) :x�i �	k

i gk(pk
0) � �

K

k�1
rk

i Ck(p�k).

xi � 	k
i gk(pk

0) � �
K

k�1
rk

i Ck(pk);

rk
i � 1�

i�l

z �� �
K

k�1
pk

�
K

k�1
gk (pk)��

i�I
xi
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the economy. The converse is obviously not true, since some Pareto
Optimal states distribute private good consumption in a way which is
not compatible with the equilibrium constraint of the above definition.
Additive of the ecological transfer function implies that at every ratio equi-
librium (p, x, r) we have rk

i�r j
i for all agents i and for all pairs of countries

j, k.
The next Lemma, recording a uniqueness property of the set of Pareto

optima of the economy E, is basically a restatement of Proposition 1 in
Chander and Tulkens (1997). Since the economy considered in this chapter
differs from the one considered there, in that the functional form of utility
functions is not linearly separable in the private good, their uniqueness
result needs be re-established for this case (see Appendix for the proof).

Lemma 1. Let (z, p, x) and (z�, p�, x�) be two Pareto Optima of E. Then
p�p�.

Proof. Appendix.

2.2 Sub-economies Ek(p��k)

In what follows, it will be useful to consider some variations on the econ-
omy E.

For all k, we denote by Ek(p��k) the sub-economy obtained by restricting
the economy E to the set of agents Bk and for a given vector of emissions
p�k�(p1, pk�1, pk�1,..., pK) of countries other than k. A feasible state of the
sub-economy Ek(p��k) is a vector such that :

;

;

.

For any such feasible state, the pair (pk, xk) is called an allocation for
Ek(p��k).

The definition of a ratio equilibrium directly applies to the sub-economy
Ek(p��k).

Lemma 2. The sub-economy Ek(p��k) admits a unique ratio equilibrium (pk
*,

xk
*, rk

*), inducing a Pareto optimum of the economy Ek(p��k), with ri
k*�	k

i for
all i.

z �� �
jk

pj � pk

p�k � p��k

gk(pk)��
i�Bk

xi
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Proof. Appendix.

Some consistency relations between the sets of ratio equilibria of E and of
the economies Ek(p��k), k�1,..., K, will be established and used later on.

3. DOMESTIC DECISION MAKING

3.1 The Private Sector

If we assume that within each country k the private good is produced by
the private sector, the level of emissions pk

0 may be thought of as the
outcome of the absence of any environmental regulation, be it domestic or
international, in country k. In this case, the amount gk(pk

0) of private good
is produced and consumed.

3.2 The Public Sector

Countries are organized democratically. A legislative body decides by voting
the level of domestic environmental regulation by fixing a maximal amount
of emissions.

3.2.1 The voting game Gk
We formally represent the voting procedure within country k by means of
the voting game Gk(Bk, Wk

d, p�k), in which Bk is the set of players (members
of parliament), p�k denotes the vector of emissions outside country k and
Wk

d is the set of winning coalitions, that is, the coalitions that are decisive
on domestic issues for the population of country k. In the case of simple
majority rule, the set Wk

d contains all the coalitions that contain a majority
of the population in k. The fact that the game is defined for a given vector
p�k of external emissions reflects the assumption that the players’ payoffs
are defined on the states of the whole international economy E. For short
we henceforth write Gk(p�k) for Gk(Bk, Wk

d, p�k).
We make the following assumptions on voting rules:

Assumption 6. (non-dictatorship): for all i�Bk, for all k�1, 2,…, K:
Bk\{i}�Wk

d.

Assumption 7. (monotonicity): for all i in Bk, for all k�1, 2,…, K: S�Wk
d

and S�T imply T�Wk
d .
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We remark that the above two properties are the minimal requirement for
our results. They do not rule out the case in which winning coalitions count
less than the majority of voters. The properness property (requiring that the
complement of a winning coalition cannot be winning), although not
needed for the formal derivation of our results, would rule out such unde-
sirable cases.

A strategy for a winning coalition Sk�Wk
d is a level of domestic emis-

sions pk. Given pk, the distributive vector 	k imputes a well-defined level of
consumption to each agent in country k. Coalitions not in Wk

d have an
empty strategy set. We assume that agents belonging to a winning coalition
can operate any transfers of private good among them,6 so that coalition S
can induce any feasible state (z, p, xk) of the sub-economy Ek(p�k) such that:

We say that coalition Sk�Wk
d improves upon the allocation (pk, xk) in

Gk(p�k) if it can induce a state of the economy that all members prefer to
(pk, xk), with strict preference for at least one member.

Definition 4. The core of the voting game Gk(p�k) is the set of allocations
(pk, xk) that no coalition can improve upon.

3.2.2 Political equilibrium in country k
The core of any voting game Gk(p�k) has the property of being a stable col-
lective decision in the parliamentary debate. We therefore define a political
equilibrium in country k as any state of the sub-economy Ek(p�k) induced
by a core allocation in the game Gk(p�k).

Definition 5. The feasible state (z, p, xk) of the sub-economy Ek(p�k) is a
political equilibrium for Ek(p�k) if and only if (pk, xk) belongs to the core of
the associated voting game Gk(p�k).

The next Proposition fully characterizes the political equilibria of country
k for any given vector of external emissions (p�k).

Proposition 1. The state (z, p, xk) of the sub-economy Ek(p�k), in which pk
is the unique Pareto optimal emission level and xi�	k

i gk(pk) for all i�Bk, is
the unique political equilibrium for the sub-economy Ek(p�k).

Proof. Appendix.

xh � 	k
h gk(pk), �h�Bk\S.

�
i�S

xi��
i�S

	k
i gk(pk);
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Remark: In a political equilibrium no transfers of private good take place,
and each agent consumes exactly the amount of private good determined by
the efficient emission level of the restricted economy and by his distributive
parameter.

4. INTERNATIONAL NON-COOPERATIVE
POLITICAL EQUILIBRIUM

Once we have determined the political equilibrium within each country as
a function of the vector of external emissions, it is possible to characterize
which states of the economy are expected to occur in the absence of inter-
national coordination of policies. Any such state must be such that all
countries are simultaneously at a domestic political equilibrium.

Definition 6. An International Non-cooperative Political Equilibrium
(INPE) is a state of the economy (z, p, x) such that for all k the state (z, p,
xk) is a political equilibrium of the economy Ek(p�k).

The INPE may be considered as representing a no-treaty or pre-treaty equi-
librium, in the sense that it describes the outcome of national policies in
absence of coordination. We here remark that because of the uniqueness of
Pareto Optimal emission policies within each country, the INPE prescribes
the same emissions vector that would obtain in a model of central planners,
each maximizing the aggregate payoff of his domestic agents (this is the
case, for instance, of the model studied in Chander and Tulkens (1997)).
However, the domestic political constraints implicit in the definition of an
INPE fully determine the domestic distribution of private consumption,
which is not determined in Chander and Tulkens (1977).

Proposition 2. There exists a unique INPE for the economy E.

Proof. Appendix.

By comparing the first-order conditions characterizing the INPE and the
Pareto Optimal state of the economy E (these are necessary and sufficient
conditions by Assumptions 1–4, see also the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2) we
deduce that the INPE is generically not efficient. Indeed, these conditions
can be written for any efficient state (z*, p*, x*) as

(pj
*)�g�k(pk

*), �k�1, 2,..., K,�
K

j�1
gj

v�(z*)
v(z*)
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and for the unique INPE as 

.

Since under the present assumptions production levels are always positive
in any efficient state, inefficiently high aggregate emission levels are asso-
ciated with the INPE. These types of properties are explored in detail in the
next section.

5. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

5.1 An Informal Discussion

The INPE can be considered as the predictable outcome in the economy E
if countries do not communicate and coordinate their domestic policies.
However, the inefficiency of the INPE provides countries with incentives to
promote some sort of international cooperation. Such coordinated actions
are carried out by means of international agreements, that is, cooperative
plans in which countries commit themselves to specific emission abatement
plans as well as to cost sharing schemes.

Definition 7. An International Agreement (IA) among the countries of the
set K is a pair (�p, �) consisting of a vector of emission changes (�p��p1,
�p2,..., �pK) with respect to the INPE levels, with (i) �pk� ��pk, pk

0�p�k� for
all k, and (ii) of a total cost sharing rule ��(�1, �2,..., �K) such that

�k�[0, 1] for all k and .

An IA thus prescribes changes in emissions with respect to those prevailing
at the INPE, as well as a sharing rule among countries for the aggregate
cost involved. In terms of foregone consumption of the private good, this
cost is given by 

while the induced ambient quality is:

.

Institutionally, for an IA to come into existence, it must be the result of
some collective decision process that comprises at least two levels: (i) the
signature (or diplomatic) level, consisting of the adoption of the agree-

z(�p) �� �
K

k�1
(pk � �pk)

C(�p) � �
K

k�1
gk(pk) � gk(pk � �pk)

�
K

k�1
�k � 1

v�(z)
v(z)

 gk(pk) � g�k(pk),    �k � 1, 2,..., K
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ment’s content by (delegates of) the countries involved; and (ii) the ratifi-
cation (or political) level, consisting of the acceptance of that content
within each of the countries involved.

In our analysis below, the ratification level is assumed to take place
through voting on proposed agreements in each country. Domestic winning
coalitions can object to a proposed IA by either rejecting it, in which case
the economy remains at the no-treaty (INPE) state, or by proposing some
alternative emissions vector. The mathematical model we use to describe
the ratification stage is a cooperative voting game played by the committee
of parliamentary members. The solution concept that identifies the ratified
agreements is the core.

As far as the signature level is concerned, we assume that each country
is represented by a delegate, and we consider that for a proposed agreement
to be adopted by the delegates it must be ratified in all countries. Moreover,
in order to be adopted, an agreement must be coalitionally rational in the
following sense: no set of delegates finds it preferable to engage in a
different agreement that they could get ratified in their respective countries.
The two levels are intimately related through the fact that the ratification
level sets limitations to the proposals that can be considered by the dele-
gates, both as final outcome of cooperation and as conceivable deviations
from it. We represent the diplomatic signature level as a coalition formation
game, in which delegates propose collations, and payoffs are given by the
unique core allocations of the ratification voting games.

We show that the grand coalition is a Strong Nash Equilibrium of the
coalition formation game, implying emission abatement plans ratified by all
countries, and inducing a Pareto optimum of the (world) economy E.
Moreover, although (inefficient) outcomes with several coexisting partial
agreements are not ruled out in equilibrium, some degree of cooperation
always emerges when political delegates maximize the aggregate welfare of
their citizens.

5.2 Politics: The Ratification Voting Game

For any IA involving all countries, we denote by Gk(Bk, Wk
r, �) the domes-

tic ratification voting game in country k bearing on an international agree-
ment that imputes to that country the cost share �k. For a winning coalition
Sk,�Wk

r, a strategy is any vector of abatements �p and possibly transfers

among its members, with total imputed cost .

Note that we are including as a feasible strategy for a domestic winning
coalition Sk�Wk

r the strategy �p��0 inducing the INPE state of the

�
i�Sk

	i
kC(�p)
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economy. If this strategy is adopted, the cooperation process is rejected at
the ratification stage.

Individual payoffs yield the following expression for coalition Sk’s worth:

Definition 8. We say that the IA (�p*, �*) is ratified by country k if for some

vector of transfers �*k�(�*k
1 , �*k

2 ,..., �*k
nk

) such that the allocation

induced in the sub-economy Ek(p�k��p*
�k) by the triple (�p*, �*, �*

k) is in the
core of the game Gk(Bk, Wk

r, �*). An IA is simply ratified if it is ratified by all
countries.

The unique ratified IA is characterized in the next proposition.

Proposition 3. The IA (�p*, �*) such that:

1. (p��p*) is the efficient emissions vector of the economy E;

2. �*
k for all k,

is the unique ratified international agreement. Moreover, within each country
k the associated transfers scheme �*k�(�*k

1 , �*k
2 ,..., �*k

nk
) is such that �*k

i �0 for
all i�Bk.

Proof. Appendix.

Proposition 3 shows that the unique ratified international agreement pre-
scribes the efficient emission levels and shares total costs proportionally to
the relative income levels at the pre-treaty INPE.

The above definition and characterization can be applied to partial
agreements within a subcoalition T of countries. Following the definition
and letting �*

T denote a cost sharing vector for countries in T, we say that
the IA (�p*

T, �*
T) is ratified by the coalition of countries T given the emis-

sions vector �p�T if for all k in T there exists some vector of transfers �*k

such that the allocation induced by the vector (�p*
T, �p�T , �*

T , �*k) is in the
core of the game Gk(Bk, Wk

r, �*
T , �p�T ).

Proposition 3 easily extends as follows.

gk(pk)

�
K

j�1
gj(pj)

�
i�Sk

�*k
i � 0

�
i�Sk

	k
i gk(pk) � 	k

i �kgkC(�p).
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Proposition 4. The partial agreement. (�p*
T, �*

T ) such that:

1. (pT��pT
* ) is the efficient emissions vector of the economy ET(p���

�p*
�T) E;

2. �*
k� for all k in T,

is the unique ratified partial agreement for the set of countries T given �p�T.
Moreover, in each country k in T the associated transfers scheme �*

k is such
that �i

*k for all i in Bk.

5.3 Diplomacy: The Coalition Formation Game

We now move to the international cooperation process itself. We wish to
consider a model of cooperation in which national delegates only consider
agreements which would eventually be ratified by their parliaments. As the
previous section has shown, this restriction leaves national delegates with
the sole choice of which coalition they wish to form, since once this choice
is made, the ratified agreement is uniquely determined. This remark moti-
vates us to model delegates’ diplomatic behaviour by means of a coalition
formation game, in which delegates consider different ‘partners’ at the
international stage, anticipating the effect of their choices on the payoff of
the domestic winning coalition they represent.

The game we consider was first introduced by Hart and Kurz (1983) as
the � coalition formation game. The set of players is the set {1, 2,..., K} of
all national delegates, with S*

k�Wk
d denoting the winning coalition repre-

sented by the k-th delegate (the coalition in power in country k).
Players act simultaneously. Each player k announces a coalition Tk to

which he wishes to belong. A strategy for player k is denoted by �k.

5.3.1 From strategies to coalition structures
Once a profile of strategies ��(�1, �2,..., �K) is announced, players must
be able to predict which coalitions will form in the system. Since the coali-
tions announced by the players may not lead to a partition of the set K (or,
in other words, players’ wishes may not be compatible), a rule mapping
strategy profiles into partitions of K is needed.

We will adopt the ‘gamma’ rule, proposed by Hart and Kurz, predicting
that coalition T effectively forms only if all of its members have announced
precisely T.7 Formally, the profile � induces the cooperation structure
�(�)��T k

� : k�{1, 2,..., K}� where

gk(pk)

�
j�T

gj(pj)
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Under this rule, defections from a coalition induce the remaining players to
split up as singletons.8 In particular, any joint deviation sT�(T, T,..., T) by
a coalition of players T from, for example, the strategy profile � in which
all players announce the grand coalition {1, 2,..., K} induces a coalition
structure 

�(sT, ��T)�{T, {{k} : K�T}}

in which the unique smaller coalition T forms.

5.3.2 Payoffs
We now define an imputation rule, specifying the players’ payoffs for each
possible coalition structure. This, together with the coalition formation
rule, will yield a well-defined game.

Since we are only interested in ratified agreements, we associate with each
coalition structure ��{T1, T2,..., Tm} a series of partial agreements, one
for each element of �, with the property of being all simultaneously
ratified. This leads to:

Definition 9. The vector of partial agreements �(�p�1, ��1), (�p�2, ��2),..., (�p�m,
��m)� is a Partial Agreements Equilibrium (PAE) for the coalition structure
��{T1, T2,..., Tm} if (�p�h, ��h) is a ratified partial agreement for Th given
�p��Th

, for all h�1,..., m.

A PAE consists of a set partial agreements that are simultaneously ratified
by all cooperating countries in the cooperation structure �.

Lemma 3. For each coalition structure � there exists a unique PAE w.r.t. �.

Proof. Appendix.

The utility levels induced on the economy E by the PAE for the members
of the cooperation structure � are used to define the payoffs in the game �.
In particular, the payoff of delegate k when the profile of strategies � is
played is given by

,

where (�p�, ��k) is the PAE with respect to �(�). The fact that in the above
equation the sum of private consumptions is taken over players in S*

k for-

uk(�) � v� � �
K

j�1
(pj � �p�j)��

i�S*k

xi(�p� , ��k)

Tk
� � �Tk if Tj � Tk �j �Tk

k otherwise.
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mally represents the assumption that each delegate behaves on behalf of
the domestic winning coalition he represents.

5.3.3 Strong Nash Equilibria of the Game �
When seen as outcomes of a coalition formation game, equilibrium coalition
structures identify stable agreements. In particular, Strong Nash Equilibria
of the game � are strategy profiles with the property of being immune from
both individual and coalitional deviations.

Definition 10. A Strong Nash Equilibrium of the coalition formation game
� is a profile of strategies �* such that there exists no coalition of players T
with a vector of strategies �T such that for all k�T:

and for at least one j in T 

.

Equilibrium coalition structures identify politically stable agreements. We
will now assert that the grand coalition always obtains as a Strong Nash
Equilibrium outcome of the game �.

Theorem 1. The strategy profile �* in which all players declare the grand
coalition {1, 2,..., K} is a Strong Nash Equilibrium of the game �.

This directly implies that the unique IA ratified by all countries is also
immune from deviations by means of national leaders. In this sense, this
agreement can be legitimately expected to be proposed (and ratified) at
national levels.

We prove the theorem in the Appendix, under an additional Assumption
on total cost of cooperation, closely related to Assumption 1�, defined on
preferences, used in Chander and Tulkens (1997).

Assumption 8 Let coalition T be such that #T�2 and let �(T) be any par-
tition of T. Let ��{�(T),{{k}:k�T}} denote the cooperation structure in
which all countries not in T appear as singletons. Then the aggregate abate-
ment cost of at least one element Tj��(T) at the Partial Agreement
Equilibrium (�p�, ��) w.r.t. � is weakly greater than at the INPE. Formally,

.�
k�Tj

[gk(pk) � gk(pk � �pk)]�0

uj(�T, ��T
* ) � uj(�*)

uk(�T, ��T
* )�uk(�*)
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Assumption 8 imposes a constraint on the way in which welfare improve-
ments are attained through cooperation. It requires that if some sets of
countries cooperate, then at least one of them does not obtain a higher level
of private consumption than at the non-cooperative equilibrium. In other
words, the benefits of international cooperation must be, at least for one set
of cooperating countries, not in terms of higher consumption levels but
rather in terms of a higher environmental quality. This assumption is
always satisfied if countries have the same production technology and/or
constant returns to scale.

One final issue to be addressed is whether coalition structures other than
the grand coalition may occur as equilibria of the game � – equilibria that
would necessarily be inefficient in view of the uniqueness property of the
strategy adopted by any coalition of delegates. Let us consider in particu-
lar the most extreme case of inefficiency, namely the complete absence of
cooperation, here represented by the coalition structure p consisting of all
countries as singletons: can it be an equilibrium outcome of the game �?

It is instructive to deal first with the case in which domestic delegates
maximize the aggregate welfare of their citizens (in terms of the game �,
the case in which Sk

*�Bk for all k�1, 2,..., K). Let �* be the profile of strat-
egies in which all players announce the grand coalition, and s* be any strat-
egy profile inducing the coalition structure p. The uniqueness of the Pareto
optimum of the economy E (proved in Lemma 1), together with the char-
acterization result of Proposition 3, imply that:

. (1.1)

Note also that since the international agreement (�p*, �*), induced by the
profile �*, satisfies the conditions for a ratio equilibrium of the economy E
(obtained from E by considering the INPE as initial endowment), the
induced allocation is individually rational for all agents in the economy, in
the sense that it is weakly preferred to the INPE allocation. This leads to
the following inequalities:

(1.2)

implying that

(1.3)

Conditions (1.1) and (1.2) imply that for some agent i*�I:

. (1.4)ui*(z*, x*
i*)�ui*(z, xi*)

uk(�*) �uk(�),   �k � 1, 2,..., K.

ui(z*, x*
i )�ui(z, xi),   �i �I

�
K

k�1
uk(�*) � �

i�I
ui(z*, x*

i ) � �
i�I

ui(z, xi) � �
K

k�1
uk(�)
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Since we are assuming that i*�Bk, for some country k, we conclude that for
some k:

(1.5)

Conditions (1.3) and (1.5) directly imply the following proposition.

Proposition 5. Let Sk
*�Bk for all k�1, 2,..., K. Then, the coalition struc-

ture p in which no cooperation occurs is never a Strong Nash Equilibrium of
the game �.

Thus, if political delegates maximize their countries’ aggregate welfare, an
international equilibrium must always contain some degree of cooperation.
By contrast, if lack of cooperation prevails, it can only be imputed to the
fact that political delegates do not represent the totality of their population
but only a majority of it. To see how this may undermine the result of
Proposition 5, consider again condition (1.1). If Sk

*�Bk for some k, we
obtain 

so that condition (1.1) can only be stated in the following form:

. (1.6)

Again, we can use (1.6) to conclude that some agent i*�I exists for which
condition (1.4) is satisfied. However, it may now be the case that (1.4) only
holds for one agent i*�Bk\Sk

*. If this is the case, no incumbent winning
coalition strictly prefers the efficient outcome (z*, x*) to the INPE alloca-
tion, and the proof of Proposition 5 does not extend.

Notice that when complete non-cooperation arises in equilibrium, it is
because all members of incumbent winning coalitions are as well off as at
the efficient outcome (z*, x*), while the ‘minority’ agents are prevented from
exploiting the surplus of cooperation. In this sense it can be argued that
inefficiency is here strictly due to the political nature of delegates’ strategies.

These arguments show that no cooperation may be a stable outcome, in
the particular sense of Strong Nash Equilibria. However, condition (1.2)
also implies that the set of all delegates must either prefer full cooperation
to the complete absence of cooperation, or be indifferent between these two
outcomes. If we define the notion of Strict Strong Nash Equilibrium by
relaxing the requirement of strict improvement of at least one player in
Definition 10 above,9 the following directly follows:

�
i�I

ui(z*, x*
i )��

i�I
ui(z, xi)

�
K

k�1
uk(�*)�

i�I
ui(z*, x*

i )

uk(�*)�uk(�).
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Proposition 6. The coalition structure p in which no cooperation occurs is
never a Strict Strong Nash Equilibrium of the game �.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have looked at international agreements that satisfy two
stability requirements: they are a stable solution of the international nego-
tiation process and they are domestically stable in the sense that they are
ratified by all parliaments. We identify a unique IA among the whole set of
countries, with the following properties:

1. It prescribes the efficient emissions levels for the international economy
(Lemma 2);

2. It shares abatement costs among countries proportionally to the rela-
tive incomes at the INPE (Proposition 2);

3. Domestically, no transfers occur, and each agent consumes the amount
of private good determined by his distributive parameter and by his
country’s cost share (Proposition 2).

Our main theorem establishes that if this agreement is chosen, then the
grand coalition is a stable outcome of a suitably defined coalition forma-
tion game. Moreover, although (inefficient) cooperation structures with
several coexisting coalitions are not ruled out in equilibrium, some degree
of cooperation always emerges when political delegates represent the total-
ity of their population.

The specific cost sharing rule implied by the stable IA in the present
chapter should be related with the core-stable allocation identified by
Chander and Tulkens (1997) for a similar economy with quasi-linear pref-
erences. In both cases, the way in which costs are imputed in equilibrium
satisfies the property of the ‘ratio equilibrium’, introduced for an economy
with public goods by Kaneko (1977). More precisely, both papers propose
the ratio equilibrium of the economy E obtained from the economy E by
considering the INPE as initial endowment. The induced allocation has the
nice feature of being computable, requiring only, in the present chapter,
the information about aggregate income levels at the no-treaty state of the
economy. While in Chander and Tulkens (1997) this allocation is shown
only to belong to the core of the international economy (among possibly
other ones), in the present chapter it is shown to characterize the unique
stable agreement among the whole set of countries. This difference is due
to the introduction of voting as domestic decision process, replacing the
traditional aggregate utility maximization within each coalition. Since
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objections are ‘easier’ for winning coalitions than for unanimous coalitions,
all allocations other than the ratio equilibrium are objected to in the present
chapter, while some of them may still be stable in Chander and Tulkens
(1997). In contrast, while no inefficient outcome was stable in the core-
theoretic analysis (mainly due to the possibility of benevolent delegates
operating a desired transfers scheme), here inefficient cooperation struc-
tures may emerge because of the impossibility of operating such transfers
of private goods as would be needed to attain Pareto improvements.

A final word must be said on the robustness of our result to larger classes
of preferences. The special class adopted in this chapter simplifies the anal-
ysis in three respects. First, it is responsible for the uniqueness of the
various solution concepts adopted in the paper. Second, equilibrium ratios
of the sub-economies coincide with the distributional vectors 	, making the
present environment equivalent to one of linear income taxation and allow-
ing for a non-empty set of political equilibria. Third, the transferable utility
property of preferences allowed us to determine the payoffs of national del-
egates as the aggregate utility of the supporting winning coalition. Our
main results would still carry over to a more general class of preferences,
requiring monotonicity of preferences in the private good and normality of
the public good ‘ambient quality’. Our characterization of the stable agree-
ment, on the contrary, is strictly related to the specific form of preferences
we have adopted. Although politically stable IA would still satisfy the ratio
equilibrium property, cost shares would not be directly related to national
incomes at the INPE.

APPENDIX

Proof of Lemma 1

Assumptions 1–4 ensure that efficient states of the economy E are all associated
with points in the interior of the sets [0, pk

0], for all k�{1, 2,..., K}. In fact, pk�0 is
never an efficient emission level, since v�(0, p�k) is bounded and g�k(0)���.
Similarly, pk

0 is never an efficient emission level, since g�k(pk
0)�0 and v�(z(pk

0, p�k)�0.
Efficient emission vectors maximize the aggregate welfare of the economy E,

given by the expression

(1.7)

By Assumptions 1–4, (1.7) is a concave function of pk, for all k. Therefore,
Samuelson’s conditions are necessary and sufficient for an efficient emission vector.
These conditions imply that for all efficient emission vectors p and p�, for all k�{1,
2,..., K}:

�
K

j�1
gj(pj) � g�k(pk);

v�(z)
v(z)

v(z)�
K

j�1
gj(pj).
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(1.8)

Suppose now that pp� and, without loss of generality, pk�pk�. By concavity of
technology, gk�(pk)�gk�(pk�). Since, by conditions (1.8), gk�(pk)�gj�(pj) for all j, k�{1,
2,..., K} and gk�(pk)�gj�(pj) for all j, k�{1, 2,..., K}, this would imply that pj�pj�
for all j,�{1, 2,..., K}, and thus z��z. It follows from strict monotonicity of gj for
all j,�{1, 2,..., K} that

(1.9)

and by concavity of v w.r.t. z that 

. (1.10)

Conditions (1.8), (1.9) and (1.10) contradict the requirement that gj�(pj)�gj�(p�j ). It
follows that pk�pk� for all j,�{1, 2,..., K}.■

Proof of Lemma 2

A ratio equilibrium is a triple (pk, xk, rk) such that every agent i�Bk demands the
same vector pk facing the distributive vector ri. Agent i�Bk demanding the emis-
sion pk and facing the ratio ri consumes the amount 

.

Therefore, agent i faces the following problem 

. (1.11)

The maximand is a concave function of pk by Assumptions 1–4. Moreover, by the
arguments used in the previous lemma to show that efficient emissions vectors are
interior, we know that pk�0 is never a solution of (1.11). First order conditions
yield 

, (1.12)

from which

. (1.13)

By imposing the condition , we get 

�1, (1.14)

from which, using the fact that , we get�
i�Bk

	k
i � 1

v�(z(pk, p�k) )	k
i gk(p0

k)
v�(z(pk, p�k) )��gk(p0

k) � gk(pk)�� � v(z(pk, p�k) )g�k(pk)�
i�Bk

�
i�Bk

ri � 1

ri �
v�(z(pk, p�k) )	k

i gk(p0
k)

v�(z(pk, p�k) )��gk(p0
k) � gk(pk)�� � v(z(pk, p�k) )g�k(pk)

� v�(z(pk, p�k) ) �	k
i gk(p0

k) � ri �gk(p0
k) � gk(pk)�� � v(z(pk, p�k) )ri g�k(pk) � 0

maxpk v(pk, p�k) �	k
i gk(p0

k) � ri �gk(p0
k) � gr(pk) �

xi � 	k
i g(p0

k) � ri �gk(p0
k) � gk(pk)�

v�(z)
v(z)

�
v�(z�)
v(z�)

�
K

j�1
gj(pj)��

K

j�1
gj(p�j)

�
K

j�1
gj(p�j) � g�k(p�k).

v�(z�)
v(z�)
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�1, (1.15)

yielding, together with (1.13), ri�	k
i.

The fact that pk is the efficient vector of the economy Ek(p�k) comes from the fact
that ratio equilibria trivially satisfy the Samuelson’s conditions for that sub-
economy.■

Proof of Proposition 1

We know by Lemma 2 that the distributive parameter 	k is the unique vector of
equilibrium ratios of the sub-economy Ek(p�k). We also know by Theorems 1 and
2 in Hirokawa (1992) that the core of the voting game Gk(p�k) coincides with the
set of ratio equilibrium allocations of the sub-economy Ek(p�k). It follows that the
unique political equilibrium is the state of the economy associated with the ratio
equilibrium allocation of Ek(p�k).■

Proof of Proposition 2

Existence. We denote by fj(p�j) the Pareto efficient level of emissions in country j
given the levels p�j. Let also f(p) be the k-th product of the functions fj(p�j) for j�1,
2,..., K. A fixed point p* of the map f(p) is such that p*�f(p*). By definition of an
INPE and by Proposition 1, if p* is a fixed point of f then the pair � p*, �	k

igk(p*
k)�i�I�

is an INPE. By Kakutani fixed point theorem, f admits a fixed point if it is upper
hemicontinuous, convex valued and defined on a non-empty, compact and convex
set. As the product maintains these properties, it is enough to check these condi-
tions on each projection map fj(p�j). Since the domain of fj(p�j) is the closed,

convex and non-empty set and since f is a function by Lemma 1, we just

need to show upper hemi continuity of f, that is, of the efficient value pk of the
economy Ek(p�k) as a function of p�k. This directly follows from continuity of v and
of gk.

Uniqueness: Assume that there exist two INPEs, (p, x)(p�, x�). Let z and z� be
the induced amounts of ambient pollution. By the characterization of INPE, for
all j, k�{1, 2,..., K}:

By the assumptions that g�k�0, g�k�0, v��0, and v��0, the following implications
hold:

p�k�pk⇒g�k(p�k)�g�k(pk)⇒ ⇒z��z.
v�(z�)
v(z�)

 �
v�(z)
v(z)

�
K

j�1
gj(p�j) � g�k(p�k).

v�(z�)
v(z�)

�
K

j�1
gj(pj) � g�k(pk);

v�(z)
v(z)

�
jk

�0, p0
k�

v�(z(pk, p�k) )gk(p0
k)

v�(z(pk, p�k) )��gk(p0
k) � gk(pk)�� � v(z(pk, p�k) )g�k(pk)
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Then, for some jk, it must be that p�j �pj, implying, by the same series of implica-
tions, that z��z. The two inequalities together yield that z��z. Then, in any INPE,
the aggregate ambient pollution is the same. Suppose now that p�k�pk for some k.
Then, by concavity,

g�k(p�k)�g�k(pk) (1.16a)

and, by strict monotonicity,

gk(pk)�gk(p�k). (1.16b)

These two facts, together with the fact that z��z and the two first order conditions
in (1.16a)–(1.16b), imply a contradiction.■

Proof of Proposition 3

Let E be the economy derived by E considering the INPE as initial endowment. In
terms of Ito and Kaneko (1981), E is defined by considering the level of emissions
at the INPE as allowance level, and individual incomes at the levels defined by the
INPE production and by the distributive vector 	. A ratio equilibrium for this
economy is a triple (p, x, r) such that every agent i demands vector p facing the dis-
tributive vector ri. We first show that the triple (p*, x*, r*), inducing the efficient
vector of the economy E, and such that for all i�Bk, k�1, 2,..., K, and for all pairs,
l, m�{1, 2,..., K},

ri
l*�ri

m*�	k
i 

and

is the unique ratio equilibrium of E. Agent i faces the following problem

maxp v(z(p)) 	k
i gk(pk) .

First order conditions yield, for all m�{1, 2,..., K},

For any pair l, m�{1, 2,..., K} we therefore write:

;

.rm
i �

v�(z(p) )	k
i gk(pk)

v�(z(p) )�
K

j�1
ri�gj(pj) � gj(pj)� � v(z(p) )�g�m(pm)�

ri
l �

v�(z(p) )	k
i gk(pk)

v�(z(p) )�
K

j�1
ri�gj(pj) � gj(pj)� � v(z(p) )�g�l(pl)�

v�(z(p) )�	k
i gk(pk) � �

K

j�1
rj

i �gj(pj) � gk(pj)�� � v(z(p) )�rm
i g�m(pm)� � 0.

� �
K

j�1
rj

i �gj(pj) � gj(pj)���

x*
i � 	k

i g(pk) � r*
i �

K

j�1
�gj(pj) � gj(p*

j )�

gk(pk)

�
K

j�1
gj(pj)

� r*
i
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Since Pareto Optimality requires that g�m (pm)�g�l (pl) , it follows that in equilib-

rium rl
i �ri

m. By imposing the condition �1 we get 

�1

from which:

.

It can be easily checked by means of the relevant first order conditions that the
vector p* is indeed the efficient emission vector of the economy E.

We can again apply the results of Lemmas 5 and 6 to conclude that �* is the only
vector inducing the same vector of emissions changes as a ratio equilibrium of every
sub-economy Ek(�*

k). The result then follows from Theorems 1 and 2 in Hirokawa
(1992).■

Proof of Lemma 3

Existence of the PAE can then be proved by direct application of the formal argu-
ment used in the proof of existence of an INPE. In this respect, note that in the case
of the PAE, each group of countries belonging to the same element of � jointly
choose their vector of emissions, while in the case of the INPE each country is
choosing a single level of emission. Since by Lemma 4 every element of � is choos-
ing the unique efficient level of emissions in any PAE, the existence proof for the
INPE, relying on Kakutani’s fixed point theorem, can be applied, provided upper
hemi continuity is preserved. In this respect, the same argument used in the proof
of Proposition 2 extends. Similarly, the argument for uniqueness used in Proposi-
tion 2 carries over to this case.■

Theorem. The strategy profile �* in which all players declare the grand coalition {1,
2,..., K} is a Strong Nash Equilibrium of the game �.

We will first prove three preparatory lemmas. The first extends to the present setting
the characterization results of Proposition 1 in Chander and Tulkens (1997). Let T
be some subset of countries, and let �(T) be any partition of T. Let ��{�(T),
{{k}:k�T}} denote the cooperation structure in which all countries not in T
appear as singletons. Let (�p�, ��)� �(�p�T, ��T), ��p�j�j�T,� be the PAE with respect to
�.

Lemma 4

(a) (pTj ��p�Tj) is the efficient emissions vector of the economy ETj(p�Tj ��p��Tj)
for all Tj��(T), and (pj ��p�j) is the efficient emissions vector of the economy Ej(p�j

��p��j) for all j�T;
(b) the total emissions induced by the vector �p�are smaller than or equal to the
INPE emissions;

rm
i �

	k
i gk(pk)

�
K

k�1
gk(pk)

�
k

k�1
gk(pk)

v�(z(p) )

v�(z(p) )�
K

j�1
ri�gj(pj) � gj(pj)� � v(z(p) )�g�m(pm)�

�
i�I

rm
i
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(c) the emissions level of each country j�T at �p� is greater than or equal to its
INPE level. Moreover, the aggregate emissions of the countries in T is not greater
than at the INPE.

Proof of Lemma 4

(a) Directly implied by Lemma 4.
(b) Let p��(p ��p�). First order optimality conditions imply that for all j�T

(1.17)

and

. (1.18)

Suppose now that z� z�; by strict concavity of v in z we have 

.

Using (1.17)–(1.18) we get

�

Since the term gj�(pj)/gj(pj) is decreasing in pj by concavity of gj we get that
z�z�⇒pj�

�pj for every j�T. Consider now the partition �(T). By point (a) it
follows that for all k�Tm and all Tm��(T):

and

.

If z�z� then, by similar arguments to the one used above we get 

� .

Rewriting the term gk(�pk) as gj(
�pj)�gj(

�pj) and using the fact that 

gj(
�pj)�0 we obtain the following inequality

�

which implies that (pk�p�k) for all k�Tm.
The two results together imply that z�z�, which contradicts the assumption.

Then it must be that z�z�.

(c) Suppose that p�j�pj for some country j�T. Concavity of gj implies
g�j(

�pj)�g�j(pj) or, by points (a) and (b),

g�k(p�k)
g�k(p�k)

gk�(pk)
gk(pk)

�
j�Tm\k

�
j�Tm\k

�
j�Tm

g�k(p�k)

�
j�Tm

gj(p�j)
gk�(pk)
gk(pk)

v�(z�)
v(z�)

 �
k�Tm

gj(p�j) � g�j(p�j)

v�(z)
v(z)

 gj(pj) � g�j(pj)

g�j(p�j)
g�j(p�j)

gj�(pj)
gj(pj)

v�(z�)
v(z�)

v�(z)
v(z)

�

v�(z�)
v(z�)

 gj(p�j) � g�j(p�j)

v�(z)
v(z)

 gj(pj) � g�j(pj)
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gj(
�pj)� gj(pj).

Since we know from point (b) that z�z�, and by the fact that the term v�(z)/v(z) is
decreasing in z, we obtain that gj(pj)�gj(

�pj), which, by the fact that gj is mono-
tonically increasing, implies a contradiction. This fact, together with point (b),
implies that aggregate emissions of countries in T are smaller at the PAE than at the
INPE.■

The next two lemmas establish consistency properties of the set of ratio equilib-
ria. For a given real number �k� (0, 1] let Ek(�k) denote the economy with set of
agents Bk and all other fundamentals as in E, and in which the cost function is given
by �kCj(pj) for all j�1, 2,..., K.

Lemma 5 (Van den Nouweland, Tijs and Wooders, 2002). If (p*, x*, r*) is a ratio

equilibrium of the economy E and �k
*� , then is a ratio

equilibrium of Ek(�k
*).

Lemma 6. Let (�1
*,..., �K

* ) be such that �k
*�1. If there exists (p*, �*) such that

(p*, xk
*, �k

*) is a ratio equilibrium of Ek(�k
*) for all k, then there is a ratio equilibrium 

(p*, x*, r*) of the economy E such that �k
*� and �k

*� .

Proof of Lemma 6

Since (p*, x*, �k
*) is a ratio equilibrium of Ek(�k

*) for all k, we can write that for all
i�Bk, for all k and for all p:

ui(p
*, x*

i)�ui(p, 	igk(pk
0)�k

*i�k
*

Since for all k and , it follows that

so that (p*, x*, �*, �*) is a ratio equilibrium of the economy E. The facts that

�k
*� and �k

* follow directly from definitions. In particular, for the

economy E we have that �k
*� for all k is the unique vector compatible with

a ratio equilibrium in each sub-economy Ek(�k
*).■

�
i�Bk

	k
i

� r*
i

�*
k
�

i�Bk
�
i�Bk

r*
i

�
i�Bk

�*
i � �*

2�
i�Bk

�*
i �...� �*

K�
i�Bk

�*
i � 1�

K

k�1
�
i�Bk

�*
i �

*
k � �*

1

�
K

k�1
�*

k � 1�
i�Bk

�*
i � 1

�
K

j�1
Cj(pj) )

� r*
i

�*
k
�

i�Bk
�
i�Bk

r*
i

�
K

k�1

�p*, x*
k, � r*

i

�*
k
�

i�Bk
��

i�Bk

r*
i

v�(z)
v(z)

v�(z�)
v(z�)
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Proof of Theorem 1

We are now ready to prove the theorem. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that
some coalition of players T improves upon the strategy profile �* by means of the
alternative profile �T. Denote by (�p*, �*) the ratified IA for the grand coalition,
and by (�p�, ��) the PAE w.r.t. coalition structure ��{�(T), {{k}:k�T}} induced
by the deviation of T and whose elements are the partition �(T) of the set T and all
the players outside T as singletons. We will use the notation z* and z�to indicate the
induced environmental qualities. Using the definition of payoffs, the fact that T
improves upon �* implies that �i�S*

k and �k�T:

v( z�)xi(�p�, ��T)�v(z*)xi(�p*, �*). (1.19)

By Lemma 4 we know that �p�k�0for all k�T. Denoting by 0�T the vector of zero
changes in emissions of countries not in T, this, together with monotonicity of v,
implies 

v(z(�p�T, 0�T))�v(z(�p�)). (1.20)

Inequalities (1.19) and (1.20) imply that

v(z(�p�T, 0�T))xi(�p�, ��T)�v(z*)xi(�p*, �*). (1.21)

We show that (1.21) implies a contradiction. The argument goes by showing that
�i�S*

k and �k�T:

xi(�p�, ��T)�xi(�p�T, 0�T , �*). (1.22)

Suppose not, so that for some i�S*
k and some k�T

xi(�p�, ��T)�xi(�p�T, 0�T , �*). (1.23)

By the equilibrium properties of the cost share vector �*
k, we obtain (see Lemmas 5

and 6 and Proposition 3):

v(z*)xi(�p*, �*)�v(z(�p�T, 0�T))xi(�p�T, 0�T , �k
*). (1.24)

Using (1.23) and (1.24) we obtain a contradiction of (1.23).
We then use the definitions of xi(�p�, ��T) and of xi(�p�T, 0�T , �*) and sum up

(1.22) over i�S*
k and k�Tm for some Tm��(T) to obtain:

�

,

or, more simply,

.�
j�Tm

�gj(pj) � gj(pj � �p�j)��0	k
i ��*

k � ��k��
i�S*k

 �
k�Tm

 

�gj(pj) � gj(pj � �p�j)� �
j�Tm

�
i�S*k

 �
k�Tm

 xi � 	k
i �

*
k�

j�Tm

�gj(pj) � gj(pj � �p�j)��
i�S*k

 �
k�Tm

 xi � 	k
i  �
�

k
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Using now Assumption 8 and the definitions of �k
* and ��k we obtain 

	k
i � ��0.

Note that in the above summation, all terms in brackets are weakly negative, since

. This implies a contradiction and concludes the proof.■

NOTES

1. This chapter was first presented as a paper at the IIPF meeting in Linz, August 2001, and
at the BARCELONA-CORE-LEA Workshop on Economic Design held in Barcelona,
November 2001. A previous version of this chapter, substantially different as to the pro-
posed concept of international cooperation, was circulated as CORE Discussion Paper
no. 9793 as well as CLIMNEG Working Paper no. 3 under the title ‘Core-theoretic and
political stability of international agreements on transfrontier pollution’ and was pre-
sented at the EAERE Tilburg meeting of June 1997, at the EEA Toulouse meeting of
September 1997 and at the third CORE-FEEM Workshop on Coalition Formation in
Venice, January 1998. The authors are grateful to Professor Wiesmeth for his detailed
examination of that early version and to Professor Jean François Mertens for insightful
queries on this version.

2. Corresponding author. Department of Economics, University of Venice. Email: s.curra-
rini@unive.it. Financial support through the TMR Grant no. ERB-4001CT950920 is
acknowledged.

3. CORE, Université Catholique de Louvain, 34 Voie du Roman Pays, 1348 Louvain la
Neuve, Belgium. Email: tulkens@core.ucl.ac.be. The research of this author is part of the
‘CLIMNEG’ program conducted at CORE under contract with the Belgian State, Prime
Minister’s Office (SSTC). CORE, Université Catholique de Louvain.

4. A notable exception is the paper by Haller and Holden (1997) on the effect of different
ratification rules on countries’ international bargaining power.

5. We abstract here from all inputs of production other than polluting discharges.
6. This framework is essentially the one used by Nakayama (1977), in which winning coali-

tions can choose the desired level of public goods and have to finance it proportionally to
their relative incomes.

7. This game has been studied under the name ‘Simultaneous Coalition Unanimity Game’,
see Yi (1997). Hart and Kurz also consider the more permissive ‘delta’ rule, allowing all
players that have announced the same coalition to stay together.

8. In particular, defections from the grand coalition lead to the formation of a unique,
smaller coalition. A similar and closely related assumption underlies the concept of
gamma core studied in Chander and Tulkens (1997). We shall discuss the relation of the
present chapter to their work in our conclusion.

9. We are here extending the notion of Strict Nash Equilibrium to coalitional deviations,
considered in the Strong Nash Equilibrium concept. Intuitively, the strictness refinement
requires that players can only do worse by changing their strategies from the equilibrium.
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2. Can equity enhance efficiency? Some
lessons from climate negotiations
Francesco Bosello, Barbara Buchner, Carlo
Carraro and Davide Raggi

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, the importance of international and global environ-
mental problems, such as acid rain, the depletion of the ozone layer and the
greenhouse effect, has increased continually. In the absence of a supra-
national authority which enforces environmental policies and regulations,
emission reductions can only be achieved via voluntary initiatives and
international cooperation. Given the global nature of the above environ-
mental problems, an effective international agreement which implements
these emission reductions has to involve as many countries as possible, or
at least a number of countries which account for a large share of total emis-
sions. This is particularly true for global warming whose effects and the mit-
igation policies subsequently required are pushed to an unprecedented
spatial and time scale.

Unfortunately, broad participation is difficult to achieve (Carraro and
Siniscalco, 1993). Given that emission control is costly and a ‘clean’ atmos-
phere is a public good, countries hardly have incentives to sign an agree-
ment on greenhouse gases (GHG) emission control (the well known
free-riding problem). Moreover, structural differences among countries
(polluters most often do not suffer the highest damages) imply the difficulty
of sharing the burden of emission reductions in a way that makes it con-
venient for most countries to sign the agreement (in some countries, abate-
ment costs may not be smaller than the benefits from avoided damages).

These considerations lead to the conclusion that a global agreement on
climate change policy (that is, an agreement signed by all world countries)
is generally unrealistic and that emission reduction policies should focus on
two interrelated objectives (IPCC 2001, Working Group 3, chapter 10): (i)
on the one hand, a cost-effective reduction of emissions; (ii) on the other
hand, ways of providing incentives for more countries to sign the agree-
ment.
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A recent strand of literature analyses the incentives underlying the emer-
gence of international environmental cooperation and the formation of
climate coalitions within the general framework of non-cooperative games.
This literature highlights that ‘self-enforcing agreements’, that is, agree-
ments based on profitable and stable coalitions, may emerge at the equilib-
rium (see, for example, Carraro and Siniscalco, 1993 and Barrett, 1994).
However, in most studies, the size of stable coalitions remains limited for
any functional specification of countries’ welfare functions (Hoel, 1992;
Barrett, 1994; Carraro and Siniscalco, 1993; Heal, 1994). Hence, the need
to develop strategies which enhance the incentives to sign a climate agree-
ment by making it profitable for most relevant countries and by offsetting
their incentives to free-ride.

One of the ideas currently proposed in the debate on climate change
policy is that more equitable agreements could be a way of increasing con-
sensus and thus of having more signatories to the climate treaty. This idea
is at the heart of many of the conclusions, based on the present state of
knowledge on the economics of climate change, contained in the recent
2001 IPCC Summary for Policymakers from Working Group 3. However
intuitive, there is no substantial analysis that a more equitable distribution
of the burden of reducing GHG emissions would induce more countries to
sign and ratify the Kyoto Protocol or another climate agreement. The goal
of this chapter is exactly to address this issue and to assess whether
increased equity enhances the likelihood that more countries – and above
all the relevant countries – agree to sign and ratify a climate agreement.

Notice that, were the above conjecture true, we could conclude that
equity enhances efficiency, because a larger number of relevant signatories
(possibly the big emitters) obviously implies a larger amount of emission
abatement.

The first step of our analysis is a careful examination of the self-enforcing
properties of the Kyoto agreement. To achieve this goal, we use a revealed
preference approach, that is, we start from the actual outcome of the Kyoto
negotiations to identify countries’ weights in the function defining the
optimal cooperative solution. This enables us to assess whether the Kyoto
agreement is stable (that is, no country has an incentive to free-ride, by
not ratifying and/or implementing the Protocol).1 Section 3 analyses the
profitability and stability of the Kyoto agreement in two extreme situations.
The first is when all emission reductions are undertaken domestically
without using the so-called Kyoto flexibility mechanisms. The second is when
emission reductions can also be undertaken using an emission trading
scheme which involves all signatory countries without constraints (no ceil-
ings). It has indeed been argued (see, for example, Eyckmans, 2001) that the
possibility of emission trading, by increasing the cost-effectiveness of the
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agreement, also increases its stability (that is, incentives to free-ride are lower
and more countries sign). Therefore, we will also assess this conjecture in the
case of the Kyoto agreement.

In section 4, we carry out the same type of profitability and stability anal-
ysis by introducing equity. Three ‘equitable’ burden-sharing criteria – which
are different from the one implicit in the emission abatement targets agreed
to in Kyoto – are considered. These are: (i) the equalisation of average
abatement costs; (ii) the equalisation of per capita abatement costs; and (iii)
the equalisation of abatement costs on the GDP ratio.2 For each of these
criteria, the profitable and stable coalitions (within all possible coalition
structures) are computed in order to verify whether more equity enhances
the incentives for self-enforcing agreements to emerge.

The results achieved in Section 4 are not encouraging. Indeed, most
coalition structures are neither stable, nor strongly profitable. Therefore, in
Section 5 we develop a further alternative. Specifically, we complement the
three ‘equitable’ burden sharing criteria with ex-post transfer policies
designed to offset countries’ incentives to free-ride. Can these transfer pol-
icies help in achieving a global agreement or something close to it? Which
equity criterion enhances the effectiveness of these transfer mechanisms?

The surprising answer to these questions will be discussed in the conclud-
ing section of this chapter, which will also outline directions for further
research.

2. PROFITABILITY AND STABILITY OF CLIMATE
AGREEMENTS

Two profitability criteria and two stability criteria will be used to assess the
self-enforcing properties of climate agreements. The definitions of
profitability and stability have been derived directly from Carraro and
Siniscalco (1993) (see also Eyckmans, 2001 and Yang, 2000 for recent appli-
cations to climate policy). We say that an agreement is weakly profitable if
the sum of the individual payoffs of the signatories is larger than the sum
of their payoffs when no agreement is signed. In this case, the agreement
produces a surplus (overall benefits are larger than costs), but this surplus
may not profit all signatories, that is, some countries may gain, others may
lose. By contrast, an agreement is strongly profitable if the payoff of all sig-
natories is larger when the agreement is signed and implemented than when
no agreement is signed. Hence, each single participant obtains a net benefit
from the agreement.

We say that an agreement is internally stable if there is no incentive to
free-ride, that is, the payoff of each signatory is larger than the payoff he/she
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would obtain by defecting from the group of signatories (those who remain
are supposed to keep cooperating even after the defection). Finally, an
agreement is stable if there is no incentive to free-ride and no incentive to
join the group of signatories, that is, the payoff to those countries that are
not signatories is larger than the one they would achieve by signing the
agreement.

Notice that these four criteria are increasingly demanding. Stability
implies internal stability which implies strong profitability which implies
weak profitability (see Botteon and Carraro, 1997a). In particular, profit-
ability is a necessary condition for stability. Also notice that a stable agree-
ment is nothing more than a Nash equilibrium agreement (D’Aspremont
et al., 1983 and Carraro and Marchiori, 2003). See the Appendix for a
formal presentation of the above definitions and results.

Following recent suggestions coming from the theoretical literature
(Carraro, 1998), we do not only consider the possibility that countries agree
on a single climate treaty, but we also allow countries to negotiate on
different tables and to form different regional agreements (similarly to what
happens in trade negotiations). Therefore, both single and multiple coali-
tion structures will be analysed. In the case of multiple coalitions, the
definition of stability is slightly more complex because agreements should
also be intra-coalitionally stable (Yi, 1997). In other words, there should be
no incentives to leave one coalition to join a different one.

Therefore, in this chapter, we assess the profitability and stability of all
possible coalition structures that can emerge on the basis of the three equity
criteria mentioned above. As a consequence, we evaluate both the incen-
tives to sign a Kyoto-type agreement (that is, whether Annex I countries are
willing to sign and ratify a climate agreement when the burden sharing is
changed) and the incentives to sign any other climate agreements (for each
given burden-sharing rule).

3. INCENTIVES TO SIGN AND RATIFY THE KYOTO
PROTOCOL

The goal of this section is to analyse the profitability and stability of the
Kyoto agreement, both when all emission reductions are undertaken
domestically without using the so-called Kyoto flexibility mechanisms, and
when emission reductions can also be undertaken using an unconstrained
emission trading scheme which involves all signatory countries.

The analysis is carried out using the original version of the RICE model
(Nordhaus and Yang, 1996). The RICE model is a single sector optimal
growth model that has been extended to incorporate the interactions
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between economic activities and climate. One such model has been devel-
oped for each macro region into which the world is divided (USA, Japan,
Europe, China, Former Soviet Union, and Rest of the World). Within each
region a central planner chooses the optimal paths of fixed investment and
emission abatement that maximise the present value of per capita con-
sumption. Output (net of climate change) is used for investment and con-
sumption and is produced according to a constant returns Cobb–Douglas
technology, which combines the inputs from capital and labour with the
level of technology. Population (taken to be equal to full employment) and
technology levels grow over time in an exogenous fashion, whereas capital
accumulation is governed by the optimal rate of investment. There is a
wedge between output gross and net of climate change effects, the size of
which is dependent upon the amount of abatement (rate of emission reduc-
tion) as well as the change in global temperature. The model is completed
by three equations representing emissions (which are related to output and
abatement), carbon cycle (which relates concentrations to emissions), and
climate module (which relates the change in temperature relative to 1990
levels to carbon concentrations) respectively.

As said, the chapter focuses on long-term incentives to sign a climate
agreement. Therefore, we need to define the outcome of climate negotia-
tions beyond the first commitment period. In this chapter, we adopt the so-
called ‘Kyoto forever’ hypothesis (see, for example, Manne and Richels,
1999 among others), namely we assume that the abatement targets agreed
upon in Kyoto are binding until the end of this century. In other words, all
Annex I countries are assumed to meet the Kyoto constraints from 2010
onward.3 This is already a standard practice adopted in most economic
analyses of climate policy (although there exist studies where different
assumptions are made; see, for example, the study by Císcar and Soria in
Chapter 4). We use the ‘Kyoto forever’ hypothesis not because it represents
a realistic scenario, but as a benchmark with respect to which policy alter-
natives can be compared.4 Nonetheless, the adoption of this scenario helps
also to understand some underlying motivations of the Kyoto agreement:

● Although being a scenario with an overall weak objective (700
ppmv), all the emission reduction requirements are focused on the
industrialised countries – the Annex I countries – since the other
regions are allowed to follow their business as usual paths until 2100.
In this sense, there is a kind of equity built into the Kyoto forever sce-
nario.

● Being very penalising for Annex I if only domestic policies and meas-
ures are allowed, the scenario becomes advantageous as soon as
emissions trading is allowed. The reason is that in this case, by leaving
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the other countries outside the coalition, the Annex I countries can
buy emissions at a low cost. Highlighting the low permit price for
Annex I countries, the scenario thus provides an explanation of why
the Non-Annex I countries are excluded from emission reduction
commitments.5

Given the RICE representation of the economic system in different
world regions and the related impacts on climate, we solved the joint max-
imisation process through which countries determine cooperative emission
levels (and as a consequence emission reduction targets). Our business as
usual corresponds to the non-cooperative case in which countries set emis-
sion levels (and other decision variables) by maximising their own welfare
function given the policy decisions taken by the other countries.

To identify the implicit weights in the joint maximisation process which
lead to the cooperative outcome, we used an ‘inverse optimisation
approach’ (see, for example, Carraro, 1988, 1989, 1997), that is, we itera-
tively computed the weights in the joint welfare function until each region’s
optimal investment and abatement levels are such as to yield the emission
targets agreed in Kyoto. In this way, the solution of the maximisation
process can replicate (a) the emission abatement levels for each Annex I
country and (b) the share of the abatement costs borne by Annex I and by
Non-Annex I countries.

The weights implicit in the ‘Kyoto forever agreement’ are shown in Table
2.1. Notice that the largest bargaining powers are associated with China
and the Rest of the World. The reason for this result is that in the ‘Kyoto
forever’ scenario binding emission targets are imposed only on industrial-
ised countries, whereas China and the Rest of the World are not commit-
ted to reduce their emissions. FSU (the Former Soviet Union), which is
often considered as a ‘winner’ of Kyoto negotiations because of ‘hot air’,
has a low bargaining power, because our analysis adopts a long-term per-
spective in which short-term ‘hot air’ has little weight. These results also
confirm that some forms of equity are already embodied in the ‘Kyoto
forever’ scenario.

Given the weights of Table 2.1, we can move on to the second step of our
analysis, namely the analysis of the self-enforcing features of the ‘Kyoto
forever agreement’. In order to assess the profitability and stability of this
‘agreement’, we had to compare the payoffs which Annex I countries
achieve when they cooperate, to the payoffs when no cooperation takes
place and/or when a different agreement is signed (this second comparison
is crucial in assessing the free-riding incentives and therefore the stability of
the ‘Kyoto forever agreement’. See the Appendix).

To achieve this goal, we computed the costs and benefits of all possible
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climate agreements (that is, coalition structures. See Carraro and
Marchiori, 2003). These costs and benefits can be obtained by solving the
game between the six regions of RICE using a numerical iterative algo-
rithm. In the non-cooperative case (our business-as-usual), the equilibrium
concept used to solve the game is the usual Nash equilibrium. By contrast,
when a coalition forms, it is assumed that countries which sign the agree-
ment maximise their joint welfare and play Nash against the free-riding
countries. The resulting equilibrium is equivalent to the PANE-equilibrium
proposed in Chander and Tulkens (1995, 1997).6

The results of our optimisation experiments, where 203 different coali-
tion structures have been examined, can be summarised as follows:

1. The ‘Kyoto forever agreement’ is neither weakly nor strongly profitable.
The reason is that the total surplus provided by the agreement from
now to 2100 is slightly negative. Moreover, all Annex I regions would
lose from signing the agreement (see Table 2.2). This result is not sur-
prising as cooperation may not be beneficial in the presence of free-
riders (see, for example, Carraro and Siniscalco, 1993; Chander and
Tulkens, 1997; Carraro and Marchiori, 2003).7 When emission trading
is allowed for, given the cost-effectiveness properties of unconstrained
emission trading, losses are lower; this result confirms the theoretical
analysis in Chander et al. (1999) but the ‘Kyoto forever agreement’ still
remains neither weakly nor strongly profitable (see Table 2.2 again).8

The reason is that the emission levels attained by Non-Annex I coun-
tries in the long run are very large.9 Hence, signatory countries pay the
cost of emission abatement without getting any benefits. Notice that,
in the presence of emission trading, the winner would be Japan,
whereas the USA, the EU and the FSU would keep losing from signing
the agreement. The reason is that Japan greatly benefits from Annex I
emission trading because it is the country with the highest marginal
abatement costs.
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Table 2.1 Weights revealed by the ‘Kyoto forever agreement’

Country Weights

USA 0.10655
Japan 0.03707
EU 0.03848
China 0.51732
FSU 0.02289
Rest of World 0.27769



2. In addition, the ‘Kyoto forever agreement’ is neither stable, nor inter-
nally stable. Hence, at least one country has an incentive to free-ride on
the other Annex I countries’ abatement efforts. Both when emission
reductions are only domestic and when emission trading is allowed,
Russia and the USA have the largest incentive to free-ride (see Table
2.3). In the absence of a market for emission permits, those two coun-
tries are closely followed by Japan. However, being the country that
benefits most from emissions trading, Japan is also the one without any
incentives to free-ride after the implementation of the trading scheme.

3. The burden-sharing distribution implicit in the ‘Kyoto forever agree-
ment’ and represented by the weights of Table 2.1 can lead to some
weakly profitable agreements (see Table 2.4) even though the ‘Kyoto
forever agreement’ itself is not weakly profitable, as seen above.
However, no coalition structure (that is, no agreement) is either
strongly profitable, or stable. The situation improves in the presence of
emission trading. Indeed, the share of both weakly and strongly
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Table 2.2. Winners and losers under the ‘Kyoto forever agreement’

Relative net gains (%)

USA Japan Europe FSU

‘Kyoto forever’ with domestic �0.021 �0.015 �0.009 �0.020
abatement only

‘Kyoto forever’ with emission �0.020 �0.008 �0.004 �0.003
trading

Note: Benefits from avoided damages minus abatement costs in the case of ‘Kyoto forever’
vs. the case of no-cooperation.

Table 2.3 Incentives to free-ride on the ‘Kyoto forever agreement’.

Relative net gains (%)

USA Japan Europe FSU

‘Kyoto forever’ with domestic
abatement only �0.021 �0.015 �0.010 �0.032

‘Kyoto forever’ with emission
trading �0.018 �0.007 �0.005 �0.020

Note: Benefits from avoided damages minus abatement costs in the case of ‘Kyoto forever’
vs. the case of individual free-riding.



profitable and internally stable coalitions increases when emission
trading is allowed. Moreover, one coalition structure (over the 203 pos-
sible coalition structures) becomes both internally and externally
stable. The improved profitability and stability in the presence of emis-
sion trading confirms the results contained in Eyckmans (2001).

4. The possibility of forming multiple coalitions, rather than negotiating
on a single agreement, is of no help. Indeed, no coalition structure with
multiple coalitions is stable using the ‘Kyoto forever’ burden-sharing
rule. The only stable coalition structure, a Nash equilibrium of the
game in which countries decide whether or not to join the coalition
under the ‘Kyoto forever’ burden-sharing rule, is formed by a coalition
of four countries and by two free-riders. However, the four countries
are not the Annex I countries, but Japan, China, FSU and the Rest of
the World. The reason for this result lies in the incentives for coopera-
tion provided by emission trading which favour those countries with
the largest differences in marginal abatement costs: in our case, Japan
on the one hand, and China, FSU, and the Rest of the World on the
other. The incentive for developing countries to participate in the
agreement is further increased by the high damages they would suffer
from the impacts of climate changes.

If one believes in the features of the RICE model, the above results cast
some doubt on the equity properties of the burden-sharing criterion which
is implicit in the ‘Kyoto forever’ scenario. Indeed, it may be argued that a
more equitable distribution of the burden of controlling GHG emissions
would induce all or almost all countries to sign and ratify a climate agree-
ment. The validity of this conjecture will be explored in the next section.
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Table 2.4 Share of profitable and stable coalitions with the ‘Kyoto forever’
burden sharing (%)

Weakly Strongly Internally Stable
profitable profitable stable

‘Kyoto forever’ with domestic
abatement only 0.5 0.0 0.0 0

‘Kyoto forever’ with emission
trading 43.3 5.9 5.9 1 over 203



4. EQUITY CRITERIA AND THE STRUCTURE OF
EQUILIBRIUM AGREEMENTS

In this section, the analysis of the profitability and stability of alternative
coalition structures is carried out by using three burden-sharing criteria
which are different from the one implicit in the emission abatement targets
of the ‘Kyoto forever’ scenario. The goal is to check whether more equity
induces more countries to sign a climate agreement, thus enhancing
efficiency.

The background of the equity debate in mitigating the risks of global
climate change can be found in the 1992 UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change. Article 3 states that the parties have to engage in the pro-
tection of the climate system with ‘common but differentiated responsibil-
ities’. This phrase characterises the real beginning of the search for equity
proposals, both in the international and intergenerational range. Since the
debate about the adequacy of scope and timing of emission reduction com-
mitments is still ongoing, it becomes more and more obvious that the
definition of ‘fairness’ or ‘equity’ in the context of climate change control
is not a straightforward task. Different preconditions and characteristics of
the countries, strong and diverse self-interests, incentives to free-ride as well
as the special features of climate change, render the approval and accep-
tance of equity criteria difficult. There exist a number of proposals regard-
ing what could constitute equity in GHG mitigation. Corresponding to the
wide variety of equity principles, a range of possible burden-sharing rules
emerged.10

Equity proposals can usually be classified by distinguishing whether the
applied equity criterion has been chosen according to the initial allocation
of emissions (‘allocation-based equity criteria’), according to the final
outcome of the implementation of the policy instruments (‘outcome-based
equity criteria’) or according to the process by which the criterion has been
chosen (‘process-based equity criteria’).11

Tables 2.5 to 2.7 below summarise the main features of these three
different groups of equity proposals and describe the way in which they are
usually implemented. The tables are based on suggestions provided in the
literature, among others by Cazorla and Toman (2000), Tol (2001), Rose
and Stevens (1993), Rose et al. (1998) and Schmidt and Koschel (1998).

Notice that ‘allocation-based equity criteria’ are implemented with ref-
erence to the abatement cost function. They are the dominating concepts
used and examined in the literature (cf. Eyckmans and Cornillie, 2000;
Schmidt and Koschel, 1998), because they can be easily applied even
without specifying the welfare function for each country. Nevertheless, a
number of other possible equity formulations emerged, mainly related to a
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redistribution of total welfare. For example, Tol (2001) analyses the
impacts of three equity concepts based on welfare distribution. The first
relates to Kant with a ‘Rawlsian touch’ (‘Do not do to others what you do
not want to be done to you’, whereby the ‘others’ are the least well-off
regions, thus ‘act as if the impact on the worst-off country is your own’).
The second can be seen as a principle based on Varian’s no-envy criterion
(for all regions, at all times, the sum of costs of emissions reductions and
the costs of climate change should be equal; income distribution should be
at the same level as it would have been without climate policy). The third
maximises a global welfare function which explicitly includes an inequality
aversion.

The reasons why most empirical studies focus on cost-related equity con-
cepts are their simple implementation and the possibility of comparing the
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Table 2.5 Allocation-based equity criteria

Equity principle Definition Implied burden-sharing rule

Egalitarian All people have an equal Equal emissions reductions
right to pollute and to (abatement costs) per capita (in
be protected from proportion to population or historic
pollution. responsibilities). Implementation

criterion: Equal per capita
abatement costs

Ability to pay Abatement costs should Equal emissions reductions
vary directly with (abatement costs) per unit GDP
economic circumstances Implementation criterion: Equal
and national well-being. abatement costs per unit of GDP

Sovereignty1 All nations have an Grandfathering (equal emissions
equal right to pollute reductions or abatement costs in
and to be protected proportion to emissions).
from pollution. Implementation criterion: Equal

average abatement costs

Notes: 1. Closely related to the equity principle of sovereignty is the ‘Polluter Pays
Principle’ which also says that the abatement burden has to be allocated corresponding to
emissions (which may include historical emissions). As in the case of sovereignty, equal
emissions reductions (abatement costs) in proportion to emission levels are required. Since
this principle almost coincides with the principle of sovereignty, only rarely is a distinction
made between them in the literature (see, for example, Cazorla and Toman, 2000). Due to
the similarities we also decided not to take it into account explicitly but to deal with it
implicitly through the sovereignty equity concept.

Source: Adapted from Cazorla and Toman (2000), Tol (2001), Rose and Stevens (1993),
Rose et al. (1998) and Schmidt and Koschel (1998).



results across studies. Indeed, criteria based on welfare distribution depend
on the specification of the welfare function. Existing specifications largely
differ across models. In some models, the welfare function is not even
defined. By contrast, the specification of abatement costs, and in particu-
lar of marginal abatement costs, is subject to much lower variability across
models.

For these same reasons, in this chapter we also focus on cost-related
equity concepts. However, we do not limit our analysis to ex-ante ‘alloca-
tion-based equity criteria’ (Egalitarian, Ability-to-pay and Sovereignty),
but we rather require that these criteria also hold ex post. In other words,
we compute profitable and stable coalition structures under the constraint
that either one of the following equity criteria holds:

1. Equal average abatement costs
2. Equal per capita abatement costs
3. Equal abatement costs per unit of GDP
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Table 2.6 Outcome-based equity criteria

Equity principle Definition Implied burden-sharing rule

Horizontal All nations have the Welfare changes across nations such
right to be treated that welfare costs or net abatement
equally both concerning costs as a proportion of GDP or of
emission rights and population are the same in each
burden-sharing country. Implementation criterion:
responsibilities. Equal welfare costs per unit of GDP

or per capita

Vertical Welfare gains should Emissions reductions such that net
vary inversely with abatement costs grow with GDP.
national economic well- Implementation criterion: Equal
being; welfare losses abatement costs per unit of GDP
should vary directly
with GDP. The greater
the ability to pay, the
greater the economic
burden.

Compensation ‘Winners’ should Distribute abatement costs so that
(Pareto rule) compensate ‘losers’ so no nation suffers a net loss of

that both are better off welfare. Implementation criterion:
after mitigation. Strong profitability

Source: Adapted from Cazorla and Toman (2000), Tol (2001), Rose and Stevens (1993),
Rose et al. (1998) and Schmidt and Koschel (1998).



Therefore, the equity criteria adopted in this chapter are ‘outcome
based’. As in the previous section, for each equity criterion, all 203 possible
coalition structures have been computed and countries’ payoffs compared
in order to assess the profitability and stability of each coalition structure.
The total amount of abatement in the alternative cases, that is, in the
climate agreements based on the three equity rules, is the same as under the
‘Kyoto forever’ hypothesis.12

The results of our optimisation experiments are presented in Tables 2.8,
2.9, 2.10 and 2.11. They can be summarised as follows:
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Table 2.7 Process-based equity criteria

Equity principle Definition Implied burden-sharing rule

Rawls’ max-min The welfare of the Distribute largest proportion of net
worst-off nation should welfare change to poorest nations;
be maximised, thus majority of emissions reductions
maximise the net benefit (abatement costs) imposed on
to the poorest nations. wealthier nations.

Market justice The market is ‘fair’, thus Distribute emissions reductions to
make greater use of highest bidder; lowest net
markets. abatement costs by using flexible

mechanisms (ET).

Consensus The international Distribute abatement costs (power
negotiation process is weighted) so the majority of
fair, thus seek a political nations are satisfied.
solution promoting
stability.

Sovereign Principles of fairness Distribute abatement costs
bargaining emerge endogenously as according to equity principles that

a result of multistage result from international bargaining
negotiations. and negotiation over time.

Kantian Each country chooses Differentiate emissions reductions
allocation rule1 an abatement level at by country’s preferred world

least as large as the abatement, possibly in tiers or
uniform abatement level groups.
it would like all
countries to undertake.

Note: 1 According to Rose et al. (1998) this rule can be considered roughly equal to the
principle of sovereignty plus elements of the principle of consensus.

Source: Adapted from Cazorla and Toman (2000), Tol (2001), Rose and Stevens (1993),
Rose et al. (1998) and Schmidt and Koschel (1998).



1. All three outcome-based equity criteria increase the probability that a
climate agreement yields a surplus. Indeed, the share of weakly profit-
able coalition structures is much larger with the three new equity crite-
ria than with the burden-sharing rule implicit in the ‘Kyoto forever
agreement’ (see Table 2.8). Nevertheless, the possibility of regional
agreements does not improve the results: no multiple coalition struc-
ture is weakly profitable.

2. The situation is less positive when the more restrictive criterion of
strong profitability is used. Indeed, even the three equity criteria pro-
posed above fail to guarantee a large number of strongly profitable
coalition structures. Nonetheless, two of the proposed equity criteria
imply that the share of strongly profitable coalition structures is larger
than with the burden-sharing rule implicit in the ‘Kyoto forever’ sce-
nario (see Table 2.9). When the goal is strong profitability, multiple
coalitions again do not provide an incentive structure better than the
one provided by single coalitions.

3. In addition, no coalition structure with multiple coalitions is internally
stable (see Table 2.10). Hence, the only coalition structures which could
be stable are the ones in which a single coalition forms. However, the
share of single coalitions which are both strongly profitable and inter-
nally stable further decreases for all burden-sharing criteria (see Table
2.10 again). Again, only two equity criteria (equal per capita abatement
costs and equal abatement costs per unit of GDP) show better results
than the burden-sharing rule implicit in the ‘Kyoto forever agreement’.

4. As a consequence, only very few coalition structures are likely to be
stable, that is, without any incentives to leave or to enter the coalition.
As shown by Table 2.11, only one coalition is both profitable and stable,
namely it emerges as an equilibrium of the game in which countries
non-cooperatively decide whether or not to join the coalition. This
equilibrium coalition structure is formed by a coalition of three coun-
tries and by three free-riders. It can be obtained only if ex-ante all
countries agree that abatement efforts must be such as equalise abate-
ment costs per capita. This coalition is formed by Japan, the FSU and
the Rest of the World.

Summing up, the adoption of more equitable burden-sharing rules
enhances the profitability of a climate agreement but not its stability, that is,
equity improves the distribution of costs and benefits but does not seem to be
effective in offsetting the incentives to free-ride.

Two possible ways of addressing the problem are available. First, policy
strategies could be designed to further redistribute the surplus provided by
the cooperative behaviour within a coalition. This would increase the
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Table 2.8 Weak profitability: share of weakly profitable coalitions for
each burden-sharing criterion (%)

Single Multiple Total percentage
coalitions coalitions of coalitions

‘Kyoto forever’ implicit burden sharing 1.7 0 0.5
Equal average abatement costs 29.3 0 8.4
Equal per capita abatement costs 32.8 0 9.4
Equal abatement costs per unit of GDP 32.8 0 9.4

Table 2.9 Strong profitability: share of strongly profitable coalitions for
each burden-sharing criterion (%)

Single Multiple Total percentage
coalitions coalitions of coalitions

‘Kyoto forever’ implicit burden sharing 0.0 0 0.0
Equal average abatement costs 0.0 0 0.0
Equal per capita abatement costs 6.9 0 2.0
Equal abatement costs per unit of GDP 1.7 0 0.5

Table 2.10 Internal stability: share of internally stable coalitions for each
burden-sharing criterion (%)

Single Multiple Total percentage
coalitions coalitions of coalitions

‘Kyoto forever’ implicit burden sharing 0.0 0 0.0
Equal average abatement costs 0.0 0 0.0
Equal per capita abatement costs 3.4 0 1.0
Equal abatement costs per unit of GDP 1.7 0 0.5

Table 2.11 Stability: number of stable coalitions for each burden-sharing
criterion

Single Multiple Total number
coalitions coalitions of coalitions

‘Kyoto forever’ implicit burden sharing 0 0 0
Equal average abatement costs 0 0 0
Equal per capita abatement costs 1 0 1
Equal abatement costs per unit of GDP 0 0 0



number of strongly profitable coalitions and hence the probabilities of
identifying a stable coalition structure. Transfer schemes designed to make
a climate agreement profitable to all countries have been proposed, for
example in Chander and Tulkens (1997) and applied to climate models in
Weyant (1999) or Eyckmans (2001).13 A more detailed analysis of how
equity criteria can be used to achieve strong profitability (fairness in their
wording) is contained in Hourcade and Gilotte (2001).

Second, policy strategies could be designed to redistribute the surplus
achieved by internally stable coalitions with the goal of inducing other
countries to enter the coalition. This idea is proposed and analysed in
Carraro and Siniscalco (1993) where it is shown that, with symmetric coun-
tries, transfer mechanisms can be used to broaden the coalition only if all
countries in the initial, internally stable coalition are committed to cooper-
ation once the transfer scheme is adopted. However, in Botteon and
Carraro (1997a) a counter-example is provided in which asymmetric coun-
tries could use the surplus of cooperation achieved by a stable coalition to
move to a grand coalition through appropriate transfers and without any
form of commitment.

In the next section, we will explore this second possibility. The first –
transfers to increase the number of strongly profitable coalitions – has pre-
viously been analysed in other papers (above all in Yang, 2000 and in
Eyckmans and Tulkens, 1999, where a version of the RICE model is also
used).

5. EQUITY, TRANSFERS AND GLOBAL
AGREEMENTS

The conditions required for transfers to achieve the goal of expanding a
coalition are presented in the Appendix. Here we would like to stress that,
at equilibrium:

● Transfers are self-financed, that is, countries are allowed to transfer
only the surplus yielded by their cooperation. Hence, we analyse how
weakly and strongly profitable coalitions can be broadened through
a transfer mechanism.

● The transfer mechanism is Pareto optimal, that is, all countries gain
from using transfers to broaden the coalition.

Given this latter restriction, the broadened coalition is also weakly or
strongly profitable. However, self-financing implies that there may not be
enough resources to offset the free-riding incentives of all countries which
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are not in the initial, internally stable coalition. Finally, notice that even
countries in the initial stable coalition may have an incentive to free-ride
when other countries join. Hence, the transfer mechanism must also be
such as to offset these latter incentives to free-ride.

Table 2.12 presents our results. The first column shows the initial, inter-
nally stable coalitions for each of the three burden-sharing criteria analysed
in the previous section. The second column shows the largest internally
stable coalition that can be achieved through a transfer mechanism start-
ing from the corresponding initial, internally stable coalition.

Our results can be summarised as follows:

1. No transfer mechanism and no ex-ante burden-sharing criterion (of
the three that we considered) yields an incentive structure or enough
resources to achieve the grand coalition, that is, a global agreement on
climate change. At least one region free-rides on the agreement.

2. The burden-sharing criteria that are most effective in guaranteeing the
achievement of a large coalition with no free-riding incentive are the
equalisation of per capita abatement costs and the equalisation of
abatement costs per unit of GDP. For example, with the former, a coali-
tion formed by Japan, the FSU and the Rest of the World can offset the
free-riding incentives of the EU and the USA. With the latter, a coali-
tion formed by China and the USA can induce the Rest of the World
to sign the climate agreement. Notice that the USA needs a compensat-
ing transfer to enter a coalition which forms according to the criterion
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Table 2.12 Internally stable coalitions before and after the use of transfers

Internally stable coalitions without and with transfers

Internally stable coalitions Internally stable coalitions
before transfers after transfers

Equalisation of 0 0
average abatement
costs

Equalisation of USA�China USA�China�Rest of the
abatement costs/ World
GDP

Equalisation of EU�China�Rest of the USA�EU�China�Rest
per capita World of the World
abatement costs Japan�FSU�Rest of the USA�Japan�EU�FSU

World �Rest of the World



of equal per capita abatement costs, whereas they belong to the initially
stable coalitions if the burden-sharing criterion is equal abatement
costs per unit of GDP. This is quite intuitive: the USA has high per
capita emissions, but relatively small emissions per unit of GDP.

Nonetheless, a stable global agreement cannot be achieved. Hence, we
wonder whether the introduction of emission trading, regardless of the ex-
ante burden-sharing criterion, can provide enough resources which, once
transferred to free-riding countries, can induce them to sign the climate
agreement.14 The answer to this question is provided by the following two
propositions, which summarise our numerical results:

Proposition 1: Regardless of the ex-ante burden-sharing criterion (equity),
and regardless of the initial, internally stable coalition, the equalisation of
marginal abatement costs, coupled with an appropriately designed ex-post
transfer mechanism, can lead to a grand coalition, that is, a global climate
agreement signed by all countries or regions, which is stable.

In other words, through emission trading and transfers, all internally
stable coalitions can be broadened to achieve a stable grand coalition. By
using a twofold transfer mechanism, one designed to transform a weakly
profitable coalition into a strongly profitable one (that is, as in Gilotte,
2001), and a second one designed to make it internally stable, we achieve an
even stronger conclusion:

Proposition 2: The result of Proposition 1 holds for all initial weakly
profitable coalitions.15

The list of all weakly and strongly profitable coalitions is provided in
Table 2.13. Starting from any of these coalition structures, and applying an
unconstrained trading scheme jointly with appropriate transfer mecha-
nisms, it is possible to achieve a stable grand coalition.

There is a major weakness in the above conclusions, which derives from
the specification of the RICE model. Most of the resources to fund the
transfer mechanism which helps to achieve the grand coalition do not come
from the USA or the EU, but from Japan, China and the Rest of the World.
The example shown in Table 2.14 can help us to show why this is.

Let us assume that the EU and the Rest of the World form the initially
stable coalition. A different initially stable coalition would lead to similar
conclusions. Step 1 analyses the profitability and stability of the coalition
formed by the EU and the Rest of the World using the definitions provided
in Section 2. It is easy to see that the coalition is weakly profitable. The
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Table 2.13 Weakly and strongly profitable coalitions

Coalitions that can be broadened into the grand coalition by means of transfers

JPN�EU�CHN�FSU�ROW Weakly profitable
EU�CHN�FSU�ROW Weakly profitable
EU�FSU�ROW Weakly profitable
EU�ROW Weakly profitable
EU�CHN�ROW Weakly profitable
EU�CHN Weakly profitable
EU�CHN�FSU Weakly profitable
JPN�EU�FSU�ROW Weakly profitable
JPN�EU�ROW Weakly profitable
JPN�EU�CHN�ROW Weakly profitable
JPN�EU�CHN Weakly profitable
JPN�EU�CHN�FSU Weakly profitable
USA�EU�CHN�FSU�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�CHN�FSU�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�FSU�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�CHN�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�CHN Weakly profitable
USA�CHN�FSU Weakly profitable
USA�EU�FSU�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�EU�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�EU�CHN�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�JPN�CHN�FSU�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�JPN�FSU�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�JPN�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�JPN�CHN�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�JPN�CHN Weakly profitable
USA�JPN�CHN�FSU Weakly profitable
USA�JPN�EU�FSU�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�JPN�EU�ROW Weakly profitable
USA�JPN�EU�CHN�ROW Weakly profitable
CHN�FSU Strongly profitable
FSU�ROW Strongly profitable
CHN�ROW Strongly profitable
JPN�CHN�ROW Strongly profitable
JPN�CHN Strongly profitable
JPN�ROW Strongly profitable
CHN�FSU�ROW Strongly profitable
JPN�CHN�FSU Strongly profitable
JPN�FSU�ROW Strongly profitable
JPN�CHN�FSU�ROW Strongly profitable
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surplus can thus be used to make it both strongly profitable and internally
stable. However, it would not be externally stable. Japan, China and the
FSU would like to join. If the three countries enter the coalition, one of the
previous participating countries (the EU) will wish to exit the coalition.
Hence, transfers can be used to stabilise the coalition formed by Japan, the
EU, China, the FSU and the Rest of the World (Step 2). Further transfers
are necessary to induce the USA to enter the coalition (Step 3). This is cer-
tainly feasible, because the benefit achieved by the Rest of the World in the
grand coalition is large and can easily be used to compensate the free-riding
incentive of the EU and the USA (0.227 and 0.113 respectively). However,
what is odd is that the EU and the USA should receive transfers rather than
transferring resources. Of course, we could design a transfer mechanism
where resources flow from developed to developing countries. However, we
would like to stress that, given the structure of RICE, most gains from a
climate agreement go to the FSU, China and the Rest of the World –
because they suffer more than the other regions from climate change
impacts – which implies that these countries have an incentive to induce the
others to participate in the global agreement.

The realism of this result is obviously open to debate. However, we do
not believe that this result undermines the general conclusions achieved
above; it simply calls for additional analyses of the incentive structure of
climate agreements undertaken using models different from RICE.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Previous sections have analysed the incentive structure of different types of
climate agreements using the RICE model as the device for representing the
interactions between economic and climate variables. First, we focused on
the ‘Kyoto forever agreement’, which we analysed for profitability and
stability. The conclusion is that almost all Annex I countries lose by signing
the agreement and that more than one of these countries has an incentive
to free-ride, that is, the net benefit of letting other countries reduce emis-
sions is larger than the net benefit of reducing emissions. Of course, net
benefits take into account the averted damage from climate change at least
as far as this is represented in RICE.

Second, we analysed the conjecture that a more equitable ex-post distri-
bution of the burden of reducing emissions could enhance the incentives
for more countries – particularly big emitters – to accept an emission reduc-
tion scheme defined within an international climate agreement. Our optim-
isation experiments only partly support this conjecture. Even though
equitable burden-sharing rules provide better incentives to sign and ratify
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a climate agreement than the burden-sharing rule which is implicit in the
‘Kyoto forever’ scenario, a stable agreement cannot generally be achieved,
that is, equity seems to enhance the profitability of climate agreements but
it does not offset the incentives to free-ride.

Third, we verify whether there exists a transfer mechanism that could
help to broaden an initial stable, but partial, coalition achieved by agreeing
on an equitable burden-sharing scheme. Our results suggest that transfers
can indeed help to broaden a given coalition. However, the grand coalition
could not be achieved, at least with the three equity rules considered in this
chapter (equal average abatement costs, equal per capita abatement costs
and equal abatement costs per unit of GDP).

The only strategy which we showed could achieve a stable global agree-
ment is a policy mix in which global emission trading is coupled with a
transfer mechanism designed to offset ex-post incentives to free-ride. This
policy mix can achieve a stable global agreement whatever the initial weakly
profitable coalition.

As a consequence, our results seem to suggest that an excessive focus on
equity rules is not fruitful. It is more effective to minimise overall abatement
costs via emission trading and then use the resulting surplus to provide
incentives for free-riding countries to join the initial coalition.

The above results are obviously very preliminary. First, we compared
only three equity rules. Other criteria could produce different results, even
though the equity rules applied in this chapter encompass most of the
empirical rules likely to be proposed. Second, and most importantly, all
results crucially depend on the specification of the RICE model and on its
way of assessing the costs and benefits of emission abatement. It is well
known that the RICE model is a very useful but simplified representation
of the economic system and that its environmental components are very
limited. Therefore, it would be important to check whether our results are
robust with respect to different model specifications. In particular, results
are sensitive to the specification of the damage function and to the long-
run dynamics of the model. A lower perception of damage from climate
change in developing countries would reduce the benefits of GHG emission
control policies in these countries and therefore their incentives to join a
coalition and to contribute to transfer schemes.

APPENDIX

An economic model of international agreements on CO2 emission reduction

Consider n countries (n�2) that interact in a common environment and bargain
over emission control of a specific pollutant. Let Wi(x1...xn) be a country’s welfare
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function, where xi, i�1, 2,..., n, denotes a vector containing country i’s emissions
and all other economic variables affecting abatement costs and the environmental
damage perceived in each country. The function Wi(.), i�1, 2,..., n, captures coun-
tries’ interaction in a global environment, as welfare depends on all countries’ emis-
sions as well as on other transnational variables (that is, trade policy variables). Let
Pi(s) denote the value of country i’s welfare when it decides to join the coalition s,
whereas Qi(s) is the value of its welfare when country i does not join the coalition
s. Let us assume that only one coalition can be formed. Conditions which hold when
multiple coalitions form can be found in Yang (2000) and Carraro and Marchiori
(2003).

As the focus of this section is to analyse the stability of coalitions, the only argu-
ment of the value of the welfare function is the identity and number of cooperat-
ing countries. However, it is implicit that all other relevant variables in RICE,
including emissions and policy decisions in other countries, enter country i’s welfare
function. Hence Pi(�), i�1, 2,..., n, is a country’s non-cooperative payoff (the non-
cooperative Nash equilibrium payoff), whereas Pi(S) is country i’s payoff when all
countries decide to cooperate (the grand coalition S is formed).

Notice that when a country joins the environmental coalition, it determines its
optimal emission level by maximising a function reflecting the agreed-upon burden
sharing rule (that is, in the case of the Nash bargaining rule, emissions are deter-
mined by maximising the product of the deviation of cooperative countries’ emis-
sions from the non-cooperative level). When a country does not join the coalition,
it sets emissions by maximising its own welfare function given the emissions levels
of all other countries (emissions are therefore defined by its own best-reply func-
tion). This behavioural assumption defines the concept of �-equilibrium (Chander
and Tulkens, 1997).

Two conditions must be met for an environmental coalition to be self-enforcing
(see, for example, Carraro and Siniscalco, 1993 and Barrett, 1994). First, the coali-
tion must be profitable, that is each country i�s gains from joining the coalition,
with respect to its position when no countries cooperate.

Formally, a coalition s is profitable if:

Pi(s)�Pi(�), � i�s. (2.1)

Second, no country must have an incentive to free-ride, that is, the coalition s
must be stable. More precisely, a country i chooses the cooperative strategy if Pi(s),
the country’s payoff for belonging to the coalition s, is larger than Qi(s\i), the
country’s payoff when it exits the coalition, and lets the other countries sign the
cooperative agreement. Hence, Qi(s\i)�Pi(s), i�s, is a country’s incentive to
defect from a coalition s, whereas Pi(s� i)�Qi(s), i�s, is the incentive for a non-
cooperating country to join the coalition s.

Thus, a coalition s is stable if there is no incentive to free-ride, that is,

Qi(s\i)�Pi(s)�0 (2.2)

for each country i belonging to s; and there is no incentive to broaden the coalition,
that is,

Pi(s� i)�Qi(s)�0 (2.3)

for each country i which does not belong to s.16
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It has been shown that under fairly general conditions stable coalitions exist (see
Donsimoni et al., 1986). However, this does not satisfactorily address the problem
of protecting international commons, because, as has been demonstrated both in
the oligopoly and in the environmental literature (see, for example, D’Aspremont et
al., 1983; D’Aspremont and Gabszewicz, 1986; Hoel, 1991; Barrett, 1994, 1997;
Carraro and Siniscalco, 1993), stable coalitions are generally formed by j�n
players, where j is a small number, regardless of n.17 If stable coalitions are small,
and countries are symmetric, the impact of their emission reductions on total emis-
sions is likely to be negligible. However, the above-mentioned results mostly concern
models in which countries are supposed to be symmetric, that is, they share the same
welfare function. More encouraging results can be achieved in the presence of
asymmetric countries (Barrett, 1997; Botteon and Carraro, 1997a, 1997b).

The existence of small stable coalitions leads to the following question: can the
cooperating countries expand the coalition through self-financed welfare transfers
to the remaining players?

The answer provided by the literature and by the practice of international agree-
ments focuses on transfers as means to bribe non-signatory countries. Notice that
we are not referring to the possibility of using transfers or side-payments to make
the agreement profitable to all countries. This latter issue is discussed, for example,
in Chander and Tulkens (1997), Eyckmans and Cornillie (2000) and Yang (2000).
Here we start from the necessary condition that the agreement is profitable, and we
look at the possibility that transfers increase the stability of the agreement.

In this context, which is discussed in detail in Carraro and Siniscalco (1993), a non-
trivial analysis of transfers requires the imposition of constraints on the amount of
resources to be transferred: were the transfers unconstrained, all non-signatories
could be bribed, but the mechanism would not be credible. Therefore, we assume that:
(i) transfers must be self-financed, that is, the total transfer T must be lower than the
gain that the committed countries obtain from expanding the coalition; (ii) the move
to a larger coalition must be Pareto-improving, that is, all countries must increase their
welfare vis-à-vis the situation preceding the coalition expansion, and vis-à-vis non-
cooperation (the larger coalition must also be profitable).

Under these conditions, however, the theoretical literature has provided a nega-
tive result. If countries are symmetric, self-financed transfers cannot induce free-
riders to sign the environmental agreement, unless some degree of commitment
constrains the strategic choices of cooperating countries.18 However, in the case of
asymmetric countries, transfers can be used to expand the initially stable coalition
even in the absence of any forms of commitment (Botteon and Carraro, 1997a).

Let us start by analysing which conditions have to be satisfied in order to induce
an additional country to enter a stable coalition. Suppose the coalition s is stable.
If its members are committed to cooperation, their joint additional benefit when
country j enters the coalition is:

�i� s[Pi(s�j)�Pi(s)]�0 (2.4)

The incentive for country j to free-ride from the s�j coalition is:

Qj(s)�Pj(s�j)�0 (2.5)

because the coalition s�j is not stable. Hence, the coalition s�j can be stabilised
by a system of transfers if:
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�i� s[Pi(s�j)�Pi(s)]�Qj(s)�Pj(s�j) (2.6)

and:

1. there exists a sharing rule such that Pi(s�j)�Pi(s)�0 for all i�s.
2. countries belonging to the coalition s are committed to cooperation.

If this latter condition is not satisfied, in the symmetric case transfers cannot
expand a stable coalition (Carraro and Siniscalco, 1993). However, in the asymmet-
ric case, transfers may succeed in expanding the stable coalitions s even without any
forms of commitment. In the asymmetric case, all countries may have a cost of
belonging to the coalition much lower than the cost of exiting it.19 Formally,
Qi(s�j\i)�Pi(s�j) may be negative for all i�s. If this is the case, the coalition s
�j can be stabilised by a system of transfers if:

�i� s[Pi(s�j)�Qi(s�j\i)]�Qj(s)�Pj(s�j) (2.7)

Notice that this latter condition is more restrictive than condition (2.6) because:
Pi(s)�Qi(s�j\i), i�s.
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1. Of course, the recent US decision not to ratify the Kyoto Protocol already suggests that
the Kyoto agreement is not stable. However, our analysis is carried out under a long-term
horizon and therefore is devoted to analysing long-term incentives to participate in a
climate agreement. Short-term decisions may therefore differ from the ones that are
optimal according to our modelling framework. See Section 2 for further discussion of
this issue.

2. In Section 4 we will discuss why these three criteria are often considered ‘equitable’ and
we will compare these criteria with other equity principles.

3. The ‘Kyoto forever’ hypothesis is a strong assumption. However, the CO2 concentration
levels implicit in this assumption (if RICE is a good description of the world) coincide
with those in the A1B scenario used by the International Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC, 2001) which can be considered the ‘median’ scenario among those currently pro-
posed.

4. In our ‘Kyoto forever’ scenario, the USA are assumed to comply with the Kyoto
Protocol. Therefore, this scenario may lack realism, but it is very useful for analysing the
long-term incentive structure which is implicit in the Kyoto Protocol.

5. These remarks should also be useful in clarifying that the wording ‘Kyoto agreement’
used so far refers to the long-term version of the Kyoto agreement called ‘Kyoto forever’
scenario or the ‘Kyoto forever agreement’.

6. The PANE-equilibrium of the game between the four Annex I countries and the two
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Non-Annex I countries of RICE is computed as follows. Annex I countries maximise an
aggregate utility function which is the weighted sum of their individual utility functions,
where the weights have been computed using the procedure described above, whereas
Non-Annex I countries maximise their own utility function, taking as given what the
other countries do (see Appendix). In the same way, we also computed all possible PANE-
equilibria of the game, whatever the size of the coalition and the identity of its members.

7. The same result has been found in other fields of economics, such as monetary econom-
ics (see Rogoff, 1987).

8. Our conclusion differs from the one in Yang (2000) and in Eyckmans and Cornillie
(2000) where the ‘Kyoto forever agreement’ is shown to be weakly profitable (but not
strongly profitable unless a transfer scheme is introduced).

9. Recall that in the ‘Kyoto forever scenario’ Non-Annex I countries have no quantitative
emission limit and can therefore free-ride on the abatement of Kyoto signatories.

10. For further details see, for example, Cazorla and Toman (2000), Tol (2001), Rose and
Stevens (1993), Rose et al. (1998) and Schmidt and Koschel (1998).

11. For further explanations regarding this distinction see, among others, Rose et al. (1998)
and Schmidt and Koschel (1998).

12. This condition is necessary in order to compare the various types of climate agreements
with the ‘Kyoto forever’ scenario. However, as a consequence, the analysis always
assumes the same level of stringency and does not verify whether different emission
goals, for example, more or less GHG mitigation, could induce different outcomes with
respect to coalitional performance.

13. Notice that all these transfer schemes reflect the application of the compensation criter-
ion described in Table 2.6.

14. When introducing emission trading, we explore again the profitability and stability of all
possible coalition structures. When Non-Annex I countries are assumed to participate
in the trading market, their assigned amount of emission reductions with respect to their
BAU emission levels is equal to zero. Therefore, their emission target coincides with their
BAU emission level.

15. The results of Propositions 1 and 2 are implicitly shown also in Chander and Tulkens
(1995) but for a different definition of stability (usually named coalition unanimity; cf.
Tulkens, 1998, and Yi, 1997). In particular, their definition of stability coincides with our
definition of profitability.

16. This definition corresponds to that of cartel stability presented in the oligopoly litera-
ture (D’Aspremont and Gabszewicz, 1986). A similar definition is also used in Barrett
(1994). However, this definition assumes that deviating countries cannot form (or do not
find it profitable to form) another coalition, that is, group deviations are not allowed for.
This restriction, even if widely accepted, is quite important as shown in Carraro and
Marchiori (2003).

17. More satisfactory results are presented in Heal (1994), where a fixed cost of forming the
coalition is introduced.

18. Carraro and Siniscalco (1993) prove the following proposition: if no (symmetric) coun-
tries can commit to the cooperative strategy, no self-financed transfer from the j cooper-
ating countries to the non-cooperating countries can successfully enlarge the original
coalition.

19. This is not possible in the symmetric case because the marginal country equates the
payoff it receives when it belongs to the coalition with the payoff it would achieve by
leaving the coalition.
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3. Endogenous strategic issue linkage
in international negotiations
Carlo Carraro and Carmen Marchiori

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the non-cooperative approach to coalition formation has
been adopted to analyse various economic problems (cf. Bloch, 1997;
Carraro and Marchiori, 2002; Konishi et al., 1997; Ray and Vohra, 1996,
1997; Yi, 1997). When applying theoretical results on coalition formation
to the provision of public goods – and in particular to global environmen-
tal agreements – the conclusion is often that no coalition forms at the equi-
librium and that, if a non-trivial equilibrium coalition emerges, it is formed
by a small number of players (Hoel, 1991, 1992; Carraro and Siniscalco,
1993; Barrett, 1994, 1997; Heal, 1994). This result is the consequence of the
presence of strong free-riding incentives that become even stronger in the
presence of leakage (that is, when reaction functions are non-orthogonal;
cf. Carraro and Siniscalco, 1993).

Different policy strategies have been proposed to increase the number of
players who decide to join the equilibrium coalition. Transfers and issue
linkage are probably the most popular proposed strategies, even though
negotiation rules and treaty design can also be used to achieve equilibria in
which large-sized coalitions form at the equilibrium (cf. Carraro, 2001).

In this chapter, we focus on issue linkage. The basic idea of issue linkage
is to design a negotiation framework in which countries do not negotiate
only on one issue (for instance, the environmental issue), but force them-
selves to negotiate on two joint issues (for example, the environmental and
another interrelated economic issue).

Pioneering contributions on issue linkage are those by Tollison and
Willett (1979) and Sebenius (1983). They propose this mechanism to
promote cooperation not only on environmental matters, but also on other
issues, for example, security and international finance. They also emphasise
the increase in transaction costs that can result from the use of issue linkage.

Issue linkage was introduced into the economic literature on interna-
tional environmental cooperation by Folmer et al. (1993) and by Cesar and
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De Zeeuw (1996) to solve the problem of asymmetries among countries.
The intuition is simple: if some countries gain from cooperating on a given
economic issue whereas other countries gain from cooperating on another,
by linking the two issues it may be possible to obtain an agreement that is
profitable to all countries.

Issue linkage can also be used to mitigate the problem of free-riding. To
do this, negotiations that are affected by free-riding – that is, negotiations
concerning public goods – must be linked with negotiations on club or
quasi-club goods. The intuition is that the incentives to free-ride on the
non-excludable benefits of public good provision can be offset by the incen-
tives to appropriate the excludable benefits coming from providing the club
good.

To address the free-riding problem, Barrett (1995, 1997) proposes linking
environmental protection to negotiations on trade liberalisation. In this
way, potential free-riders are deterred with threats of trade sanctions. In
Carraro and Siniscalco (1995, 1997) and Katsoulacos (1997), environmen-
tal cooperation is linked to cooperation in research and development
(R&D). If a country does not cooperate on the control of the environment,
it loses the benefits of technological cooperation. An empirical analysis of
this type of issue linkage in the case of climate negotiations is contained in
Buchner et al. (2002). Finally, Mohr (1995) and Mohr and Thomas (1998)
propose linking climate negotiations to international debt swaps.

These contributions show the effectiveness of linkage in increasing the
equilibrium number of cooperators on the provision of public goods, but
do not investigate the forces which determine the number of issues which
could be optimally linked and the related size of the equilibrium coalition
(that is, the number of players/countries who cooperate on the linked
issues). In a recent work, Alesina et al. (2001) extend the analysis of the
effectiveness of issue linkage to the case of heterogeneous countries. One of
the most interesting results of their paper is the identification of a trade-off
between the size and the scope of a coalition: a coalition where countries
cooperate on too many issues may be formed by a few countries, which
implies small spillovers among them, whereas coalitions in which coopera-
tion is restricted to few issues may be joined by many countries, thus raising
many positive externalities within the coalition. However, the work by
Alesina et al. (2001) assumes away the existence of free-riding incentives,
which are instead one of the crucial features of the game analysed in this
chapter.

In this chapter, we focus on coalitions which can cooperate on at most
two issues. The goal of this chapter is neither to check the effectiveness of
issue linkage in increasing the number of cooperating countries, nor to
identify the number of economic issues that can be optimally linked.
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Instead, the goal here is to analyse whether issue linkage belongs to the
equilibrium of the game when issue linkage is not exogenously assumed,
but players can decide whether or not to link two economic issues on which
they know they will have to negotiate.

Let us consider an example. In the case of global environmental issues,
incentives to free-ride on emission abatement are strong and cooperation is
unlikely. In addition, there is no supra-national authority that can impose
the adoption of issue linkage. Negotiating countries therefore decide inde-
pendently whether or not to link the negotiation on a global environmen-
tal problem to the negotiation on a different economic issue. This decision
is a strategic choice that players make. A game therefore describes the
incentives to link the two issues. This game is also characterised by free-
riding incentives. The reason for this is that issue linkage may indeed
increase the number of cooperators on the provision of a global environ-
mental good; however, at the same time, issue linkage may reduce the
number of cooperators on the second issue (the one linked to the provision
of the global environmental good). Hence, even if issue linkage increases
the number of signatories – and therefore the amount of global environ-
mental good provided – it may not be an equilibrium outcome.

The crucial question is therefore the following: do players have an incen-
tive to link the negotiations on two different issues instead of negotiating
on the two issues separately? Is the choice of issue linkage an equilibrium
of the game in which players decide non-cooperatively whether or not to
link the negotiations on two different economic issues?

This chapter answers the above questions by analysing a three-stage non-
cooperative sequential game. In the first stage, players decide whether or
not to link the negotiations on two issues on which they are trying to reach
an agreement. If they decide not to link the two issues, in the second stage
they decide whether or not to sign either one or both separate agreements.
If they decide in favour of issue linkage, in the second stage they decide
whether or not to sign the linked agreement. Finally, in the third stage they
set the value of their policy variables.

When analysing this game, two cases will be considered: one in which the
benefits accruing to the signatories of one of the two separate agreements
are perfectly or almost perfectly excludable (cooperators provide a club
good), and one in which the degree of excludability is low.

Let us underline that the decision taken in the first stage of the game is
analysed assuming the unanimity voting rule. Indeed, the choice of issue
linkage can be considered as a negotiation rule whose determination pre-
cedes the beginning of actual negotiations and which therefore should be
taken with the consensus of all countries involved in the negotiation process.
However, the extension to the case of majority voting is straightforward.
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The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic
definitions and assumptions. Section 3 describes the different cases in which
the game will be solved. Section 4 presents the equilibrium of the three-
stage game under different degrees of excludability of the club good.
Finally, Section 5 discusses the main conclusions of our analysis, possible
extensions, and policy implications.

2. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Assume n players face the following situation: they decide to either link the
two negotiations or not to link them. If the two negotiations are not linked,
they subsequently decide whether or not to participate in the first agree-
ment, or in the second agreement, or in both. If the two negotiations are
linked, they then decide whether or not to sign the linked agreement.

The game therefore has three stages. In the first stage, the linkage game
takes place, where the n players decide simultaneously and non-
cooperatively whether or not to introduce a rule that forces all players to
negotiate on a single agreement in which the two issues are linked. In the
second stage, the coalition game, they decide simultaneously and non-
cooperatively whether or not to sign one of the available treaties (that is, to
join a coalition c of cooperating countries). In the third stage, they play the
non-cooperative Nash policy game, where players that signed the agreement
play as a single player and divide the resulting payoff according to a given
burden-sharing rule (any of the rules derived from cooperative game
theory).

A few assumptions are necessary to simplify our analysis.

A.1 (Uniqueness): The third stage game, the policy game, in which all
players decide simultaneously, has a unique Nash equilibrium for any coali-
tion structure.1

A.2 (Cooperation): Inside each coalition, players act cooperatively in
order to maximise the coalitional surplus, whereas coalitions (and single-
tons) compete with one another in a non-cooperative way.

A.3 (Symmetry): All players are ex-ante identical, which means that each
player has the same strategy space in the second stage game.

Assumption A.3 allows us to adopt an equal sharing payoff division rule
inside any coalition, that is, each player in a given coalition receives the
same payoff as the other members of the coalition. Furthermore, the sym-
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metry assumption implies that a coalition can be identified with its size c.
As a consequence, the payoff received by the players only depends on the
coalition sizes and not on the identity of the coalition members.

Given the above assumptions, a per-member partition function (parti-
tion function hereafter) can be defined. It can be denoted by p(c; �), which
represents the payoff of a player belonging to the size-c coalition in the
coalition structure �. Let ��{�(r), �(s), ...} be a coalition structure formed
by r size-� coalitions, s size-� coalitions, etc.

A.4 (Issues): Negotiations take place on two, exogenously given, issues
(called ‘a’ and ‘t’ in this chapter). Therefore, there is no trade-off between
the size and scope of a coalition.

A.5 (Single coalition): Players are proposed to sign a single agreement.
Hence, those who do not sign the agreement cannot propose a different one.
From a game-theoretic viewpoint, this implies that only one coalition can
be formed, the defecting players playing as singletons. Hence ��{c, 1(n�c)},
where 1{n�c} denotes the n�c singletons, and the partition (payoff) function
can simply be denoted by P(c).

A.6 (Open Membership): Each player is free to join and to leave the coali-
tion without the consensus of the other coalition members.

This assumption enables us to adopt the usual Nash equilibrium concept
to identify the equilibrium of the coalition game. Different results could be
obtained under exclusive membership or coalition unanimity (cf. Carraro
and Marchiori, 2002).

Let us introduce a few definitions. Let cu
* denote the equilibrium number

of players who sign the linked agreement (that is, when issue linkage is
chosen in the first stage of the game). Then Pu(cu

*) is their equilibrium
payoff. The remaining n�cu

* players are the free-riders of the linked agree-
ment. Their equilibrium payoff is Qu(cu

*).
If linkage is not adopted, we have two agreements. Let ‘a’ identify the

agreement whose benefits are not excludable (for instance, the environmen-
tal agreement), whereas ‘t’ identifies the agreement with (partly) excludable
benefits (for example, the agreement on technological cooperation). Then,
let ca

* be the equilibrium number of players who sign the public good agree-
ment, or ‘a-agreement’, whereas ct

* is the equilibrium number of signatories
of the (quasi) club good agreement, or ‘t-agreement’. Pa(ca

*) is the equilib-
rium payoff of the former, whereas Pt(ct

*) is the equilibrium payoff of the
latter. Finally, free-riders of the ‘a-agreement’ obtain a payoff equal to
Qa(ca

*), whereas free-riders of the ‘t-agreement’ obtain Qt(ct
*).
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These definitions enable us to introduce another useful assumption:

A.7 (Additivity): Pu(c)�Pa(c)�Pt(c), �c and Qu(c)�Qa(c)�Qt(c), �c.
Hence, the payoff that can be obtained from linking the two agreements is
equal to the sum of the payoffs of the two individual agreements, both for
cooperators in the joint agreement and for its free-riders.

Finally, under open membership (Assumption A.6), the following equi-
librium concept is adopted:

Equilibrium: A coalition c* is an equilibrium coalition if it is profitable
and stable, where profitability and stability are defined as follows:

Profitability: A coalition c* is profitable if each cooperating player gets a
larger payoff than the one he would get when no coalition forms. Formally:

P(c*)�P(0) (3.1)

for all players in the coalition c*, 2�c*�n.2

Stability: A coalition formed by c* players is stable if on the one hand
there is no incentive to free-ride, that is:

Q(c*�1)�P(c*)�0 (3.2a)

and on the other hand there is no incentive to broaden the coalition, that
is:

P(c*�1)�Q(c*)�0 (3.2b)

Notice that, if a coalition c* is profitable and stable, then no player has an
incentive to modify his decision to sign or not to sign the agreement. Hence,
c*, 2�c*�n, is the outcome of a Nash equilibrium in which each country’s
strategy set is {sign, not sign}.

In particular, cu
* identifies the size of the equilibrium coalition when issue

linkage is adopted iff:

Pa(cu
*)�Pt(cu

*)�Pa(0)�Pt(0) (3.3a)
Pa(cu

*)�Pt(cu
*)�Qa(cu

*�1)�Qt(cu
*�1) (3.3b)

Pa(cu
*�1)�Pt(cu

*�1)�Qa(cu
*)�Qt(cu

*) (3.3c)

From (3.3a) it is clear that, if the two separate agreements are profitable,
then the linked agreement is also profitable. However, a linked agreement
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may be profitable to all players even when the two separate agreements are
profitable only to a fraction of the n players of the game (two different frac-
tions for the two agreements). This is why, as explained in the introduction
to this chapter, issue linkage has been proposed to solve the profitability
problem (cf. Cesar and De Zeeuw, 1996).

Let us define the structure and the payoffs of the linkage game. If players
decide to link the two issues and negotiate on a joint agreement, the equi-
librium payoffs are:

Pu(cu
*)�Pa(cu

*)�Pt(cu
*) (3.4a)

for a signatory of the agreement;

Qu(cu
*)�Qa(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*) (3.4b)

for a free-rider.

If instead players prefer not to link the two issues, they decide whether or
not to participate in two different agreements. In this case, at the equilib-
rium they obtain the following payoffs:

Pa(ca
*)�Pt(ct

*) (3.5a)

if they decide to cooperate on both issues;

Pa(ca
*)�Qt(ct

*) (3.5b)

if they cooperate in the ‘a-agreement’, but they free-ride on the ‘t-agreement’;

Qa(ca
*)�Pt(ct

*) (3.5c)

if they cooperate in the ‘t-agreement’, but free-ride on the other issue;

Qa(ca
*)�Qt(ct

*) (3.5d)

if they free-ride on both issues. Hence, without linkage, there are four
‘types’ of countries, where the identity of the countries is irrelevant because
of symmetry. The structure of the game and its payoffs are summarised in
Figure 3.1.

Let us make two final assumptions on how decisions are taken in the first
stage of the game.
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A.8 (Voting): In the first stage of the game, decisions are taken by unan-
imous agreement (players set a sort of constitutional rule).3

A.9 (Max-min strategy): In the first stage of the game, a player selects
issue linkage only when the worst payoff this choice provides is larger that
the one he would get without linkage under any strategy in the second stage
of the game (cooperator or non-cooperator, on one issue or two issues).

The idea is that a player votes in favour of linkage only if the worst payoff
he gets when the issues are linked is larger than the best payoff he can obtain
in the absence of linkage. The equilibrium conditions of the linkage game
are then easily obtained by comparing the payoffs summarised in Figure 3.1.

3. EXCLUDABLE BENEFITS AND PROFITABILITY
FUNCTIONS

Before deriving and discussing the conditions under which linking the
negotiations on the two economic issues is an equilibrium of the game pre-
sented in Section 2, it is important to introduce some additional elements
which characterise the structure of the game. As shown below, the equilib-
rium condition depends, among other things, on two features of the game:

● the degree of excludability of the benefits arising from the agreement
(the ‘t-agreement’) which is linked to the environmental agreement
(the ‘a-agreement’);
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● the shape of the profitability functions describing the gains achieved
by cooperators in the two separate agreements and in the linked
agreement.

Let us therefore characterise both the degree of excludability of coopera-
tion benefits and the shape of the profitability functions. Let us use the
example of R&D cooperation. In this case, the idea of issue linkage is to
link environmental cooperation, which provides non-excludable benefits,
with R&D cooperation, which provides excludable, or at least partly
excludable, benefits. In this way, the incentive to free-ride on environmen-
tal benefits can be offset by the incentive to appropriate the excludable
benefits yielded by R&D cooperation.

It is well known that the degree of excludability of R&D and technologi-
cal innovation may not be perfect. Therefore, in this chapter we consider two
basic cases. In the first, the benefits from cooperation on the ‘t-agreement’ are
sufficiently excludable to provide incentives for the formation of a grand
coalition on this agreement. In the second, a coalition smaller than the grand
coalition forms on the ‘t-agreement’, because benefits from cooperation spill
over to the free-riders.

Let �, ��[0,1], be the degree of excludability of the benefits produced by
‘t-agreement’. If ��1, then benefits are perfectly excludable and they go only
to cooperators. Hence, Qt(ct)�0, �ct�[2, n]. If ��0, the benefits produced
by cooperators are a public good and go to free-riders as well. In the case of
R&D cooperation, � depends on the possibility of patenting innovations and
on the duration and extension of the patent. If 0���1, then we have a case
of partial excludability. The smaller �, the larger the benefits achieved by
free-riders and hence the larger the function Qt(ct) for any given ct.

Let �° denote the value of � such that Pt(c
*
t)�Qt(c

*
t�1) when c*

t�n. In
words, when ���°, the degree of excludability is so high that the benefits
from participating in the agreement are larger than the benefits from free-
riding for all 2�ct�n. As a consequence, in this case, if the profitability
condition is satisfied for all ct in the interval [2, n], then the grand coalition
forms, that is, all players prefer to sign the ‘t-agreement’ (c*

t�n).4 By con-
trast, when ���°, only a partial coalition forms on the ‘t-issue’, that is, only
a subset of countries sign the ‘t-agreement’. The function Qt(ct) for low �,
���° and high � is represented in Figure 3.2.

In the rest of the chapter we will analyse two cases:

Case A: �°���1, that is, the case in which all players would like to sign
the ‘t-agreement’ (c*

t�n);
Case B: 0����°, that is, in the case of the ‘t-agreement’ a partial coalition
forms (2�c*

t�n).
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As for the shape of the profitability functions, the following assumption
will be used:

A.10 (Incomplete monotonicity): The payoff functions Pa(ca), Qa(ca), and
Qt(ct) are assumed to be monotonically increasing in ca and ct respectively.
The payoff function Pt(ct) is assumed to be increasing in ct for ct�ct° and
monotonically decreasing in ct for ct�ct°.

The monotonicity of Pa(ca), Qa(ca), and Qt(ct) is a standard assumption in
the economic literature on environmental coalition formation (see the
surveys by Barrett, 1997; Carraro, 1998; Carraro and Marchiori, 2002). In
particular, a monotonic Pa(ca) implies that the benefits from providing a
public good (for example, from abating emissions) increase with the
number of countries that participate in the agreement.

As for the payoff function Pt(ct), we assume that it initially increases with
the size of the coalition c and then it decreases (it is hump-shaped). As
shown in Carraro and Siniscalco (1997), this is actually the case when the
‘t-agreement’ concerns R&D cooperation and this is generally the case
when benefits from cooperation are (partly) excludable. In the case of R&D
cooperation, the intuition is as follows. The decision to sign the R&D agree-
ment has two positive effects for signatories: on the one hand, production
costs decrease because cooperative R&D makes more efficient technologies
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available; on the other hand, market share increases because firms with
lower costs have a higher market share (a standard Cournot oligopoly is
assumed). However, this latter effect becomes smaller and smaller as the
coalition size increases and goes to zero when ct�n. Hence, the benefit from
belonging to the coalition ct decreases with the size of ct when ct is above a
given intermediate value ct°.

Notice that, in Case A, if Pt(c
*
t) is hump-shaped, then Pt(c

*
t�n)�

Pt(c
*
t�1). Moreover, at the equilibrium Pt(c

*
t�n)�Qt(c

*
t�1). We also

assume for simplicity that, in case A, Pt(c
*
t�1)�Qt(ct

*�n). Hence, Qt(c
*
t)

�Pt(c
*
t).

The shape of the payoff functions for cooperators and free-riders is
shown in Figure 3.3 for Case A (�°���1) and in Figure 3.4 for Case B
(0����°).

Notice that in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 we represent the case in which ca
*�c*

t.
This reflects the implicit assumption that the equilibrium coalition in the
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Figure 3.3 Shape of the payoff functions in Case A (�°���1)
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Figure 3.4 Shape of the payoff functions in Case B (0����°)
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case of an agreement on a public good is smaller than the equilibrium coali-
tion in the case of an agreement on a (quasi) club good. Indeed, where ca

*

�ct
*, the idea of linking the negotiation on the provision of a public good

to a different negotiation would be meaningless.
Also notice that the monotonicity of Qa(c) and Qt(c) implies the mono-

tonicity of Qu(c). By contrast, Pu(c)�Pa(c)�Pt(c) can be both monotonic
or hump-shaped. However, given Assumption A.10, if Pu(c) is hump-
shaped, it is monotonically increasing for cu�c°u and monotonically
decreasing for cu�c°u, with c°u�c°t .

In order to concentrate on the free-riding problem, let us assume that (i)
issue linkage actually increases the number of players who provide the
public good, that is:

cu
*�ca

* (3.6a)

and (ii) issue linkage is profitable:

Pu(cu
*)�Pu(0) (3.6b)

Therefore, let us focus on the stability of the linked agreement. First, we
show that cu

* is smaller than ct
*, namely that the equilibrium coalition emerg-

ing from the linked negotiation is always smaller than the equilibrium coali-
tion in the ‘t-agreement’.5

Proposition 1: At the equilibrium, cu
*�ct

*, that is, the number of players who
participate in the linked agreement is always smaller than or equal to the
number of players who participate in the (club good) agreement linked to the
public good agreement.

Proof: The linked agreement is internally stable if Pu(cu
*)�Qu(cu

*�1), that
is, if:

Qa(cu
*�1)�Pa(cu

*)�Pt(cu
*)�Qt(cu

*�1) (3.7)

When cu
*�ca

*, the left-hand side of (3.7) is positive because there is an incen-
tive to free-ride on the ‘a-agreement’ for all c�ca

*. This implies that the
right-hand side is also positive, that is, Pt(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*�1). Therefore, as far

as the ‘t-agreement’ is concerned, there is still an incentive to enter the coali-
tion. Hence, cu

* must be smaller than or equal to the equilibrium coalition
size ct

*, that is, cu
*�ct

*.
The conclusion shown by Proposition 1 holds both in Case A and in Case

B. The only difference is that, in Case A, Pt(c)�Qt(c�1) is non-negative for
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Figure 3.5 Payoff functions for the linked and separate agreements in
Case A and cu*�cu°
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Figure 3.6 Payoff functions for the linked and separate agreements in
Case B
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all c in the interval [2, n] because this is the condition which implies ct
*�n.

Hence, Pt(c)�Qt(c�1) is obviously non-negative also for c�cu
*. Note that

Proposition 1 and the preceding analysis lead to the following ordering:

ca
*�cu

*�ct
* and c°t �c°u . (3.8)

The payoff functions of the two separate games and of the linked game are
shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 for Cases A and B respectively. Both figures
deal with the situation in which cu

*�c°u. These figures will be useful to clarify
the analysis of the equilibrium of the game.

4. THE EQUILIBRIUM OF THE GAME

4.1 Case A: Linkage with a Perfect Club Good

We are now ready to determine players’ equilibrium choice in the first stage
of the game. In Case A, the situation is simpler, because, if players nego-
tiate only on the ‘t-agreement’, at the equilibrium all countries would like
to sign it (ct

*�n). Hence, if players disagree on linkage, either they cooper-
ate on both the ‘a-agreement’ and the ‘t-agreement’, or they free-ride only
on the first one. Their payoff is therefore Pa(ca

*)�Pt(ct
*) or Qa(ca

*)�Pt(ct
*),

where Pa(ca
*)�Pt(ct

*)�Qa(ca
*)�Pt(ct

*) because the monotonicity of Pa(ca)
and conditions (3.2a) and (3.2b) imply Pa(ca

*)�Qa(ca
*). As a consequence:

Proposition 2: Assume A.1 to A.10 hold and �°���1, that is, ct
*�n. If (i)

Pu(cu) is monotonic in the interval [2, n]; or (ii) cu
*�c°u ; or (iii) cu

*�c°u ,
c°u�n, and Pt(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*) is smaller than Qa(cu

*)�Pa(cu
*)�0, then players

adopt issue linkage under unanimity voting if:

[Pa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*)]�[Pt(ct
*�n)�Pt(cu

*)] (3.9)

If instead (iv) cu
*�c°u , c°u�n and Pt(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*) is positive and larger than

Qa(cu
*)�Pa(cu

*); or (v) cu
*�n�c°u, the condition for players to adopt issue

linkage becomes:

[Qa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*)]�[Pt(ct
*�n)�Qt(cu

*)] (3.10)

Proof: If Pu(cu) is monotonic or Pu(cu) is hump-shaped with cu
*�c°u, then at

the equilibrium Pu(cu
*�1)�Pu(cu

*), which implies Pu(cu
*)�Pa(cu

*)�Pt(cu
*)�

Qu(cu
*)�Qa(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*) because of (3.2a) and (3.2b). Hence, all players vote

for issue linkage if Pu(cu
*)�Pa(cu

*)�Pt(cu
*) – the worst payoff they can get
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under issue linkage – is larger than Qa(ca
*)�Pt(ct

*) – the largest payoff they
get without linkage. Hence, (3.9) must hold. If Pu(cu) is hump-shaped with
cu

*�c°u , c°u�n, then Qu(cu
*) may be smaller than Pu(cu

*). If not, (3.9) holds
again. Qu(cu

*) is smaller than Pu(cu
*) if Pt(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*)�Qa(cu

*)�Pa(cu
*).

Notice that Qa(cu)�Pa(cu)�0 at c�cu
*, because ca

*�cu
*. Hence, a necessary

condition for Qu(cu
*)�Pu(cu

*) is Pt(cu
*)�Qt(cu

*)�0, which holds because cu
*

�ct
*. As a consequence, if Pt(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*)�Qa(cu

*)�Pa(cu
*)�0, all players

vote in favour of issue linkage when Qu(cu
*)�Qa(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*) – the worst

payoff they can get under issue linkage – is larger than Qa(ca
*)�Pt(ct

*) – the
largest payoff they get without linkage. Hence, (3.10) must hold. Finally,
when cu

*�n, there is no incentive to defect for any cu�n. Hence, Pu(cu
*)�

Pt(cu
*�1)�Qu(cu

*). As a consequence, Qu(cu
*)�Qa(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*) must be

larger than Qa(ca
*)�Pt(ct

*), that is, (3.10) must hold (Q.E.D.).

How can conditions (3.9) and (3.10) be interpreted? [Pa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*)] – the
left-hand side of (3.9) – represents the gain or loss that a free-rider on the
‘a-agreement’ achieves from joining the expanded coalition. It can also be
written as [Pa(cu

*)�Pa(ca
*)]�[Qa(ca

*)�Pa(ca
*)], where the first term is the

increased gain that a cooperator on the ‘a-agreement’ achieves from
expanding the coalition, whereas the second term is a free-rider’s relative
gain when a coalition ca

* forms. [Pt(ct
*)�Pt(cu

*)] is the possible gain or loss
that goes to a cooperator in the ‘t-agreement’ when the coalition size moves
from ct

* to cu
*. Hence, (3.9) says that the gain (loss) that a free-rider on the

‘a-agreement’ achieves from joining the expanded coalition must be larger
(smaller) than the gain (loss) that goes to a cooperator in the ‘t-agreement’
when the coalition size moves from ct

* to cu
*.

Condition (10) has a different interpretation. [Qa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*)] is the gain
that goes to a free-rider when more players cooperate on the provision of a
public good. [Pt(ct

*)�Qt(cu
*)]�[Pt(ct

*)�Pt(cu
*)]�[Pt(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*)] is the pos-

sible gain or loss that goes to a cooperator in the ‘t-agreement’ when the
coalition size moves from ct

* to cu
* , plus the excess benefits of cooperation

when cu
*�ct

* (recall that Pt(c)�Qt(c) for all c�ct
*�n, because the agreement

concerns a perfect club good). Hence, issue linkage is chosen by all players
if the gain that goes to a free-rider when more players cooperate in the provi-
sion of a public good is larger than the excess benefits of cooperation when
cu

*�ct
* plus the gain (loss) that goes to a cooperator in the ‘t-agreement’ when

the coalition size moves from ct
* to cu

*.

4.2 Case B: Linkage with an Imperfect Club Good

Let us now consider the second case, in which the club good issue linked to
the public good issue is an imperfect club good. This implies that the
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benefits from cooperation on the ‘t-agreement’ which spill over to free-
riders are strong enough to induce some players not to join the coalition.
Hence, when players negotiate on the ‘t-agreement’ only, the equilibrium
coalition ct

* is not the grand coalition, that is, ct
*�n.

In this context, it is still important to adopt issue linkage as a strategy to
increase the coalition size on the ‘a-agreement’ because ca

*�ct
*. Hence, issue

linkage helps players to achieve a coalition cu
* larger than ca

*, but smaller
than ct

* (Proposition 1). However, the benefits of a larger coalition on the
‘a-agreement’ must be traded off with the loss of a smaller coalition in the
‘t-agreement’.

The first step to determine the equilibrium of the game is the analysis of
the payoffs of the four types of players that emerge in the second stage of
the game. We need to compare:

● Pa(ca
*)�Pt(ct

*), the payoff of a cooperator in both separate agree-
ments;

● Pa(ca
*)�Qt(ct

*), the payoff of a player who cooperates in the ‘a-
agreement’ but free-rides on the other one;

● Qa(ca
*)�Pt(ct

*), the payoff of a player who cooperates in the ‘t-
agreement’ but free-rides on the other one;

● Qa(ca
*)�Qt(ct

*), the payoff of a free-rider on both separate agreements.

First, notice that Pa(ca
*)�Pt(ct

*)�Qa(ca
*)�Pt(ct

*) and Pa(ca
*)�Qt(ct

*)�
Qa(ca

*)�Qt(ct
*) because the monotonicity of Pa(c) implies Pa(ca

*)�Qa(ca
*).

Hence, the largest payoff in the case of two separate agreements is the one
in which a player free-rides on both agreements iff:

Pt(ct
*)�Qt(ct

*) (3.11)

In the rest of this chapter we will use (3.11), which says that a free-rider on
the ‘t-agreement’ achieves a larger payoff than a cooperator in the same
agreement. This is reasonable if the degree of appropriability of the
benefits from cooperation in the ‘t-agreement’ is sufficiently low. We assume
that this is the case for ���°.

Then, the conditions for issue linkage to be an equilibrium strategy are
described by the following Proposition:

Proposition 3: Assume A.1 to A.10 hold, 0����°, that is, ct
*�n, and

Pt(ct
*)�Qt(ct

*). If (i) Pu(cu) is monotonic in the interval [2, n]; or (ii) cu
*�

cu°; or (iii) cu
*�cu° , cu°�n, and Pt(cu

*) – Qt(cu
*) is smaller than Qa(cu

*)�
Pa(cu

*)�0, then players adopt issue linkage under unanimity voting iff condi-
tion (3.12) holds, that is:
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[Pa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*)]�[Qt(ct
*)–Pt(cu

*)] (3.12)

If cu
*�c°u , c°u�n, and Pt(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*) is positive and larger than Qa(cu

*)�
Pa(cu

*), the condition for issue linkage to be adopted becomes:

[Qa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*)]�[Qt(ct
*)�Qt(cu

*)] (3.13)

Proof: If Pu(cu) is monotonic or Pu(cu) is hump-shaped with cu
*�cu°, then

at the equilibrium Pu(cu
*�1)�Pu(cu

*), which implies Pu(cu
*)�Pa(cu

*)�Pt(cu
*)

�Qu(cu
*)�Qa(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*) because of (3.2a and 3.2b). Hence, all players

vote for issue linkage if Pu(cu
*)�Pa(cu

*)�Pt(cu
*) – the worst payoff they can

get under issue linkage – is larger than Qa(ca
*)�Qt(ct

*) – the largest payoff
they get without linkage. Hence, (3.12) must hold.

If Pu(cu) is hump-shaped with cu
*�c°u , c°u�n, then Qu(cu

*) may be smaller
than Pu(cu

*). If not, (3.12) holds again. Qu(cu
*) is smaller than Pu(cu

*) if Pt(cu
*)

�Qt(cu
*)�Qa(cu

*)�Pa(cu
*). Notice that Qa(cu)�Pa(cu)�0 at c�cu

*, because
ca

*�cu
*. Hence, a necessary condition for Qu(cu

*)�Pu(cu
*) is Pt(cu

*)�Qt(cu
*)�

0, which holds for cu
*�ct

*. As a consequence, if Pt(cu
*)�Qt(cu

*)�Qa(cu
*)�

Pa(cu
*)�0, all players vote in favour of issue linkage when Qu(cu

*)�Qa(cu
*)�

Qt(cu
*) – the worst payoff they can get under issue linkage – is larger than

Qa(ca
*)�Qt(ct

*) – the largest payoff they get without linkage. Hence, (3.13)
must hold (Q.E.D.).

The interpretation of this Proposition goes as follows. Again we have two
conditions for issue linkage to be chosen by all players in the first stage of
the game. Consider the first one. The right hand side of (3.12) – [Qt(ct

*)�
Pt(cu

*)] – is the loss from reducing the coalition on the ‘t-agreement’ from ct
*

to cu
* (Proposition 1 has shown that ct

*�cu
*). This loss can be written as

Qt(ct
*)�Pt(cu

*)�[Qt(ct
*)�Qt(cu

*)]� [Pt(cu
*)�Qt(cu

*)] where the first term rep-
resents a free-rider’s loss when they get fewer benefits from a smaller coali-
tion, whereas the second term represents the excess benefit of cooperation
when cu

*�ct
*.

The left-hand side of (3.12) is the same as the left-hand side of (3.9).
Hence, it represents the gain or loss which a free-rider on the ‘a-agreement’
achieves when joining the expanded coalition. It can also be written as
[Pa(cu

*)�Pa(ca
*)]� [Qa(ca

*)�Pa(ca
*)]. The positivity of Qt(ct

*)�Pt(cu
*) implies

that (3.12) holds if Pa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*) is also positive, that is, if the increased
gain which a cooperator on the ‘a-agreement’ achieves from expanding the
coalition is larger than a free-rider’s relative gain when a coalition ca

* forms.
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This is only a necessary condition. The sufficient condition says that the
increased gain which a cooperator on the ‘a-agreement’ (for example, a sig-
natory of an environmental agreement) achieves from expanding the coalition
from ca

* to cu
*, plus the excess benefit of cooperation on the ‘t-agreement’ when

cu
*�ct

*, must be larger than a free-rider’s relative gain when a coalition ca
*

forms plus the loss that a free-rider suffers because of the smaller spillovers
from the reduced cooperation on the ‘t-agreement’.

The second condition – the inequality (3.13) – is new and says that
the benefits enjoyed by a free-rider on the ‘a-agreement’ when the coalition
size increases must be larger than the loss suffered by a free-rider on the ‘t-
agreement’ when the number of signatories of the ‘t-agreement’ decrease
from ct

* to cu
* (recall that benefits from cooperation spill over to free-riders

in the case of the ‘t-agreement’ also).

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The previous section has identified four conditions under which all players
of the game prefer to negotiate on two linked issues rather than on the two
issues separately. In order to simplify the message which can be derived
from Propositions 2 and 3, let us assume that free-riders on the linked
agreement are better off than cooperators [Pu(cu

*)�Qu(cu
*)]. This is the

most frequent case in coalition theory. Then, issue linkage is the equilib-
rium strategy under unanimity voting if:

[Pa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*)]�[Qt(ct
*)�Pt(cu

*)]

in the case of an imperfect club good (ct
*�n), or

[Pa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*)]�[Pt(ct
*�n)�Pt(cu

*)]

in the case of a perfect club good (ct
*�n).

What policy message can be derived from these inequalities? First, let us
underline a necessary condition for issue linkage to be adopted in the first
stage of the game. A free-rider on the public good agreement who enters
the coalition on the linked agreement must get a higher payoff [Pa(cu

*)�
Qa(ca

*)]. This is a prerequisite without which issue linkage is not chosen.
Hence, public good (for example, environmental) benefits provided by a
larger coalition must be perceived as sufficiently large.

Then, there is the necessary and sufficient condition. A free-rider on the
public good agreement who enters the coalition on the linked agreement
must not only increase his payoff, but this positive change must be larger
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than the loss a player may suffer because the club good coalition becomes
smaller, (this is particularly clear in condition (3.9) but it is also true in
(3.12).

This highlights the trade-off that players face when deciding whether or
not to adopt issue linkage. Consider again the example of an environmen-
tal negotiation linked to a negotiation on R&D cooperation. On the one
hand, players would like to reap the benefits provided by a larger environ-
mental coalition. On the other hand, they know that though issue linkage
increases the number of environmental cooperators, it also decreases the
participants in the R&D cooperation agreement. Hence, environmental
benefits could be offset by technological losses.

A similar argument holds when free-riders on the linked agreement are
worse off than cooperators [Pu(cu

*)�Qu(cu
*)]. In this case the conditions for

issue linkage to be adopted under unanimity voting are:

[Qa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*)]�[Qt(ct
*)�Qt(cu

*)]

in the case of an imperfect club good (ct
*�n), or

[Qa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*)]�[Pt(ct
*�n)�Qt(cu

*)]

in the case of a perfect club good (ct
*�n).

There is no necessary condition to be stressed, because the monotonic-
ity of Qa(ca) implies Qa(cu

*)�Qa(ca
*). The necessary and sufficient condition

says that the gain [Qa(cu
*)�Qa(ca

*)] that a free-rider achieves when free-
riding on a larger public good agreement must be larger than the loss a
player may suffer because the club good coalition becomes smaller.

As a consequence, when proposing or advocating issue linkage, policy-
makers must be careful in assessing two crucial elements. The first crucial
element is the relative change of the coalition sizes cu

*�ca
* and ct

*�cu
*. The

greater cu
*�ca

* and the smaller ct
*�cu

*, the larger the likelihood that condi-
tions (3.12) (or (3.9)) and (3.13) (or (3.10)) be satisfied. The second crucial
element is the relative change in the players’ payoffs. The greater the
increased benefits induced by greater cooperation on the public good issue,
the greater the likelihood that issue linkage be adopted. Similarly, the
smaller the loss from a reduced cooperation on the ‘t-agreement’, the
greater the likelihood that issue linkage be adopted.

Notice that these conditions neglect the likely increase of transaction
costs when negotiating on two linked issues. However, introducing transac-
tion costs would be trivial. They would simply be added to the right-hand
side of conditions (3.12), (3.9), (3.13) and (3.10).

Finally, let us note that all equilibrium conditions become less restrictive
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in the presence of majority voting and when the degree of excludability of
technological benefits is high (� is large).

NOTES
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1. See Carraro and Marchiori (2002) for an explanation of this and the following assump-
tions.

2. In the case of symmetric countries, this condition is fairly trivial: it simply means that a
country’s choice must be rational and that, if a coalition is profitable for one country, it is
profitable for all other ones.

3. The extension of our results to the case in which first-stage decisions are taken with major-
ity voting is straightforward.

4. Notice that, when ���°, all coalitions ct where 2�ct�n satisfy the internal stability con-
dition (3.2a), but not the external stability condition (3.2b). In this case, all players want
to join the coalition. Hence, we assume that the equilibrium is achieved when ct�n.

5. A similar result is also obtained in Alesina et al. (2001).
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4. Kyoto and beyond Kyoto climate
policy: comparison of open-loop
and feedback game outcomes
Juan Carlos Císcar and Antonio Soria

1. INTRODUCTION

From the start of the industrial revolution human-induced activities have
warmed the Earth’s atmosphere. The combustion of fossil fuels and
changes in land use have gradually increased the concentration of green-
house gases (GHG) in the atmosphere, which has altered the global
climate.1 The 1997 Kyoto Protocol on climate change2 sets for the first time
binding GHG emission reduction targets to developed countries (known in
the protocol as Annex B countries). GHG emissions in the Annex B coun-
tries are to be reduced by 5.2% in 2010, with respect to the 1990 emission
levels. Developing countries (the non-Annex B countries) do not have mit-
igation goals.

Most studies assessing climate policies, and in particular the Kyoto
Protocol, have considered a static framework in the sense that countries act
once and at the same time deciding their policies for all future periods (the
Kyoto commitment period and the beyond Kyoto decades). The informa-
tion structure of this simultaneous game is known in the literature as open-
loop, and leads to the open-loop Nash equilibrium. Such a static approach
has been predominant in the numerical economic literature dealing with
climate change policy. OECD (1999), Nordhaus and Boyer (2000), Peck
and Teisberg (1999), and Manne and Richels (1999) study the ‘Kyoto
forever’ hypothesis. This scenario assumes that the climate policy beyond
Kyoto keeps constant the Kyoto emission target of the Annex B region
forever, while the non-Annex B region does not reduce emissions at all in
the foreseeable future.

In Císcar and Soria (2002) the Kyoto forever assumption is removed
thanks to the application of a dynamic, multi-stage sequential game frame-
work, indeed allowing a prospective analysis of the climate policy scenar-
ios. The dynamic sequential method is based on a game in extensive form
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(also known as decision trees), a method that has not been applied so far
to the climate policy literature, to the best of our knowledge.3 A difference
game is used to analyse the climate policy prospects.4 Regions can dynam-
ically and strategically react to the opponent’s past moves, by choosing at
each stage their best policy among a set of policy options, and are not con-
strained by the Kyoto forever hypothesis. From the point of view of the
information structure of the game framework, the Nash outcome is derived
under a dynamic information structure. At any stage, whenever a player
decides his strategy and consequently takes an action, he knows the history
of the past moves of all players to that stage. This kind of equilibrium is
known in the literature as feedback Nash equilibrium, because the informa-
tion on past actions may affect the strategy of the player.5

A fundamental assumption when selecting the second approach is that
this dynamic interaction between players may be of relevance to the game
outcome. The goal of this chapter is precisely to assess this point, by com-
paring the outcomes under the open-loop and feedback game frameworks.
Depending on the characteristics of the game under consideration one or
another kind of information structure might be more appropriate. In the
climate change issue one would expect that the real situation is closer to a
feedback information structure, because players do not set their policies
simultaneously and for all future periods. The current situation is that a
group of countries (Annex B) has committed to mitigation efforts to be
implemented in a delimited time period (2000–2010). It seems then more
reasonable to assume the feedback information structure, and therefore to
derive the feedback Nash outcome.

Another even more fundamental reason for implementing the feedback
approach is that it yields a dynamically consistent equilibrium, that is, there
is no incentive to deviate from the equilibrium path. With a feedback struc-
ture players can change their strategies at any period depending on the past
evolution of the game.6 Therefore by construction the feedback equilib-
rium is dynamically consistent.

The crucial question of interest in this discussion is whether the feed-
back information structure assumption affects the game outcome. There
are some theoretical results in this respect. Van der Ploeg and de Zeeuw
(1992) build a multi-country model with environmental damage due to the
stock accumulation of the pollutant. These authors study the design of
Pigouvian taxes within this differential game context.7 For the particular
case of quadratic functions they show that the steady-state level of the
stock pollutant in the feedback Nash equilibrium is higher than that in the
open-loop Nash equilibrium.8 These authors defend the use of the feed-
back concept not only because it is more realistic, but also because the use
of the open-loop assumption underestimates the damage to the environ-
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ment when there is no coordination of environmental policies.9 The fact
that the validity of the previous theoretical result is subject to certain
assumptions on the damage and objective functions of the model prevents
it from being a general result, that is, applicable to any model specification.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 2 presents
the main theoretical elements upon which the open-loop and feedback
frameworks are compared. Section 3 proposes a numerical model to
perform the comparison in a particular context. Section 4 concludes by
summarising the main findings of this chapter.

2. OPEN-LOOP AND FEEDBACK GAME
OUTCOMES: THE METHODOLOGICAL AND
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The methodology follows a strand of the literature that couples two key ele-
ments: integrated assessment models (IAM) of the climate and the
economy, and a game context.10 The idea is to use a framework that takes
into account the most relevant relationships between the systems involved
in the analysis of climate policy: the socio-economic, climatic (both cap-
tured by the IAM) and international policy-making systems (captured by
the game context). Table 4.1 shows the main elements. As will be seen
below, the IAM selected studies the regional mitigation policies within a
cost-benefit framework.11

It is assumed that regions behave rationally. Each region seeks to optim-
ise its own individual welfare, subject to a series of constraints. Regions are
identified with a group of countries that agree to implement a common
climate policy.

The optimal policy of one region is interdependent with the optimal
policy of the other regions, due to the climate change externality. The
outcome of the interaction between regions will be different according to
the kind of interregional strategic relationships. If direct negotiation is
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Table 4.1 The elements of the IAM-game architecture

Systems Interaction Channels Assumptions

IAM Socio-economic Coupling of both systems through Optimality,
Climatic the environmental externality rationality

Game International Strategic interactions Rationality
policy-making



excluded the framework is that of a non-cooperative multi-region optim-
isation model. Each region is maximising its own welfare independently of
the actions of the other regions. A cooperative framework considers direct
negotiations between regions. The methodology integrates these strategic
interactions between regions, by applying game theory developments.

The previously noted static, single-stage approach and what is known as
the coalition paradigm have been the standard treatments undertaken in
the literature so far.12 Nevertheless, given that the actual future negotiation
process is sequential in nature – like past negotiation rounds on trade policy
– a multi-stage sequential approach seems more appropriate. Each region
decides its optimal magnitude of the choice variables (the climate policy)
in each of the periods of time – or stages – within the planning horizon.
The optimal sequential action will inform about what to do concerning
climate change policy in each of the future decades. This is indeed a dis-
crete-time optimisation problem. Table 4.2 shows an example for the case
of two regions deciding their policy for three temporal periods, for
example, decades.

In stage 1, region 1 chooses its policy for period 1 from a set of available
policy options, that is, several GHG mitigation efforts, such as no, low or
high mitigation. In the next stage, region 2 decides its policy for period 1,
reacting to the decision previously taken by region 1. In stage 3, region 1
decides its policy for period 2, taking into account the policy implemented
by region 1 in the previous stage. The process continues up to stage 6.

The game in extensive form with final payoffs, graphically represented by
a tree structure with several nodes and branches, shows the order of play
and the information available to each player at the time of his decision.
Following Başar and Olsder (1999), if the order of play in which decisions
are made is of significance, the game can be called dynamic. When there is
a dynamic context with many players, these authors talk of ‘dynamic game
theory’.

Furthermore, the final payoffs are a function of the information structure
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Table 4.2 Example of sequential game

Player Decision over period Policy Options at the stage

Stage 1 region 1 1 {No, low or high mitigation}
Stage 2 region 2 1 {No, low or high mitigation}
Stage 3 region 1 2 {No, low or high mitigation}
Stage 4 region 2 2 {No, low or high mitigation}
Stage 5 region 1 3 {No, low or high mitigation}
Stage 6 region 2 3 {No, low or high mitigation}



of the game. If at each decision node the players know the previous moves
of the game then the information structure is feedback. In this case the
game can also be called sequential. On the contrary, if players do not know
the previous moves, that is, players act once and independently of each
other, the information structure is called open-loop. At this point, it is
worth giving a more systematic characterisation of what is called the
dynamic, sequential approach. Throughout this chapter various terms will
refer to the same game approach or framework:

● Feedback information structure (versus open-loop information
structure);

● Sequential (versus simultaneous);
● Multi-stage (versus one-shot);
● Dynamic (versus static).

Solving open-loop models analytically is easier than feedback ones.
However the more realistic feedback structure can be numerically imposed
easily if each player optimises by taking into account the previous moves
of the game.

The benefits of the feedback approach are not only its realism but also
its property of dynamic consistency. The optimal plan at the initial period
(set under an open-loop scheme) may no longer be optimal at a future time,
even without new information becoming available. With a feedback struc-
ture the optimal plan can be modified over time. The backward induction
resolution procedure of the sequential game guarantees by definition that
it is dynamically consistent.

Another advantage of the proposed sequential framework is its
flexibility for the analysis of the post-Kyoto climate policies. Authors have
usually assumed that the Kyoto Protocol emission limits will be kept
forever. With the sequential approach this assumption can be overcome
because regions are allowed to decide in each of the post-Kyoto periods
their optimal policy among a set of policy options.

These advantages come at the cost of having intensive computation
requirements. The IAM needs to be numerically solved for all the combi-
nations of policy options for all regions. In this respect, Figure 4.1 gives an
overview of this sequential methodology, and shows the role played by the
IAMs and game framework. There is a decision tree, a game in extensive
form, with as many branches as the number of policy options in each deci-
sion node (the same number for all stages) at the power of the number of
stages. In the previous example, the number of branches would be 36�729.
Each branch then sets particular climate policies for all regions in all the
periods of the planning horizon. An IAM is used to compute the payoffs
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that each region gets at the end of each branch (known as terminal payoffs).
The game outcome is derived when the game framework is applied to the
payoffs for all branches. The GHGAME Excel add-in,13 designed for the
SIADCERO research project, has been used to this end in this chapter.

The most natural equilibrium concept that can be applied to this game
framework is the Nash equilibrium. Assuming that at each node the region
is implementing a best reply reaction function, the Nash outcome is derived
by backward induction.

3. OPEN-LOOP AND FEEDBACK GAME
OUTCOMES: SOME EMPIRICAL RESULTS

3.1 The IAM-Game Setup

After having seen the theoretical game framework, in this section a concrete
IAM and non-cooperative game are selected and applied, in very simple
terms, to the current international discussions on climate policies.14

In order to numerically compute the payoffs a simple two-region IAM
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Figure 4.1 Overview of the sequential methodological framework
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has been used.15 It is largely based on the Dynamic Integrated model of the
Climate and the Economy (DICE model; see Nordhaus, 1994), a global
model, and its regional version: the Regional Integrated model of Climate
and the Economy (RICE model; see Nordhaus and Yang, 1996). The
model is an extension of the Ramsey growth model,16 and compares the
costs of reducing GHG emissions with the benefits derived from avoiding
the damage caused by those emissions on the economic and natural
systems. Each region optimises a utility function that depends on the
present value of the consumption flows, the control variables being the
savings rate and the GHG mitigation rate. The model consists of several
equations representing the climate system. Moreover, it is assumed that
there is a process of technology diffusion over time from the developed
region to the developing one. The dynamic path of Total Factor
Productivity (TFP) is the driving force of economic convergence.17 The
dynamic optimisation problem is not amenable to an analytical solution
and therefore numerical methods are used.

The game has two players, identified as the two main sets of countries in
the Kyoto Protocol: Annex B countries and non-Annex B countries. Five
sequential stages are considered in the proposed game set-up. Figure 4.2
shows who moves when.

The stages are described in the following:

● Stage 1: Kyoto Protocol (2000–2010), the Annex B region moves. The
Annex B region decides its climate policy for the period 2000–2010.18

● Stage 2: Post-Kyoto (2010–2020), the non-Annex B region moves. By
2010 it is assumed that there will be another negotiation round on the
climate policy for the period 2010–2020. Non-Annex B countries will
be able to assess the extent to which the Kyoto commitment has been
fulfilled and, accordingly, decide on the most appropriate policy to
adopt.
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Figure 4.2. Who moves when

Stage Player 2000–2010 2010–2020 From 2020

1 Annex B

2 non-Annex B

3 Annex B

4 non-Annex B

5 Annex B

Decision over



● Stage 3: Post-Kyoto (2010–2020), the Annex B region moves. In a
third sequential period immediately after the previous decision is
taken, the Annex B region will decide its policy for the period
2010–2020. Therefore, developed countries can modify their policy
depending on the actual reaction of developing countries to their
actual emission control effort in the Kyoto Protocol. In this way a
flexible post-Kyoto policy is foreseen, instead of assuming a fixed
policy equivalent to the Kyoto absolute mitigation target.

● Stage 4: from 2020, the non-Annex B region moves. From 2020 for
the sake of simplicity it is assumed that the non-Annex B region
decides on a policy to be pursued in perpetuity.

● Stage 5: from 2020, the Annex B region moves. The next Annex B
region move is assumed to take place immediately after the previous
non-Annex B decision in full knowledge that the non-Annex B choice
would be maintained perpetually. The Annex B policy is also
assumed to be forever and definitive from 2020.

It is supposed that the costs of non-compliance are infinite, and so a region
always meets its GHG commitments.

A key feature of the chosen IAM is that the GHG mitigation effort is
defined with respect to a baseline scenario in which no mitigation measures
are implemented. In the original DICE model the mitigation rate is contin-
uous. For this game application it has been made discrete in order to
compute the respective payoffs of the tree branches. In each stage of the
game, a region can decide its policy among a set of three GHG mitigation
policy options (always relative to the baseline): 0, 5 and 10 per cent reduc-
tions. Since the game has five stages and three policy options in each stage,
there are 35�243 branches in the tree. An iterative algorithm has been fol-
lowed in order to determine the final set of policy options. If from the game
outcome the chosen policy in a stage is 10 per cent (that is, in the upper bound
of the range of policy options), a new set of policies is considered in another
series of model runs: 5, 10 and 15 per cent. The idea is to have the final game
outcome in the interior of the policy options range (for example, for the 0, 5,
10 per cent range, the interior outcome would be 5 per cent), but for the case
when the chosen policy is do-nothing (that is, no GHG mitigation).

3.2 Results

The open-loop Nash outcome can be derived from the game in normal
or matrix form, where all the combinations of the possible choices for
both players are represented. Table 4.3 shows this matrix and the corre-
sponding payoffs. Annex B can play do-nothing, mitigate by 5 per cent or
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by 10 per cent in the three stages in which it moves. The non-Annex B
region can mitigate by 5 per cent, 10 per cent or 15 per cent.19 Since the
Annex B region moves three times (Kyoto, post-Kyoto and forever) and
the non-Annex B region twice (post-Kyoto and forever), then the Annex
B has 33�27 possible choices, and the non-Annex B 32�9 choices. The
game matrix has then 27 rows and nine columns. In each cell of this
matrix, the payoff for the Annex B region appears in the first line and that
of the non-Annex B region in the second.

The payoffs are the utility levels in the optimum normalised by the
minimum value for each region. The numbers in shaded cells represent the
reaction function of each player, that is, what his best reply is given each of
the possible moves of the other player. The intersection of the reaction
functions of both players (marked with a circle in Table 4.3) yields the Nash
open-loop equilibrium: the Annex B region mitigates by 5 per cent in all its
stages, and the non-Annex B region mitigates by 5 per cent in the post-
Kyoto period and by 10 per cent in the forever period.

The feedback outcome is the same as that obtained with the open-loop
information structure. Therefore, it seems that the kind of information
structure does not matter (in the sense that the results in this particular
game are independent of the information structure), a somehow unex-
pected result. This may be due not only to the particular IAM used and to
the calibration of the model parameters, but also to the way the game is
defined and solved.

When another payoff definition is taken into consideration this vision
changes. Instead of using the utility values, the game can be solved with
cardinal payoffs. In another series of numerical exercises the game has been
solved with a different payoff definition: the sum of the discounted con-
sumption flows up to the year 2200. The remaining of the IAM and game
framework is the same. The normal form of the game appears in Table 4.4.

Table 4.5 represents the results obtained from the consumption payoff
definition for the two possible information structures.

With consumption payoffs and under the open-loop information case,
Annex B always mitigates by 5 per cent and non-Annex B by 15 per cent
(see the outcome marked with a circle in Table 4.4). However, when a player
can react to past moves of the other player, that is, under the feedback
information structure, the equilibrium is different. Table 4.5 presents both
the open-loop and feedback outcomes. Annex B mitigates more in the
Kyoto period, by 10 per cent. The reaction of the non-Annex B region in
the post-Kyoto period is to mitigate less, by 10 per cent, which could be
interpreted as free-rider behaviour.20 It could be argued that the Annex B
region anticipates this reaction of the non-Annex B region, and conse-
quently in order to offset it, decides to mitigate more in the Kyoto period.
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This interpretation is at the heart of the feedback Nash equilibrium
concept and is logically related to the backward induction procedure imple-
mented to solve the game.

Furthermore, one key characteristic of the games so far discussed should
be noted at this point. In the game with utility payoffs, all the subgames
always have the same outcome as that of the Nash outcome, for both the
open-loop and feedback cases. Players implement a ‘constant strategy’ or
constant decision rule: they always choose the same action or move irre-
spective of what the other player has made in the previous stages.21 This
could be interpreted in the following way: the Nash equilibrium path is very
stable. Any player will always choose the Nash equilibrium action for any
possible action the other player follows.

On the contrary, the game with consumption payoffs does not yield con-
stant strategies. Table 4.6 presents all the possible subgames and the corre-
sponding outcomes22 for the feedback information structure. Subgame
number one is the feedback Nash outcome, that is, the outcome of the
whole game. In the table figures in shaded cells represent the assumed pre-
vious regional policies leading to each subgame. For instance, subgame
number two would be the game outcome if Annex B did nothing in the
Kyoto period (instead of 10 per cent mitigation in the Nash equilibrium).
What happens in the following two stages seems logical. Both regions do
more (with respect to the feedback outcome, subgame number one) in the
post-Kyoto period, compensating the inaction of the Annex B region in the
Kyoto period.

It is worth studying subgame number three: this would be the game
outcome if Annex B mitigated by 5 per cent in the Kyoto period, as in the
open-loop equilibrium (instead of 10 per cent mitigation in the feedback
equilibrium). If the Annex B region reduces emissions by 5 per cent, as in
the open-loop framework, then the non-Annex B region reacts by mitigat-
ing less (by 5 per cent, instead of by 10 per cent in the feedback equilib-
rium) to which the Annex B region responds with more mitigation (by 10
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Table 4.5 Nash open-loop and feedback outcomes: consumption payoffs

Stage Period Region Open-loop Feedback

1 Kyoto Annex B 5 10

2 Post-Kyoto non-Annex B 15 10
3 Annex B 5 5

4 Forever non-Annex B 15 15
5 Annex B 5 5



Table 4.6 All the subgame outcomes for the case of consumption payoffs

Sub- Annex B non-Annex B Annex B non-Annex B Annex B Leaf
Game Kyoto Post Kyoto Post Kyoto For ever For ever

1 10% 10% 5% 15% 5% 206
2 0% 15% 10% 15% 5% 80
3 5% 5% 10% 15% 5% 107
4 10% 10% 5% 15% 5% 206
5 0% 15% 10% 15% 5% 26
6 0% 10% 5% 15% 5% 44
7 0% 5% 10% 15% 5% 80
8 5% 5% 10% 15% 5% 107
9 5% 10% 5% 15% 5% 125
10 5% 15% 5% 15% 5% 152
11 10% 5% 5% 15% 5% 179
12 10% 10% 5% 15% 5% 206
13 10% 15% 5% 10% 5% 230
14 0% 5% 0% 10% 5% 5
15 0% 5% 5% 10% 5% 14
16 0% 5% 10% 15% 5% 26
17 0% 10% 0% 10% 5% 32
18 0% 10% 5% 15% 5% 44
19 0% 10% 10% 10% 5% 50
20 0% 15% 0% 10% 5% 59
21 0% 15% 5% 10% 5% 68
22 0% 15% 10% 15% 5% 80
23 5% 5% 0% 15% 5% 89
24 5% 5% 5% 10% 5% 95
25 5% 5% 10% 15% 5% 107
26 5% 10% 0% 10% 5% 113
27 5% 10% 5% 15% 5% 125
28 5% 10% 10% 10% 5% 131
29 5% 15% 0% 15% 5% 143
30 5% 15% 5% 15% 5% 152
31 5% 15% 10% 10% 5% 158
32 10% 5% 0% 10% 5% 167
33 10% 5% 5% 15% 5% 179
34 10% 5% 10% 15% 5% 188
35 10% 10% 0% 15% 5% 197
36 10% 10% 5% 15% 5% 206
37 10% 10% 10% 15% 5% 215
38 10% 15% 0% 10% 5% 221
39 10% 15% 5% 10% 5% 230
40 10% 15% 10% 10% 5% 239
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Table 4.6 (continued)

Sub- Annex B non-Annex B Annex B non-Annex B Annex B Leaf
Game Kyoto Post Kyoto Post Kyoto For ever For ever

41 0% 5% 0% 5% 5% 2
42 0% 5% 0% 10% 5% 5
43 0% 5% 0% 15% 5% 8
44 0% 5% 5% 5% 5% 11
45 0% 5% 5% 10% 5% 14
46 0% 5% 5% 15% 5% 17
47 0% 5% 10% 5% 5% 20
48 0% 5% 10% 10% 0% 22
49 0% 5% 10% 15% 5% 26
50 0% 10% 0% 5% 5% 29
51 0% 10% 0% 10% 5% 32
52 0% 10% 0% 15% 5% 35
53 0% 10% 5% 5% 5% 38
54 0% 10% 5% 10% 0% 40
55 0% 10% 5% 15% 5% 44
56 0% 10% 10% 5% 5% 47
57 0% 10% 10% 10% 5% 50
58 0% 10% 10% 15% 0% 52
59 0% 15% 0% 5% 5% 56
60 0% 15% 0% 10% 5% 59
61 0% 15% 0% 15% 0% 61
62 0% 15% 5% 5% 0% 64
63 0% 15% 5% 10% 5% 68
64 0% 15% 5% 15% 5% 71
65 0% 15% 10% 5% 5% 74
66 0% 15% 10% 10% 0% 76
67 0% 15% 10% 15% 5% 80
68 5% 5% 0% 5% 5% 83
69 5% 5% 0% 10% 5% 86
70 5% 5% 0% 15% 5% 89
71 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 92
72 5% 5% 5% 10% 5% 95
73 5% 5% 5% 15% 0% 97
74 5% 5% 10% 5% 5% 101
75 5% 5% 10% 10% 5% 104
76 5% 5% 10% 15% 5% 107
77 5% 10% 0% 5% 5% 110
78 5% 10% 0% 10% 5% 113
79 5% 10% 0% 15% 5% 116
80 5% 10% 5% 5% 5% 119



Table 4.6 (continued)

Sub- Annex B non-Annex B Annex B non-Annex B Annex B Leaf
Game Kyoto Post Kyoto Post Kyoto For ever For ever

81 5% 10% 5% 10% 5% 122
82 5% 10% 5% 15% 5% 125
83 5% 10% 10% 5% 5% 128
84 5% 10% 10% 10% 5% 131
85 5% 10% 10% 15% 5% 134
86 5% 15% 0% 5% 5% 137
87 5% 15% 0% 10% 5% 140
88 5% 15% 0% 15% 5% 143
89 5% 15% 5% 5% 5% 146
90 5% 15% 5% 10% 5% 149
91 5% 15% 5% 15% 5% 152
92 5% 15% 10% 5% 0% 154
93 5% 15% 10% 10% 5% 158
94 5% 15% 10% 15% 5% 161
95 10% 5% 0% 5% 5% 164
96 10% 5% 0% 10% 5% 167
97 10% 5% 0% 15% 5% 170
98 10% 5% 5% 5% 5% 173
99 10% 5% 5% 10% 5% 176
100 10% 5% 5% 15% 5% 179
101 10% 5% 10% 5% 5% 182
102 10% 5% 10% 10% 5% 185
103 10% 5% 10% 15% 5% 188
104 10% 5% 0% 5% 5% 191
105 10% 10% 0% 10% 5% 194
106 10% 10% 0% 15% 5% 197
107 10% 10% 5% 5% 5% 200
108 10% 10% 5% 10% 5% 203
109 10% 10% 5% 15% 5% 206
110 10% 10% 10% 5% 5% 209
111 10% 10% 10% 10% 0% 211
112 10% 10% 10% 15% 5% 215
113 10% 15% 0% 5% 5% 218
114 10% 15% 0% 10% 5% 221
115 10% 15% 0% 15% 5% 224
116 10% 15% 5% 5% 5% 227
117 10% 15% 5% 10% 5% 230
118 10% 15% 5% 15% 0% 232
119 10% 15% 10% 5% 0% 235
120 10% 15% 10% 10% 5% 239
121 10% 15% 10% 15% 5% 242
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per cent, instead of by 5 per cent in the feedback equilibrium). It seems that
the Annex B region to some extent compensates its own less active climate
policy of the Kyoto period with more action in the post-Kyoto period. The
non-Annex B region itself decides to mitigate less in that period once it
observes, and consequently takes into account, the lower mitigation effort
of the Annex B region in the Kyoto period. In fact this subgame shows the
temporal inconsistency of the open-loop outcome.

Other interesting interpretations could be extracted from the analysis of
Table 4.6. For instance, subgame number 14 shows the consequences of the
inaction of the Annex B region in both the Kyoto and post-Kyoto periods.
The non-Annex B region decides to be less active in the forever period:
reduce emissions by 10 per cent (instead of by 15 per cent in the feedback
Nash outcome, subgame number one).

Whether there exist constant strategies therefore might be one of the
reasons explaining the fact that the open-loop and feedback outcomes
cases differ.

Another interpretation of the results relates to the comparison of the
outcomes derived with the two different kinds of payoffs (see Table 4.7).
With consumption payoffs the policies chosen in each stage for both players

are always either the same or with more mitigation than in the game with
utility payoffs. In particular, the non-Annex B region always mitigates more
with respect to the utility payoff game, both in the open-loop and feedback
cases. The concavity assumption of the utility function23 could explain this.
The same gain in consumption in a certain future decade because of higher
mitigation today is more valued with a consumption payoff function than
with a utility function, leading to more mitigation efforts.
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Table 4.7 Nash open-loop and feedback outcomes: utility and consump-
tion payoffs

Utility Payoffs Consumption
Payoffs

Stage Period Region Open- Feedback Open- Feedback
loop loop

1 Kyoto Annex B 5 5 5 10

2 Post-Kyoto non-Annex B 5 5 15 10
3 Annex B 5 5 5 5

4 Forever non-Annex B 10 10 15 15
5 Annex B 5 5 5 5



4. CONCLUSIONS

In Císcar and Soria (2002) the authors introduced the sequential or feed-
back approach in order to model regional climate policies. In this chapter
we go further by comparing the standard approach in the literature, simul-
taneous or open-loop, with the sequential approach. Moreover, our study
explores the implications of using the simultaneous approach in terms of
the time consistency of climate policies.

With utility payoffs the information structure of the game, whether
dynamic (that is, feedback) or static (that is, open-loop), does not affect the
game Nash outcome. This is to some extent an unexpected result given the
real characteristics of international talks on climate policy. We believe that
a game with players taking decisions sequentially is realistic and therefore
a well-defined game should meet this dynamic requirement. Yet the numer-
ical results do not confirm this point. It rather seems that each region does
not react to the previous moves of the other region. It keeps on doing the
same (constant strategy) as if it had planned all future actions before the
first move.

On the contrary, when the game is solved using consumption payoffs it
seems that the information available to the players does matter for the game
outcome. The dynamic game outcome does not coincide with the static one.
In particular, the outcomes for the Kyoto and post-Kyoto periods do
change. The open-loop strategy approach leads to a dynamically inconsis-
tent equilibrium.

It might seem less rigorous to use the consumption payoffs because the
optimisation problem of each branch of the tree is computed by maximis-
ing the utility levels, and not the consumption variable. From the policy-
makers perspective, however, it could be argued that when solving the game
the consumption considerations, cardinal by definition, are more relevant
than the utility levels. A kind of compromise between rationality of deci-
sion makers when choosing their strategies, and economic theory when
solving the optimisation problem may be found in this way, but of course
subject to some degree of controversy.

A methodological conclusion would be that whether the open-loop and
feedback equilibria are the same should be checked in any numerical exer-
cise in order to guarantee the crucial dynamic consistency property of the
feedback equilibrium.
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Work performed in partial fulfilment of the Strategic Integrated Assessment of Dynamic
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authors would like to thank Elena Múgica and two anonymous referees for their com-
ments and suggestions. The views expressed are those of the authors, and do not neces-
sarily reflect those of the European Commission.

1. See IPCC (2001).
2. See Oberthür and Ott (1999).
3. Valverde et al. (1999) study the sequential nature of climate change negotiations under

uncertainty with the influence diagrams method.
4. See Petit (1990) and de Zeeuw and van der Ploeg (1991) for the theory and applications

in other domains.
5. For a formal analysis of these game concepts, including the closed-loop information

structure case, see Başar and Olsder (1999).
6. See the discussion on this respect of de Zeeuw and van der Ploeg (1991).
7. The differential game refers to a game in which players choose over a continuous vari-

able. In difference games, the ones used to implement the sequential approach, players
optimise over a discrete variable.

8. This at first would imply that the degree of mitigation of the pollutant in a feedback
Nash equilibrium is lower than that of an open-loop Nash equilibrium.

9. In this respect, using the open-loop model in the analysis of international pollution
problems underestimates the gains from cooperation.

10. See, for example, Peck and Teisberg (1995), Nordhaus and Yang (1996), Císcar and Soria
(2000), Bosello et al. (2001), Buchner et al. (2001), Eyckmans and Tulkens (2001), and
Buchner et al. (2002).

11. This does not explicitly consider the equity implications of the problem, nor the details
of how to implement and achieve the mitigation goals. This is to some extent a neces-
sary simplification in order to keep the complexity of the numerical exercises within the
current computation possibilities.

12. Some authors have applied a two-stage approach (for example, Buchner et al., 2002),
between the standard one-stage approach of the literature and the multi-stage perspec-
tive proposed in this chapter.

13. See Forgó et al. (2001).
14. It is not at all straightforward to determine the complex process of international nego-

tiations on climate change for the coming decades. The approach here proposed is one
possible way of modelling the future international ‘rounds’ on climate policy, which
seems reasonable given the likely sequential nature of the political negotiations and the
resulting decisions. Indeed, the framework is purely sequential. Alternative cases com-
bining simultaneous and sequential decisions could be envisaged.

15. A more detailed description of the model appears in Císcar and Soria (2002).
16. See, for instance, chapter 2 of Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995).
17. See Bernard and Jones (1996).
18. It is implicitly assumed that in the period 2000–2010 non-Annex B countries will not take

measures to reduce emissions, given their lack of commitment in the Kyoto Protocol.
19. With a 0, 5, 10 per cent range of policy options, the game outcome of the non-Annex B

region is 10 per cent for both the post-Kyoto and forever periods, therefore at the upper
limit of the range of policy options. The game was then solved, applying the noted iter-
ative algorithm, with a 5, 10, 15 per cent range.

20. Indeed, some authors have obtained analogous empirical results. For the acid rain
problem Mäler and de Zeeuw (1998) derive numerically a similar but rather small effect.

21. Following de Zeeuw and van der Ploeg (1991) this is called subgame perfectness. The
Nash equilibrium for the whole game remains a Nash equilibrium for every subgame
starting from any decision node after the first node of the game. In this respect the
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dynamic consistency property is less strong than the subgame perfectness one, as noted
by these authors, because subgame perfectness implies in addition that there is no devi-
ation from any point off the equilibrium path either.

22. This table is computed by the GHGAME software developed in the SIADCERO project
(see Forgó et al., 2001, available at http://energy.jrs.es/pages/finished/projects.htm).

23. The utility level is equal to the population times the logarithmic of per capita consump-
tion.
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PART II

Sharing environmental costs





5. Cost sharing in a joint project1

Stef Hendrikus Tijs and Rodica Brânzei

1. INTRODUCTION

Cooperation is an essential part of human interaction. Environmental
problems in particular call for cooperation. Game theory can contribute to
smoothing cooperation by developing attractive and transparent rules for
the allocation of costs or rewards among the participants in joint projects.
There is a huge literature dealing with cost sharing problems using game
theory. For surveys see Tijs and Driessen (1986) and Young (1994).

In this chapter we consider situations where agents plan to cooperate in
a complex project. The agents have to decide about the form of the project
and about the associated cost sharing. Both facets depend on the relevant
costs and the budgets (which we identify with the willingness to pay and the
rewards) of the agents for the different forms which the project may finally
take. Our model can be used, for example, for the following: cooperation in
irrigation systems (cf. Aadland and Kolpin, 1998; Kolpin and Aadland,
2001), airport landing networks (cf. Brânzei et al., 2002; Koster et al., 2001,
Littlechild and Thompson, 1977; Potters and Sudhölter, 1999), railway net-
works with facilities (Fragnelli et al., 2000; Norde et al., 2002), and also car
pooling, sharing a clubhouse and sharing playing-fields by different clubs
and so on. In an irrigation system the wishes of the participants differ and
are determined by the position of the pieces of land owned by the partici-
pants. In a railway system intercity trains will require different facilities
from local trains and so on. In an airport landing network the wishes of the
participants depend on the size of their aircraft and the flights on offer.

To simplify our task in this chapter we suppose from now on that there
is a collection of basic units (components) such that each feasible project
consists of a subset of these components, and such that the cost of such a
feasible project is equal to the sum of the costs of the components involved.
Further we suppose that the benefits increase if the set of components
involved increases. In railway projects the basic units are tracks between
two neighbouring railway stations and available facilities at the railway sta-
tions. In irrigation systems and in airport landing systems the basic units
are ditch pieces and landing strip pieces, respectively.
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The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the
formal model of a joint project situation and a related cooperative game.
Sufficient conditions are given which guarantee that the game is a convex
game. In Section 3 we describe for a structured joint project a flexible pro-
cedure that is based on the decomposition of its related cost sharing
problem into a finite number of simple cost sharing problems to which cost
sharing rules from the taxation literature can be applied. Different aspects
regarding this procedure and its relation to the related cooperative TU-
game are discussed.

2. JOINT PROJECT SITUATIONS AND JOINT
ENTERPRISE GAMES

A joint project situation is a tuple �N, A, c, F, (R)i�N� where N is the set
of agents involved in the cooperation, A is the set of basic units, c :
A→R�the cost function, F�2A the set of feasible projects, and Ri : F→R�

the reward function of agent i�N. In the following we suppose (J.1) and
(J.2), with

(J.1) ��F and Ri (�)�0 for each i�N.

(J.2) If �1, �2�F and �1��2, then Ri(�1)�Ri(�2) for each i�N
(Monotonicity).

We will say that F is a lattice if (J.3) holds, with

(J.3) If �1, �2�F, then �1��2�F, �1��2�F (Lattice property).

We suppose that the agents choose a feasible optimal project �1 where

�1�argmax��F Ri(�)�c(�) and c(�)� c(a). To solve the cost

sharing problem, or equivalently, to solve the problem of dividing the total 

benefit Ri(�1)�c(�1), the related cooperative game �N, v�, which we

call the joint enterprise game, may be helpful, where for the coalition S�
2N, the worth v(S) is equal to

max
��F

Ri(�)�c(�) .���
i�S

�
i�N

�
a��

���
i�N
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Then one can use for this joint enterprise game standard solutions such as
the Shapley value (Shapley, 1953), the nucleolus (Schmeidler, 1969) or the
�-value (Tijs, 1981) to solve the benefit allocation problem. When the game
is convex the Shapley value is especially appealing, because in this case the
core is large and the Shapley value is the barycentre of the core. Recall (cf.
Shapley, 1971) that a game �N,v� is a convex game if for all S, T�2N :
v(S�T)�v(S	T)�v(S)�v(T). In Theorem 2.1 sufficient conditions are
given in a joint project situation to guarantee that the corresponding joint
enterprise game is convex. A role is played here by the supermodularity
property of Ri for each i�N, if F is a lattice. Recall that Ri : F→R� is a
supermodular function if

Ri(�1��2)�Ri(�1	�2)�Ri(�1)�Ri(�2).

In general, a joint enterprise game is not necessarily convex. Even the core
C(V)may be empty (cf. Feltkamp et al., 1996).

Example 2.1. (A connection problem) Consider the graph �V, A� with
vertex set 	v0, v1, v2, v3
 and arc set A�	a1, a2, a3, a4
 with a1� �v0, v1�, a2�
�v1, v2�, a3� �v2, v3�, and a4� �v0, v3�. Suppose agent i wants to connect v0 with
vi, via a path, where i�N�	1, 2, 3
 and the cost of using an arc a equals
c(a)�10. Suppose that F�2A and that a correct connection corresponds to
a benefit 12 for the involved agent. Then this situation corresponds to the
joint project situation �N, A, c, 2A, (Ri)i�N�, where Ri(�)�12 if � con-
tains a path connecting vi with v0 and Ri(�)�0 otherwise. The correspond-
ing joint enterprise game �N, v� is given by v(	1
)�v(	3
)�2, v(	2
)�0,
v(	1, 2
)�v(	1, 3
)�v(	2, 3
)�4, and v(N)�6. The Shapley value of this
game equals (21⁄3, 11⁄3, 21⁄3) and is unequal to the unique core element (2, 2,
2). The game is not convex because v(	1, 2
)�v(	2, 3
)�v(	1, 2, 3
)�v(	2
).
Note that F�2A is a lattice but R2 : F→R� is not supermodular: R2(�1)�
R2(�2)�24�12�R2(�1	�2)�R2(�1��2)with �1�	a1, a2,
 and �2�	a3,
a4
.

Now we arrive at the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.1. Let �N, v� be the cooperative joint enterprise game corre-
sponding to the joint project situation �N, A, c, F, (Ri)i�N�. Suppose that
F is a lattice and that Ri : F→R� is supermodular for each i�N. Then
�N, v� is a convex game.
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Proof. Take S, T�2N. Let ��F and ��F be such that

(i) Ri(�)�c(�)�v(S), Ri(�)�c(�)�v(T).

Note that from (J.2) it follows
(ii) Ri(�)�Ri(���) for i�S\T
(iii) Ri(�)�Ri(���) for i�T\S,

and from the supermodularity of Ri

(iv) Ri(�)�Ri(�)�Ri(���)�Ri(�	�) for i�S	T.

Adding the inequalities in (ii), (iii) and (iv) we obtain

(v) Ri(�)� Ri(�)� Ri(���)� Ri(�	�).

Note that the additivity of the cost function implies

(vi) c(�)�c(�)�c(���)�c(�	�).

Since Ri(���)�c(���)�v(S�T) and Ri(�	�)�c(�	�)�

v(S	T), we obtain from (i), (v), and (vi):

(vii) v(S)�v(T)�v(S�T)�v(S	T).

Hence, �N, v� is a convex game.■

Remark 2.1. One can easily see that the game �N, v� is still convex if in
Theorem 2.1 we weaken the additivity condition for the cost function by
assuming that the cost function is submodular. The proof of this general-
ization is the same, except in (vi) the equality is changed into the inequality
c(�)�c(�)�c(���)�c(�	�).

Let us call a function Ri:F→R a one-step reward function if there is a bi�0
and a �i�F such that Ri(�)�bi if �i�� and Ri(�)�0 otherwise.

If F is a lattice, then a one-step reward function is supermodular. From
Theorem 2.1 we obtain then the following corollary.

Corollary 2.2. Let �N, v� be the joint enterprise game corresponding to the
joint project situation �N, A, c, 2A, (Ri)i�N� and suppose that the reward
functions Ri are one-step reward functions. Then �N, v� is a convex game.

�
i�S	T

�
i�S�T

�
i�S	T

�
i�S�T

�
i�T

�
i�S

�
i�T

�
i�S
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A proof of Corollary 2.2 can also be found in Koster et al. (2002).
The next corollary of Theorem 2.1 deals with tree-based joint project sit-

uations. We will say that a joint project situation �N, A, c, F, (Ri)i�N� is
based on the tree �V, A�, with root v0�V, if the basic units are the arcs of
the tree, and if each feasible project consists of the arcs of a subtree of
�V, A� with root v0.

Note that F is a lattice for tree-based joint project situations.

Corollary 2.3. Let �N, v� be the joint enterprise game corresponding to the
tree-based joint project situation �N, A, c, F, (Ri)i�N� and suppose that the
reward functions Ri are one-step reward functions. Then �N, v� is a convex
game.

A special case of Corollary 2.3, where the underlying tree is a rooted line
graph, was proved in Brânzei et al. (2002).

3. STRUCTURED JOINT PROJECTS AND SIMPLE
COST SHARING RULES

In this section we want to describe how well-known cost sharing rules
applied to simple cost sharing problems can be helpful in solving in an
appealing and transparent manner the reward sharing problem related to
structured joint project situations. Here a simple cost sharing problem is a
tuple �N, c, b�, where N is the set of agents, c�0 is the cost to be paid by
the agents and b�R�

N, the maximal contribution vector, where bi is the
maximum contribution to c which agent i�N is willing to pay that satisfies

the condition c� bi. A cost sharing rule T assigns to problems of the

form �N, c, b� with 0�c� bi a vector T(N, c, b)�RN, where 0�

Ti(N, c, b)�bi for each i�N and Ti(N, c, b)�c. Well known from the

taxation literature (Young, 1987) and the bankruptcy literature (Aumann
and Maschler, 1985) are the cost sharing rules PROP (the proportional
rule) and CEC (the constrained equal contribution rule). For each i�N,
PROPi(N, c, b)�(�bi)

�1bic, and CECi(N, c, b)�min(bi, �), where ��R�

is the unique real number such that min(bi, �)�c.

So, according to the proportional rule, the cost c is divided among the
players proportionally to their individual maximal contribution bi to c,
while the constrained equal contribution rule assigns to the players with
bi�� a cost contribution share of � and for the other players, with bi��,
a cost share equal to their individual maximal contribution bi to c.

�
i�N

�
i�N

�
i�N

�
i�N
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Let �N, A, c, F, (Ri)i�N� be a joint project situation such that c(a)�0
for all a�A. Let �̂ be a fixed optimal project (for the whole group of
agents) with m units involved. Further, let T be a fixed cost sharing rule for
simple cost sharing problems. For each a��̂ we denote by �R(a) the  vector
in RN with the i-th coordinate given by �iR(a)�Ri (�̂)�Ri (�̂ \ 	a
)�0,
where Ri (�̂\ 	a
) equals max 	Ri (�)���F, �
�̂ \ 	a

. By B(a) we denote the
set 	i�N��iR(a)�0
 of beneficiaries from unit a. Note that B(a)� for
each a��̂ since c(a)�0 and �̂ is optimal.

We say that �̂ is a structured joint project, or equivalently, that the given
joint project situation is structured w.r.t. �̂, if for all a, b��̂ with ab we
have only one of the following three possibilities:

B(a)	B(b)��; B(a)�B(b); B(b)�B(a)

(where P�Q means that Q is a proper subset of P).
For a structured joint project �̂ we propose a flexible procedure which

consists in applying an agreed upon standard cost sharing rule to each
simple cost sharing problem corresponding to a basic unit a��̂.

First, a feasible ordering � of �̂ has to be found according to which the
costs of the basic units of �̂ will be one by one distributed over the agents
in N. To find such an ordering of �̂ we construct a rooted tree �W, L �
with vertex set W�	v0
�	B(a)�a��̂
, where v0 is the root of the tree, and
the set L of arcs is described as follows: �v0, B(a)��L for a��̂ iff
there is no a'�A such that B(a')�B(a), that is, those beneficiaries’ sets are
connected with the root v0 which are maximal with respect to the partial
order of inclusion; for each a, b��̂, ab, the ordered pair �B(a), B(b)�
will be an element in L iff B(a)�B(b) and there is no c��̂, ca, cb such
that B(a)�B(c)�B(b). We call �W, L� the beneficiary tree corresponding
to �̂.

Further, by using the beneficiary tree �W, L� we construct an ordering
���a1, a2 . . . am� of the m basic units of �̂ such that:

(i) B(a1) is an endpoint of the beneficiary tree �W, L� that is, there is no
a��̂ with B(a1)�B(a);
(ii) B(a2) is an endpoint of the reduced beneficiary tree �W \ 	B(a1)
,
L \ 	 �v, B(a1)�
�, obtained by removing the leaf 	B(a1)
 and the arc �v, B(a1)�,
where v is the predecessor of B(a1) in the beneficiary tree �W, L�;
(iii) B(a3) is an endpoint of the smaller beneficiary tree obtained by
removing the leaf B(a2) (and the corresponding arc) from the tree
�W\	B(a1)
, L\	 �v, B(a1)�
�, and so on.
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Such an ordering � of �̂ which is obtained by the ‘leaf by leaf’ approach
described above has the property that for k, l with k�l we have

B(ak)�B(al) if B(ak)	B(al)�. (5.1)

We use the feasible ordering � obtained as described above to solve the cost
sharing problem corresponding to �̂ by solving a sequence of m simple cost
sharing problems, namely �N, c(a1), b1�, �N, c(a2), b2�,...,�N, c(am),
bm�, where for r�	1, 2,..., m
,

br�R(�̂)�R(�̂r)� T(N, c(ak), bk). (5.2)

Here Pr�	k�	1,..., r�1
B(ak)�B(ar)
 and �̂r��̂\ (	ar
�	ak k�Pr
).
We next show that all the cost sharing problems associated with the

(basic) units in �̂ with respect to the ordering � are simple cost sharing
problems. Since �̂ is optimal

Ri(�̂)�c(�̂)� Ri(�̂r)�c(�̂r).

This implies that

0� (Ri(�̂)�Ri(�̂r))� c(ak). (5.3)

From (5.2) we obtain

bi
r� (Ri(�̂)�Ri(�̂r))� c(ak). (5.4)

By combining (5.3) and (5.4) one obtains

bi
r�c(ar)

which expresses the fact that for each r�	1,..., m
, �N, c(ar), br� is a simple
cost sharing problem.

Given an ordering ���a1,..., am� and a cost sharing rule T, the final
reward vector, denoted by � (�̂, T, �), is obtained by solving the above
sequence of m simple cost sharing problems, so � (�̂, T, �)�R(�̂)�

T(N,c(ar), br). Note that � (�̂, T, �)�0 and

Ti(N, c(ar), br)� Ti(N, c(ar), br)� c(ar).

Let us illustrate the procedure with two examples.

�
m

r�1
�
i�N

�
m

r�1
�

m

r�1
�
i�N

�
m

r�1

�
i�N

�
k�Pr

�
i�N

�
i�N
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Example 3.1. Consider the joint project situation �N, A, c, F, (Ri)i�N�
where N�	1, 2, 3, 4
, A�	a1, a2, a3
, c(a1)�c(a2)�c(a3)�10, F�2A and
Ri(�)�Ri(	a1
)�Ri(	a2
)�Ri(	a1, a2
)�0, i�N; R1(	�
)�7, if a3��,
R2(	a3
)�R2(	a3, a2
)�2, R2(	a3, a1
)�R2(	a1, a2, a3
)�8; R3(	a3
)�
R3(	a3, a2
)�1, R3(	a1, a3
�R3(	a1, a2, a3
�7; R4(	a3
)�R4(	a1, a3
)�0,
R4(	a3, a2
)�R4(	a1, a2, a3
)�18.

Then �̂�A is the unique optimal plan.

(i) Note that �R(a1)�R(�̂)�R(	a2, a3
)�(7, 8, 7, 18)�(7, 2, 1, 18)�(0,
6, 6, 0), B(a1)�	2, 3
; �R(a2)�R(�̂)�R(	a1, a3
)�(7, 8, 7, 18)�(7, 8,
7, 0)�(0, 0, 0, 18), B(a2)�	4
; �R(a3)�R(�̂)�R(	a1, a2
)�(7, 8, 7, 18)
�(0, 0, 0, 0)�(7, 8, 7, 18); B(a3)�N. This implies that the joint project
situation is structured w.r.t. �̂.

The corresponding rooted tree �W, L� is given by W�	0, v1, v2, v3
, with
v1�B(a3), v2�B(a1), v3�B(a2), and L�	�0, v1�, �v1, v2� �v1, v3�
.

(ii) The suitable orderings of A with respect to the rooted tree are ���a1,
a2, a3�and ����a2, a1, a3�. First, we take the ordering �. Further we take
the proportional rule PROP to solve our three simple cost sharing prob-
lems. Then we obtain

PROP(N, c(a1), b1)�PROP(N, c(a1), �R(a1))
�PROP(N, 10, (0, 6, 6, 0))�(0, 5, 5, 0),

PROP(N, c(a2), b2)�PROP(N, c(a2), �R(a2))
�PROP(N, 10, (0, 0, 0, 18))�(0, 0, 0, 10),

PROP(N, c(a3), b3)�PROP(N, c(a3), R(�̂)� PROP(N, c(ar), br))

�PROP(N, 10, (7, 8, 7, 18)�(0, 5, 5, 0)�(0, 0, 0, 10))
�PROP(N, 10, (7, 3, 2, 8))�(3.5, 1.5, 1, 4).

Hence �(�, PROP, �)�(7, 8, 7, 18)�(0, 5, 5, 0)�(0, 0, 0, 10)�(3.5, 1.5,
1, 4)�(3.5, 1.5, 1, 4).

(iii) The cooperative game �N, v� corresponding to the above joint

project situation is given by N�	1, 2, 3
, v(N)� Ri(�̂)� cr(ar)

�10, v(	1, 4
)�5, v(	1, 2, 3
)�2, v(	1, 2, 4
)�7, v(	1, 3, 4
)�6, v(	2, 3, 4
)
�3, and v(S)�0 for the other coalitions. Note that �N, v� is a convex
game and that �(�, PROP, �)�C(v).

�
3

r�1
�
i�N

�
2

r�1
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(iv) We describe now two interactive situations which lead to the above
joint project situation.

(a) Suppose four clubs 1, 2, 3, 4 share the use of playing-fields a1, a2,
a3. These fields need maintenance at a cost of 10 units per year for each
field. The rewards of the members are given by R1, R2, R3, R4 above. From
these rewards one can conclude that member 1 uses only field a3, player 4
uses only fields a2 and a3, and players 2 and 3 use mainly 	a1, a3
 but profit
also a little from the presence of a2.

(b) One can also think of a situation of four farmers sharing an irriga-
tion system consisting of ditches a1, a2, a3 which have to be maintained,
where farmer 1 only profits from a3, farmer 4 only from 	a3, a2
 and farmers
2 and 3 mainly from 	a3, a1
.

Example 3.2. Let us reconsider the connection problem from Example
2.1, which is a joint project situation not based on a tree. For this problem
there are two optimal projects for N, namely �̂1�	a1, a3, a4
 and �̂2�	a4,
a2 a1
 which correspond to the two minimum cost spanning trees. Each such
a project is a structured joint project. We concentrate now on �̂1 and on the
proportional rule T�PROP. Since �R(a1)�(12, 0, 0), �R(a3)�(0, 12, 0),
�R(a4)�(0, 12, 12), the beneficiary tree �W, L�, with W�	0, B(a1), B(a3),
B(a4)
, and L �	�0, B(a4)�, �0, B(a1)�, �B(a4), B(a3)�
 is obtained,
where B(a1)�	1
, B(a3)�	2
, and B(a4)�	2, 3
. Note that this beneficiary
tree is isomorphic to the minimum spanning tree corresponding to �̂1 (the
points v0, v1, v2, v3 correspond to the points 0, B(a1), B(a3), B(a4), respec-
tively, and the arcs �v0, v1�, �v3, v2�, �v0, v3� correspond to �0, B(a1)�, �B(a3),
B(a4)�, �0, B(a4)�).

Given �̂1, T and the ordering �1��a1, a3, a4� the reward vector �(�̂1, T,
�1)� �2, 4⁄7, 33⁄7��(12, 12, 12)�(10, 0, 0)�(0, 10, 0)�PROP(N, 10, (0, 2,
12)) results. This reward vector is equal to �(�̂1, T, �2) and to �(�̂1, T, �3),
where �2��a3, a1, a4� and �3��a3, a4, a1�. If we had decided in favour
of the project �̂2, the benefit vector would, for symmetry reasons, have been
equal to (33⁄7, 4⁄7, 2) for each of the orderings �4��a2, a4, a1�, �5��a2, a1,
a4� and �6��a4, a2, a1�. For T1�CEC we obtain �(�̂1, T1, �1)�(2, 0, 4),
�(�̂2, T1, �1)�(4, 0, 2). Note that the benefit vectors are not in the core C(v)
�	(2, 2, 2)
 of the corresponding cooperative game.

We conclude with some remarks on our procedure and its relation with our
main result in Section 2.

Remark 3.1. Our procedure proposes a subtle way, namely the ‘leaf by
leaf’ approach of the beneficiary tree, to find a feasible ordering ��(a1,...,
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am) of �̂ according to which the costs c(a1),..., c(am) of the basic units of �̂
have to be distributed over the agents in N via simple cost sharing problems
and the chosen cost sharing rule T. Property (5.1) of such an ordering �
guarantees that the corresponding reward �(�̂, T, �) is found by applying
our procedure. However, if one arbitrarily chose an ordering � which did
not satisfy (5.1) it might happen that the related procedure failed during the
process of decomposition into simple cost sharing problems because at a
certain stage k the corresponding cost to be distributed exceeds the avail-
able related benefit bk. Consider, for example, the structured joint project
situation w.r.t. �̂1 in Example 3.2, the rule T�PROP, but the ordering �4
�(a4, a3, a1) which, clearly, does not satisfy (5.1). Then PROP(N, c(a4), b1)
�PROP(N, 10, (0, 12, 12))�(0, 5, 5). The next problem to be considered
is (N, c(a3), b2)�(N, 10, (0, 12�5, 0))�(N, 10, (0, 7, 0)) which is not a
simple cost sharing problem because the available benefit is smaller than the
cost to be covered. This fact is due to agent 2 who has a low benefit versus
the cost structure of the project. Here we say that a structured joint project
situation w.r.t. �̂ is with low benefits if there is at least one agent i whose
benefit is smaller than the sum of the costs of the basic units of �̂ in which
the agent is involved (in our example: 12�10�10). Structured joint project
situations with large benefits can always be approached by decomposing
the cost sharing problem corresponding to an optimal joint project into
simple cost sharing problems by using an arbitrary ordering. Our proce-
dure is to be considered especially suitable for structured joint projects with
low benefits.

Remark 3.2. An optimal joint project �̂ determines an ordering of treat-
ment of basic units (leaf by leaf in the beneficiary tree). There may be many
orderings which satisfy conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) (see Example 3.1). One
can prove that all such orderings lead to the same benefit for each of the
agents involved. In a tree-based joint project situation the obtained benefit
sharing vector is even independent of the optimal project with which one
starts, and it is a core element of the corresponding cooperative game. This
is not the case in general as we learn from Example 3.2.

Remark 3.3. For non-structured joint projects one can also try to solve the
cost sharing problem by decomposing it in simple cost sharing problems.
However, during this decomposition process it is quite possible that at a
certain node one does not arrive at a simple cost sharing problem, since the
costs are higher than the available (low) budget. It could be a topic of
further research to develop here a more subtle decomposition procedure
than the above one.
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Remark 3.4. Another attractive approach to solving the cost sharing
problem in a joint project situation is a non-cooperative approach. This line
is followed in Brânzei et al. (2002) for generalized airport problems.
Extensions to the problems in this chapter will be of interest.

Remark 3.5. It could be a topic of further research to find an axiomatic
support for our procedure. Sources of inspiration for this could be Aumann
and Maschler (1985), Herrero and Villar (2001), Moulin and Shenker
(1992b).

Remark 3.6. The procedure described in this section has some similarity
with the serial cost sharing method in Moulin and Shenker (1992a). There,
the problem of cost sharing in a joint production situation is first solved for
the agents with the lowest demand, then for those with the second lowest
demand, and so on. In our procedure a basic unit with a small set of
beneficiaries is treated earlier than a unit with more beneficiaries.

NOTES

1. This chapter is dedicated to Michael Maschler on the occasion of his 75th birthday.
The authors appreciate the thorough comments and suggestions made by two anonymous
referees on the earlier versions of this chapter.
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6. A model for cooperative inter-
municipal waste collection: cost
evaluation toward fair cost
allocation1

Stefano Moretti

1. INTRODUCTION

Some countries in the EU have a very large number of small municipalities
with individual responsibility for managing municipal waste. These are fre-
quently too small to be able to develop a waste management system (wms)
that meets the high standards demanded by EU legislation at an affordable
cost. In this case, as the Handbook on the Implementation of EC Environ-
mental Legislation (European Commission, 2000) suggests, inter-municipal
cooperation can be very beneficial in achieving groupings that are large
enough to make the wms affordable. Indeed, due to economies of scale,
imposed by the need for specialist staff and facilities (Tickner and
McDavid, 1986; Antonioli et al., 2000), the size of inter-municipal areas
tends to expand (European Commission, 2000). From this follows the use-
fulness of a tool capable of efficiently reorganizing the wms as the inter-
municipal area where the service has to be supplied is in the process of
enlargement.

On the other hand, efficiency cannot be the sole criterionwhich has to be
considered in order to make decisions on this topic. In fact the overall
supply cost must still be met by single municipalities, which are not inter-
ested in paying more than the amount they would have paid if they had
been organized in different groupings. Roughly speaking, the overall cost
must be shared among municipalities in a fair way in order to foster coop-
eration among them (Ferrari et al., 2001).

The aim of this chapter is to propose a possible approach to tackling the
decision problem arising from the above considerations. In order to achieve
this goal, first of all we point out a method to provide an ex-ante quantita-
tive valuation of facilities and specialist staff (and their costs) needed for
collecting waste in new emerging inter-municipal contexts. More precisely,
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we offer a theoretical model for the assessment of the cost that each sub-
group of the inter-municipal group should support in order to develop a
wms on its own territory. Such a model is depicted in Section 2. In Section
3, implementation of the model is briefly described in the programming
language Visual Basic 6.0. Section 4 is devoted to a comparison of data
yielded by the model with real data provided by an Italian waste manage-
ment company (Crocco, 2001) and the results of a simulation on a new
inter-municipal group are presented. On the basis of the results provided
by this simulation, some cost allocation issues discussed from a game-theo-
retical point of view are presented in Section 5.

Before introducing Section 2, we would like to stress two important addi-
tional features of the model:

● This model works with a ‘relatively’ small set of data. This means that
from our point of view, the model is a good compromise between the
precision of results and the flexibility in collecting information nec-
essary to comply with the dynamism of the context (continuous
enlargement of the inter-municipal groupings);

● This model is the first step of a wider decision-making model for
inter-municipal waste management (Ferrari et al., 2001) founded on
game-theoretical arguments (Young, 1995).

Finally, note that no discussion on disposal services in waste management
is provided. Usually, as emerged from meeting with Italian waste managers
(Crocco, 2001), disposal sites are chosen with respect to social, political and
normative constraints rather than on the basis of monetary efficiency. On
the other hand, all the waste disposal managers we met stated that the
overall disposal cost in inter-municipal contexts was usually shared in pro-
portion to the waste production of each single municipality. These factors
persuaded us to focus our efforts in the direction of waste collection.
Anyway, we believe that the disposal of waste should also be considered for
a more accurate description of the problem. For instance, the location of
the disposal site has important effects: close proximity is profitable (lower
transportation costs); on the other hand, further is better (in terms of envi-
ronmental damage, traffic, smog and so on).

2. THE THEORETICAL MODEL

Currently, in a wide number of municipalities in Italy, the prevailing
method of collecting non-recyclable solid waste is curbside collection. In
curbside collection programmes, residents set out unsorted non-recyclable
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materials in containers placed at the curb. Collection crews of one, two or
three persons load the materials onto collection vehicles in order to carry
them to the disposal site. Containers can be grouped in collecting isles,
usually from one to five containers per isle.

The aim of this model is to provide an evaluation of the quantity of facil-
ities and staff demanded to supply waste collection procedures in an inter-
municipal area. In order to do this, we describe the context where this
service is supplied, that is, the area of a municipality or the overall area of
an inter-municipal group, as an urban territory divided into classes of sub-
zones (called simply zones); each class differs with respect to the kind of
collection service supplied in it, which is in turn a function of qualitative
characteristics like architectural constraints, socioeconomic needs and so
on. In this way we intend separately to perform calculations concerning
different urban zones in order to better meet the effective needs of each
zone (shopping centre, historical centre, periphery and so on).

In the following we will refer to these different types of zone by the attrib-
ute type (for brevity, we will often use letters to represent these attributes).
The same arguments hold for other kinds of variables of the model, such
as containers and vehicles. A summary of the data structure demanded by
the model is shown in the following lists of input items.

Input data for each type of zone:

�td
z: time needed to go from the zone of type z to the disposal site,

discharge waste material and come back (min);
�ts

z: time spent at the stop signs and traffic lights on the zone of type
z (min);

dz: average density of the waste material set out in the zone of type
z (Kg/m3)

Maxz: maximum number of days within two successive emptying
operations of the containers in the zone of type z;

Qz: average daily production rate of waste in the zone of type z (kg
day�1).

Input data for each type of container:

ab
z: number of containers of type b per collecting isle in the zone of

type z;
cb: initial cost of the container of type b (euro);
Dz

b: distance between two collecting isles of containers of type b in the
zone z (m);

fb
z: empty rate of the container of type b in the class zone z (collection

routes/day);
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lb: expected life of the container of type b (years);
rb

z: percentage of capacity of the container of type b that the waste
management wish not to exceed as amount of garbage stored into
the container in the zone z;

Vb: geometrical volume of the container of type b (m3).

Input data for each type of vehicle:

cv : initial cost of the vehicle of type v (euro);
�tv

b: average time needed to load material placed inside a single con-
tainer of type b into a collection vehicle of type v (min);

�tv: time length of a working turn for the vehicle of type v (hours);
lv : expected life of the vehicle of type v (years);
Lv: maximum average speed of the vehicle of type v (Km hour�1);
Qv: volume of the vehicle of type v(m3);
Rv: compaction ratio of the vehicle of type v;
sv: number of persons demanded as crew of the vehicle of type v;
wv: annual wage for a single employee working as crew member of the

vehicle of type v (euro).

In the case of inter-municipal groups, the model also needs to identify
zones in different municipalities which can be considered, on the basis of
the previous information structure, to belong to the same class. So far, such
identification is affected by the subjective criterion of the decision-maker.
However, we intend to improve our model by defining an objective criter-
ion which could be implemented as a computer program, in order automat-
ically to classify zones with respect to similarities among them.

Finally, the model also requires the following input parameter:

�tz: time requested to visit all the zones in the same class z following
the shortest connection path connecting the different municipal-
ities (hours).

From Section 2.1 to Section 2.5 all the outputs generated by the model will
be explained step by step. After that, a summary of all those outputs – trans-
lated into cost items – will be introduced in Section 2.6 as the inter- munici-
pal cost function to be considered when tackling the cost sharing problem.

2.1 Determination of the Number of Containers

The calculation of nb
z (number of containers of type b) needed for waste

collection in the class of zones of type z inside a municipal area or inside
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the area of an inter-municipal group, is performed on the basis of the fol-
lowing equation (Kaulard and Massarutto, 1997):

nb
z� (6.1)

Note that the value Maxz depends on the container empty rate in the given
area. For example, let us suppose the container empty rate has a daily fre-
quency. This means that containers are emptied six days in a week (exclud-
ing Sunday), that is Maxz�2 days. In this context, on Monday the amount
of garbage going into containers is double the average amount achieved
during the working days.

2.2 Determination of the Capacity of the Vehicles

We are not intending to solve the problem of finding an optimal route
encompassing all the collecting isles in a given area. In our opinion the com-
plexity of collecting the information needed to solve such a problem in
order to obtain more accurate results is too expensive compared with the
benefits obtained from a model flexibly adaptable to changeable situations.
Moreover, we guess that an optimal collecting route already exists in each
zone as a consequence of the choices made by past managements in
response to criteria of optimality (for example, finding the shortest path),
but also taking into consideration the socioeconomic requirements of the
community. In our opinion such choices cannot leave out of consideration
the very long process of dialogue between the community and the manage-
ment, which in turn can be modelled only with great difficulty.

In order to calculate the number of vehicles needed to complete a route,
we must calculate the maximal number of containers whose content can be
removed by a vehicle on a single journey before discharging its load at the
disposal site. In other words nv

bz represents the carrying capacity (in terms
of number of containers of type b whose content can be removed) of a
vehicle of type v in a zone of type z and it is calculated by the following
equation

nv
bz� (6.2)

Note that as a matter of fact we implicitly assume that vehicles of type v
are able, in zone z, to load waste material only from containers of type b
(for example, due to mechanical constraints of the vehicle facilities in han-
dling the containers).

The compaction ratio Rv of a vehicle of type v has been computed as the
ratio between the volume of waste material collected from the containers

Qv Rv

Vb rbz
v

Qz Maxz

dzrz
b Vb
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and the volume occupied by the same quantity of waste material after it has
been compacted by the compactor device of the vehicles.

2.3 Determination of the Overall Time to Complete a Route

The route time is defined as the time required to serve a given collection
route, from the first to the last collecting isle of the overall area covered by
all the zones in the same class. It includes the time required to travel
between isles of containers, to wait at stop signs and traffic lights and to
collect materials that have been left out.

It is possible to determine the travel time �tDbz (min) between two stops
(that is, collecting isles) on the collection route by means of the following
non-linear empirical relationship (Everett et al., 1998) that is a function of
the stop-to-stop distances during the collection:

�tDbz�0.06 (6.3)

More precisely, the maximum average speed Lv is the average speed attain-
able between stops that are separated by a large distance and k is a calcu-
lated coefficient (metre�1) representing the rate at which the average speed
approaches the maximum average speed.

Given the capacity of a collection vehicle in terms of number of contain-
ers nv

bz provided by equation (6.2), the total time �tDb
Journeyv (hours)

demanded by a vehicle of type v to perform a single journey, loading as
much waste material as possible, going to the disposal site, discharging
waste material and coming back to zone z, is given by the following rela-
tion:

�tDb
Journeyv

� �1) ��tDbz�nv
bz ��tv

b��ts
z��td

z (6.4)

Here �tv
b and �td

z can be derived via linear regression from field data
(Everett et al., 1998). Finally, the overall route time �tbz

Routev (hours) is simply
obtained by the following relationship:

�tbz
Routev� ��tbz

Journeyv��tz (6.5)

Note that nb
z/nv

bz equals the number of journeys to the disposal site required
for a vehicle of type v to empty all nb

z containers of type b (by equation
(6.1)) in a zone of type z following the collection route.

nz
b

nbz
v

��(
nbz

v

�z
b

1
60

Db
z

Lv(1 � ekDb
z)
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2.4 Determination of the Number of Collection Vehicles

A working turn for a collection vehicle v is the number of hours that the
vehicle v must work in a single day. Hence, the number of working turns
demanded to complete a collection route is yielded by the following equa-
tion:

nbz
wv� (6.6)

Since nbz
wv is the number of working turns required for vehicles of type v to

empty all containers of type b on the collection route in the area covering
all zones of type z in the inter-municipal group, it is obvious that the
number of vehicles required to completely empty all containers of type b
in the same area in a period of exactly one day is given by just nbz

wv. Indeed,
the number Nbz

v of vehicles v required on the waste collection route (with
the demanded frequency fb

z) in the class of zones of type z is achieved by
the following equation

Nbz
v �nbz

wv �fb
z (6.7)

2.5 Determination of Annual Costs

The annual amortization for vehicles and containers has been calculated
using the following formula (Kaulard and Masarutto, 1997):

cf�cf (6.8)

where f can be either a vehicle of type v or a container of type b and r is
the general rate of profit.

Maintenance costs on vehicles and containers are supposed to be equal
to 10 per cent of the investment costs (Kaulard and Massarutto, 1997).

Finally, keeping in mind the work hours for personnel and the number
of persons demanded as crew for a certain type of vehicles, we calculated
the total wage Wv for staff corresponding to each vehicle employed.

2.6 Determination of the Inter-Municipal Annual Cost

Consider a finite set N of municipalities. Then the total cost c(N) provided
by the model for waste collection in the inter-municipal area in N is the fol-
lowing:

r(1 � r)lf

(1 � r)lf � 1

�tbz
Routev

�tv
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c(N)� ( � nb
z(i)� cb� � Nbz

v (i)� cv)�c*(N) (6.9)

where Z, B and V are finite sets whose elements stand for types of zones,
containers and vehicles, respectively; nb

z(i) is the number of containers of
type b needed for zone z inside municipality i as provided by equation (6.1);
Nbz

v is the number of vehicles v required for a zone of type z in the munici-
pality i as provided by equation (6.7).

The two numbers cb and cv stand for the total annual cost related to each
container of type b and each vehicle of type v respectively. More precisely,
cb�cb�0.1cb and cv�cv�0.1cv�Wv, where cb and cvare the annual
amortization (by equation (6.8)) for each container of type b and each
vehicle of type v respectively, and the addends 0.1cb and 0.1cv are the main-
tenance costs for container b and vehicle v, respectively, as suggested by
Kaulard and Massarutto (1997). Finally the value Wv is the total annual
cost for all the employees required as crew of the vehicle of type v.

Note that we use the standard convention �x�, with x�R, in order to
symbolize the smallest integer number larger than or equal to x. In other
words, the model shows economies of scale for waste collection as the result
of savings in terms of devices (that is, containers, vehicles and staff) which
derive from the partial use of the devices employed by each single munici-
pality on its own.

For instance, consider two municipalities, 1 and 2, and suppose the
model provides the value Nbz

v (1)�0.6 and Nbz
v (2)�1.3, with z�Z, b�B,

v�V; this means that municipality 1 according to the model, needs at least
�0.6��1 vehicle of type v to perform waste collection by itself, whereas
municipality 2 demands at least �1.3��2 vehicles of type v for its own terri-
tory. On the other hand, if municipalities 1 and 2 join together, the
minimum number of vehicles of type v demanded for waste collection per-
formed in cooperation equals �0.6�1.3���1.9��2.

Finally the term c* (N), with c* (N)�0, stands for the incremental cost
due to a possible (but not necessary) increase of the number of vehicles
related to the distances between municipalities. In fact distances between
municipalities increase the overall route time �tbz

Routev and this increase could
directly affect the number of vehicles needed to collect waste as calculated
by equation (6.7). For the sake of completeness, we state that equation (6.9)
equals zero if N is the empty set.

3. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The model described in Section 2 has been implemented via the Visual
Basic 6.0 programming language. The main features of the software are the

�
i�N

�
v�V

�
i�N

�
b�B

�
z�B
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user-friendly interface which efficiently allows the handling of a great deal
of data coming from questionnaires, and the simple procedure of introduc-
ing indications of similarities among zones in different municipalities.
Moreover, the facility automatically to create an MS Access database con-
taining the results provided by the output of the simulation has been inte-
grated into the same environment. A very short description of the software
is given in Figure 6.1. Computer programs in Java language have also been
used to deal with the cost sharing problem (see Section 5.). So far, such pro-
grams have not yet been integrated into the software implementation of the
theoretical model described in Section 2. As a first step in this direction, a
special method of computation will be introduced in Section 5.1.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 Model Validation

We carried out a validation test via a simulation performed on data con-
cerning the waste collection context of the city of Tortona (Italy). Input
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Figure 6.1 A short description of our model implementation

… City
City 2 …

City n
City 2

Questionnaire from an inter-municipalities grouping of n municipalities

City 1

Information about
zones, containers,
vehicles and staff of
a single municipality

Information concerning
inter-municipalities
groupings:
• Similarities within
  zones;
• Distances among
  similar zones

User-friendly interface
for inserting input data

Results from the
simulation generated by
the mathematical model

Data processing module Data storing
module

INPUT

OUTPUT

City 1
Number of facilities
(containers, vehicles,
staff) and annual cost
of performing waste

collection in the
group’s territory

Simulation results concerning each subgroup of the inter-municipal
group formed by the n municipalities considered  (2n – 1 subgroups)

Creation of the
results database

… all the other 2n – 1 groups
Group ‘City 2 and 3’ …

Group ‘City 1 and 2’
Number of facilities
(containers, vehicles,
staff) and annual cost
demanded to perform

waste collection in
the group’s territory



data introduced in Section 2 were reported in our questionnaire by the
management staff of the ASMT S.p.a. (Crocco, 2001). ASMT S.p.a. is a
Joint-stock company which manages the non-recyclable solid waste collec-
tion of Tortona and some other municipalities near to this city. In order to
explain how to complete the questionnaire correctly, another questionnaire
completed on the basis of an imaginary inter-municipal situation was sent
with the questionnaire to be completed. Just to sketch out the dimension
of the collection context we considered, we provide in Table 6.1 a few
parameters concerning the situation during the year 2000. Simulation
results yielded by our model are summarized in Table 6.2.

Comparison between data yielded by the simulation and data actually
owned by the management of ASMT showed a very good level of approx-
imation in estimating all the cost items except for the maintenance cost of
the vehicles. In fact, that kind of cost was overestimated by about 15–20 per
cent in the simulation.
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Table 6.1 Selected data concerning the wms of Tortona in 2000

Municipality name Tortona
Inhabitants 26826
Urban area 108m2

Waste production 15.5�106Kg
Types of zone Centre, periphery
Percentage of production in the centre 70
Percentage of production in the periphery 30
Number of types of containers 5
Location of the disposal site Very close to the city

Table 6.2 Cost values provided by the model for waste collection in
Tortona

Cost item Cost amount (Euro)

Total annual amortizement for containers 61970
Total annual amortizement for vehicles 114650
Annual cost for maintenance of containers 40280
Annual cost for maintenance of vehicles 58360
Annual cost for staff 640920
Total cost 916180



4.2 A Simulation on a New Inter-municipal Group

In this section we give an example of a simulation for the determination of
the annual costs of an inter-municipal group of three municipalities.
Tortona is still one of the municipalities involved and the other two are
smaller municipalities quite close to Tortona: Castelnuovo Scrivia and
Pontecurone.

Actually, ASMT is already providing the collection service in the munic-
ipalities of Castelnuovo Scrivia and Pontecurone, but the same methodol-
ogy could be used by ASMT management to evaluate the increment in
collection costs resulting from a possible enlargement of the ASMT oper-
ational area to a new urban territory. In Table 6.3 we briefly outline the
scale of the waste collection arrangements in each single municipality in the
grouping considered.

In Figure 6.2 a sketch map of the inter-municipal group is shown. The
number near each connection represents the average time taken by vehicles
to cover the distance between the two most far-flung zones of the munici-
palities at the ends of the connection. Results given by the simulation are
summarized in Table 6.4. Obviously, in this case it was not possible to make
a comparison between data from simulation and real data, since the actual
cost supported by each single intermediate sub-grouping of municipalities
is unknown. Anyway, note that results provided by the model show econo-
mies of scale well known in the literature (Tickner and McDavid, 1986;
Antonioli et al., 2000), in particular in contexts with fewer than 200 to 300
000 inhabitants (see also Biagi and Massarutto, 2001). In Antonioli et al.
(2000), a parametric method of finding a proxy for the total cost of a wms
is described. Such a method starts from the analysis of a database of
balance sheets coming from companies operating in waste management.
However, in their approach Antonioli et al. were not able to separate col-
lection costs from disposal costs; further, they considered only public com-
panies, excluding other kinds of management. Finally, the numerical
parameters they found do not seem sufficiently to explain the cost variabil-
ity observed as a matter of fact (Biagi and Massarutto, 2001).
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Table 6.3 Selected data concerning the inter-municipal grouping

City Inhabitants Waste collected (tons) Area (104 m2)

Tortona 26826 15500 9929
Castelnuovo S. 5762 2774 4542
Pontecurone 4008 2218 2981
Total 36596 20492 17452



5. COST ALLOCATION

In this section we are going to tackle the cost sharing problem as a cooper-
ative cost game (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944; Young, 1995).
Recall that a cooperative cost game is an ordered pair �N, c�, where N�	1,
2,..., n
 is the set of players and c :2N →R� is the characteristic cost func-
tion, which assigns to each coalition S�2N (that is, any subset of N, includ-
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Table 6.4 Total annual cost for each group of municipalities (from
equation (6.9))

Group of municipalities Total cost (Euro)

Tortona 916180
Castelnuovo S. 463260
Pontecurone 455510
Tortona – Castelnuovo 1112960
Tortona – Pontecurone 1030330
Castelnuovo S. – Pontecurone 476690
Tortona – Castelnuovo S. – Pontecurone 1236910

Figure 6.2 Time taken by vehicles to cover the respective distance (min.)

Castelnuovo Scrivia Pontecurone

centre

periphery

Tortona

18
17

5

14

Disposal site



ing N itself and all the one-element subsets) a real number c(S), and where
c(�)�0.

As stated in Section 2, given a set N of n municipalities, equation (6.9)
directly determines the characteristic cost function when applied to each
subset of N. In general, there are many other situations in which the total
number of facilities required by a coalition is provided by the smallest
integer greater than or equal to the sum of the demands of all the individ-
uals (for example, some travel agencies requiring portions of a bus).
Fragnelli et al. (2001), defining the class of bus games, studied this kind of
situation from the game-theoretical point of view.

In our case, supposing B�	b1,..., bp
, V�	v1,..., vq
, and Z�	z1,..., zr
 to
be, respectively, the set of containers, the set of vehicles and the set of zones
in equation (6.9), then thecharacteristic cost function can be expressed as the
linear combination of the games �N, uz1

b1�,..., �N, uzr
b1�,..., �N, uz1

bp�,..., �N, uzr
bp�,...,

�N, uz1
v1�,..., �N, uzr

v1�,..., �N, uz1
vp�,..., �N, uzr

vp�, �N, a�, �N, c*� with the coefficients
(cb1

,...,cb1
) , ..., (cbp

, ...,cbp
), (cv1

, ...,cv1
), ..., (cvq

,...,cvq
), 1, 1, where �N, uz1

b1�,...,

r times r times r times r times
�N, uzr

b1�,..., �N, uz1
bp�,..., �N, uzr

bp�, �N, uz1
v1�,..., �N, uzr

v1�,..., �N, uz1
vp�,..., �N, uzr

vp�, are
r �p�r �q bus games (Fragnelli et al., 2001) with, for each S 
 N, j�1,...,

p, k�1,..., q, l�1,..., r, uzl
bj (S)� � �� ���, uzl

vk (S)� �

� ���, and where �x�, x��, is the largest integer smaller than or equal to
x; finally, �N, c*� is the game obtained by the term c* of equation (6.9)

applied to each S 
 N, and �N, a� is the additive game with characteristic

cost function a(S)� �nb
z(i)�cb� �Nv

bz(i)�cv , S 
 N.

In particular, with regard to the simulation, the cost sharing problem was
already shaped in the previous section: the set of players is M�	Tortona,
Castelnuovo S., Pontecurone
 and the characteristic cost function g(S), S

M, has been displayed in Table 6.4.

As we pointed out previously, joining a larger coalition is profitable due
to cost saving. Then, it is reasonable to expect that the coalition M will be
effectively formed by players (that is, the municipalities). Now, assuming
that this happens, the municipalities will have the total cost ( )g (M ) to
divide. In order to guarantee cooperation, municipalities should not dis-
agree on how the total cost will be allocated among them.

On this topic, a basic concept in game theory is the core of a game. Recall
that an allocation is a vector x��N. A core allocation of �N, c� is an alloca-
tion satisfying

���
v�V

�
i�S

��
z�Z

��
b�B

Nbzl
vk (i)

�
i�S

�Nbzl
vk (i) �n

zl
bj(i)�

i�S
�nzl

bj(i)

����
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● Efficiency: xi�c(N),

● Stability: xi�c(S) for each S�2N.

The core (Gillies, 1953) of �N, c� is denoted by Core(N, c) and consists of
all core allocations.

The efficiency property states that the whole cost supported by the large
coalition has to be shared among the players. Moreover, by means of the
stability property, if x�Core(N, c), then no coalition S�N has an incen-
tive to split off if x is the proposed cost allocation in N, since the total

amount x(S)� xi allocated to S is not larger than the amount c(S)

which they should pay by forming the sub-coalition. In other words, allo-
cations not in the core will reasonably be considered unacceptable for any
players.

We examined a sample of 13 different consortia of municipalities which
manage inter-municipal waste collection in Italy (Ferrari et al., 2001).
Summarizing, the three main cost sharing rules employed by the consortia
correspond to a division among the municipalities proportional to three
different indicators: the number of inhabitants, the amount of waste col-
lected and the territorial extent (that is, the area of each municipality),
respectively. The cost allocations obtained performing these ‘common in
practice’ rules on the game �M, g� are reported in Table 6.5 (values are in
euros).

It is easy to check that the allocation by number of inhabitants does not
satisfy the stability property for the coalition {Tortona, Pontecurone}; allo-
cation by amount of waste collected does not satisfy the stability property
either in the coalition {Tortona, Pontecurone} nor for {Tortona} itself;
finally the allocation by territorial extent does not satisfy the stability prop-
erty for the coalition {Castelnuovo S., Pontecurone}.

The idea of the core is not the only idea suggested by the theory. Another
basic concept is the idea of a one-point solution for games: a map which

�
i�S

�
i�S

�
n

i�1
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Table 6.5 ‘Common in practice’ rules of cost allocation

Allocation by: Inhabitants Waste collected Area
Municipality:

Tortona 906700 935590 703720
Castelnuovo S. 194750 167440 321910
Pontecurone 135470 133880 211280
Total 1236910 1236910 1236910



assigns to each game with n players a unique allocation of the game. In
other words, a one-point solution of a given game is the unique allocation
which conforms to requested principles (axioms), and moreover exists
always (not necessarily in the core of the game). One of the most famous
one-point solutions is the Shapley value (Shapley, 1953). A basic property of
this solution is that it takes into consideration the role of each player in
increasing (or decreasing) the cost of each coalition (for a detailed introduc-
tion to the Shapley value in cost allocation see also Shapley, 1971; Young,
1995). Roughly speaking, given a cooperative game, the Shapley value pro-
vides an allocation satisfying the efficiency property and moreover conform-
ing to three distinct ideas: the allocation is invariant under the renaming of
the players; if the characteristic cost function can be broken down into
different categories (for example, the cost of the containers and the cost of
the vehicles) then the Shapley value of the cooperative game equals the sum
of the Shapley values calculated in the games based on the single categories;
finally, someone should not be charged for a cost element he does not use
(for example, if a municipality does not use any vehicles which are
demanded from others in the same coalition, then he should pay nothing for
them). Shapley in 1953 proved that for each fixed set of players N there exists
a uniquely efficient one-point solution � defined for all cost functions c on
N which conforms to the previous three ideas. Moreover, he provided the
following formula to compute such an allocation, for each i�N:

�i(c)� (c(S�	i 
�c(S) ) (6.10)

where s and n are the cardinality, respectively, of the coalitions S and N
and the value c(S�	i 
)�c(S) is called the marginal contribution of player
i to the coalition S.

For the game �M, g� the Shapley value has been displayed in Table 6.6.
One can check that the Shapley value belongs to Core (M, g).

In order to understand the connections between the core and the Shapley
value for a general cost function provided by our model, the following
theorem should be taken into consideration:

s!(n � s � 1)!
n!�

S
N\{i}
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Table 6.6 Shapley value and nucleolus (costs in euros)

Municipality Shapley value Nucleolus

Tortona 762890 808940
Castelnuovo S. 259610 255300
Pontecurone 214420 172670
Total 1236910 1236910



Theorem (Shapley, 1971): The core of every cooperative cost game with
concave characteristic cost function is non-empty and contains the Shapley
value.

Here a characteristic cost function c of a cooperative cost game �N, c� is
called concave if c(S�	i 
�c(S)�c(T�	i 
)�c(T) for all i�N and all S, T
�2N with S
T
N \ 	i 
. In our case, the characteristic cost function g of
the game �M, g� is not concave (consider, for example, the marginal contri-
bution of Tortona to the coalition {Pontecurone}, that is, 1 030 330�455
510�574 820 and the marginal contribution of Tortona to the coalition
{Castelnuovo S., Pontecurone}, that is, 1 236 910�476 690�760 220).
Therefore, taking into account the previous theorem by Shapley (1971), in
general we cannot guarantee that, for a cooperative cost game with charac-
teristic cost function provided by our model, the Shapley value belongs to
the core of the game. On the other hand, so far the simulations performed
by means of our model have only yielded cooperative cost games whose
Shapley values stay in the corresponding cores, similarly to what happens
for the game �M, g� as we pointed out above.

Finally, let us note that different one-point solutions, which conform to
other ideas and with other properties, could also be considered for tackling
the cost allocation problem. For example the nucleolus (Schmeidler, 1969)
always belongs to the core – if non-empty – of the corresponding cooper-
ative cost game (in Table 6.6 we also display the nucleolus of the game
�M, g�). As already pointed out, some considerations related to the axio-
matic characterization would seem to suggest a very appropriate use of the
Shapley value as allocation rule in inter-municipal situations. Moreover,
there is also another practical reason to adopt the Shapley value instead of
other theoretical solution concepts: the existence of a simple method for its
calculation in this special class of games.

5.1 An Efficient Method to Calculate the Shapley Value

Consider a cooperative cost game �N, c�, where N is a finite set of munici-
palities and c is the characteristic cost function provided by equation (6.9)
in each subset of N. Then, by additivity, the Shapley value of the game �N, c�
is the following:

�j(c)��j(c�c*)��j(c
*) (6.11)

for each j�N.
Consider �j(c�c*), j�N. Then by equations (6.9) and (6.10)
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�j(c�c*)�

� � �i�S�	j
nb
z(j)�� ��i�Snb

z(j) � cb (6.12)

� ��i�S�	j
Nv
bz(i) �� ��i�SNv

bz(i) � cv

Note that the amount ��i�S�	j
nb
z(j) �� ��i�Snb

z(j)�, with b�B, z�Z, S
N
\ 	j 
, and j�N, takes values in the set 	�nb

z(j) �, �nb
z(j) �
. Similarly, the quantity

��i�S�	j
Nv
bz(i) �� ��i�SNv

bz(i) �, with v�V, z�Z, S
N \ 	j
 and j�N, takes
values in the set 	�Nv

bz(j)�, �Nv
bz(j)�
.

Actually, in many real applications, where municipalities are neighbour-
ing and the time to travel from one municipality to another is very short, c*

can be neglected. On those special cases, equation (6.12) can easily be used

to compute �j(c), j�N, comparing nb
z(i)� � nb

z(i)�, for each S
N \ 	j
,

with nb
z(j)� �nb

z(j)� (and Nv
bz(i)� � Nv

bz(i)�, for each S
N \ 	j
, with

Nv
bz(j)� �Nv

bz(j)�), as shown in the following example.

Example 5.1 Consider a game �{1, 2, 3},c� with 1, 2 and 3 as neighbouring
municipalities and where c has been obtained by equation (6.9) with c*(S)�
0 for each S
N. Then, by additivity, the Shapley value of the game is

�j(c)��j(c)��j(c̃) (6.13)

where

c(S)� ( � nb
z(i)�cb) (6.14)

and

c̃(S)� ( � Nv
bz(i)�cv) (6.15)

In order to simplify the calculation further, we will focus our attention only on
the cost function c̃ with V�	v
, Z�	z
, cv�60, Nv

bz(1)�0.2, Nv
bz(2)�1.7

and Nv
bz(3)�0.7. The Shapley value of c̃ can be computed in the following

way. For each j�N�	1, 2, 3
:

�i(c̃)� �v
bz(j, S)cv (6.16)�

v�V
�
z�Z
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where for each j�N, for each S
N\ 	j


�Nv
bz(j)� if

Nv
bz(i)� � Nv

bz(i)��Nv
bz(j)� �Nv

bz(j)��1,

S�, Nv
bz(i)�� (6.17)�v

bz(j, S)� � �Nv
bz(j)� otherwise,

In the example considered, the values assumed by �v
bz(j, S) are shown in Table

6.7. Hence, equation (6.16) yields the following vector as the Shapley value
of the three-person game:

�1(c̃)� �0.2�� �0.2�� �0.2�� �0.2� 60� 1� 0� 0� 0 60�20

�2(c̃)� �1.7�� �1.7�� �1.7�� �1.7� 60� 2� 1� 2� 2 60�110

�3(c̃)� �0.7�� �0.7�� �0.7�� �0.7� 60� 1� 0� 1� 1 60�50

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The European Commission (2000) suggests that inter- municipal coopera-
tion can be very beneficial in achieving groupings of a sufficient size to
provide a wms suitable to the high standards demanded at an affordable
cost.

On the other hand, this suggestion does not seem to have had much
impact on research topics. In fact, while several journals are dedicated to
the physical management of municipal solid waste, relatively little attention
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Table 6.7 Values of �v
bz (j, S), for each j�N�{1, 2, 3}

S s!(n�s�1)/n! Nv
bz(i) �v

bz(1, S) �v
bz(2, S) �v

bz(3, S)

� 2⁄6 – �0.2� �1.7� �0.7�
{1} 1⁄6 0.2 – �1.7� �0.7�
{2} 1⁄6 1.7 �0.2� – �0.7�
{3} 2⁄6 0.7 �0.2� �1.7� –
{1, 2} 2⁄6 1.9 – – �0.7�
{1, 3} 2⁄6 0.9 – �1.7� –
{2, 3} 2⁄6 2.4 �0.2� – –

�
i�S



has been paid to the creation, running and maintenance of an effective
municipal solid wms (Wilson et al., 2001). The result of this lack is that it
is still unclear how an economically affordable, environmentally effective
and socially acceptable municipal solid waste management system can be
developed.

We focused our attention on both economic efficiency and social accep-
tance. Using our model, municipalities can understand the value of savings
provided by inter-municipal cooperation, in order to achieve a waste col-
lection system suitable to the high EC standards. At the same time, by
giving the cost that each single inter-municipal subgroup should pay to
reach the same waste collection performances, the model provides the char-
acteristic cost function of a cooperative game which is intended to study
allocations (among the municipalities) of the overall cost supported by the
largest grouping (Ferrari et al., 2001). We believe that economic efficiency,
together with a fair allocation of the overall cost, could form the basis of a
general acceptance by the community of an inter-municipal wms.

Comparison of the data yielded by our model and real data provided by
the waste collection management seems to confirm that our model offers a
good level of approximation in estimating waste collection costs. We also
argue that the low level of effort demanded by our model for data mining
was the key to achieving our purposes in such a dynamic system.

That low level of effort is also very important from the point of view of
the cost allocation problem considered in the previous section. Nowadays,
the three prominent sharing rules used in Italy are a proportional division,
respectively, by the number of inhabitants, the amount of the waste col-
lected and the area of each municipality. The reason for these widespread
criteria could be the ease of obtaining the relevant data to implement these
rules.

On the other hand, we proved that the allocations yielded by these rules
in the cooperative cost game built on our simulation results, are not in the
core of the game. Since allocations not in the core are not stable, this evi-
dence shows that municipal managers usually skip over the considerations
about the stability property at the moment of choosing a particular sharing
rule.

On this view, we believe that our model, due to its low cost of applica-
tion, could be a good compromise to foster the implementation of an allo-
cation mechanism that is more equitable and provides more incentives to
cooperate than those actually in use. We claim that one of these mecha-
nisms could be the Shapley value.
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1. I thank Giulio Ferrari, Fioravante Patrone and two anonymous referees for valuable com-
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7. Co-insurance games and
environmental pollution risk
Vito Fragnelli and Maria Erminia Marina

1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we consider a situation in which a large risk has to be insured
and in particular the case of environmental pollution risks that depend on
firms that in their production processes may have as a side-effect the release
of polluting wastes that damage the environment.

Firms may interact with the environment in different ways; more pre-
cisely they can alter the basic environment, influence the possibility of
using it if they damage public or private goods, compromise human health
directly or indirectly, contaminate biological resources and ecosystems.

The consequences may be described as damage to persons and/or mate-
rials or interruption of various activities (industrial, agricultural or recrea-
tional).

We want to recall some environmental pollution risks according to a
simple classification:

● air pollution, generated by emissions, harmful gases, exhaust fumes,
stenches, waste disposal, chemical production;

● water pollution, when factories discharge effluents into rivers;
● soil pollution , deriving from rubbish, solid wastes, industrial wastes,

for example from farms that use chemical manure or pesticides or
from factories that dispose of their waste in the soil;

● marine pollution, where coastal firms get rid of waste and sewage into
the sea or resulting from oil tanker accidents;

● acoustic pollution , due to high noise levels and vibrations with risk to
workers and neighbouring inhabitants.

In order to limit the costs related to environmental risk a firm generally
effects an insurance policy that covers both third-party liability for any
damage that may be caused to persons or materials and depollution costs
due to removal of pollutants (cf. Bazzano, 1994).
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The losses from environmental pollution can be very heavy as shown in
Table 7.1.

Moreover we want just to mention that Lloyd’s alone were charged about
15 billion euros (cf. ‘Il sole 24 ore’, 27 September 2001), to refund damages
related to asbestos alone over a period of about twenty years (but some
trials are still continuing). So it is not possible for a single insurance
company to assume this risk on its own; as a consequence it is insured by a
pool of companies. Finally we want to stress that environmental accidents
have a low probability of happening, but, as shown above, may require a
high refund, so that they are a natural candidate for a co-insurance
approach. For example in Italy there is a pool of 61 insurance companies
that is uniquely responsible for all such kinds of risk, where each company
assumes a percentage of risk as in Table 7A.1 in the Appendix.

In this chapter we study the general problem of the co-insurance of large
risks.

More precisely we suppose that n companies have to insure a given risk
together. Two important intertwined practical questions then arise: Which
premium should they charge? How should they split the risk and the
premium in order to make the n companies as competitive as possible and
obtain a fair division? These questions can be tackled using a cooperative
game-theoretical model.

We want to remark that the first examples of applications of game theory
to insurance were given by Borch (1962a, 1962b) and Lemaire (1977, 1991)
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Table 7.1 Costs refunded after main accidents in OCSE countries,
1976–1988

Year Place Cost* Cause (pollutant)

1976 Seveso (Italy) 103 Chemical plant (dioxin)
1978 Los Alfaques (Spain) 15 Tanker truck explosion (propylene)
1982 Livingstone (USA) 41 Derailment (toxics)
1984 Denver (USA) 20 Tank (gasoline)
1985 Kenora (Canada) 7 Spill (PCB)
1986 Basilea (Switzerland) 16 Fire with River Rhein pollution
1987 Herborn (Germany) 8 Tanker truck
1988 Floreffe (USA) 67 Tank explosion (oil)
1988 S. Basile (Canada) 39 Fire (toxic wastes)
1988 Piper Alpha (North Sea) 111 Explosion (gas)

Notes:
* In millions of euros. Naval transportation accidents are not included.

Source: ‘Pollution’, SCOR Notes (1989).



and more recently by Suijs et al. (1999); we refer to Suijs (2000) for a survey
on these topics.

The organization of the chapter is as follows: In Section 2 we give a
formal description of the co-insurance problem introducing suitable nota-
tions and hypotheses, and state some preliminary results. Section 3 deals
with a class of co-insurance games, paying particular attention to the prop-
erty of balancedness and analyzing some classical game-theoretical solu-
tions. Section 4 is devoted to the case of optimal decomposition of the risk
in constant quotas. In Section 5 we summarize our results, applying them
to a case study using data from the Italian situation. Section 6 contains
some concluding remarks.

2. HYPOTHESES AND NOTATIONS

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, we consider a problem in
which a risk is evaluated as too heavy for a single insurance company, but
it can be insured by n companies that share the risk and the premium.

We consider a fixed and suitable probability space; we denote the set of
companies by N�	1, ..., n
 and we suppose that every company i�N,
expresses her valuation of a random variable X as the value Hi(X), where
Hi is a functional from a class L of random variables (the insurable risks)
into the set of real numbers, R; this means that, given a risk X, Hi(X) pro-
vides a measure of X (expected claims and security considerations). In
order to determine the commercial premium to be charged, each company
has to take into account its evaluation of the risk and the usual economic
factors (commissions and expenses).

As in Deprez and Gerber (1985) (see also Gerber, 1980 and Goovaerts et
al., 1984), we add the hypotheses that a loading for a degenerate risk is not
justified (a) and that if a risk is increased by an additive constant, this con-
stant has to be added to the evaluation of the risk (translation invariance
b), so for each i�N we ask that:

Hypothesis 1

(a) Hi(w)�w, � w�R;
(b) Hi(w�X)�w�Hi(X), � w�R, � X�L.

Many classical principles satisfy this hypothesis, for example:

● the net premium principle H(X)�E(X), where E(X) is the expectation
of X;
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● the variance principle H(X)�E(X)�aV(X), where V(X) is the variance
of X and a�0;

● the standard deviation principle H(X)�E(X)�� , where ��0;
● the zero utility principle H(X)�H , where H satisfies E[u(z�H�X)]

�u(z) and u is the utility function of the insurance company which
has an initial surplus z; in particular for exponential utility u(x)�1⁄a
(1�e�ax), with a�0 we have H�1⁄a ln E(eaX).

● the !-percentile principle H(X)�min 	x�F(x)�1�!
, where F is the
distribution function of X.

Now we suppose that the n companies have to insure a given risk R and
receive a premium �.Each company can decide to co-insure the risk or not,
that is, it has to be considered a decision-maker; as a consequence in order
to define ‘fair’ allocations of the pair (�, R) we introduce the following
notations, referring to all subsets (coalitions) S of the companies involved.
For any non-empty subset of companies S
N we denote by D(S) the set
of feasible divisions of the premium �, that is:

D(S)�	(di)i�S � R|S | s.t. �i�S di��


and by A(S) the set of the feasible decompositions of the risk R, i.e.:

A(S)�	(Xi)i�S� L|S |, s.t. �i�S Xi�R


and we suppose that A(S) is non-empty. According to the allocation
(di, Xi)i�S �D(S) 
 A(S), for each i�S the company i receives the amount
di and pays the random variable Xi. Now we suppose that for each subset
S
N it is possible to compute an optimal decomposition of the risk, that
is, we introduce the hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 �S
N there exists min	�i�S Hi(Xi) | (Xi)i�S� A(S)
�P(S).

P(S) can be seen as the evaluation that the companies in S (as a whole) give
of the risk R.

Example 1 � i�N the variance principle holds, that is:

Hi(Y)�E(Y)�ai Var(Y) �Y�L,0� al � ...�an

It is possible to prove (Deprez and Gerber, 1985) that P(N)��i�N Hi(qiR);
moreover as in Fragnelli and Marina (2003) we have:

�V(X)
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P(S)��i�S Hi(qi/q(S)R) �S�N

where 1⁄a(S)��i�S 1⁄ai, qi�a(N)/ai and q(S)��i�S qi and we can also
write:

P(S)�E(R)�a(S ) Var(R) �S
N

Now we consider the allocations of (�, R) that assign to each company a
risk and an amount high enough to cover this risk. Formally for any subset
of companies S
N we define the set of individually rational allocations:

B(S)�	(di, Xi)i�S�D(S) 
 A(S) |di�Hi(Xi)�0, � i�S


Remark 1 B(S)�⇔P(S )��, that is, if the premium is larger than the
evaluation (of the set of companies in S) of the optimal decomposition of
the risk, individually rational allocations do not exist and vice versa.

Remark 2 B(S)�⇒B(T )�,�T�S. In fact P(T)�P(S) because
Hi(0)�0, �i�N.

Remark 3 In order to avoid trivial situations we suppose that ��P(N),
that is, the n companies together may obtain a positive gain.

For any subset of companies S
N such that B(S)� we may define the
set of allocations of (�, R) corresponding to optimal risk decompositions:

O(S)�	(di, Xi)i�S� B(S) ��i�S Hi(Xi)�P(S)


and the set of Pareto-optimal allocations of (�, R):

PO(S)�	(di , Xi)i�S � B(S) ��(d�i, X�i)i�S � B(S),

s.t. d�i�Hi(X�i)�d�i�Hi(Xi), �i�S


We can state the following theorem similar to Proposition 3.5 of Suijs and
Borm (1999):

Theorem 1 O(S)�PO(S). The proof is close to that of Proposition 1 in
Fragnelli and Marina (2003), with S in the role of N.

Remark 4 If B(S)� then if we take (Xi)i�S�A(S) s.t. �i�S Hi(Xi)�
P(S) and define di�Hi(Xi)�1/�S�(��P(S)), �i�S then (di, Xi)i�S�
PO(S).
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Finally we define two subsets of the set of Pareto optimal allocations for
the grand coalition N:

Q(N)�	(di, Xi)i�N�PO(N)��S�N s.t. B(S)�,�(d�i, X�i)i�S�PO(S)
s.t. d�i�Hi(X�i)�di�Hi(Xi), �i�S


CO(N)�	(di, Xi)i�N�PO(N)��S
N �i�S (di�Hi(Xi))�
max	0,��P(S)



The allocations in the set Q(N), restricted to the subsets S�N, are such that
there do not exist Pareto-optimal allocations for the set S preferable to
them (for those subsets S for which individually rational allocations exist),
while the set CO(N) contains those allocations for which the restriction to
any subset S
N is rational for that subset, that is, it guarantees that S
cannot do better acting separately by itself. We have:

Theorem 2 CO(N)�Q(N)

Proof.
‘
 ’ Let (di , Xi)i�N�CO(N); if there exists a coalition S s.t. B(S)�

and there exists an allocation (d�i, X�i)i�S�PO(S) s.t. d�i�Hi(X�i)�
di�Hi(Xi), �i�S then ��P(S)��i�S (d�i �Hi(X�i))��i�S(di�
Hi(Xi)). Contradiction.

‘ ’ Let (di, Xi)i�N�Q(N); as (di, Xi)i�N�B(N) then � S
N
�i�S(di�Hi(Xi))�0; suppose that there exists a coalition S with
��P(S)�0 (so B(S)�) s.t. �i�S(di�Hi(Xi))���P(S). Let (X�i)i
�S�A(S) s.t. �i�S Hi(X�i)�P(S). If we define, �i�S, d�i�di�
Hi(Xi)�Hi(X�i)�1/�S�(��P(S)��j�S (dj�Hj(Xj)) then �i�S d�i��
and d�i�Hi(X�i)�di�Hi(Xi)�0, �i�S. Contradiction. �

The argumentation of the previous proof is similar to that of Theorem 2
in Lari and Marina (2000).

3. CO-INSURANCE GAMES

All we said in the previous sections can be reviewed in the light of game
theory. We recall that a cooperative game in characteristic function form
with transferable utility (TU-game) is a pair (N, v) where N is the set of
players and v is a real valued function on 2N , with v(� )�0, where v (S),
S
 N, is the worth of coalition S.

Given a game (N, v) the core is the set Core(v)�	(xi)i�N�R|N| s.t. �i � s xi
�v(S), �S
N and �i � N xi�v(N)
. The first condition is called coalition
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rationality and expresses that given an allocation x�Core(v) each coalition
S gets at least its worth; the second condition is called efficiency and says
that the core allocations divide exactly the value of the grand coalition N.
When a game has a non-empty core it is said to be balanced.

For our co-insurance problem we define a game whose characteristic
function v is:

v(S)�max 	0, ��P(S)
 �S
N

The following theorem states a connection between the allocations of the
co-insurance problem and the allocations of the co-insurance game.

Theorem 3 CO(N)� ⇔Core(v)�.

Proof.
‘⇒’ Let (di , Xi )i�N�CO(N); if we define yi�di�Hi(Xi ) � i�N then

(yi)i�N�Core(v ).
‘⇐’ Let (yi )i�N�Core(v), (Xi

*)i�N�A(N) s.t. �i � N Hi(Xi
*)�P(N) and

define di
*�yi�Hi(Xi

*) � i�N; then (di
*, Xi

*)i�N� CO(N). �

Before studying the properties of the game we can reorder the players in
such a way that:

P(N)�P(N\ 	n 
)�...�P(N\ 	1
) (7.1)

As a consequence we have �j�N P(N\ 	j
)�(n�1)P(N)�P(N\ 	i
), � i�N.
In these general hypotheses we can state the following results:

Lemma 1 ��P(N \ 	1 
) ⇒ the game is balanced.

Proof. If P(N)���P(N \ {1}) a core-allocation is given by x�(��P(N),
0, ..., 0). In fact x is efficient as �i�N xi���P(N)�v(N); x is coalitionally
rational because if S	1
 then �i�S xi���P(N)�max 	0, ��P(S)
�
v(S) and if S does not contain 	1 
 then S
N \ 	1 
 ⇒ P(S)�P(N \ 	1 
) ⇒
��P(S)���P(N \ 	1 
) ⇒ v(S)�0��i�S xi. �

Lemma 2 ���i�N P(N\ 	i
)�(n�1) P(N) ⇒ the game is not balanced.

Proof. Note that by hypothesis it follows that ��P(N \ 	i
) and then
v(N \	i
)���P(N \ 	i
), � i�N. For a balanced game we have that for each
core allocation (xi)i�N:
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v(N)�xi��j�N \ 	i
 xj �v(N \ 	i
) � i�N

and consequently:

(n�1) v(N)��i�N v(N \ 	i
)

But we have:

�i�N v(N \ 	i
)�v(N) ⇔ �� �i�N P(N \ 	i
)���P(N) ⇔

⇔ �� �i�N P(N \ 	i
)�P(N)

that is equivalent to the hypothesis of the lemma, so the core is empty.�

Finally we can state the following theorem:

Theorem 4 There exists �̂ such that the game is balanced if and only if �
��̂.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 in Fragnelli et al. (2000). Now
we introduce a hypothesis that allows us to determine the value of �̂  defined
in Theorem 4.

Hypothesis 3 We ask that the cost function P satisfies the (reduced con-
cavity) hypothesis:

for each S�N s.t. P(S)��̂,
P(S)�P(S�	i
)�(P(N \ 	i
)�P(N), � i�N \S

Theorem 5 Suppose that P satisfies Hypothesis 3, then �̂��j�N P(N \ 	j
)
�(n�1)P(N).

Proof. In view of Lemma 2 and of Theorem 4 it is sufficient to prove that
the game is balanced for ���j�N P(N \ 	j
)�(n�1)P(N).

We will prove that the marginal solution x�P(N \ 	1
) – P(N), ..., P(N \ 	n
)
– P(N)) is a core allocation. Note that xi�0, � i�N. x is efficient in fact:

�i�N xi��i�N P(N \ 	i
)�n P(N)���P(N)�v(N)

To prove that x is coalitionally rational we consider first the case of v(S)�
0 that is trivial as x�0; in the case of v(S)�0 we have:

1
n � 1

1
n � 1

1
n � 1

n
n � 1

1
n � 1
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�i�S xi�v(S ) ⇔ �i�S (P(N \	i
)�P(N))��i�N P(N \	i
)�
(n�1)P(N)�P(S) ⇔

⇔ �i�N\S (P(N \	i
)�P(N))�P(S)�P(N)

Let N \S�	t1, ..., tm
; the previous inequalities holds as a surrogate of the
following relations:

P(N \	t1
)�P(N)�P(S)�P(S�	t1
)
P(N \	t2
)�P(N)�P(S�	t1
)�P(S�	t1, t2
)

...
P(N \	tm�1
)�P(N)�P(S�	t1, ..., tm�2
)�P(S�	t1, ..., tm�1
)

P(N \	tm
)�P(N)�P(S�	t1, ..., tm�1
)�P(N) �

Now we want to analyze the particular case in which P satisfies Hypothesis
3 and the premium is precisely �̂ ��j�N P(N \	j
)�(n�1)P(N), referring to
classical game-theoretical solution concepts.

We claim that the core is the singleton whose only element is the margi-
nal solution x�(P(N \	1
)�P(N), ..., P(N \	n
)�P(N)). Suppose that there
exists a different core allocation y; by efficiency there exists a player j such
that yj�xj; in this case

�i�N\ 	j
 yi��i�N\ 	j
 xi��i�N\ 	j
 P(N \	i
)�(n�1)P(N)��̂�P(N \	j
)�
�v(N \	j
)

so y is not coalitionally rational and does not belong to the core.
As a consequence x is also the nucleolus of the game. This solution

concept corresponds to the unique allocation that minimizes the maximum
excess of the coalitions, according to a lexicographic order and it lies in the
core if it is non-empty (for more details see Schmeidler, 1969).

In 1981 Tijs introduced as a solution for a TU-game the �-value, the first
of a series of compromise values; it is defined as follows.

Let Mi�v(N)�v(N \ 	i 
), that is, the marginal contribution of player i and
let mi�max 	v(S)��j�S \ 	i 
 Mj �S
N, S� i
 if the game is quasi-balanced
�Mi�mi, � i�N and �i�N mi�v(N)��i�NMi� the �-value is the unique
convex combination of M and m s.t. �i�N�i�v(N). In our situation, for
each player i we have:

Mi�v(N)�v(N \	i
)��̂ �P(N)��̂ �P(N \	i
)�xi

As the game is balanced then it is also quasi-balanced and so Mi �mi ; on
the other hand by definition of mi we have:
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mi �v(N)��j�N \ 	i 
 Mj�Mi

and finally mi�Mi��i.

Remark 5 If ���j�N P(N \	j
)�(n�1) P(N) then not only is the game
not balanced but neither is it quasi-balanced in fact:

v(N)���P(N)��j�N P(N \	j
)�P(N))��j�N Mj

Moreover we have also:

mi�v(N)��j�N \	i
 Mj�Mi

Referring to Example 1 we have that the cost function P satisfies the
reduced concavity (Hypothesis 3) and the optimal decomposition consists
of constant quotas. In the next section we study this situation.

4. CONSTANT QUOTAS

In this section we suppose that there exist a convex function H and n real
numbers q1 � ... � qn�0, �j�N qi�1 s.t.:

Hi(Y )�qi H � i�N, �Y�L

(In Example 1 H(Y)�E(Y)�a(N) Var(Y)).
We show in the following that the above hypothesis is sufficient to guar-

antee that an optimal decomposition can be obtained by sharing the risk
according to constant quotas, represented by the numbers q1, ..., qnand that
the cost function P satisfies the reduced concavity hypothesis.

In fact if the function H verifies Hypothesis 1 and is strictly convex (that
is, H(sY�tZ)�sH(Y)�tH(Z) for s�t�1, s� ]0, 1[, � Y, Z�L, unless Y�
Z is a constant) and is Gâteaux differentiable, we have (cf. Deprez and
Gerber, 1985 and Lari and Marina, 2000) that, for each S
N:

P(S)�q(S) H ��i�S Hi ��i�S Hi(Xi) �(Xi)i�S �A(S)

where q(S)��i�S qi.

Remark 6 The equality holds only if there exist (�i)i�S �R|S | s.t.

�i�S �i)�0 and Xi� R��i, � i�S.
qi

q(S)

� qi

q(S)
R�� R

q(S)�

�Y
qi
�
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Now we have:

Proposition 1 The function P verifies Hypothesis 3.

Proof. We define the functions g(z)�H(zR) and h(z)�zg(1/z) for each z�0.
By the convexity of H we have that g is a convex function. Moreover let

0�z1�z2 and let "� ]0, 1[; we have

g �g � �

� g � g

and so

h("z1�(1�")z2)�("z1�(1�")z2) g �

�"z1g �(1�")z2 g �"h(z1)�(1�")h(z2)

So we have that h is a convex function and then P verifies Hypothesis 3.�

As a consequence of Theorem 5 also in this more general case if the value
of the premium is exactly �i� N P(N \ 	j
)�(n�1)P(N), the core is non-
empty and the only core allocation is the marginal solution that assigns to
each player exactly his marginal contribution; it corresponds to the co-insu-
rance problem allocation (qi P(N)�P(N \ 	i
)�P(N), qi R)i� N that belongs
to CO(N).

Before concluding the chapter we want to analyze the widely used pro-
portional (problem) allocation (qi � , qi R)i� N; more precisely we are inter-
ested in whether this allocation belongs to CO(N). First we check that this
solution belongs to B(N); we have:

qi ��Hi(qi R)�0⇔qi��qi H(R)⇔qi��qi P(N)⇔�� P(N)

where the last inequality is true according to our hypothesis of non-trivial
situation.

The previous result guarantees that �i� S (qi ��Hi(qi R))�0, so if ��
P(S)�0 � SN then trivially the proportional allocation belongs to
CO(N).

Otherwise at least ��P(N \	n
)�0 and for those SN such that ��
P(S)�0 the condition is:

� 1
z2
�� 1

z1
�

� 1
"z1 � (1 � ")z2

�

� 1
z2
�(1 � ")z2

"z1 � (1 � ")z2
� 1
z1
�"z1

"z1 � (1 � ")z2

�1
z1

(1 � ")z2

"z1 � (1 � ")z2

1
z1

� "z1

"z1 � (1 � ")z2
� 1
"z1 � (1 � ")z2

�
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�i� S qi(��P(N))���P(S)⇔q(S)(��P(N))���P(S)⇔

⇔� (1�q(S))�q(S) �H(R) ⇔��

By the convexity of H the last condition holds for all SN s.t.��P(S)�
0 if and only if it holds for S�N \	n
, so for the proportional allocation we
have:

(qi �, qi R)i� N�CO(N)⇔�� �H(R) ��̃ 

If the premium is exactly �̃ as above, reverting to the game we have:

v(N)��̃ �P(N)� P(N \ 	n
)� P(N)�P(N)

� P(N \ 	n
)�P(N))

In this case the game solution related to the previous proportional allo-
cation is (qi/qn (P(N \ 	n
)�P(N)))i�N; this means that player n gets exactly
its marginal contribution, while each player i�N \	n
 gets the marginal con-
tribution of player n times the ratio among qi and qn . Note that these
amounts are non-increasing.

We can also investigate the relationship of the proportional solution to
the marginal solution of the previous section, when the function P satis-
fies the hypothesis of convexity and the premium is ���j� N P(N \ 	j
)�
(n�1)P(N). In this case the proportional solution assigns to player i the
amount qi (�j� N P(N \ 	j
)�P(N)), while the marginal solution assigns the
amount P(N \ 	i
)�P(N). This means that the proportional solution divides
each marginal contribution proportionally among all the players (who also
receive a ‘refund’ of the risk assumed) while, as we said above, the margi-
nal solution assigns to each player exactly his marginal contribution
(besides the ‘refund’ of the risk assumed).

5. CASE STUDY

In this section we want to apply our results to the data of the Italian case
(see Section 1). We lack suitable real data so we make some assumptions. We
suppose that the 61 companies, as in Example 1, express their evaluation of

1
qn

q(N\{n})
qn

1
qn

��H� R
q(N\{n})�1 � qn

qn

H� R
q(S)� � H(R)

1
q(S)

� 1
��H� R

q(S)�
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a random variable X according to the variance principle. Next we suppose
that qi , i� N are the quotas of risk as in Table 7A.1 in the Appendix and a
(N)�0.1; finally we suppose that the distribution function of the risk R is
F(x)�1�e�# x , so we have E(R)�1/# and Var(R)�1/#2.

We make the assumption that E(R) is 1.05 (#�1/1.05 and Var(R)�
1.1025) and compute (in millions of euros).

P(N)�1.160250
�̂�1.274612
�̃�1.270816

and some allocations for the problem and for the game, as in Table 7A.2 in
the Appendix.

These allocations clarify why if ���j� N, P(N \ 	j
)�(n�1)P(N) the pro-
portional allocation is not in the core of the game: It assigns too much to
last players, compared with what is assigned to the first players. This means
that the unique core allocation, that is, the marginal solution, is favourable
to the first players, who are assuming larger quotas of risk. On the other
hand, the proportional solution is more even so that in order to have a core
allocation the premium must be lower so that the amounts assigned to the
last player in the proportional allocation do not exceed those in the margi-
nal one.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter we have studied how to apply a co-insurance approach, one
widely used one when large risks have to be managed, to a real situation,
such as that of environmental risk; we were inspired by the Italian case,
where a pool of 61 companies are involved in a co-insurance. We defined a
suitable characteristic function for a TU-game and computed a value of the
premium that leads to a balanced game, so any core allocation can be
adopted by the companies for sharing the premium; next we investigated
the value of the premium guaranteeing a balanced game when the compa-
nies agree on the proportional solution, as frequently happens in real-life
situations.

NOTE

The authors gratefully acknowledge the valuable comments and helpful suggestions of two
anonymous referees.
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APPENDIX

Table 7A.1 Division plan for the Italian pool for environmental risk
insurance

10 Company Quota %

1 Allianz Subalpina 1.286
2 Le Assicurazioni di Roma 0.286
3 Assicurazioni Generali 5.263
4 Assimoco 0.429
5 Assitalia-Le Assicurazioni D’Italia 5.263
6 Augusta Assicurazioni 0.717
7 Aurora Assicurazioni 1.071
8 AXA Assicurazioni 2.460
9 Bayerische Ruck* 2.857

10 Bernese Ass. Ni-Comp. Italo-Svizzera 0.429
11 BNC Assicurazioni 0.286
12 Compagnia Assicuratrice UNIPOL 2.231
13 Compagnia Di Assicurazione di Milano 5.263
14 Il Duomo 0.574
15 ERC–Frankona AG* 5.714
16 F.A.T.A. 1.429
17 La Fondiaria Assicurazioni 5.263
18 GAN Italia 0.791
19 General Cologne RE* 2.714
20 Giuliana Assicurazioni 0.286
21 Italiana Assicurazioni 0.857
22 ITAS Assicurazioni 0.529
23 ITAS Soc. di Mutua Assicurazione 0.529
24 Levante Norditalia Assicurazioni 1.029
25 Liguria 0.429
26 Lloyd Adriatico 1.340
27 Lloyd Italico Assicurazioni 0.429
28 Maeci – Soc. Mutua di Ass.Ni e Riass.NI 0.286
29 Maeci Assicurazioni e Riassicurazioni 0.429
30 La Mannheim 0.429
31 Mediolanum Assicurazioni 0.429
32 Mete Assicurazioni 1.143
33 Munchener Ruck Italia* 3.286
34 La Nationale 0.429
35 Nationale Suisse 0.429
36 Navale Assicurazioni 0.963
37 New RE* 2.571
38 Nuova MAA Assicurazioni 0.429
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Table 7A.1 (continued)

10 Company Quota %

39 Nuova Tirrena 1.743
40 Padana Assicurazioni 2.143
41 La Piemontese Soc. Mutua di Ass.NI 0.429
42 La Piemontese Assicurazioni 0.429
43 Risparmio Assicurazioni 0.286
44 Riunione Adriatica di Sicurta’ 5.263
45 Royal Sun Alliance 0.857
46 SAI 5.263
47 SARA Assicurazioni 0.429
48 SASA 0.429
49 SCOR Italia Riassicurazioni* 2.571
50 S.E.A.R. 0.286
51 SIAT-Societa’ Italiana Ass.NI E Riass.NI 0.429
52 Societa’ Cattolica di Assicurazione 1.186
53 Societa’ Reale Mutua di Assicurazioni 1.429
54 Sorema* 2.571
55 Swiss Re – Italia 7.714
56 Ticino 0.306
57 Toro Assicurazioni 2.857
58 Uniass Assicurazioni 0.686
59 Universo Assicurazioni 0.429
60 Vittoria Assicurazioni 0.840
61 Winterthur Assicurazioni 0.857

Total 100.000

Note:
* Reinsurance company.
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8. Environmental effects of
consumption: an approach using
DEA and cost sharing
Hans Keiding

1. INTRODUCTION

In economic models of production and exchange, consumption is usually
considered as the ultimate goal of all economic activity; allocations are
compared according to the utility they give consumers. Therefore it seems
reasonable that consumption activities should also be considered the ulti-
mate causes of pollution and environmental decay. Consumption does not
usually cause any direct damage to the environment; what pollutes is the
production carried out in order to make this consumption possible.
Therefore, in order to disclose the impact on the environment of different
consumption activities we face the task of assigning an environmental
impact, which has arisen elsewhere in the economy, to the different con-
sumption activities, in principle down to the consumption of each single
commodity.

From a formal point of view, what we have here is a cost allocation
problem (as considered, for example, by Young, 1994) with the additional
feature that the ‘cost’ to be allocated (to consumption activities) is not a
monetary cost but rather a vector of changes in environmental state, meas-
ured by the relevant indicators. Although a vector cost allocation problem
is not qualitatively different from a standard cost allocation problem, some
new features do arise, and since they have some relevance to the problem at
hand, we shall consider them at some length in the text.

First of all, in the context of vector cost allocation it makes sense to con-
sider compositions of cost functions; in the case of environmental impact
one may consider the emissions (of relevant polluting gases) as a (multidi-
mensional) ‘cost’ of consumption, whereas the final effect on the environ-
ment caused by the emissions may be considered as another vector cost
function; their composition, then, gives us the effect of consumption on
environment. In such a situation, where the composition of cost functions
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is a natural feature, it seems reasonable that the cost allocation rule should
respect such compositions, at least for sufficiently well-behaved cost func-
tions. It turns out that this composition compatibility is a crucial property
of abstract cost allocation, since it entails other, more well-known proper-
ties of one-dimensional cost allocation rules such as additivity, and con-
versely is implied by this.

While the composition property takes us into the realm of additive cost
allocation rules treated at length in the literature (as explained, for example,
in the work by Friedman and Moulin, 1999), there are still many possible
choices. However, the additional features of our application will narrow
down the choice considerably. Indeed, since our ultimate task is that of
assigning environmental impact to consumption, the allocation rule should
satisfy the monotonicity property that if some particular consumption
activity increases then its share in environmental cost should not decrease.
Taking this property into consideration (together with a strong form of
composition compatibility adapted to our situation), we can narrow down
our choice of allocation rule to the family of random order allocation
methods.

For the final stage, that of aggregating the different environmental costs
of a given consumption activity into a single number or index of environ-
mental impact, we rely on the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) metho-
dology (cf. Charnes et al., 1978), which avoids the introduction of arbitrary
weights for the evaluation of different aspects of the environment. In most
applications of the DEA methodology, including those related to environ-
mental efficiency (cf., for example, Taskin and Zaim, 2001), the compari-
sons are carried out between units for which it is at least in principle
conceivable that they have access to the same underlying technology for
producing outputs (good or bad) from inputs. In the application which we
have in mind, namely the comparison of environmental effects of different
consumption activities, this is no longer obviously the case. On the other
hand, taking the market value of aggregate consumption of a given type as
an indication of its importance to the consumers, measuring environmen-
tal effect per unit of market value may give an indication of the extent to
which the particular consumption activity has detrimental side-effects.
Therefore, our approach amounts to visualizing consumption as produc-
tion of consumer satisfaction; the different consumption activities are indi-
vidual technologies for producing satisfaction, and outcome is measured in
money terms; the environmental ‘bads’ which are by-products of this pro-
duction of consumer satisfaction may be treated as inputs in the aggregate
consumption technology; the smaller their value, the better.

The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the back-
ground model as a frame of reference for the subsequent discussion; this is
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a model of an economy where production and consumption give rise to
externalities in the form of a change in certain variables describing the state
of the environment. The problem to be considered is then to devise a system
of accounting such that the change in environmental state is ascribed to the
consumption activities in a suitable way. This problem, which is one of
multidimensional cost allocation, is considered in general terms in Section
3. Adding in Section 4 certain features of the main application to the
model, particularly the lack of reliable data on final environmental impacts
leading to their replacement by emission data, we are led to a particular
method of cost allocation, namely the so-called random order method. In
Section 5 we describe the subsequent aggregation phase, where DEA is used
to give an index of relative environmental impact. An example of such a
computation using DEA on emission data for the Danish economy is given
in Section 6, and finally Section 7 contains some concluding comments on
the method and its future extensions.

2. A GENERAL MODEL OF EXTERNAL EFFECTS
AND THE PROBLEM OF ASSIGNING EXTERNAL
EFFECT TO INDIVIDUAL COMMODITIES

In the present section, which serves as a general background for the follow-
ing sections, we introduce a formalized version of an economy with exter-
nal effects (pollution) caused by the level of economic activity. In order to
assign an environmental impact to a particular activity (in our model, to
the consumption goods), two problems must be faced, namely (1) the allo-
cation of each type of environmental effect on activities, and (2) aggrega-
tion of vectors of environmental effects to numbers or indices. These
problems are then considered in the following sections.

We consider a society which engages in activities of production and con-
sumption of commodities; the main point of our study is of course the
environment effects of these activies, so that our basic model is one of an
economy with externalities. To keep the model reasonably simple, we
confine our attention to production externalities.

The economy is defined as follows: There is a set L�	1,...,l
 of commod-
ities and a set S�	1,...,s
 of (undesirable) environmental effects; these
effects are caused by the production activities and in their turn influence
both production and consumption. We interpret the environmental effects
literally as deterioration of the environment (reduction in the ozone layer,
deterioration of water quality and so on); indeed, the distinction between
environmental effects and emissions of polluting material is what creates
the need for a ‘cost allocation’ approach.
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It should be noticed at this point that for a more detailed analysis of an
economy with externalities of the type considered here, we would need to
distinguish between the state of the environment (as measured by the s indi-
cators introduced above) at the beginning of each period, which would enter
into the description of the production capabilities and utility functions in
this period, and the state at the end of the period, changed by the activities
carried out in the period. Since we have the more modest aim of devising a
method for assigning environmental changes to consumption activities
(rather than analysing the impact of the choices of the agents on the future
path of the environmental indicators), our present approach will suffice.

The agents of the economy may be defined as follows: There is a finite
set M of consumers, consumer i being described as (Xi, ui, $i), where for
each i� M, Xi�RL
S is the set of feasible consumption plans, ui: X i→R
the utility function, $i� RL the initial endowment. Furthermore, there is a
finite set N of producers and for each j�N, a production set Yj �RL
RL


S, whereby a production plan (yj, %j; &j) is interpreted as the net produc-
tion of commodity bundle yj with an associated environmental effect of %j
given that the overall environmental change is &j. Thus, production gives
rise to externalities whereas consumption does not; however, consumption
externalities may easily be introduced into the model.

An allocation z is a collection of consumption bundles (xi; &i)�Xi for
i� M and of production plans (yj, %j; &j)�Yj for j�N, which is aggregate
feasible in the sense that

�i� M xih��j�N yjh��i� M $ih, h�L,

(consumption of commodities does not exceed endowment plus net pro-
duction), and

&ik�&i�k�&jk, i,i�� M, j�N, k�S, &ik��j�N %jk

(the background environmental effect of type k is the same for all consu-
mers and producers and is found by adding the outlets of all the produc-
ers). Thus, environmental effects are in the context of this model considered
as public goods (or rather as public ‘bads’) which are created by individual
producers but take the same value for all agents.

As is well known, the presence of externalities in the economy will
prevent the market from working in a satisfactory way; indeed, the equilib-
ria are not Pareto optimal, and there is a need for regulation. We shall not,
however, consider this regulation problem but a much more humble
problem of measuring the amount of externality caused by consumption.
This can be done in several ways; in the context of the present model, what
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is aimed at is an assignment of the S-dimensional vector of environmental
impacts to the consumption of each commodity, that is a function which
to every allocation z with vector of environmental effects & gives an L-tuple
of S-vectors (jik)i�L, k�S such that 

�h�L jhk�&k for each k�S.

At present, we shall confine ourselves to the search for a cost assignment
method which satisfies some basic requirements. In the longer perspective,
not to be touched upon at present, the assignment of environmental
impacts to consumption goods may perhaps be carried out in such a way
that it could be of use in decentralized decision-making.

3. SHARING A VECTOR-VALUED COST

Following up on what was said above, in the present section we consider
methods for allocating environmental impact of a given type to consump-
tion of each commodity. The intuition behind such an allocation of envi-
ronmental impact to each consumption activity, whereby the consumption
as such may not give rise to any external effects although production does,
or conversely, is that consumption is the ultimate activity responsible for
the pollution which it has given rise to, albeit in an indirect way.

Thus, we consider a situation where there is a given functional relation-
ship C: RL

�→RS which to each level of (consumption) activities x�(x1,...,
xl) assigns a vector C(x), which may be interpreted as a vector-valued cost,
or an environmental effect measured as several physical quantities. We are
looking for a sharing rule which to each xi assigns an S-dimensional vector
interpreted as the shares (in environmental damage of each type) of the ith
consumption activity. Thus, the sharing rule should distribute the total
environmental impact among the different consumption activities which
are considered as the ultimate causes of the pollution.

Since environmental effects are multiple, this is not a standard cost-
sharing problem; it is however quite closely related to the cost allocation
problem as treated extensively in the literature (Moulin and Shenker, 1992;
Young, 1994; Sprumont, 1998; Friedman and Moulin, 1999). Below we
introduce the vector valued cost allocation problem in some detail and
describe its connection with the standard cost allocation problem.

In the following, a vector cost function is a non-decreasing map C:
Rn

�→Rd
�. A d-dimensional vector cost allocation rule is a map, which to

each vector cost function C: Rn
�→Rd

� and each (input) array q�(q1,...,qn)
assigns numbers xij(q; C), i�1,...,n, j�1,...,d, such that
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xij(q; C)�Cj (q).

We write the vector cost allocation rule as x(.). A vector cost allocation rule
is additive if

xij(q; C1�C2 )�xij (q; C 1)�xij (q; C2)

for arbitrary functions C1, C2 : Rn
�→Rd

�. Under the assumption of additiv-
ity, we may write C�C1�����Cn, where Ci is the function whose ith coor-
dinate is identical with that of C and with 0 in all other coordinates, and
consequently the cost allocation rule splits into d one-dimensional (that is,
ordinary) cost allocation rules. Thus, under additivity, there is nothing new
to be obtained from considering vector cost allocation problems, since they
are only a collection of the usual cost allocation rules. This is actually not
too surprising, since our working with vector cost functions of the type
described above presupposes that the d different ‘costs’ (or, as in our case,
environmental damage effects) are produced in exact amounts from the
inputs. We shall comment later on how the problem may be generalized to
the case of not necessarily additive sharing rules.

In the context of vector cost functions, it makes sense to consider com-
positions of cost functions. Let C: Rn

�→Rm
�, D: Rm

�→Rd
�. be vector cost

functions. We say that x(.) is consistent under left composition with vector
cost functions in the class C if

xij
(d) (q; DoC)��m

k�1 xik
(m) (q; C) for all i, j, (8.1)

holds for all C, when D is chosen from the class C, and similarly, that x(.) is
consistent under right composition with vector cost functions in the class
C if (8.1) holds for arbitrary D and when C is taken from C. Finally, x(.) is
consistent under composition with cost functions in C if it is consistent
under both left and right composition with functions in C.

Thus, if a cost allocation rule satisfies composition consistency, then
allocating directly from final costs to initial inputs or allocating final costs
to intermediate costs which are then attributed to initial inputs will yield
the same result. The assumption has some formal similarity with the
assumption of distributivity discussed in Moulin and Shenker (1999) for
cost sharing of a homogeneous good, but its interpretation here is different
and it has therefore been given another name. In our main result below, the
class C is taken to be the class L of (positive) linear mappings. In this case,
composition consistency says that if there are some intermediate goods
which are produced from original inputs in a linear way, then the cost
shares of any original input may be found by multiplying cost shares for all

x(d)
kj (C(q); D)

Ck(q)

�
n

i�1
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intermediate inputs by the associated average cost of the original input and
adding the resulting cost shares.

The summation in (8.1) gives some indication of a connection between
our notion of composition consistency and the usual axiom of additivity
of one-dimensional cost allocation rules. However, an additional property
of the vector cost allocation rule is needed in order to establish the connec-
tion: We say that the vector cost allocation rule reflects direct cost if

x(1)
i(q;�)�qi, i�1,...,n, for each q�(q1,...,qn)�Rn

�,

where�is the ‘cost’ function taking (q1,...,qn) to �n
i�1 qi. The terminology is

taken from cost accounting; indeed, if the aggregate cost of an array of
goods is entirely composed of direct cost, so that aggregate cost is a sum of
individual direct costs, then any meaningful cost allocation rule should
indeed reflect this in the sense that the cost allocated to good i is its direct
cost, no more no less.

Moreover, we need a rule for treating cost allocation when we concate-
nate two independent cost allocation problems to one. We say that that x(.)

satisfies independence if for any two cost functions Cr: R�
Nr→R�

Dr, r�1, 2,
with N1	N2��, D1	 D2��, we have

((q1, q2); (C1, C2))� (qr; Cr) if i�Nr, j�Dr, r�	1, 2
,

and ((q1, q2); (C1, C2))�0 otherwise. Thus, if independence holds,
then the allocation in a given problem is not affected by the fact that
another cost allocation problem is considered simultaneously, as long as
neither the inputs nor the costs are in any way related.

Finally, we shall need the well-known dummy property for one-dimensional
cost sharing rules, stating that if a cost function does not depend on some var-
iable qi, then the share of this variable is 0. For any cost function C : Rn

�→R,
if C (q�i, q�i)�C(q) for all q�Rn

� and q�i �R, then xi
(1)(q; C)�0, all q (here (q�i,

q�i) is the vector q with the ith coordinate replaced by q�i).
We now have the following result:

Theorem 1: Assume that x(.) is a vector cost allocation rule which is consis-
tent under left composition with cost functions in L, satisfies independence and
reflects direct cost. Then the one-dimensional cost allocation rule x(1) satisfies
additivity and the dummy property. Conversely, every one-dimensional cost
allocation rule can be extended to a vector cost allocation rule which is consis-
tent under left composition with maps in L, satisfies independence and reflects
direct cost.

x(d1�d2)
ij

x(dr)
ijx(d1�d2)

ij
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Proof: LetC1 : Rn
�→R� and C2 : Rn

�→R� be two cost functions, and con-
sider the composition (to the left) of the vector cost function C�(C1,
C2):Rn

�→R2
� with the (linear) cost function �: R2

�→R�. Applying (8.1) we
get that

xi
(1) (q; C1�C2)�xi

(1) (q;�° (C1, C2))� xik
(2) (q; C)

for each i. Now Ck(q) for k�1, 2 is the kth coordinate of C�(C1, C2), so
that Ck (q)�Ck (q), and xik

(2) (q; C), the assignment of the kth cost (k�1, 2)
to the ith product, equals x(1) (q;Ck) in our case. Therefore we have

xi
(1) (q; C1�C2)� xi

(1) (q;C) (8.2)

for each i. Since x(.) reflects direct cost, the fractions in (8.2) are equal to 1,
and we obtain

xi
(1) (q; C1�C2)�xi

(1) (q; C1)�xi
(1) (q; C2), for each i,

so that xi
(1) is indeed an additive allocation rule.

Next, if C: Rn
�→R� is a (one-dimensional) cost function which does not

depend on the ith coordinate, then C��° (C�i, 0), where C�i: R�
n�1→R�

is defined by

C�i (q1 ,..., qi�1, qi�1 ,..., qn)�C (q1 ,..., qi�1, 0, qi�1 ,..., qn).

By independence, we have that xi1
(2)((q�i, qi);(C�i, 0))�0 and

xi2
(2) ((q�i, qi); (C�i, 0))�xi

(1) (qi; 0)�0,

where the last equality follows from the definition of a cost allocation rule.
Thus we have that xi

(1) has the dummy property.
Conversely, assume that x is a (one-dimensional) cost allocation rule

which is additive. Define the vector cost allocation rule x (•) by xi
(1)�x and

xij
(m) (q; C)�xi (q; Cj), i�1 ,..., n, j�1 ,..., d,

for any vector cost function C: Rn
�→Rd

�. It follows directly from the con-
struction that x (•) satisfies the independence property. We check that x (•)

reflects direct cost and satisfies composition consistency.
For the first of these properties, let�be addition of n ‘cost’ components,

�(q1,..., qn)��n
i�1qi. Then

x(1)
k (C(q); � )

Ck(q)�
2

k�1

x(1)
k (C(q); � )

Ck(q)�
2

k�1
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�(q1,..., qn)��n
i�1pri (q1,..., qn ),

where pri: Rn
�→R� is projection on the ith factor, so that

xi
(1) (q;�)�xi

(i)(q; �n
j�1prj)� xi

(1) (q;prj)�qi,

where we have used additivity together with the fact that xi
(1)(q; prj)�qi if i

�j and 0 otherwise by the dummy axiom.We conclude that x(•) reflects
direct cost.

Finally, let C : Rn
�→Rm

�, D: Rm
�→Rd

� be maps with D�L, and consider
the composed map D°C. By independence, it suffices to treat the case d�
1. Since D belongs to L, we have that D(q1�,..., q�m)��m

k�1bk q�k for some fixed
bk�0, k�1 ,..., m, so that

D°C (q1,..., qn)� bk Ck (q1,..., qn)

Using additivity, we therefore get that

xi
(1) (q; D°C � bk xik

(m) (q; C)� xj
(m) (q; C),

and since xi
(1) (C(q); D) �bkCk(q) by linearity, we have that bk�xk

(1)(C(q);
D) / Ck(q), so that

xi
(1) (q; D°C) � xj

(m) (q; C) ,

showing that x (•) satisfies consistency under left composition with maps in L.
The theorem shows us that the intuitively reasonable properties of con-

sistency under left linear transformation, independence, and reflection of
direct costs reduce the vector cost problem to the case of several cost allo-
cation problems of the type usually considered (satisfying additivity and
dummy, cf. Friedman and Moulin, 1999). However, the broader context of
vector cost allocation may be useful, not only in the context of genuinely
vector-valued cost, but also for deriving results in the simpler world of one-
dimensional cost allocation.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF CONSUMPTION

Having considered in the previous section general methods for allocating
vector valued cost among commodities or activities giving rise to this cost,
we return now to our main case, that of constructing a measure of the envi-
ronmental impact of consumption. As mentioned previously, environmen-

x(1)
k (C(q); D)

Ck(q)�
m

j�1

�
m

j�1
�

m

k�1

�
m

k�1

�
k

j�1
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tal impact should be considered as the deterioration (of different types) of
environmental conditions caused by the economic activities. However,
these changes in the state of the environment are usually measured only in
a partial and incomplete way; what is measured is the level of emission of
various kinds. Indeed, the environmental impact of the economy in terms
of emissions is already calculated in certain countries. In these calculations,
which make use of the input-output tables for the national economy, emis-
sions are assumed to be linear functions of activity.

Unfortunately, the connections between emissions and environmental
changes are not very well documented, and they are presumably non-linear.
Though desirable, it is as yet not possible to allocate environmental effects
directly to consumption activities; instead, effort might be directed towards
an allocation of environmental effects to emissions, which might then be
followed up by allocating further back from emissions to consumption
activities. There is a point in this two-step procedure – the assignment of
environmental effects to emissions depends only on physics and is the same
for every country, whereas the second step takes its origin in the national
input-output relationships and as such must be country-specific.

For this two-step procedure to be viable, the cost allocation rule should
be consistent with right composition with linear maps (assuming emission
to be subject to constant returns to scale), which is seen to be a further
restriction as compared with those considered in the previous section. The
following lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 1: Let x (•) be a vector cost allocation rule which is consistent with
compositions in L, satisfies independence, and reflects direct cost. Then each
x•j

(m) satisfies scale independence in the sense that

x•j
(m) (("qi, q�i); Ci,")�x•j

(m) (q; C)

for each i�	1,..., n
 and "�0, where Ci," is the rescaled cost function defined
by Ci," (q)�C ("�1 qi, q� i).

Proof: Since the map �i," given by �i," (qi,q� i)�("qi,q� i) is linear and C�
C°

i," �i," we have the result of the lemma.

In view of Lemma 1, the components of a vector cost allocation procedure
to be used for determining the environmental ‘cost’ of consumption activ-
ities must satisfy scale invariance (in addition to the properties discussed in
the previous section). This means that the components x•j

(m) share some
crucial properties of the so-called random order methods for cost allocation
(cf. Friedman and Moulin, 1999, p. 293).
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Actually, there is a further reason for choosing random order methods.
Since data for environmental effects of emissions are as yet not sufficiently
detailed for practical purposes, we shall have to concentrate on emissions
for the numerical calculations. Since the problem of assessing environmen-
tal impact of consumption is anyway multidimensional and involves aggre-
gation over emissions or environmental effects, it seems reasonable to
demand that the cost allocation rule is monotonic (or respects dominance)
in the sense that if q�q� (in the application meaning that the emission
vector q dominates the vector q�, with the effect that the vector C(q) of envi-
ronmental effects dominates that of C(q�)), then the effects are allocated to
each emission in such a way that domination is retained.

The two conditions of scale invariance and monotonicity (together with
a technical condition to be described) do indeed determine the method of
cost allocation to be used.

Theorem 2: Let x (•) be a vector cost allocation method which is consistent
under left composition with linear maps, satisfies independence, reflects direct
cost, and further satisfies monotonicity and continuity at zero in the sense that
limqi→0 x(m) ((qi, q�i); C)�x(m) ((0, q�i); C) for each i. Then x•j

(m) is a random
order method for each j.

Proof: Direct consequence of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 in Friedman and
Moulin (1999).

5. AGGREGATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
INDICATORS BY DEA

In the context described above, the environmental effects of consumption
activities may – at least in principle – be calculated, but so far in the form
of vector cost assignments. If we want a one-dimensional measure of envi-
ronmental impact of each consumption activity, we will have to aggregate
over different effects, or rather, in view of the restrictions imposed by data,
over different emissions.

The simplest way of aggregating environmental effects is by linear aggre-
gation using fixed weights; this method has the additional advantage of
being consistent with the cost allocation methods introduced above, since
the linear aggregation amounts to a left composition of the vector cost
function with a linear cost function. However, the choice of weights, which
reflect the relative importance of the individual indicators, introduces a
certain arbitrariness into the approach.

To avoid this arbitrariness, we propose to employ the techniques of Data
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Envelopment Analysis (cf. Charnes et al., 1978). This means that we refrain
from calculating an absolute index of environmental impact and replace
this by an index of relative environmental impact. For each weight vector
w�RL

� we may define the w-weighted effect of consumption activity h as the
weighted sum (with weights wk, k�S) of environmental effects per unit
value of the activity. For each activity, we then choose the weight vector w
in such a way that when we compare its w-weighted effects with those of the
other activities, its relative position is as good as possible. Writing the con-
sumption activities as qj for j�L and the environmental impacts as Ck(q),
k�S, we define the index of relative environmental effect as

'h�maxw

where the maximum is taken over all weight vectors w�RS
� with �k�S

wk�1.
The following result is well known in the context of productivity analysis

by DEA and adapted to our current purpose.

Theorem 3: Let 'h be the relative environmental impact index of commod-
ity h, let a�(Ck/qh)k�S be the column vector of environmental effects per unit
value of consumption activity h, and let A be the matrix of environmental
effects per unit value of the other consumption activities, akj�Ck/qj, k�S,
j�L, jh. Then 'h is the solution of the LP problem

max # s.t

�� � (8.3)

where '�0, "j�0, jh, are variables.

Proof: Let 'h be the solution of the problem in the statement of the
theorem. Then, by duality, the linear program

max # s.t

(w1,…, wL, #) �(1, 0,…, 0)

has an optimal solution, and its optimal value #* equals 'h. From this we
obtain that

� a � A
0 (1,..., 1)�

0
�
0
1

�'

"�� a � A
0 (1,..., 1)�

minj�L �k�S wk
Ck

qj

�k�S wk
Ck

qh
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�k�Swkakj�#*�'h

for j�1,..., n, and there must be equality for some j, since otherwise the
optimal value of # could have been chosen to be larger than 'h, a contra-
diction. Also, we have that

�k�Swkak�1,

and if the inequality was strict, the values of w1,…, wk could be increased
so that the remaining inequalities could be satisfied for a larger value of #,
once again giving a contradiction. We have therefore that

'h�maxw�Rs
�,w0 .

Since the quantity on the right-hand side does not change if the weight
vector w is multiplied by a positive scalar, we may restrict the search for a
maximum to the set �S�	w ��k�Swk�1
. Inserting the expressions for ak
and akj, we get the index of relative environmental impact.

6. AN EXAMPLE: AN EMISSION-BASED INDEX OF
RELATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT OF
DANISH CONSUMPTION

In the approach to measuring the environmental effects of consumption via
DEA, the consumption activities are viewed as desirable outputs of the
economy, as end products in a technology which describes the interplay
between economic activities and the environment; therefore inputs are the
various environmental effects of the consumption activities. The analogy
between ordinary production of goods from other goods, and the present
case of producing economic ‘goods’ with the necessary side-effect of giving
rise to environmental ‘bads’, is reasonable as far as the latter are quantities
which should be as small as possible for any given level of output (con-
sumption). On the other hand, it goes without saying that some of the
implicit assumptions in an ordinary productivity analysis, namely that the
technology behind the results actually achieved is the same for all units (in
this case, consumption activities), cannot reasonably be upheld. On the
other hand, this assumption is only needed in possible applications of the
productivity analysis to the control of the individual units, not for the con-
struction of productivity indices using DEA.

Below, we illustrate the method by some computation using Danish data
from1998 showing the emissions caused by main consumption activities.

minj�L �k�S wkakj

�k�S wkak
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The figures were computed using an input-output table for Denmark
together with fixed coefficients for the emissions of each sector of produc-
tion (in the widest sense, including imports) represented in the input-
output table. They describe the direct and indirect environmental effects
caused by consumption (both the immediate impact of the consumption
acitivity and the emissions in the industries that produced the consump-
tion goods or the inputs for these industries). Basically, the data of Table
8.1 represent a solution to the vector cost allocation problem considered
in the previous sections. However, it is a very simple solution based on the
assumption of linearity in production so that marginal and average cost
become identical and the allocation problem becomes trivial. It would
clearly have been preferable if data on emissions caused by the different
consumption activities could have been constructed by a more sophisti-
cated cost allocation method, but at the present this could not be done
since data on society’s production possibilities were only available in linear
form.

For the first run, we use aggregated data showing the emissions in tons
per millions of DKR economic activity. These aggregated data are shown
in Table 8.1.

We have chosen aggregate data in order to get a result which is of limited
size and as such easier to comprehend. The aggregation has the additional
advantage of reducing the dependence on outliers; indeed, minor activities
may dominate several or all of the individual consumption activities, some-
thing which is largely avoided when domination can only be carried out by
larger, aggregate consumption activities.

The efficiency scores (and other information) are shown in Table 8.2. The
table exhibits the relative efficiency index of the activities in Table 8.1 in the
column headed ‘Score’; thus, the index of ‘Food’ is 27 per cent, meaning that
actual emissions from the production leading to this activity would have to
be reduced to 27 per cent of its actual size, keeping the proportions of the
emissions, if this activity were to be as little polluting as the best in the
sample. The following columns in Table 8.2 show the implicit weights used
for this activity; here only the emission of CO should be included if the
system of weights is to be as favourable to this activity as possible (even so
its emission should be drastically reduced). The last column shows the
benchmarks, indicated as the activity index in the table: in the case of ‘Food’
it is a single consumption activity (namely activity 4 ‘Housing’); in other
cases, the benchmark may be a weighted average of several activities, and the
particular convex combination which is proportionally smaller in all emis-
sions is indicated. For activities that are not dominated, the benchmark
column shows the number of activities for which it acts as a benchmark and
the corresponding percentages in parentheses. Thus, for activity 9 (‘Leisure’),
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the combination of 0.36 of ‘Clothing’ and 0.64 of ‘Housing’ will give the
maximum proportional reduction of all emissions possible.

As was stated above, since the analogy with ordinary production should
not be strained, the benchmarks are probably of minor importance in the
context of relative environmental effects. However, a closer scrutiny of the
results, in particular an identification of the undominated activities, may be
useful for a refinement of the computation, adding restrictions on the
weights employed as well as on the activities usable as potential bench-
marks.

In the present computation, there are only two undominated activities,
namely ‘Clothing’ and ‘Housing’. The latter is far ahead of the rest, since
the score (which in the table is the super-efficiency score, showing how much
the emissions can be increased keeping the activity undominated) is very
high indeed. Examining the data for ‘Housing’, one sees that the high score
is due to a very low level of NH3 emission. Similarly, the activity ‘Clothing’
is low in emission of SO2. Adding restrictions on the weights which prevent
assigning the weight to a single low (perhaps exceptionally low) emission
could possibly give a more realistic picture.

An analysis of environmental effects using impact indices. Although, as
was stated above, there are as yet no data available to assess the actual envi-
ronmental effects (as distinguished from the emissions of different types) of
consumption activities, one can perform an analysis corresponding to that
given above with two indices (see Table 8.3) which are currently computed
as an indication of the effects on the environment. The two indices are both
computed from the basic data in Table 8.1 using linear aggregation with
fixed coefficients; the first, the GWP index (where GWP stands for Global
Warming Potential) is constructed as:

GWP index�CO2�21 CH4�310 N2O

whereas the Acidification index is calculated as follows:

Acidification index�(106 / 64 )SO2�(106 / 46 )NOx�(106 / 17 )NH3

(the weights being determined by physical considerations). Since the two
indices are constructed as linear combinations of the emission series in
Table 8.1, we have not really moved beyond the analysis of emission data,
and it can be discussed whether the partial aggregation with fixed weights
is justified; however, we have chosen to include this analysis (see Table 8.4)
as a further illustration of the approach.

Incidentally, our use of the GWP and Acidification indices raises the
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Table 8.3 Indices for GWP and Acidification for aggregate consumption
activities

Consumption activity GWP index Acidification index

Food 74.6886040 24450.483180
Beverages 24.4344030 4258.067855
Clothing 12.6760180 1268.466712
Housing 9.9969599 1078.304548
Electricity 618.7278450 42708.596190
Furniture 18.3519600 1802.481378
Medicines 15.6906150 1606.143582
Transport 154.2359740 21405.034490
Leisure 27.0728740 3231.603381
Other goods and services 20.4381510 3151.867727
Marketed individual public consumption 14.3668210 1457.956881
Non-marketed individual public consumption 18.3462010 1848.898497
Collective public consumption 17.9126550 2452.161565
Investments 23.2669400 2894.338395

Source: Data computed by Statistics Denmark.

Table 8.4 Relative environmental effects (scores) and implicit weights of
environmental impacts for aggregate consumption activities

Consumption activity Score GWP Acidification Benchmarks
(%) index index

Food 13.35 1 0 4 (1.00)
Beverages 40.80 1 0 4 (1.00)
Clothing 85.01 0 1 4 (1.00)
Housing 127.15 1 0 13 (1.00)
Electricity 2.52 0 1 4 (1.00)
Furniture 59.82 0 1 4 (1.00)
Medicines 67.14 0 1 4 (1.00)
Transport 6.46 1 0 4 (1.00)
Leisure 36.83 1 0 4 (1.00)
Other goods and services 48.78 1 0 4 (1.00)
Marketed individual public 73.96 0 1 4 (1.00)

consumption
Non-marketed individual public 58.32 0 1 4 (1.00)

consumption
Collective public consumption 55.66 1 0 4 (1.00)
Investments 42.85 1 0 4 (1.00)



question of whether the approach using DEA is at all necessary, since there
are weights available from the considerations by the scientific specialists
involved. However, even if this may be the case, so that global warming and
acidification are both fully described by their respective indices, we are still
left with a question of whether global warming or acidification is more
important, something which cannot readily be answered by specialized sci-
entists; moreover these are only two of several possible environmental
problems which might be considered. In this context, it should also be men-
tioned that a weakness in the DEA method as presented above is that it
does not detect an activity with a possibly disastrous enviromental effect of
a particular type as long as it performs well with regard to all other effects;
the method always chooses the system of weights most favourable to the
activity to be evaluated, and this weight system would indeed assign a
weight of zero to the disastrous effect. Fortunately, standard elaborations
of the DEA methodology and software allow for setting lower bounds on
the individual weights, thus avoiding situations of this kind.

The two series are shown in Table 8.3 and the results of the DEA analy-
sis in Table 8.4. Not surprisingly, in view of what we have already seen, the
activity ‘Housing’ is efficient and in this case involving only two indicators,
it is the only efficient activity. This is also illustrated by the plot of the two
series in Table 8.3 presented in Figure 8.1. The ‘efficient’ activities are situ-
ated close to the origin; far out in the diagram are the activities of energy
consumption and transportation.
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Incidentally, the figure shows also that a comparison of different con-
sumption activities based on their impact on the environment in many cases
will give few surprises, since certain activities are obviously polluting while
others are not. Therefore, the techniques developed in the previous sections
may probably be more gainfully employed in comparing the consumption
patterns of different segments of the population than comparing different
types of consumption. This can be done as a next step, using data for the
consumption patterns of these segments, and it seems to be a natural next
step for the analysis.

7. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

In the previous sections we have considered a possible approach to the task
of assigning environmental impact to consumption activities. This
approach consisted of a multidimensional cost assignment followed by a
construction of a relative index using the DEA methodology. As mentioned
already, the approach is still in need of some refinement, and this in several
respects.

First of all, the computations which can be carried out at present, using
available data, are restricted to the relationships between consumption
activities and emissions, and they are based on an assumption of constant
returns to scale, which makes most of the considerations of cost allocation
trivial. The interesting aspects of the approach will emerge when it is
applied to non-linear relationships between consumption and environmen-
tal effects, and in this respect, the practical application is still to be done.

Secondly, in the theoretical aspects, the notion of a vector valued cost
allocation problem is still somewhat restrictive, since what we would be
dealing with in the general case is not vector cost functions but set-valued
mappings which to every array (q1,..., qn) of activities assigns a set
((q1,..., qn)�RS

� of environmental impacts (possibly with certain well-
behaved properties, and satisfying ((q1,..., qn)�RS

��((q1,..., qn) where the
�on the left- hand side stands for Minkowski addition of sets). In other
words, we should take into account the possible tradeoffs between different
environmental indicators, even at a given level of economic activity. Clearly
the methods of cost allocation treated in this chapter are not immediately
applicable to this situation; on the other hand, extensions suggest them-
selves. We shall, however, not at present follow up on this topic for future
research.
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9. Competition and cooperation in
natural resources exploitation: an
evolutionary game approach
Gian Italo Bischi, Fabio Lamantia and Lucia
Sbragia

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering work of Gordon (1954), many bioeconomic models
for the description of the commercial exploitation of common property
renewable resources, such as fisheries, have stressed the problem known as
‘the tragedy of the commons’ (Hardin, 1968; see also Clark, 1990). This
problem can be basically identified with a prisoner’s dilemma (see for
example, Mesterton-Gibbons, 1993) because the presence of firms playing
their dominant strategy which maximizes their own profit (disregarding
competitors’ profits) leads to severe depletion of the resource, and conse-
quently to low profits for all. On the other hand if firms cooperate to max-
imize total profits, then sustainable exploitation is more likely to obtain,
which implies higher profits for all in the long run. However, unilateral
defection, that is, the decision of an agent to harvest intensively while the
other players harvest moderately in order to preserve resources, may lead
to very high profits for the defector, and consequently to severe profit loss
for the cooperators. This is the essence of the tragedy of the commons,
often advanced in order to support the introduction of sanctions against
defectors and/or restrictions to open access to common property resources.

Dynamic models based on Cournot oligopoly games have been proposed
by Levhari and Mirman (1982) and, more recently, by Szidarovszky and
Okuguchi (1998, 2000), to describe commercial fishing. In these models,
strategic interaction among players is related not only to the selling price,
determined by the total harvesting quantity through a given demand func-
tion, but also to a cost externality, since resource stock reductions, as a con-
sequence of players’ harvesting, lead to higher unitary fishing costs (see
also Bischi and Kopel, 2002). In Szidarovszky and Okuguchi (1998) every
player is assumed to decide his/her harvesting activity by solving a profit
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maximization problem, without any concern for the implications of this
activity on the depletion of the natural resource. Instead, in Szidarovszky
and Okuguchi (2000) it is assumed that the fishermen form a grand coali-
tion (that is, a cooperative venture) and each player determines his/her har-
vesting activity such that the joint profit of all players is maximized. In both
cases, the solution of the optimization problem leads to harvesting func-
tions that depend on fish stocks, the dynamics of which is governed by a
biological growth function with an extra mortality term representing har-
vesting activity.

A discrete time version of the oligopoly model proposed in Szidarovszky
and Okuguchi (1998) is given in Bischi and Kopel (2002), where dynamics
given perfect foresight (that is, fishermen are assumed to know the fish
stock at the time when they solve their maximization problems) are com-
pared with dynamics given limited knowledge of the fish stock and its esti-
mate is obtained by adaptive expectations. In Bischi et al. (2004), discrete
time versions of both models (one assuming non-cooperative oligopoly
competition as in Szidarovszky and Okuguchi, 1998, and one with total
cooperation, where all the players form a unique cooperative venture, so
that they behave like a sole owner, as in Szidarovszky and Okuguchi, 2000)
are considered with adaptive expectations.

In the model proposed in this chapter, the players (for example, fishermen)
have access to a common property resource (for instance, a sea where a given
fish stock is available) and sell the harvested resource in the same market.
However, in contrast to the above cited literature, both competitors and coop-
erators are present. In fact, a fraction s of fishermen behaves as cooperators,
and form a cooperative venture where each one decides the harvesting quota
by maximizing the profit of the coalition, whereas the complementary frac-
tion (1�s) of fishermen behave as competitors (or ‘defectors’ with respect to
cooperative behaviour) each deciding harvesting quotas by maximizing
his/her own profit (disregarding competitors’ profits). Following the terminol-
ogy typical of the prisoner’s dilemma (see also Sethi and Somanathan, 1996)
we call the latter group defectors, because they deviate from the socially
optimal attitude of cooperating, and consequently they produce a negative
externality on the rest of the community, in terms of potential severe deple-
tion of the common property resource.

As in Szidarovszky and Okuguchi (1998, 2000) and Bischi and Kopel
(2002), the harvesting of each group depends on strategic interactions
related not only to the influence of total supply on the market prices, but
also to the dependence of harvesting cost on the available fish stock, whose
evolution is governed by biological laws as well as harvesting activities.
Moreover, following Sethi and Somanathan (1996), we introduce the pos-
sibility that cooperators impose sanctions to punish defectors, and we
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propose an evolutionary mechanism to describe how the population share
is updated over time, based on replicator dynamics, that is, on the princi-
ple, typical of evolutionary games, that the fraction of agents playing the
strategy that earns higher payoffs increases in the next period.

As in Sethi and Somanathan (1996) we assume that, at any time period,
the agents decide their harvesting by computing the Nash equilibrium of
the game. However, differently from the model proposed in Sethi and
Somanathan (1996), where the harvesting behaviour of cooperators and
defectors is assumed to be described by general functions that satisfy some
formal assumptions, we explicitly derive the profit maximization problem
that cooperators and defectors are playing at any time period, founded on
given demand and cost functions. This allows us to study, by analytical and
numerical methods, the effects of some economic parameters, such as the
market price (that is, the parameters that characterize the demand func-
tion) or the cost parameters (related to the technology adopted), on the
long-run evolution of the resource stock and the population shares
between the two groups. In particular, the proposed model allows us to
detect which economic parameters may determine not only the extinction
of the resource, but also the extinction of a given behaviour.

Another difference between the model studied in this chapter and the one
proposed by Sethi and Somanathan, is in the time setting. In fact, the
dynamic evolutionary model proposed by Sethi and Somanathan evolves
in continuous time. This means that they assume that at every time instant
a player can change his behaviour from cooperator to defector (or vice
versa) according to the instantaneous profits. We consider this a strong
assumption, because if a player decides upon a given behaviour, he will
maintain that kind of behaviour for a given time period. In other words, we
assume that he cannot change his mind just after his decision, as a minimum
time lag is necessary to decide a change of behaviour, on the basis of
observed profits. Such a time lag, which constitutes unitary time in our dis-
crete time setting, may be assumed to be one week, or one month, accord-
ing to the economic and social framework considered.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we propose a static
game where a population of profit maximizing agents decide the quantities
to harvest on the basis of two different behaviours: a fraction of players
form a coalition, each of them trying to maximize the overall profit,
whereas the complementary fraction behave as ‘selfish’ profit maximizers.
The reaction functions are obtained and the unique Nash equilibrium of
the game is computed. In Section 3 a growth equation, governing the
dynamics of the resource stock with harvesting, is introduced, the harvest-
ing being decided by the two groups by choosing the Nash equilibrium
quantities according to the game analyzed in Section 2. In this section the
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population share between the two kinds of agents is assumed to be a
parameter, so the existence and stability of the steady states are studied as
well as how these are influenced by population share. In Section 4 we intro-
duce an evolutionary mechanism that, at each time period, describes how
the population share is updated, based on replicator dynamics, and we
study the problems of existence and stability of the equilibria. In particu-
lar a distinction is introduced between boundary equilibria, where all the
players behave as cooperators or as defectors, and inner equilibria, where
cooperators and defectors coexist in the long run. A short discussion of
the results, a description of open problems and possible further develop-
ments are given in Section 5.

2. THE STATIC GAME

Let us assume that a population of n agents harvests from a common prop-
erty renewable resource stock, and sells the harvested resource at a price p
determined by the total harvested quantity according to a given demand
function. For example, we may imagine that the agents are fishermen who
harvest fish from a sea where a given fish stock X is present. However,
similar considerations may be applied to the harvesting of different renew-
able resources, such as forests or others. The agents decide the quantities to
harvest on the basis of profit maximization problems. However, we assume
that a fraction s of them, denoted as ‘cooperators’ form a coalition (a coop-
erative venture) and consequently each of them tries to maximize the
overall profit of the coalition, whereas the remaining fraction (1�s) behave
as ‘selfish’ profit maximizers, and are denoted as ‘defectors’ (with respect to
the socially more desirable cooperative behaviour).

In this section we consider X and s as fixed parameters,1 with X�0 and
0�s�1. Let xi

c be the quantity harvested by the cooperator i, i�1,..., ns,
and let xi

d be the quantity harvested by defector i, i�1,..., n (1�s). Then the
total fish supplied and sold in the market is

H� xi
c� xi

d

We assume that the selling price p is determined by the linear demand func-
tion

p�a�bH (9.1)

where a and b are positive constants, and the cost function of player i for
harvesting a quantity x when a fish stock X is present is given by

�
n(1�s)

i�1
�

ns

i�1
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C(x, X)�� (9.2)

This cost function can be derived from a Cobb-Douglas-type ‘production
function’ with fishing effort (labour) and fish biomass (capital) as produc-
tion inputs (see Clark, 1990; Szidarovszky and Okuguchi, 1998). It captures
the fact that it is easier and less expensive to catch fish if the fish popula-
tion is large.

Following Sethi and Somanathan (1996) we shall also consider an extra
cost due to the presence of social norms that are intended to punish
fishermen who behave as defectors, that is, self-interested profit maximizers
without any concern for the social optimum. As in Sethi and Somanathan
(1996) we assume that cooperators are entrusted to punish defectors by
applying sanctions. This may be done directly by exerting a direct punish-
ment, such as social disapproval damage or physical damage or destruction
of equipment, as observed in less developed societies, or by alerting author-
ities so that they can impose sanctions according to the laws in force. Such
punishment is costly for the defectors, the cost being ns&, where & is the
amount of the sanction and ns represents the probability that a defector is
notified by a cooperator. However, in general, this kind of punishment is
also costly for the cooperators, the cost being proportional to the number
of defectors. We shall represent by n (1�s)� this extra cost for cooperators
(of course &��, and we shall often consider ��0 in the following). All in
all, the profit of i-th cooperator is

�i
c�xc

i(a�bH)��c �n(1�s)� (9.3)

where �c is the fishing technology coefficient of cooperators and n(1�s)�
represents the cost that cooperators have to face in order to punish defec-
tors, and the profit of i-th defector is

�i
d�xi

d (a�bH)��d �ns& (9.4)

where �d is the fishing technology coefficient of defectors and ns& represents
the punishment that defectors have to bear for causing the negative exter-
nality in the community.

Each cooperator determines xi
c by solving the optimization problem

max
xi
c

�V�max
xi
c

�i
c (9.5)

where �V, which is a concave function in the variables xi
c, denotes the total

profit of the cooperative venture. Assuming interior optimum, the first-
order conditions give a system of linear equations in the unknowns xi

c

�
ns

i�1

(xi
d)2

X

(xi
c)2

X

x2

X
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�a�2b xc
k�b xk

d� xc
i�0 (9.6)

Each defector determines xi
d by solving the optimization problem

max
xi
d

�i
d (9.7)

Assuming, again, interior optimum, the first-order conditions give a system
of linear equations in the unknowns xi

d

�a�b xc
k�b xk

d�bxi
d� xi

d�0 (9.8)

The equations (9.6) and (9.8) give a linear system of n equations with n
unknowns. However, it is straightforward to see that any cooperator faces
the same optimization problem, and analogously for the defectors. In fact,

if we denote by xc
TOT� xc

k the total harvest of the cooperators and

by xd
TOT� xk

d the total harvest of the defectors, from (9.6) we get

xc
i� �a�2bxc

TOT�bxd
TOT� �i�1,..., sn

and from (9.8) we get

xi
d� �a�b(xc

TOT�xd
TOT)� �i�1,..., (1�s)n

So, denoting the optimal harvesting decision of each cooperator by xc, and
the optimal harvesting decision of each defector by xd, these quantities are
obtained by solving the two linear equations

a�2 bsn� xc�b(1�s)nxd�0

from which two linear reaction functions are obtained

xc�hc (xd)� � xd (9.9)

xd�hd (xc)� xc
bsnX

b(1 � (1 � s)n)X � 2�d

aX
b(1 � (1 � s)n)X � 2�d

�

b(1 � s)nX
2(bsnX � �c)

aX
2(bsnX � �c)

a � bsnxc � �b(1 � (1 � s)n) �
2�d

X �xd � 0

�c

X��

X
bX � 2�d

X
2�c

�
(1�s)n

k�1

�
sn

k�1

2�d

X�
n(1�s)

k�1
�

ns

k�1

)�i
d

)xi
d

2�c

X�
n(1�s)

k�1
�

ns

k�1

)�V

)xi
c
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These reaction functions allow one to compute, respectively, the optimal
harvesting decision of a ‘representative cooperator’, given the harvesting
decision of a representative defector, and the optimal harvesting decision
of a ‘representative defector’, given the harvesting decision of a represen-
tative cooperator. These two reaction functions always intersect at a unique
point (x*

d, x*
c) whose coordinates are functions of fish stock X and the frac-

tion of cooperators s, as well as of the cost parameters �c, �d and the market
price parameters a and b, according to the expressions given in the
Appendix in (9.29) and (9.30). The properties of the harvesting strategies
x*

d and x*
c, of defectors and cooperators respectively, at the Nash equilib-

rium are given in the following Proposition

Proposition 1. A unique Nash Equilibrium (x*
d, x*

c) exists, with x*
d�0 and

x*
c �0, located at the intersection of the reaction curves (9.9), such that:

(i) For each s� [0, 1] both x*
d (0, s) and x*

c (0, s) vanish for X�0, are posi-
tive for X�0 and at X�0 have slopes given by

|X�0
� ;

|X�0
�

(ii) Both x*
d (0, s) and x*

c (0, s) tend to saturate as X→��, at the values

x*
d (��, s)� and x*

c(��, s)�

respectively;

(iii) The gap between x*
d and x*

c, for large values of the fish stock, increases
with increasing prices and with the number ns of cooperators, being

x*
d (��, s)�x*

c(��, s)� ;

(iv) The total harvesting at the Nash equilibrium, given by

H*(X, s)�n�sx*
c (X, s)�(1�s)xd

*(X, s)� (9.10)

is an increasing and concave function with respect to X, such that, H*(0, s)�0,

|X�0
�

and for X→�� it saturates at the value

� s
�c

�
1 � s

�d
�na

2
)H*(X, s)

)X

�1 �
1
sn�a

b[(1 � s)n � 2]

a
bsn[(1 � s)n � 2]

a
b[(1 � s)n � 2]

a
2�c

)x*
c(X, s)
)X

a
2�d

)x*
d(X, s)
)X
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H*(��, s)�

A proof of this proposition is outlined in the Appendix.

Typical graphs of xd
* and x*

c, as functions of X, are shown in Figure 9.1a,
and a typical graph of H* is shown in Figure 9.1b. The properties of the
harvesting function H* are similar to the ones assumed by Sethi and
Somanathan (1996), but in our case the harvesting function is micro-

founded, that is, it is derived from an explicit underlying optimization
problem. This implies that the effects of the economic and biological
parameters can be explicitly studied. First of all we notice that, for sn�2
(that is, if at least two cooperators exist) then x*

c�xd
* for large values of fish

stock, whereas for small values of X the comparison between xd
* and x*

c
depends on the respective cost parameters. It is also worth noticing that
both xd

* and x*
c increase if the selling price increases, that is, a increases

and/or b decreases in the demand function (9.1).
Notice also that H*�a/b for each X�0, so that prices are always posi-

tive. Moreover, if s decreases, that is, the number of defectors increase, then
H* (��, s) increases, that is, as expected, in the presence of an abundant

�1 �
1

2 � (1 � s)n�a
b
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Notes:
(a) Harvesting of defectors x*

d , and cooperators, x*
c. (b) Total harvesting H*

Figure 9.1 Typical graphs of harvesting quantities at the Nash equilibrium
depending on the available resource stock X

X
(a)

X
(b)

xd*

xc*

H*



resource the total harvest is greater if the number of defectors increases. In
the limiting case s�0 (all defectors) we have H*(��, 0)�a/b �1�1/2�n�,
and in the opposite limiting case s�1 (all cooperators, equivalent to the
case of a sole owner) we get H*(��, 1)�a/2b, the monopolist optimum.

These results given in Proposition 1 allow us to compute, at the Nash
equilibrium, the profit of a representative defector and that of a represen-
tative cooperator, given by

�d
*�xd

*(a�bH*)��d �ns& and 

�c
*�x*

c (a�bH*)��c �n(1�s)� (9.11)

respectively. Plugging the expression of x*
c, xd

* and H* into (9.11), �d
* and x*

c,
can be rewritten as:

�d
*�

�ns& (9.12)
and

�c
*�

�(1�s)n� (9.13)

respectively. These expressions show that, at the Nash equilibrium, the
profits of defectors (cooperators) are positive provided that the applied
sanctions (the costs to apply sanctions) are not too heavy. For example,
under the assumptions ��0 and &�0, which we shall often consider in the
following, we have �c

* always positive and �d
* positive or negative accord-

ing to the sanctions applied and to the number of cooperators.

3. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL DYNAMICS WITH
FIXED s

We now regard X as a dynamic variable and s as a parameter, that is, we
consider the time evolution of the resource stock X(t), that depends on its
natural growth function and on the harvesting activity, and we assume a
fixed division of fishermen population between cooperators and defectors.

a2X(bnsX � �c) (bX � 2�d)2

[bX(bn( � n(1 � s) � 2))sX � 2bX(n(1 � s) � 1)�c � 4(bnsX � �c)�d]2

a2X(bnsX � 2�c)2(bX � �d)
[bX(bn( � n(1 � s) � 2))sX � 2bX(n(1 � s) � 1)�c � 4(bnsX � �c)�d]2

(x*
c)2

X

(x*
d)2

X
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Let X(t) denote the fish stock at time period t. We consider the following
discrete time equation to describe the time evolution of the fish stock

X(t�1)�F(X(t))�X(t)(1����X(t))�H*(X(t), s) (9.14)

that is, we assume that in the absence of any harvesting the stock of the fish
population in period t is determined by the discrete time logistic equation,2

with � and � biological parameters that characterize the fish population we
are considering and the environment where it lives: * is the intrinsic growth
rate and � /� the carrying capacity , that is, the positive equilibrium value
of the unharvested resource population, since for H*�0 and X�� /�(9.14)
gives X(t�1)�X(t). We also assume that the fish stock is harvested accord-
ing to the Nash equilibrium of the static game described in the previous
section. Under these assumptions, and by imposing in (9.14) the equilib-
rium condition X(t�1)�X(t), we get that the steady states of the model
with harvesting are the non-negative solutions of the equation

X(���X)�H*(X; s, �c, �d, a, b, n) (9.15)

So, for any given value of s, the equilibria are located at the non-negative
intersections between a parabola and the concave function (9.10) (see
Figure 9.2) and the following Proposition holds (the three situations
denoted by (a), (b) and (c) in Proposition 2 are represented, respectively, by
the curves a, b and c of Figure 9.2).

Proposition 2. The point X0�0 (extinction of the resource) is an equilib-
rium point for each set of parameters. Concerning the existence of positive
equilibria, we can distinguish the following three different situations:

(a) A unique positive equilibrium exists, say X1, with 0�X1��/�. A
sufficient condition for this is

�� (9.16)

(b) Two positive equilibria exist, say X2 and X1, such that 0�X2��/2��
X1��/�. A sufficient condition for this is

�� and � (9.17)

(c) No positive equilibria exist. A necessary condition for this is

�� and � (9.18)
�2

4��1 �
1

2 � (1 � s)n�a
b� s

�c
�

1 � s
�d

�na
2

�2

4��1 �
1

2 � (1 � s)n�a
b� s

�c
�

1 � s
�d

�na
2

� s
�c

�
1 � s

�d
�na

2
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A proof of this proposition is outlined in the Appendix.

Proposition 2 only concerns existence of equilibria. We now give conditions
for their stability and local bifurcations that cause stability switches as well
as creation or destruction of positive equilibria. We start from the case of
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Notes:
The curves denoted by a, b, c can be obtained, respectively, by decreasing values of s or
increasing values of a or decreasing values of b.

Figure 9.2 Qualitative graphical representation of equation (9.16) with
fixed values of the parameters � and � and three different
functions H*

X

a
b

c

Notes:
(a) One positive equilibrium; (b) Two positive equilibria, (c) No positive equilibria.

Figure 9.3 Qualitative representation of the function F, that governs the
one-dimensional dynamics of the resource stock X according to
(9.15), in the three different cases represented in Figure 9.2

(a)
X0

X1

c1

c

(b)
X0

X1

c1

c

(c)
X0

X2



a unique positive equilibrium. If (9.16) holds, then DF(0)�1, so the fixed
point X0�0 is unstable (see Figure 9.3a). This means that if (9.16) is
satisfied, that is, the number of fishermen is not too high, prices are not too
high nor cost parameters too small, then even if the resource stock is
reduced to an arbitrary small positive value by some exogenous shock, the
endogenous dynamics of the system is such that it spontaneously evolves
to viable levels of the resource stock, close to X1. The unique positive equi-
librium X1 may be stable, that is, | DF(X1)|�1, or unstable, with DF(X1)�
�1. In the latter case, which occurs with high values of the parameter �, a
more complex bounded attractor, which may be periodic or chaotic, may
exist around X1. The bounded attracting set is confined inside the trapping
set I�[c1, c] where c is the maximum value of the function F and c1�F(c).
In any case, the basin of the bounded attractor is bounded by the unstable
fixed point X0�0 and its rank-1 pre-image X0�1, that is,

B�(0, X0�1)

where X0�1 is the positive solution of the equation

1����X� (9.19)

It is straightforward to see that under the assumption (9.16) the equation
(9.19) has a unique positive solution X0�1 such that X1�X0�1�(1��)/�.
An initial condition with X(0)�X0�1 is mapped by the iterated function F
to a negative value, so we consider as unfeasiblesuch kinds of trajectory.3

It is worth noticing that the equilibrium value X1 is influenced by the
value of s. In fact, if s is increased, then the asymptote of H* moves down-
wards, and this implies that X1 increases with s, that is, X1(s) is an increas-
ing function. The intuition behind this is clear: more cooperators imply a
higher resource stock at the long-run equilibrium due to a more conserva-
tive (or sustainable) resource exploitation.

If the aggregate parameter at the left-hand side of (9.16) is increased,
that is, the number of fishermen and/or prices become higher compared
with intrinsic growth of the fish species in the environment considered,
and/or the fishing costs are lowered by using more sophisticated technolo-
gies, for

na �2� (9.20)

we have DF(0)�1 and if na/(s/�c�(1�s)/�d) is further increased (or �
decreased) then a transcritical (or stability exchange) bifurcation occurs
after which the equilibrium X0�0 becomes stable, that is, �1�DF(0)�1,

� s
�c

�
1 � s

�d
�

H*(X)
X
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and a second fixed point X2 enters the positive orthant, thus giving the sit-
uation (b). The new positive equilibrium X2 is unstable, being DF(X2)�1,
and it belongs to the boundary which separates the basin of the stable equi-
librium X0�0 from the basin of the positive attractor. So, in this situation
X2 constitutes a threshold population level such that if the current popula-
tion X(t) falls below X2 then the resource stock will spontaneously evolve
towards extinction. It is worth noticing that if s increases, so that the
asymptote of H* moves downwards, then threshold value X2 moves to the
left, that is, it is a decreasing function of s. This means that more coopera-
tors imply not only a higher resource stock at the long-run equilibrium X1,
but also an enlargement of its basin of attraction.

As usual with non-invertible maps, all the rank-1 pre-images of X2
belong to basin boundaries, so the basin of the positive attractor is now
given by

B�(X2, X2�1), (9.21)

X2 –1 being the greater solution of the equation F(X)�X2. The set of posi-
tive initial conditions which asymptotically converge to X0�0, and give rise
to extinction in the long run, is formed by the union of two disjoint inter-
vals

BP (0)�(0, X2)�(X2�1, X0�1) (9.22)

whereas the initial condition X(0)�X0�1 generates unfeasible trajectories.
When two positive equilibria exist, the dynamic scenario is the one

described above, and represented in Figure 9.3b. With given values of the
biological parameters � and �, so that the parabola in Figure 9.2 is fixed,
if the other parameters are varied with the consequence that the asymptote
of H* moves upwards, the two positive equilibria become closer and closer,
so that the basin of X0 enlarges and, therefore, the basin of the viable equi-
librium X1 shrinks. This can be obtained, for example, by increasing prices
(that is, increasing a/b) or with decreasing values of s, that is, by increasing
the number of defectors. We are particularly interested in the latter effect:
decreasing values of s imply less robustness of the viable equilibrium with
respect to exogenous shocks. Of course, a study of the effects of the param-
eter � may also be interesting, as a higher value of � may be interpreted as
the effect of a damaged environment, due to pollution or other factors.

Finally, the situation (c), where the extinction equilibrium X0�0 is the
unique steady state, may be obtained as the final effect of increasing
H*(��, s). The transition from a dynamic scenario characterized by two
positive steady states to one with no positive steady states occurs via a fold
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(or tangent) bifurcation, due to a progressive decrease of X1, increase of X2
(so that the basin B becomes smaller and smaller) until they merge with
DF(X1)�DF(X2)�1, and then disappear. It is trivial to prove that when X0
is the unique equilibrium, then for every initial condition the system evolves
towards extinction (see Figure 9.3c). Once more, we remark that a sequence
of bifurcations such as that described above may occur for increasing
prices, decreasing costs or decreasing values of s, that is, by increasing the
number of defectors.

4. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL WITH
EVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS OF s

We now relax the assumption of a fixed population share between cooper-
ators and defectors, and we introduce an evolutionary mechanism that, at
each time period, describes how the population share is updated. In the
spirit of evolutionary games, we assume that the fraction of agents playing
a strategy that, with respect to the other strategies, earns higher payoffs,
increases in the next period. In our case, the payoffs associated with the two
available strategies of cooperation and defection are the profits �*

c(t) and
�*

d(t) respectively, that, according to (9.13) and (9.12), depend on the
current population share s(t) as well as on the current resource stock X(t).
Since, as argued in the previous section, the dynamics of X(t) are influenced
by s(t), this will give rise to a two-dimensional non-linear dynamical system
with dynamic variables X(t) and s(t), the study of which may give us infor-
mation on the long-run evolution of the system. For example, we may ask
not only if the resource stock will survive or become extinct in the long run,
but we may also ask if some behaviour (cooperation or defection) will
survive or become extinct as the system evolves. Since, under the reasonable
assumption �c��d (that means that the two groups adopt the same tech-
nology) the strategy chosen by defectors is dominant if no sanctions are
applied, the assumption &��� 0 will be crucial in order to obtain stable
equilibria with a non-vanishing fraction s of cooperators.

4.1 Replicator Dynamics

The simplest (and more frequently used) model proposed in the literature
which gives an evolutionary pressure in favour of groups obtaining the
highest payoffs is that of replicator dynamics (Taylor and Jonker, 1978; see
also Vega-Redondo, 1996, chapter 3; Hofbauer and Sigmund, 1998,
chapter 7; Weibull, 1995, chapter 3). The discrete time replicator dynamics
for the fraction of cooperators can be written as
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s(t�1)�s(t) (9.23)

where

�̄(t)�s�c
*(t)�(1�s)�d

*(t) (9.24)

represents the average profit observed at time t. So, (9.23) states that s(t�1)
will be greater than s(t) if �c

*(t)��̄(t) whereas s(t) will decrease if
�c

*(t)��̄(t). As �c
*(t)��̄(t) if and only if �c

*(t)��d
*(t), it follows that the

population share related to the better performing strategy at time period t
increases in the next period.

Both �c
*(t) and �̄(t) depend on s(t), as well as X(t) so the difference equa-

tions (9.14) and (9.23) define a two-dimensional discrete dynamical system.
Starting from a given initial biomass X(0) and a given initial population
share s(0), the recurrences (9.14) and (9.23) allow one to obtain X(t) and
s(t) for each t�0, from which the corresponding values of xc

*(t), xd
*(t), �c

*(t),
�d

*(t), H*(t) can be obtained.
It is interesting to study whether the dynamic variables X(t) and s(t) con-

verge to a given steady state in the long run, that is, as t→��, or if they
exhibit some more complex time pattern.

4.2 Qualitative Study of the Two-Dimensional Dynamical System

The time evolution of the discrete time two-dimensional dynamical system
in the dynamic variables X and s is obtained by the iteration of a map of
the plane T: (X(t), s(t))→(X(t�1), s(t�1)) defined by

X(t�1)�X(t)(1����X(t))�H*(X(t), s(t))
(9.25)

s(t�1)�s(t)

where H*(X, s) is given by (9.10), with x*
c and x*

d defined in (9.30) and (9.29)
respectively, and �*

c(t), �*
d(t) are given in (9.13) and (9.12) respectively.

It is straightforward to see that if �*
c(t)�0 and �*

d(t)�0 then s(t)�(0, 1)
implies s(t�1)�(0, 1) as well. However, negative profits may arise if the
parameters &and/or � are positive. As the influence of these parameters is
always related to the difference &��, without loss of generality we shall
assume ��0, and whenever �*

d(t)�0 we shall assume s(t�1)�1 (instead
of the meaningless s(t�1)�1, as obtained by simply applying (9.25)).

�*
c(X(t), s(t) )

s�*
c(X(t), s(t) ) � (1 � s)�*

d(X(t), s(t) )

�*
c(t)
p
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4.3 Two Benchmark Cases

It is important to notice that if s(t)�0 then s(t�1)�0 for each t�0, and if
s(t)�1 then s(t�1)�1 for each t�0, that is, the two boundary lines s�0 and
s�1 are trapping lines, on which the dynamics are governed by one-dimen-
sional unimodal maps, given by the restrictions of the two-dimensional map
(9.25) to them. These two cases correspond to particular benchmark cases,
where we have all cooperators and all defectors respectively, that is, the cases
considered in Szidarovszky and Okuguchi (1998) and Szidarovszky and
Okuguchi (2000) respectively (see also Bischi et al., 2003). The properties of
these one-dimensional dynamical systems can easily be obtained on the basis
of the results of Section 3. For example, the dynamics along the invariant
edge s�0, where all players are defectors, is governed by the one-dimensional
map (9.14) with

H*(X, 0)�nx*
d (X, 0)�

So the steady states are X�0 and the solutions (if any) of the equation

b�(n�1)X2�(2��d��b(n�1))X�na���d�0 (9.26)

The analysis is the same as in Szidarovszky and Okuguchi (1998) or in
Bischi et al. (2003).

On the other invariant edge s�1, where all players are cooperators, the
dynamics are governed by (9.14) with

H*(X, 1)�nx*
c(X, 1)�

So the fixed points are X�0 and the solutions (if any) of the equation

2b�nX2�2(��c��bn)X�na�2��c�0 (9.27)

The analysis is the same as in Szidarovszky and Okuguchi (2000) or in
Bischi et al. (2003).

4.4 Steady States

As usual, the starting point for the qualitative analysis of a non-linear
dynamical system is the localization of the steady states and the study of
their local stability. The steady states of the two-dimensional dynamical
system (9.25) are the fixed points of the map T, solutions of the system
T(X, s)�(X, s). It is straightforward to see that two corner equilibriaalways

naX
2(bnX � �c)

naX
b(n � 1)X � 2�d
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exist, given by E0�(0, 0) and E1�(0, 1), characterized by extinction of the
resource. Other boundary equilibria may exist along the invariant lines s�
0 and s�1, given by the solutions, if any, of (9.26) and (9.27) respectively.
If two equilibria with positive fish stocks exist both on the invariant edge s
�0 and on invariant edge s�1, say X2(0), X1(0) and X2(1), X1(1), respec-
tively, then, on the basis of the arguments of Section 3, the following rela-
tion must hold: X2(1)�X2(0)�X1(0)�X1(1). A necessary condition for the
existence of two positive equilibria along s�0 is that two positive equilib-
ria exist along s�1. However, it may happen that two positive equilibria
exist along s�1 and no positive equilibria exist along s�0. Of course,
sufficient conditions for the existence of two positive boundary equilibria
along the invariant edges are obtained from (9.17) with s�0 and s�1
respectively.

Instead, if (9.16) is satisfied for s�1, that is, na�2��c, then a unique
equilibrium exists along the edge with only cooperators, and the same holds
on the other invariant edge if na�2��d. These two conditions are equiva-
lent under the reasonable assumption �c��d. However, even when a unique
equilibrium exists, the inequality X1(0)�X1(1) holds, that is, the long-run
equilibrium under sustainable fishing is characterized by higher values of
resource stock in the limiting case of all cooperators than in the opposite
limiting case of all defectors.

The stability of these equilibria with respect to the one-dimensional
dynamics trapped inside the invariant edges can easily be deduced from the
discussion on the one-dimensional dynamics given in Section 3 applied to
the particular benchmark cases s�0 and s�1. However, we are now mainly
interested in the stability with respect to perturbations transverse to the
invariant edges, that is, what happens if a few defectors appear starting
from a situation with all cooperators, or what happens if a few cooperators
appear starting from a situation with all defectors. Are such small muta-
tions eliminated by the evolutionary dynamics, so that the original bench-
mark case is restored (case of transverse stability) or do they grow up thus
causing an irreversible departure from the original benchmark case?

An answer to these questions requires the study of the local stability of
the boundary equilibria, that is, the localization, in the complex plane, of
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of (9.25) computed at the boundary
steady states. This is not difficult in principle, as eigenvalues are always real
because the Jacobian matrix of (9.25) is a triangular matrix along the
invariant edges. This implies that we can only have nodes or saddle equi-
libria on the boundaries. However, the expressions of the eigenvalues are
quite involved, and the stability conditions obtained are not easy to inter-
pret.

So, in the following we prefer to follow a numerical and graphical
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method in order to obtain a global view of the dynamic properties of the
dynamical system (9.25).4

First of all, we consider the question of the existence of inner equilibria,
that is, steady states characterized by the coexistence of cooperators and
defectors. These are obtained solving the non-linear system

X (���X )�H*(X, s)
�*

c(X, s)��d
*(X, s) (9.28)

with 0�s�1. The set of points on the plane (X, s) that satisfy the first equa-
tion represent the locus of points that give a one-period stationary resource
stock, that is, X(t�1)�X(t).5 For each s in the range [0, 1] the X coordi-
nates of these points can be computed by solving the equation (9.15),
already analyzed in Section 3. So, this set of points may be formed by two
branches, say X1(s) and X2(s), with X2(s)�X1(s) for each s. Moreover, from
the results of Section 3, X2(s) is a decreasing function and X1(s) is increas-
ing, so the branch X1(s) has a positive slope and the branch X2(s) has a neg-
ative slope in the plane (X, s) (see Figures 9.4(a) and 9.5(a)). The
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Notes:
(a) Obtained with the set of parameters n�10, ��3, ��1, a�1.05, b�0.3, �c��d�1 ��0,
&�0.01. The arrows give a qualitative indication of the directions of one-step advancement
of the discrete dynamical system (9.26). (b) For the same parameters as those used in (a) the
basins of attraction are represented: the white region represents the basin of the inner
equilibrium E, the grey region is the set of points that generate trajectories leading to
extinction (that is, X � 0). Two trajectories, starting from initial conditions (2, 2, 0.9) and (2,
0.05), are also represented by sequences of black dots.

Figure 9.4 Numerical graphical representation of the equation (9.29) 
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intersection of the branch X1(s) (X2(s)) with the invariant edge s�1 gives
the boundary equilibrium of X coordinate X1(1) (X2(1)), and the same
holds for the intersections (if any) with the other invariant edge s�0.
However, it may happen that the two branches intersect at s�1 but have no
intersections with s�0, because they may merge for s�0 (see Figure
9.6(a)). If the condition (9.16) is satisfied for all s�[0, 1], then the locus of
points such that X(t�1)�X(t) is only formed by the branch X1(s). The
knowledge of these curves gives us the following information: starting from
a given point (X, s), a one-step iteration of (9.25) generates a new point (X�,
s�)�T, rank-1 image of (X, s) by T, with X��X if (X, s) is in the strip
between the curves X2(s) and X1(s) (or between the axis X�0 and the curve
X1(s) if only the branch X1(s) exists) and with X��X if (X, s) is on the left
of the curves X2(s) (provided it exists) or on the right of the curve X1(s).

A similar reasoning can be applied to the set of points that satisfy the
second equation (9.28), which represents the locus of points that give a one-
period stationary population share, that is, s(t�1)�s(t). A qualitative
study of this curve is more difficult, due to the complicated expressions of
�*

c(X, s) and �*
d(X, s). However, the numerical solution of the equation

�*
c(X, s)��*

d(X, s) for different sets of parameters gives rise to decreasing
curves in the plane (X, s), as shown in Figures 9.4(a), 9.5(a) and 9.6(a).
The points above the curve �*

c(X, s)��*
d(X, s) are points where

�*
c(X, s)��*

d(X, s), hence the rank-1 images (X�, s�)�T(X, s) of points (X,
s) above the curve have s��s. Of course, the points below the curve are
characterized by �*

c(X, s)��*
d(X, s), hence (X�, s�)�T(X, s) are such that
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Figure 9.5 Numerical graphical representation of equation (9.29), with
&�0.05
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s��s. These arguments allow us to obtain a global qualitative picture of the
dynamic behaviour of the dynamical system (9.25), as shown by the arrows
represented in Figure 9.4a.

Any intersection between the curve �*
c(X, s)��*

d(X, s) and one of the
curves Xi(s), i�1, 2, represents a steady state of the dynamical system. All
the steady states along the branch X2(s) cannot be stable, because all the
points on that branch behave as repelling points along the X direction.
Instead, steady states located along the branch X1(s) are candidates to be
stable equilibria.

We try to explain this point by some numerical experiments. In Figure
9.4(a), obtained with the set of parameters n�10, ��3, ��1, a�1.05, b�
0.3, �c��d�1, ��0, &�0.01, the two equilibria on X2(s) are unstable,
whereas the equilibrium point E�(1.48, 0.15), located on X1(s) is stable. In
Figure 9.4b, the numerically computed basin of attraction of the stable equi-
librium E is represented by the white region, whereas the grey region repre-
sent the initial conditions leading to extinction of the resource. Two typical
trajectories are also represented as sequences of black dots. From this picture
the role of the curve X2(s) is quite evident: as in the one-dimensional model
studied in Section 3, the locus points X2(s) constitute the boundary that sep-
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Notes:
(a) Parameters as for Figure 9.4a, except for �� 1.2. (b) (b) For the same parameters as
those used in (a) the function F(X) that governs the one dimensional dynamics along the
invariant edge s�1 is represented, with a trajectory starting from X�1 and converging to
the equilibrium X1(1).

Figure 9.6 Numerical graphical representation of equation (9.29), with
��1.2
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arates the basin of attraction of the stable positive equilibrium from the
basin of the trajectories leading to the extinction of the resource.

In the situation shown in Figure 9.4, the long-run evolution of the system
leads to an equilibrium situation characterized by a small fraction of coop-
erators (only 15 per cent of the fishermen population). The number of
cooperators at the stable equilibrium can be increased by varying some
parameters, for example by increasing &, that is, imposing heavier sanctions,
or by decreasing a/b, that is, lowering prices. Both these variations cause an
upward movement of the curve �*

c(X, s)��*
d (X, s). For example, Figure 9.5

has been obtained by increasing the parameter & from 0.01 to 0.05. The
consequence is that the new stable equilibrium is E�(1.91, 0.62), that is, 62
per cent of fishermen are cooperators and, consequently, a higher resource
stock is present at equilibrium. If, starting from this situation, the parame-
ter & is further increased, or a/b is decreased, the equilibrium E moves
upwards along the curve X1(s) until it merges with the boundary equilib-
rium X1(1) through a transcritical (or stability exchange) bifurcation. After
this, the boundary equilibrium X1(1) becomes the unique stable steady
state, where only cooperators exist. This means that prices are so low that
it is not convenient to be defectors, even if very few defectors are present,
that is, even if a defector appears (a mutation in the population composi-
tion), it is eliminated by the evolutionary mechanism.

It is also interesting to see what happens when prices are very high, as in
the situation shown in Figure 9.6(a), where the same parameters as in
Figure 9.4 have been used, except for the parameter a�1.2. In this case no
positive boundary equilibria exist along the invariant boundary s�0 with
all defectors, and two positive equilibria, X2(1)�X1(1) exist along the edge
s�1. In this situation all the initial conditions generate trajectories that
approach the boundary s�0 and then converge to the unique stable equi-
librium E0�(0, 0). This means that prices are so high that defectors prevail,
but their harvesting is so high that the resource is exhausted. However, if
we constrain the system to start with s�1 (all cooperators) and sufficient
initial resource stock, that is, X(0)�X2(1), then the system evolves towards
the equilibrium X1(1), according to the one-dimensional dynamics shown
in Figure 9.6(b). However, the equilibrium is not transversely stable. This
implies that if just one defector appears, the endogenous evolutive dynam-
ics will create more and more defectors, and the system will irreversibly
evolve towards a situation with all defectors and extinction of the resource.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we have presented a model that constitutes an attempt to put
together two opposite approaches to commercial fishing: cooperation (that
is, harvesting decisions obtained through the maximization of overall
profit, that lead to more conservative resource harvesting) and the non-
cooperative, or defective, attitude (that is, harvesting decisions obtained
through the maximization of personal profit without any concern for social
welfare). Oligopoly models based on one of these opposite attitudes, that
is, all agents behaving as cooperators or all agents behaving as defectors,
have recently been proposed by Szidarovszky and Okuguchi, 2000 and 1998
respectively (see also Bischi et al., 2004, for a comparison between the two
cases). Instead, in the model proposed in this chapter we describe a
common property resource exploitation with a population of agents
switching between non-cooperative and cooperative behaviour according
to an evolutive mechanism, known as replicator dynamics, based on the
idea that the fraction of agents playing the strategy that earns higher
payoffs will increase in the next period (as proposed in Sethi and
Somanathan, 1996). As in the paper by Sethi and Somanathan, our model
includes the possibility that cooperators impose sanctions to punish defec-
tors. Indeed, without any sanction, the choice to be a defector is the domi-
nant one (that is, the more profitable) and the evolutive process will
consequently eliminate the cooperators. Instead, the presence of sanctions
may eliminate defectors in the long run, or lead to a stable coexistence
between cooperators and defectors.

The focus of our work is mainly methodological, as its primary goal is the
set-up of the dynamic model: starting from a static oligopoly game, where
each group chooses its harvesting according to the Nash equilibrium of the
game, we realize that such an equilibrium depends on the available resource
stock and the population share, and both these quantities evolve according
to their dynamic equations. So, we first introduce the law of motion that
governs the growth of the renewable resource and then we introduce the rep-
licator dynamics that governs the time evolution of the population share
between cooperators and defectors. This leads us to the study of a non-
linear two-dimensional discrete time dynamical system. The results given in
this chapter constitute only a first step towards a full understanding of the
dynamic behaviours of the model, as we have given only a numerical and
graphical characterization of the equilibria and their stability.

We can summarize our results as follows. First, the presence of many coop-
erators always leads to a relatively high level of the resource stock, and hence
wealth in the long run, whereas many defectors can cause a severe depletion
of the resource, and an enlargement of the basin of attraction of steady states
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with extinction of the resource. Second, from the point of view of a regula-
tor, cooperative behaviour can be supported not only by increasing the level
of sanctions, or lowering prices, but it is also possible to reach steady states
characterized by the presence of only cooperators which are transversely
stable, that is, even if a defector enters the market this behaviour does not
spread through the population. Otherwise, low sanctions and/or high prices
could lead to steady states with only defectors, and the potential depletion
(even extinction) of the resource. In this case, even if the system starts from
an initial condition with only cooperators, non-cooperative behaviour will
prevail if just one agent decides to defect. Even if a qualitative analysis of the
model can be undertaken using the methods discussed in this chapter, a more
complete analysis of the effects of the parameters on the kinds of long-run
evolution, as well as on the transverse stability of corner equilibria, is under
development.

Further enhancements of this model could also relax the assumption of
perfect foresight about next-period fish stocks, replacing it by a weaker (and
more realistic) assumption on expectations formations (for example,
assuming that agents have adaptive expectations based on the available
resource stock). Another interesting improvement of the model might be
to assume sanctions that are not constant, but depend on some index of
performance (from an ecologic and economic point of view) of the fishery
system, so that the optimal kind of sanction is decided by methods of
dynamic programming.

APPENDIX

Proof of proposition 1. The existence and uniqueness of the intersection between
the reaction curves (9.9) trivially follows from the linearity of the reaction functions.
The positivity of both the coordinates of the intersection point can be deduced from
the fact that hd(0)�hc

�1(0) and hc(0)�hd
�1(0). In fact, the first inequality can be

written as aX/b(1�(1�s)X�2�d)�a/b(1�s)n, which is equivalent to bX�2�d�0,
the second inequality can be written as X/2(bsnX��c)�1/bsn, which is equivalent
to bsnX�2�c�0. The explicit computation of the intersection point gives

x*
d (X, s)�aX (9.29)

and

x*
c(X, s)� (9.30)

from which the properties stated in (i) and (ii) are quite evident. Moreover, x*
d is an

increasing and concave functions with respect to X�0. The total harvesting at the
Nash Equilibrium, H*(X, s)�n[s x*

c(X, s)�(1�s) x*
d (X, s)], is an increasing and

concave function with respect to X.6

a � b(1 � s)nx*
d(X, s)

bsnX � �c

X
2

bsnX � 2�c

b2sn(n(1 � s) � 2)X2 � 2b(2ns�d � �c � �cn(1 � s) )X � 4�c�d
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For X→�� we get

H*(��, s)�na �

� �

Proof of proposition 2. Let us consider the function Q(X)�X(���X)�H*(X),
whose zeros are the equilibria of (9.14). Trivially it is Q(0)�0, so X0�0 is an equi-
librium.

In order to prove (a) we notice that the condition (9.16) states that the slope at X
�0 of the function H* is less than the slope at X�0 of the parabola. This is equiv-
alent to saying that Q�(0)�0. Hence Q(X)�0 in a right neighbourhood of X�0,
whereas Q(�/�)��H*(�/�)�0. So, at least one equilibrium exists in the range (0,
�/�). The uniqueness of the equilibrium follows from the fact that Q(X) is a uni-
modal function for X�0. In fact, Q�(X)���2�X�H*�(X) vanishes in a unique
point, because we have Q�(0)���H*�(X)�0 from (9.16), Q�(�/2�)��H*�(�/2�)
�0 and H�(X) is a positive, decreasing and convex function.7

To prove (b) we notice that the first inequality in (9.17) states that at X�0 the
curve H*(X) has a slope greater than that of the parabola, and the second inequal-
ity states that the upper bound (that is, the horizontal asymptote) of H* is lower
than the vertex of the parabola. In fact, the first inequality implies Q�(0)�0, hence
Q(X)�0 in a right neighbourhood of X�0, whereas Q(�/2�)��2/4��H*(�/�)�0
(being H*(X)� �1�1/2�(1�s)n� for each X�0) and Q(�/�)��H*(�/�)�0 again.
So, at least two positive zeros of Q(X) exist inside the intervals (0, �/2�) and (�/2�,
�/�) respectively. However, more than two zeros of Q(X) cannot exist, because
Q(X) cannot have more than two critical points due to the convexity of H�(X).

Finally, the conditions (9.18), obtained by reversing the second inequality in
(9.17), state that the slope of H*(X) at X�0 is greater than that of the parabola, and
the upper bound of H* is above the vertex of the parabola, and this implies that no
positive intersections can exist.

NOTES

We thank Laura Gardini for useful discussions and comments. The usual disclaimer
applies. This work has been carried out under the auspices of the grant ‘Le interazioni fra
settore ittico e ambiente’, financed by the Italian Ministry for Agriculture, and under the
auspices of the national research project ‘Dynamic Models in Economics and Finance:
Evolution, Uncertainty and Forecasting’, MIUR, Italy.

1. Since n is finite, admissible values of s should be discrete, that is, s�k/n with k�0, 1, ...,
n. However, as usual in population dynamics and evolutionary games modelling, we
abstract from this and allow s to be a real number in the interval [0, 1], even if we shall
consider ns and n (1�s) integers that sum to n, by assuming some approximation of ns to
the nearest integer.

2. A more general growth function G(X)�XR(X), with R(0)�1, R(X)�0 for 0�X�K and
R(X)�0 for X�K, K�0 being the carrying capacity, may be considered. However, the
choice R(X)�1����X, known as logistic growth, is one of the simplest and most com-
monly used for qualitative analysis purposes.

3. This may be interpreted as a resource extinction due to overcrowding effects, a definitely
unrealistic situation in the context we are considering.

a
b

�1 �
1

2 � (1 � s)n�a
b

a(1 � n(1 � s) )
b[(1 � s)n � 2]

� 1
bn[(1 � s)n � 2]

�
1 � s

b[(1 � s)n � 2]�
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4. A more standard analytical study of the stability of the boundary equilibria, obtained
with the help of software packages for symbolic algebraic manipulation, is in progress.

5. Of course, this does not mean that the dynamic system is in equilibrium, unless s(t) is also
stationary, that is, the second equation (9.28) is satisfied as well.

6. From (10) with (29) and (30) it is possible to prove (we tested the long expressions by a
computer package) that H�(X) > 0 and H�(X)�0. Details of these expressions are avail-
able from the authors.

7. From (10) with (29) and (30) it is possible to prove that H*�(X)�0 and H*��(X)�0. Details
of these expressions are available from the authors.
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10. Greenhouse gases, quota exchange
and oligopolistic competition
Sjur Didrik Flåm and Odd Godal

1. THE BACKGROUND AND THE PROBLEM

Global warming now appears a menace – enhanced by anthropogenic emis-
sions of greenhouse gases. Regulating these emissions has therefore gained
notable priority in policy-making circles. Some regulation proceeds by vol-
untary quota transfers or trades. And quite naturally, since Montgomery
(1972) first proved that such trade may foster cost-efficiency, market-based
mechanisms have attracted much attention.1

In that setting agents are bestowed with emission permits and allowed to
engage in subsequent exchange. Clearly, the permits – or licences to pollute
– can be construed as production factors. As such they are likely to affect
diverse forms of competition, including the imperfect ones. So, we state the
following:

Problem: Suppose here that emission quotas serve as inputs in oligopolistic
competition. Then, how can quotas be shared in the ‘emissions market’? And
how can the agents reach an overall equilibrium in the product market?

To come to grips with these questions we shall – for realism and applicabil-
ity – presume coexistence of strategic and non-strategic behaviour. To wit,
on the production side some agents – maybe all – are taken to be full-fledged
Cournot oligopolists, perfectly foreseeing how own supply will affect
market prices. Similarly, on the factor side – in the quota market – traders
need not all come forward as price-takers. Admittedly, if somebody behaves
strategically in merely one direction, then his split nature – resembling that
of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde – stands to be criticized for lack of consistency
or charm. Be that as it may. It is important for us to accommodate oligop-
olists (even cartels) surrounded by competitive fringes.

To analyze such a scenario we organize things as follows. Section 2 spells
out the general setting. Section 3 addresses how emission rights are priced.
As a vehicle it uses a so-called production game in which the marketed
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endowments are pooled.2 Since trades and prices of emission rights are
endogenous, the main object of Section 3 is to generate a demand curve for
licences to pollute. That curve is crucial for the analysis in Section 4, dealing
with the definition, existence and characterization of equilibrium. Section
5 provides a simple numerical simulation, focused on profit and welfare. It
explores some implications of making quotas transferable. Section 6 con-
tains some bibliographical remarks, and it concludes.

2. THE SETTING

A set I of firms compete in an oligopolistic market for a list P of products.
Production entails polluting emissions of a collection G of ‘greenhouse
gases’. G, I and P are all fixed and finite. Individual i � I produces a quan-
tity vector qi � �P

�and brings it to a common market.3 A production profile
q�(qi) yields total supply Q:��i � I qi.

As stated, production generates emissions of the said gases (seen here as
pollutants discharged into global commons). Agent i can – by employing
appropriate abatement technology – choose to hold his emissions down to
xi � �G

�. These must be fully matched – and justified – by a corresponding
permit.

At the outset, agent i owns an emission endowment ei � �G
�. Suppose

permits are traded without friction under a price regime p � �G. That
regime is a function p�P(q, e) of the production and emission profiles q�
(qi) and e:�(ei), the vector ei � [0, ei] being what agent i chooses to make
available in the emission market. Section 3 spells out how P(�,�) is defined.

Agent i shows no humility in worshipping profit. So, he vigorously seeks
to maximize

�i(q, e, xi)�p �(ei – xi) (10.1)

with respect to his three decision variables: the quantity qi produced, the
emission ei supplied (sold) in the emission market, and the permit xi bought
there. These transactions, amounting to net sale ei – xi, bring him additional
revenues p � (ei – xi) :��pg{eig – xig} in the emission market. While ei must
belong to the ‘interval’ [0, ei], the more flexible choice xi � [0, �i � I ei] is
subject only to the coupling constraint, �i � I xi��i � I ei.

The payoff function �i(q, e, xi), not including revenues from emission
trade, is jointly concave in (qi, ei, xi) and strictly concave in xi.

4 The argu-
ment e in this function accounts for ‘tragedies of the commons’ if any. For
convenience we posit �i(q, e, xi)�� � whenever (qi, ei, xi) is inadmissible.
This device saves us explicit and repeated mention of evident constraints,
be they capacity limits or non-negativity restrictions.
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To close the model we must say how the emission price p comes about. It
will emerge here as a shadow price that supports equilibrium – in the form
of a core solution – of a cooperative production game. This sort of pricing
is described next.

3. PRICING OF EMISSIONS

Let q�(qi) and e�(ei) be fixed here. So, temporarily we simplify notation
by writing shortly �i(xi) for �i(q, e, xi).

Agent i, instead of achieving profit �i(xi) alone, may join a coalition
S
I, thereby making an emission permit ei�ei available for joint use. As a
result, S has aggregate emission eS :��i � S ei. If this coalition really forms,
its most efficient, total profit would equal

�S(es) :�max
x  

�i(xi): xi�eS , (10.2)

where x :�(xi) denotes the allocation. As in Shapley and Shubik (1969)
construction (10.2) defines a cooperative game with player set I and charac-
teristic function S��S (eS).5 For games of this sort efficiency and stability
conditions are well cared for by so-called core solutions. Specifically, a
payoff allocation (coi) � �I, where i receives the monetary amount coi,
belongs to the core iff it entails

Pareto efficiency: �i � I coi��I (eI)
and social stability: �i � S coi��S (eS) for all coalitions S � I. (10.3)

Social stability means that no singleton or set S � I of agents could improve
their outcome by leaving the society and making exchanges between them-
selves instead. Obviously, stability could be guaranteed by paying everybody
so handsomely that �i � S coi��S (eS), S
I. Therefore, insisting on overall
efficiency is what makes the cooperative game challenging. Nonetheless, as
pointed out next, since each �i(xi) is concave, core solutions not only exist;
they are explicitly computable as well. To see this, define

LI (p, x) :� [�i (xi)�p �(ei�xi)]

as the standard Lagrangian associated with problem (10.2) for the grand
coalition S�I. Any vector p � �G that satisfies �I (eI)�maxxLI (p, x) will
be declared a shadow price p. This item, being a Lagrange multiplier
(vector), is a familiar object, obtainable via ordinary duality theory
(Rockafellar, 1970):

�
i�I

��
i�S

��
i�S
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Proposition 0. (Shadow prices yield core solutions; Evstigneev and Flåm
(2001) )

● (Existence of shadow prices) Suppose the aggregate emission eI :�
�i � I ei belongs to the interior of the set {�i � I xi : �i � I �i (xi)�– �}.
Then there exists at least one shadow price regime.

● (Explicit core solutions) Any shadow price p generates a payoff allo-
cation

coi :�max
xi    

	�i (xi)�p �xi
 �p �ei (10.4)

that belongs to the core (10.3).

● (Characterization of shadow prices) p is a shadow price iff it is a super-
gradient of the reduced overall profit; that is, iff p � )�I (eI).
Conversely, when p � )�I (eI), every optimal emission profile x�(xi),
satisfying �i � I xi�eI and �i � I �i (xi)��I (eI), yields equal marginal
profit across the players in that p � )�i (xi) for all i.

● (Uniqueness of choices and prices) Since all �i (xi) are assumed
strictly concave, an optimizing profile (xi) must be unique. If some func-
tion �i (xi) is differentiable at a unique optimizing xi, then p is unique
and equals the derivative �i�(xi). �

In Proposition 0, and hereafter as well, the operator ) represents a general-
ized derivative (occasionally partial). If the function at hand (as right here)
is concave (or convex), we deal with the commonplace notion as defined in
convex analysis (Rockafellar, 1970).6

The core element (10.4) has an intuitive and well-known interpretation:
When emission quotas are traded at price p, agent i takes home net value
coi (10.4). Typically, agents with relatively low marginal abatement cost
would ‘clean up’ on behalf of others and be paid for doing so. The arrange-
ment is decentralized and voluntary in that every individual i freely max-
imizes his modified objective �i(xi)�p �(ei – xi).

It is time to step back now and recall that, in fact, �i(xi)��i(q, e, xi).
Consequently, for S�I, the left-hand side of (10.2) is a function �I(q, e, eI).
So, via the described exchange of permits, a reduced game will result in
which player i obtains (reduced) profit

�i(q, e) :�max
xi    

	�i(q, e, xi)�p �xi
�p �ei (10.5)

where

p is a shadow price, belonging to , (10.6)
)�I(q, e, eI)

)eI
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and common to all players, as indicated by writing p�P(q, e). This com-
pletes the specification of (10.1). Note that, for fixed p, the right hand side
of (10.5) is concave in (qi, ei). This property is most desirable for existence,
computation and stability of the equilibria defined below. However, the
same right-hand side is convex in p. Therefore, given p�P(q, e), the overall
curvature properties of �i(q, e) in (qi, ei) cannot easily be detected. This
feature may entail problems with existence or properties of solutions.

4. THE GAME

After so much preparation we assemble now the modules considered so far
and construe strategic interaction as a two-stage game:

At the first stage, all players – simultaneously, without communication or
collaboration – choose their respective qi and ei subject to ei�ei.

At the second stage, with each pair (qi, ei) already committed, quotas are
exchanged using a shadow price p as described in Section 3.

Expectations are presumed rational. That is, at the first stage, players can
foresee the upcoming p. We observed that, when viewed at the first stage,
the reduced profit (10.5) need not be concave in (qi, ei). This motivates the
following

Definition 1. (Nash equilibrium) The profiles q�(qi), e�(ei) together con-
stitute a Nash equilibrium iff there exists a shadow price p�P(q, e) � )�I(q,
e, eI)/ )eI, such that each

(qi, ei) maximizes the reduced function �i(q, e) subject to p�P(q, e). (10.7)

Proposition 1. (Existence of Nash equilibrium) Suppose each i obtains a
reduced, finite-valued, jointly continuous profit �i(q, e) iff 0�(qi, ei)�(qi, ei)
where qi denotes i’s production capacity. Suppose moreover, that each �i(q, e)
is quasi-concave in (qi, ei). Then there exists at least one Nash equilibrium.

Proof. Agent i must make his first-stage choice (qi, ei) from the non-empty
compact convex set Ki :�{(qi, ei) � �P

� 
 �G
�: qi�qi, ei�ei}. As customary,

let Bi(q, e) denote the best response (correspondence) of player i to the
actions taken by his rivals. This correspondence Bi has non-empty convex
values and closed graph. By Kakutani’s theorem the product correspon-
dence B :�(Bi)i�I from the product set Ki :�Xi�IKi into itself has a fixed
point. Any such point is a Nash equilibrium.
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Note that (10.7) presumes that each agent be a complete strategist in two
directions: downstream (in the product market) as well as upstream (in the
emission market). This excludes consideration of some interesting scenar-
ios. Also, the quasi-concavity, required in Proposition 1, may be absent or
hard to verify.

For these two reasons we proceed to introduce next a more relaxed equi-
librium concept, invoking only first-order optimality conditions. At the
same time we allow for diverse modes of strategical behaviour. To simplify
somewhat, and to keep an eye on Cournot oligopolies, assume henceforth
that profit �i(q, e, xi) is partly separable with respect to emission xi.
Specifically, for each i we posit that payoff comes in the ‘separable’ form

�i(q, e, xi) :�Ri(Q, eI, qi)�ci(qi, xi).

where the first term on the right-hand side points to the revenues and the
second term to the costs.

Behavioral assumptions: Agent i behaves (not) strategically downstream,
in the product market, iff he believes that – or acts as if – )Q/)qi�1 (�0,
respectively). For book-keeping put +�

i :�1when i is a strategist there, and set
+�

i :�0 otherwise. Similarly, i is (not) a strategist upstream, in the permit
market, iff he does (not) account for the connection (qi, ei)→P(q, e). Again,
for book-keeping reasons, put +�

i :�1 when he is a strategist there, and let +�
i

:�0 otherwise.

Definition 2. (First-order equilibrium) If instead of (10.7), it only holds
with p�P(q, e) � )�I(q, e, eI)/)eI, for each i that

p� �i(q, e, xi)�� ci(qi, xi),

�0� Ri(Q, eI, qi)�+�
i Ri(Q, eI, qi)� ci(qi, xi)�+�

i (ei�xi) (10.8)

and #i� Ri(Q, el, qi)�p�+�
i (ei�xi)

with #i � �G
� and #i �(ei�ei)�0 then we speak about a first-order equilib-

rium. In case all players are oligopolists in the product market and price takers
in the permit market (that is, when, +�

i �1, +�
i�0 for all i), we talk about a

Cournot–Walras equilibrium.

The three conditions in (10.8) say the following: First, there should be one
price on emissions; second, an optimal choice qi made by agent i must

)p
)ei

)

)ei

)p
)qi

)

)qi

)

)Q
)

)qi

)

)xi

)

)xi
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furnish him zero marginal profit; third, that same agent i imputes a non-
negative value (vector) #i on marginal additions to his quota ei.

It appears unlikely that some agent i acts non-strategically in the permit
market (+�

i �0) and, at the same time, brings forward an interior amount ei
(that is, 0��ei��ei). Indeed, existence of such an agent would imply that
p�0. It seems likely, though, that some well-endowed agents have +�

i �1
and ei��ei.

We next address the asymmetric situation when everybody acts strategi-
cally in the product market (all +�

i�1), but nobody does so in the other
direction (each +�

i �0):

Theorem 1. (Existence of Cournot–Walras equilibrium) Granted general-
ized differentiability, there exists a Cournot–Walras equilibrium.

Proof. Define a fictitious game as follows. For any specified truncated
profile q�i :�(qj)j i, in which player i does not figure, and for given aggre-
gate emission x�i from i’s rivals, posit

C�i(q�i, x�i):�min cj(qj, xj) : xj�x�i .

Let i take home payoff

ri(q, ei�e�i):�max	�i (q, e, xi)�C�i(q�i, x�i) :xi�x�i�ei�e�i
.

(The maximum on the right is taken with respect xi and x�i.) Let now Bi (q,
e,) denote the best response of player i in this game. Since ri(q, ei�e�i) is
jointly continuous in all variables and concave in (qi, ei), that response has
non-empty convex values and closed graph. As argued above, a game with
such data admits at least one equilibrium. Applying the envelope theorem
at equilibrium we see that all first-order conditions (10.8) are satisfied.

5. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF
COURNOT–WALRAS EQUILIBRIUM

Let here P(Q) :�max (0, A�Q), A�0, be the inverse demand function in
a market featuring merely one product (|P |�1). For simplicity we accom-
modate only two producers i � I�{0,1}, each with +i

�,�1, +i
��0, and each

discharging the same greenhouse gas (|G|�1). Emissions are proportional
to production and measured in those terms. The endowments are: e0�0
and e1�A.7 Firm 0 incurs cost c0(q0, x0)�c(q0�x0) and c1�0.

Welfare, defined as the sum of consumers and producers surpluses, thus
takes the form

��
ji

��
ji
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W :� [A�P(Q)]Q /2� [P(Q)qi�ci(qi , xi)].

When emission rights are non-transferable, firm i must maximize �i(q, e,
xi) :� P(Q)qi�ci(qi , xi) subject to xi�ei� [0, ei] and qi�0. If both agents
have strictly positive production, Cournot–Walras equilibrium is charac-
terized by

q0
* :� ,q1

* :� .

However, depending on c, the favoured firm 1 could find it profitable to
produce q̃1 :�A�c so as to drive its competitor out of the market. This
happens when �i(q̃1, 0, e, x1) ��i(q1

*,q0
*, e, xi) and its occurrence hinges

upon the credibility of firm 1 committing to q̃1. Absent credibility, firm 0
could enter the market, predicting that his rival 1 would readjust.
Credibility might depend on the particular product at hand.

Setting now A�10 we propose to study equilibrium for various values of
c� [0, ��). When permits are tradable, the well-endowed firm 1 can save
the other firm’s costs at some permit price in p � [0, c]. The realized p will
not change the aggregate profits considered below.

Transferable quotas. In this case, regardless of the value c, we have a
classic duopoly without costs. Both agents produce q0

*�q1
*�A /3�10/3.

This corresponds to the non-cooperative case with c�0 (cf. Table 10.1).
However, with non-transferable quotas the characteristics of equilibrium
do depend on c.

Non-transferable quotas. When c� [0, 2) both agents operate in equilib-
rium. Thus, making quotas transferable leads to lower aggregate costs and
increased outputs. The saved cost exceeds the lost revenues, stemming from
lower product prices. Thus transferability also yields higher aggregate
profits. Clearly, in this scenario consumers are better off and welfare
increases.

When c�2, first consider the case when 1 is able to make a credible com-
mitment q̃1. Then there is a discontinuity in firm 0’s profit and in welfare.
Firm 1 is now indifferent between producing q̃1 (and thus driving his rival
out) or producing q1

*. The aggregate quantities are, however, very different.
If 1 chooses q̃1�8 (so that P�c), he earns 16 units. The equilibrium q0

*, q1
*

is given by (2, 4), where firm 1 also earns 16 units (the other earns 4). Thus,
there seems to be two equilibria.

When c�2, only firm 1 operates. When c � (2, 10/3), aggregate profits
(stemming from firm 1 only) are lower in the non-transferable case, and
welfare is higher. This is because firm 1 is producing much to keep the

A � c
3

A � 2c
3

�
i
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potential entrant out. When c�10/3, the active firm produces the same
aggregate quantity as in the transferable case, and aggregate profits and
welfare are identical. When c � (10/3, 5], quite naturally, profits are higher
without transferability at the expense of welfare.

If it is not credible for 1 to commit to q̃1, both agents will operate in equi-
librium for c�5. Welfare is always higher when quotas are transferable, and
aggregate profits lower whenever c�4. For c � (4, 5) the reduction in costs
(stemming from firm 0) when cooperating are smaller than losses due to
reduced product prices, thus aggregate profits are higher without transfer-
ability.

For all c�5, firm 1 always produces the classic monopoly quantity q1�
A/2, yielding a price that is always lower than c, and firm 0 never operates.
The numerical results are summarized in Table 10.1.

This numerical exercise, while lacking a fair amount of realism, was
designed to emphasize some of the important features. Notably, the large
firm becomes able to control its rival’s costs via the permit market. However,
when limit pricing is credible, and costs are small (c�2), making quotas
transferable enhances welfare and profits. When c � (2, 10/3) emissions
trading would yield higher aggregate profits but lower welfare. Finally, for c
�10/3, emissions trading was good for welfare, but detrimental to aggregate
profits. When limit pricing is not credible, making quotas transferable is
always good for society, and sometimes also for profits (c�4).
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Table 10.1 Numerical results with non-transferable quotas

c pf Q P ps0 ps1 �ps cs W

0 0, 1 6.7 3.3 11.1 11.1 22.2 22.2 44.4
1 0, 1 6.3 3.7 7.1 13.4 20.6 20.1 40.6
2 0, 1 6.0 4.0 4.0 16.0 20.0 18.0 38.0
2 1 8.0 2.0 0.0 16.0 16.0 32.0 48.0
3 0, 1 5.7 4.3 1.8 18.8 20.6 16.1 36.6
3 1 7.0 3.0 0.0 21.0 21.0 24.5 45.5
3.33 0, 1 5.6 4.4 1.2 19.8 21.0 15.4 36.4
3.33 1 6.7 3.3 0.0 22.2 22.2 22.2 44.4
4 0, 1 5.3 4.7 0.4 21.8 22.2 14.2 36.4
4 1 6.0 4.0 0.0 24.0 24.0 18.0 42.0
5 0, 1 5.0 5.0 0.0 25.0 25.0 12.5 37.5
5 1 5.0 5.0 0.0 25.0 25.0 12.5 37.5

Note:
pf: producing firms, ps: producers’ suplus; cs: consumers’ surplus.



6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Imperfections in markets for rights, such as emissions permits, were first
studied by Hahn (1984). Along with others, he showed that efficiency
depends on the initial quota distribution. Other studies include Misiolek
and Elder (1989), von der Fehr (1993), Malueg (1990) and Sartzetakis
(1997).

Our chapter differs from the existing literature in several ways. First, we
place no restriction on the number or nature of agents acting strategically
in either market. Second, we do not insist that firms behave similarly in both
markets. Third, we explicitly construct the demand function in the permit
market. This construction is typically left out of similar studies. Fourth, we
relaxed the regularity assumptions on the functions at hand. Doing so may
be important in realistic, mixed settings.8 Uncertainty, particularly in
demand and cost, can be made part of a similar, extended analysis.

Important issues, not considered here, include strategic (mis-)representa-
tion of the cost function (Hahn, 1984). Also a shortcoming of our setting
is that it allows only ‘one period’ thereby ignoring possibilities for banking
and borrowing of permits across periods (Rubin, 1996). No transaction
costs affected the permit market (Stavins, 1995), and no rules constrained
emissions trading (Bernstein et al., 1999; Ellerman and Wing, 2000).

Our numerical results – and experiments – are partial and based on simple
model instances. We do not know the welfare implications in broad, more
realistic scenarios, comprising more than two players. Thus, for the moment,
it seems as though ‘the devil is likely to be in the details’ (Stavins, 1995).

NOTES

Good remarks from two referees helped to improve the first version of this chapter.

S.D. Flåm (corresponding author) thanks Røwdes stiftelse, Ruhrgas, and Norges Bank
for generous support. O. Godal is grateful to the NFR, Stiftelsen Thomas Fearnley,
Heddy og Nils Astrup and Professor Wilhelm Keilhau’s Minnefond. Both authors are at
the Department of Economics, Fossw. 6, University of Bergen 5007 Bergen, Norway; e-
mail: {sjur.flaam,odd.godal}@econ.uib.no.

1. Examples include the trade of sulphur emissions in the USA. Such trade also inspired the
design of the Kyoto Protocol.

2. See Evstigneev and Flåm (2001), Flåm and Jourani (2003) and references therein.
3. A word about notation is fitting here. When F is a finite non-empty set, let � �F denote

the space of all real vectors v�(vf)f � F. As customary, we write v � �F
� to express that vf

�0 for all f � F. And as usual, v�v means v�v ��F
�.

4. Thinking of a Cournot setting one may posit

�i(q, e, xi)�P(Q) �qi – ci(qi, xi)
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where: ‘ � ’ denotes the customary inner product, P(Q) stands for inverse demand, and ci(qi,
xi) records cost of production and emission abatement. We shall not rely on this
specification, but use it in Section 5.

5. Somewhat heroically, we presume that no individual i is able to misrepresent his function
�i to own advantage. Alternatively, we could posit that all functions �i are common
knowledge.

6. p is declared a super-gradient of a function (: �G→��{��} at a point e, and we write
p � )((e), iff ((e) is finite and

((e�) � ((e)�p A (e��e) for all e� � �G.

Absent concavity (or convexity) one may use any other suitable derivative; see texts on
non-smooth analysis, for example Clarke et al. (1998). The advantage of this apparatus is
fourfold: first, one may accommodate non-smooth data and non-differentiable reduced
mappings; second, functions can embody constraints by assuming infinite values; third,
the analysis become more compact; fourth and finally, many expressions become cleaner.
If not conversant with generalized derivatives, one may pretend, when convenient, that
each function be differentiable in the classical sense.

7. Thus, with an efficient permit market, there is no effect of emissions regulations. At a first
glance, this may look unrealistic. However, it resembles the Kyoto Protocol after the USA
refused to sign. Several studies indicate a modest or negligible effect from that agreement
because Russia was allotted carbon permits that exceed her unconstrained, predicted
emissions during the commitment period.

8. Examples include the market for greenhouse gas permits, coexisting with the European
natural gas market (Hagem and Mæstad, 2002). Production and transportation of natural
gas requires significant amounts of greenhouse gas permits. In the permit market, Russia
can sell permits at constant (zero) costs. Russia naturally has market power on the supply
side in the permit market. In the product market (natural gas) she shares market power
with Norway and Algeria. The latter two countries are not, however, likely to influence
permit prices.
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11. A conjectural cooperative
equilibrium for strategic form
games
Sergio Currarini and Marco Marini*

1. INTRODUCTION

Intuitively a cooperative equilibrium is a collective decision adopted by a
group of individuals that can be viewed as stable (that is, an equilibrium)
against all feasible deviations by single individuals or by proper subgroups.
While modelling the possibilities of cooperation may not pose the social
scientist particular problems, at least once an appropriate economic or
social situation is clearly outlined, the definition of stability may be a more
demanding task for the modeller. This is because the outcome, and the
profitability, of players’ deviations depend heavily on the conjectures they
make over the reaction of other players. As an example, a neighbourhood
rule to keep a common garden clean possesses different stability properties
depending on whether the conjectured reaction in the event of shirking is,
in turn, that the garden would be kept clean anyway or, say, that the
common garden would be abandoned as a result. Similarly, countries par-
ticipating in an international environmental agreement will possess
different incentives to comply with the prescribed pollution abatements
depending upon whether defecting countries expect the other partners to
be inactive or to retaliate.

The main focus of the present chapter are cooperative equilibria of
games in strategic form. A cooperative equilibrium of a game in strategic
form can be defined as a strategy profile such that no subgroup of players
can ‘make effective’ – by means of alternative strategy profiles – higher
utility levels for its members than those obtained at the equilibrium. As
expressed in the example above, the content of the equilibrium concept
depends very much on the utility levels that each coalition can potentially
make effective and this, in turn, depends on conjectures as to the reactions
induced by deviations. In this chapter we propose a cooperative equilibrium
for games in strategic form, based on the assumption that players deviating
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from an arbitrary strategy profile have non-zero conjectures about the reac-
tion of the remaining players. More precisely, the conjectural cooperative
equilibrium we propose assumes that the remaining players are expected to
react optimally and independently according to their best response map.

1.1 Related Literature

The problem of defining cooperative equilibrium concepts has been
centred on the formulation of conjectures ever since the pioneering work of
von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944). The concepts of � and �-core, for-
mally studied by Aumann (1967), are based on their early proposal to rep-
resent the worth of a coalition as the aggregate payoff that it can guarantee
its members in the game being played. Formally obtained as the minmax
and maxmin payoff imputations for the coalition in the game played against
its complement, the � and � characteristic functions express the behaviour
of extremely risk-averse coalitions, acting as if they expected their rivals to
minimize their payoff. Although fulfilling a rationality requirement in zero-
sum games, � and � assumptions do not seem justifiable in most economic
settings. Moreover, the low profitability of coalitional objections usually
yields very large set of solutions (for example, a large core). Another impor-
tant cooperative equilibrium proposed by Aumann (1959), denoted Strong
Nash Equilibrium, extends the Nash Equilibrium assumption of ‘zero con-
jectures’ to every coalitional deviation. Accordingly, a Strong Nash
Equilibrium is defined as a strategy profile to which no group of players can
profitably object, given that remaining players are expected not to change
their strategies. Strong Nash Equilibria are at the same time Pareto optima
and Nash Equilibria; in addition they satisfy the Nash stability requirement
for each possible coalition. As a consequence, the set of Strong Nash
Equilibria is often empty, preventing the use of this otherwise appealing
concept in most economic problems of strategic interaction.

Other approaches have looked at the choice of forming coalitions as a
strategy in well-defined games of coalition formation (see Bloch, 1997 for
a survey). Among others, the gamma and delta games in Hart and Kurz
(1983) constitute a seminal contribution.1 The gamma game, in particular,
is related to this chapter’s analysis, since it predicts that if the grand coali-
tion N is objected to by a subcoalition S, the complementary set of players
splits and act as a non-cooperative fringe. On the same behavioural assump-
tion is based the concept of the � core, introduced by Chander and Tulkens
(1997) in their analysis of environmental agreements, where a characteris-
tic function is obtained as the Nash Equilibrium between the forming coali-
tion and all individual players in its complement. As in the present
approach, based on deviations in the underlying strategic form game, the �
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core assumes that the forming coalition expects outside players to move
along their (individual) reaction functions. In contrast to our approach,
however, there the forming coalition forms before choosing its Nash
Equilibrium strategy in the game against its rivals, while here deviating
coalitions directly switch to new strategies in the underlying game, expect-
ing their rivals to react in the same manner as followers in a Stackelberg
game. In applying our concept to the analysis of the stability of environ-
mental coalitions, we may interpret these differences as the description of
different structures in the process of deviation. While the � core seems to
describe settings in which the formation of a deviating coalition is publicly
observed before the choice of strategies, our approach best fits situations in
which deviating coalitions can implement their new strategies before their
formation is monitored, enjoying a positional advantage.

The conjectural cooperative equilibrium (CCE) we propose in this
chapter, by assuming that remaining players are expected to react optimally
according to their best response map, introduces a very natural rationality
requirement into the equilibrium concept. Moreover, the coalitional incen-
tives to object are considerably weakened with respect to the Strong Nash
Equilibrium, thus ensuring the existence of a cooperative conjectural equi-
librium in all symmetric games in which players’ actions are strategic com-
plements in the sense of Bulow et al. (1985), that is, in all supermodular
games (see Topkis, 1998).

1.2 An Example of a Conjectural Cooperative Equilibrium

Before formally defining the conjectural cooperative equilibrium, it is easy
to introduce the mechanics at work for the existence of such an equilibrium
by means of the three by three bi-matrix game shown in Table 11.1. Suppose

that (b, b) is an efficient outcome, that is, such as to maximize the sum of the
players’ payoff. To be a cooperative equilibrium, the outcome (b, b) has to
be immune from either player switching her own strategy, given their expec-
tation that the rival would react optimally to the switch. When players’
actions are strategic substitutes (and the game submodular), each player’s
reaction map is downward sloping, implying that any move from (b, b) by
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A B C
A x, x d, h a, c
B h, d b, b e, f
C c, a f, e y, y

Table 11.1 Three by three matrix game



one player would generate a predicted outcome on the asymmetric diago-
nal of the matrix. If, in the example, we let a�b�c�h, and b�(a�c)/2,
then the efficient outcome (b, b) will not certainly be a conjectural coopera-
tive equilibrium, for player 1 can profitably deviate from it (from B to A),
conjecturing that her rival’s best reply will go in the opposite direction (from
B to C), and getting a payoff of a�b. The same will happen if c�b�a�e,
in which case player 2 deviates by switching from B to C. In contrast,
suppose that the game above is supermodular, with the associated increas-
ing reaction maps. In this case, the conjectured outcomes in case of devia-
tions from outcome (b, b) are only (x, x) and (y, y). As a result, if either player
finds it profitable to switch either to A or to C (with x�b and y�b, respec-
tively) then the assumption that (b, b) is an efficient outcome is contradicted.
We can conclude that (b, b) is a conjectural cooperative equilibrium of the
symmetric game described above whenever supermodularity holds. Note
that in our example, if d�b, the efficient outcome (b, b) is a conjectural
cooperative equilibrium although it is neither a Strong Nash Equilibrium
nor a Nash Equilibrium.2 The above example, although providing a clear
insight into how both supermodularity and symmetry work in favour of the
existence of an equilibrium, contains two substantial simplifications: the
presence of only two players, ruling out existence problems related to the
formation of coalitions, and the restriction to three strategies, thus tending
to make increasing best replies generate symmetric outcomes, from which,
the fact that (B, B) is an equilibrium, directly follows. However, in the
chapter we are able to show that the existence result holds for any number
of players and strategies, provided a symmetry assumption on the effect of
players’ own strategies on the payoff of rivals is fulfilled.

The chapter is organized as follows. The next section introduces the con-
jectural cooperative equilibrium in the standard set-up of strategic form
games. Section 3 presents the main result of the chapter: for a well-defined
class of game – symmetric supermodular games – a conjectural coopera-
tive equilibrium always exists. Section 4 discusses in detail the meaning of
this result and presents a descriptive example of an environmental economy
whose cooperative conjectural equilibrium exists depending on individuals’
preferences. Section 5 concludes.

2. SET-UP

We consider a game in strategic form G�(N,(Xi, ui)i�N), in which N�	1,...,
i,..., n
 is the set of players, Xi is the set of strategies for player i, with generic
element xi , and ui : Xi 
 ...
 Xn →R� is the payoff function of player i. We
denote by S�N any coalition of players, and by S its complement with
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respect to N. For each coalition S we denote by xs�Xs��i�SXi a profile
of strategies for the players in S, and use the notation X�XN and x� xN.
A Pareto Optimum (PO) for G is a strategy profile such that there exists no
alternative profile which is preferred by all players and strictly preferred by
at least one player. The Pareto Optimum xe is efficient if it maximizes the
sum of the payoffs of all players in N. In the example discussed in the intro-
duction to this chapter, letting outcomes be ordered as follows: a�b�c�
d�e�h�x�y, assuming that b �(a�c)/2, the profiles (a, c), (c, a) and (b,
b) are all Pareto Optima, while the efficient profile is (b, b).

A Nash Equilibrium (NE) for G is defined as a strategy profile x �XN such
that no player has an incentive to change his own strategy, that is, such that
there exis ts no i�N and xi�Xi such that:

ui (xi, xN / i)�ui (x).

Nash equilibria are stable with respect to individual deviations, given that
the effect of such deviations is evaluated by keeping the strategies of the
other players fixed at the equilibrium level.

In trying to formulate equilibrium concepts that allow coalitions of
players to coordinate the choice of their strategies, a natural extension of
the Nash equilibrium is given by the concept of Strong Nash Equilibrium
(SNE), a strategy profile that no coalition of players can improve upon
given that the effect of deviations is, again, evaluated keeping the strategies
of other players fixed at the equilibrium levels. So, x�XN is a SNE for G if
there exists no S�N and xs�XS such that

ui(xs, xs)�ui(x) �i�s
uh(xs, xs)�uh(x); for some h�S

Obviously, all SNE of G are both Nash Equilibria and Pareto Optima. As
a result, SNE fails to exist in many economic problems, and in particular,
whenever Nash Equilibria fail to be optimal. Although the lack of existence
of SNE can be interpreted as a poor specification of the game-theoretic
model, it precludes the use of this otherwise appealing concept of a coop-
erative equilibrium in many important applications.

In this chapter we propose a concept of cooperative equilibrium for G
based on the introduction of non-zero conjectures in the evaluation of the
profitability of coalitional deviations. The concept we propose captures the
idea that players outside a deviating coalition are expected to react by
making optimal choices (contingent on the strategy profile played in the
deviation) as independent and non-cooperative players. In order to
describe the conjectured optimizing reactions of players outside a deviat-
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ing coalition S, let us define first the restricted game G(xs) obtained from G
by considering the restricted set of players S and parameterizing payoffs by
letting each j in S obtain the payoff ui(xs, xs) out of the profile xs, for each
xs,�Xs. We denote by Rs: Xs→ Xs the map associating the set Rs(xs) of
Nash Equilibria of the restricted game G(xs) to each joint strategy xs of
coalition S. The set Rs(xs) describes the conjecture of coalition S about the
possible reactions of players in S to the choice of the joint strategy xs.

Definition 1: A Conjectural Cooperative Equilibrium (CCE) is a strategy
profile x such that there exists no coalition S with strategy profiles xs�Xs and
xs�Rs(xs) such that:

ui(xs, xs)�ui(x) �i�S;

uh(xs, xs)�uh(x) for some h�S.

So defined, a CCE satisfies very restrictive stability requirements. According
to this definition, any coalition S can look for improvements upon any pro-
posed strategy profile by selecting among its feasible joint profiles xs�Xs
and, for each possible xs it may choose, by selecting among all the Nash
responses of players in S (formally, the set Rs) the most profitable strategy
xs. Definition is indeed well defined both when the set Rs(xs) may be empty
for some (possibly all) xs�Xs, and when the set Rs(xs) is multivalued for
some (possibly all) xs�Xs. In this sense, it applies to all games in strategic
form. This generality comes at the price of the arguably unreasonable
assumption that a deviating coalition faces no constraint in selecting among
the possibly non-unique reactions of outside players. A more realistic
approach would assume that a deviating coalition could form expectations
about which equilibrium reaction would be played by outside players, and
that these expectations should be based on some sort of rationality require-
ment about the behaviour of such outside players. We remark, however, that
the present approach generates a smaller set of equilibria than would result
from any arbitrary selection from the set of Nash responses of outside
players. Our result that there exists a CCE in all supermodular games, con-
tained in Theorem 1 in Section 3.3, therefore extends to any equilibrium
concept associated with the choice of such a selection. In addition, lemmas
7 to 10 show that the present definition generates the same set of equilibria
that would result from the selection of the Pareto-dominant element of the
set Rs(xs). Since the existence of such elements is not generally ensured, but
always holds in the class of symmetric supermodular games for which our
result is obtained (see Section 3.1 for definitions), we have chosen to present
definition 1 in its present and more general form.
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3. EXISTENCE OF A CONJECTURAL
COOPERATIVE EQUILIBRIUM IN
SUPERMODULAR GAMES

This section contains our main result, showing that if a strategic form game
G is supermodular, and satisfies some symmetry requirements, then it
admits a conjectural cooperative equilibrium.

3.1 Supermodularity

We start by defining the concept of a supermodular function and by record-
ing some results in the theory of supermodularity that will be used in the
analysis of the next section. For a partially ordered set A�Rn and any pair
of elements x, y of A we define the join element (x∧y) and the meet element
(x∨y) as follows:

(x∧y)�(min 	x1, y1
,...., min 	xn, yn
);
(x∨y)�(max 	x1, y1
,...., max 	xn, yn
).

Definition 2: The set A is a sublattice of Rn if (x∨y)�A and (x∧y)�A for
all x, y�A.

Definition 3: The function f:A→R is supermodular if for all x, y�A:

f(x∨y)�f(x∧y)�f(x)�f(y).

Definition 4: Let X , Y be partially ordered sets. The function f: X
Y→R
has increasing differences in (x, y) on X
Y if the term f(x, y�)�f(x, y�) is
increasing in x for all y��y�.

Increasing differences describe a complementarity property of the function
f, whose marginal increase with respect to y is increasing in x. If A is the
Cartesian product of partially ordered sets, then the fact that f is supermod-
ular on A implies that f has increasing difference in all pairs of sets among
those whose product originates A (see Topkis, 1998 for a formal statement
and proof of this fact).

Definition 5: The game in strategic form G�(N, (Xi, ui)i�N) is supermod-
ular if the set X of feasible joint strategies for N is a sublattice of Rn, if the
payoff functions ui (xi, x� i) are supermodular in xi and have increasing
differences in (xi, x� i) on Xi
X� i.
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We will extensively exploit two properties of supermodular games, related
to the existence of a Nash Equilibrium and to the behaviour of the set of
Nash Equilibria in response to changes in a fixed parameter on which these
equilibria depend. We recall these properties below, and refer to Topkis
(1998) for proofs.

Lemma 1: Let G�(N, (Xi, ui)i�N) be a supermodular game, with X non-
empty and compact and ui upper hemicontinuous in xi for all i . Then the set
of Nash Equilibria of G is non-empty and admits a greatest and least element.

Lemma 2: Let Gt�(N, (Xi, ui
t)i�N)i�T be a set of supermodular games, par-

ameterized by t, with T being a partially ordered set. Let the assumptions of
Lemma 1 hold. Then the greatest and least elements of the set of Nash
Equilibria of G are non decreasing in t on T .

3.2 Assumptions and Preliminary Results

We impose the following lattice structure and continuity assumptions on
our game in strategic form.

Assumption 1: Xi is a compact sublattice of R, for all i�N.

Assumption 2: ui is continuous and supermodular in xi on Xi for each x�i �
X�i, and exhibits increasing differences on Xi
X�i.

Our requirement of continuity of ui is unnecessarily strong for the estab-
lishment of existence and monotonicity of Nash Equilibria in the next
lemmas. However, we will need such an assumption to ensure the existence
of a strategy profile with certain properties in X as a step towards the proof
of Theorem 1 (see Lemma 9 ). In addition to Assumptions 1 and 2, we
impose two symmetry requirements on G .

Assumption 3 (Symmetric Players): For all x�X and all pairwise permu-
tations p : N→N:

up(i)(xp(1) ,..., xp(n))�ui(x1 ,..., xn).

Assumption 4 (Symmetric Externalities): One of the following two cases
must hold:

1. Positive externalities: ui(x) increasing in xN \i for all i and all x�XN;

2. Negative externalities: ui(x) decreasing in xN \i for all i and all x�XN.
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Assumption 3 requires that players’ payoffs are neutral to switches in the
strategies adopted by other players, and that pairwise switches in strategies
are mirrored by pairwise switches in payoffs. In other words, only strategies
matter, and not who plays them. Assumption 4 requires that the effect of a
change in other players’ strategies on one’s own payoff is monotonic, and
its sign is the same for all players. Many well-known games (including
Cournot, Bertrand and public good games) satisfy this symmetry assump-
tion. The next results follow directly from an application to our game G of
the properties of supermodular games listed in Lemmas 1 and 2.

Lemma 3: Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. For all xs�Xs, the set of Nash
Equilibria Rs(xs) is non-empty and has a greatest and a least element.

Proof. Application of Lemma 1. �

Let rg
S

the rl
S

be selections of the map Rs obtained by considering its great-
est and least element, respectively.

Lemma 4: Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. The maps rg
S

and rl
S

are non-
decreasing in xS.

Proof. Application of Lemma 2. �

We finally make use of the symmetry assumptions 3 and 4 to show that the
set Rs(xs) is Pareto ranked.

Lemma 5: Let Assumptions 1 to 4 hold. If the payoff functions exhibit pos-
itive (negative) externalities, then for all xS the element rg

S
(xS) �rl

S
(xs)� Pareto

dominates all other elements in Rs on the set of players S.

Proof: Let j�S, xs�Rs(xS) and x�s �rg
S

(xs) for some xs�Xs. Let external-
ities be positive. The following inequality follows:

ui(xS, xS \ j, xj�)�ui(xS, x�S \ j, xj)� uj(xS, xS)

The first inequality is due to the Nash equilibrium property of x�s for the
restricted game G(xs). The second inequality is due to positive externalities.
Since the argument applies to all j in S and for all xs �Rs (xs) the result
follows. The proof for the case of negative externalities is similar and is
omitted. �
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3.3 Results

This section contains our main result: all games satisfying Assumptions 1
to 4 admit a Conjectural Cooperative Equilibrium. The proof of Theorem
1 is constructive: we show that every efficient symmetric strategy profile in
XN satisfies the conditions for being a CCE. Before proving this fact in
Theorem 1, we establish a few preliminary results. We first show that an
efficiency symmetric strategy profile always exists under Assumptions 1 to
4.

Lemma 6: Let G satisfy Assumption 1 to 4. Then there exists an efficient
strategy profile xe�XN such that xi

e�xj
e for all i, j�N.

Proof. Compactness of each Xi implies compactness of X. Continuity of
each ui implies continuity of the social payoff function uN��i�Nui.
Existence of an efficient profile follows directly from the Weierstrass
theorem. To show that there exists a symmetric efficient profile, we need to
exploit the supermodularity properties of payoff functions. Consider any
arbitrary asymmetric profile x, with xixj for some players i and j . By the
symmetry assumption on payoff functions, we write

uN(x)�uN(xi, xj, xN\	i, j
)�uN(xj, xi, xN\	i, j
) (11.1)

where we have used the convention of writing the strategies of players i and
j as first and second elements of x, respectively. Since the sum of supermod-
ular functions is itself supermodular, Assumptions 1 and 2 imply:

2�uN(x)�uN(xi, xi, xN\	i�j
)�uN(xj, xj, xN\	i�j
) (11.2)

It follows that either

uN(x)�uN(xi, xi, xN\	i�j
) (11.3)

or

uN(x)�uN(xj, xj, xN\	i�j
) (11.4)

or both.
Suppose that (11.3) holds, and let x��(xi, xi, xN\	i�j
). This is without loss

of generality for the ongoing argument. If xk�xi for all k�N \ 	i�j
 our
proof is complete. If not, then let xkxi. In this case, again by supermod-
ularity of payoff functions, we write

2 u(x�)�uN(xi, xi, xi, xN\	i�j�k
)�uN(xi, xk, xk, xN\	i�j�k
) (11.5)
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Condition (11.5) implies, again, that either

uN(x�)�uN(xi, xi, xi, xN\	i�j�k
) (11.6)

or

uN(x�)�uN(xi, xk, xk, xN\	i�j�k
) (11.7)

or both. Suppose first that only (11.7) holds. Using the definition of x� we
obtain

uN(xi, xi xk, xN\	i�j�k
)�uN(xi, xk, xk, xN\	i�j�k
) (11.8)

For this case, using again supermodularity, we write

2 �uN(xi, xk, xi, xk, xN\	i�j�k
)�uN(xi, xk, xi, xk, xN\	i�j�k
)�

uN(xi, xk, xk, xN\	i�j�k
) (11.9)

Using (11.8) and (11.9) we obtain that

uN(xi, xk, xk, xN\	i�j�k
)�(xk, xk, xk, xN\	i�j�k
). (11.10)

Conditions (11.8) and (11.10) directly imply

uN(x�)�uN(xk, xk, xk, xN\	i�j�k
). (11.11)

We have therefore shown that either (11.6) or (11.9) must hold. By iteration
of the same operation for each additional player in N\	i�j�k
, we obtain
the conclusion that there exists some symmetric profile xs for which
uN(xs)�uN(x). Since the starting profile x was arbitrary, and by the exis-
tence of an efficient profile proved in the first part of this proof, we con-
clude that a symmetric efficient profile xs always exists under Assumptions
1 to 4. �

We now consider the possible joint strategies that an arbitrary coalition S
can use in order to improve upon an efficient profile xe. In particular, we
focus on the ‘best’ strategies S can adopt, meaning by this the profiles
x*(S)�XN satisfying the two following properties: (i) xs

*�Rs(xs
*); (ii) there

exists no xs��Xs and xs��Rs (xs�) such that ui(xs�, xs�)�ui(x
*)�i�s and

uh(xs�, rs(xs�))�uh(x
*) for at least one h�S. In words, x*(S) is a Pareto

optimal profile for coalition S in the set F(S) of all profiles that are consis-
tent with the reaction map Rs:

F(S)�	x�XN : xs �Rs(xs)
.
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Note that F(S) is a compact set by the compactness of XN and by the clos-
edness of the Nash correspondence Rs(xS).

Lemma 7: Let G satisfy Assumptions 1 to 4. Then for all x��F(S) there
exists some profile x*(S)�XN which is a best strategy for S in the sense of
conditions (i) and (ii) above and such that ui(x

*(S))�ui(x�) for all i�S.

Proof. Let x��F(S). If x��x*(S) for some x*(S) then the lemma is proved
for x�. If x�x*(S) for all x*(S), then let the set

Pi(x�)�	xN�F(S): ui(x)�ui(x�)


define the set of strategy profiles that are weakly preferred by player i to x�.
The set Pi(x�) is non-empty by the fact that x�x*(S) for all x*(S), and it is
closed and bounded by continuity of ui and by compactness of F(S). Since
this holds for all i�S, it follows that the set Ps(x�)�	i�SPi(x�) is closed
and bounded.3 Moreover, it is non-empty because x�x*(S). We can there-
fore conclude that the problem

max
i�Ps (x)

"iui(x)

has a solution for all " in the interior of the #S�1 dimensional unitary
simplex. Call x(") such a solution. Clearly, x(") satisfies conditions (i) and
(ii) defining the profile x*(S). Also, clearly x(") Pareto dominates x� on the
set of players S, which concludes the proof. �

By Lemma 7, we can restrict our analysis to the ‘best’ choices x*(S) of coali-
tion S, since if S cannot profitably deviate by any such profiles, it cannot
deviate by means of any profile in F(S). We remark here that in the choice
of a ‘best’ profile x*(S), coalition S is assumed able to select among all the
possible (equilibr ium) reactions of S, as specified by RS, in order to max-
imize its joint payoff. This is in line with our definition of a CCE, in which
this ability of S was implicitly assumed. The next lemma shows that under
Assumptions 3 and 4 the best choice of S always selects strategies for S that
are greater (least) elements of the set, depending on the sign of the exter-
nality being positive or negative, respectively.

Lemma 8: Let G satisfy positive (negative) externalities. Let S�N and
x��F(S). Then ui(xs�, r

S
g(xs�))�ui(x�) (respectively, ui(xs�, rs

l(xs�))�ui(x�) for
all i�S.

�
i�S
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Proof. We show only the case of positive externalities; the proof for neg-
ative externalities is symmetric and left to the reader. Since r

S
g(xs�)�xs for

all xs�Rs(xs�), and since xs�Rs(xs�), positive externalities imply that ui(xs,
rs

g(xs�))�ui(xs, xs�) for all xs. The implications of the lemmas 7 and 8 are
better illustrated by referring to the sets Fg(S)
F(S) and Fl(S)
F(S),
defined as follows:

Fg(S)�	x�F(S): xs �r
S
g(xs)


Fl(S)�	x�F(S): xs �rs
l(xs)


Lemma 8 implies that, under positive externalities, the same strategy profile
x*(S), maximizing (by lemma 7) the aggregate payoff of S over the set F(S)
for some vector of weights ", also maximizes the same aggregate payoff
over the set Fg(S). The same conclusion can be drawn, with respect to the
set Fl(S), for the case of negative externalities. This result is important for
two reasons. First, it endows the somewhat problematic assumption that S
can select among Nash reactions of players in S which, as we said, is
implicit in the definition of a CCE and of the set F(S) above – with the more
appealing interpretation that the Pareto dominant Nash equilibrium will
be played by members of S. This interpretation is supported by the result
of Lemma 5, by which the greater and least elements of Rs(xs�) are the best
choices for S under positive and negative externalities, respectively. Second,
the result of Lemma 8 allows us to exploit the properties of the maps r

S
g(xs)

and rs
l(xs) in supermodular games. This is done in the next lemma, in which

these properties are shown to imply that at x*(S) the strategies played by
members of FS and of S are ordered according to the sign of the external-
ity: under positive externalities, players in S play ‘greater’ strategies than
those in S, while the opposite is true under negative externalities.

Lemma 9: Let i�S and j�S and and denote by x�X and y�X the strat-
egies of player i�S and player  j�S, respectively, at x*(S). Then:

(i) positive externalities imply x�y;

(ii) negative externalities imply y�x.

Proof. For simplicity of notation, let x* denote the profile x*(S). Let Ui
(x, y)�ui(x

*
S\i, x, x*

N\S\j, y), and similarly let Uj(x, y)�uj(x
*
S\i, x, x*

N\S\j, y). We
use supermodularity of ui to write:

Ui (y, y)�Ui (x, x)�Ui(x, y)�Ui (y, x). (11.12)
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By the properties of x*,

Uj(x, y)�Ui(x, x), (11.13)

implying by symmetry that

Ui(y, x)�Ui(x, x) (11.14)

Using (11.12) and (11.14) we obtain

Ui(y, y)�Ui(x, y)�ui(x
*) (11.15)

Now suppose that y�x and assume that the game has positive externalities.
By Lemma 4, the equilibrium best response map has a non-decreasing
greatest element, so that

y�x⇒rg
S
(x*

S\i, y)�rg
S

(x*
S)�x*

S. (11.16)

By positive externalities

ui(x
*
S\i , y, rg

S
(x*

S\i , y))�ui(x
*
S\i , y, rg

S
(x*

S))�Ui(y, y) (11.17)

Equations (11.15) and (11.17) imply

ui(x
*
S\i , y, rg

S
(x*

S\i , y))�ui(x
*) (11.18)

Finally, since y�x, positive externalities also imply that for every player
k�S\i

uk(x*
S\i , y, rg

S
(x*

S\i , y))�uk(x*) (11.19)

Both (11.18) and (11.19) contradict the assumption that x* is a Pareto
Optimum. Suppose now that y�x and assume that the game has negative
externalities. Supermodularity of ui and uj imply:

y�x⇒r l
S
(x*

S\i , y)�r l
S
(x*

S)�x*
S (11.20)

By negative externalities,

ui(x
*
S\i , y, r l

S
(x*

S\i , y))�ui(x
*
S\i , y, r l

S
(x*

S))�Ui(y, y) (11.21)
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Again, equation (11.21) implies

ui(x
*
S\i , y, r l

S
(x*

S\i , y))�ui(x
*) (11.22)

And, by negative externalities,

uk(x*
S\i , y, rg

S
(x*

S\i , y))�ui(x
*) (11.23)

for every k�S \ i , a contradiction. �

Since by lemma 7 we can restrict our attention to the profiles x*(S), we will
use the above result as a characterizing of the strategies played in the only
relevant profiles that may be used in any deviation from an efficiency profile
xe. The next result makes use of this characterization to prove that at any
profile x*(S), the members of S cannot be better off than the members of
S. This result generalizes to the present setting of coalitional actions a well-
known property of the subgame perfect equilibrium in two player symmet-
ric supermodular games, in which the ‘leader’ is weakly worse off than the
‘follower’.

Lemma 10: Let i�S and j�S Then uj(x
*(S))�ui(x

*(S)).

Proof. For simplicity, let x* again denote the profile x*(S) The following
inequalities hold:

uj(x
*
S, x*

S)�uj(x
*
S, x*

S\j , x*
i ,)�uj(x

*
S\i , xj

*, x*
S\j , xi

*) (11.24)

The first part is implied by the conditions defining the profile x*; the second
part follows from Lemma 9 and Assumption 4. By Assumption 3, we also
have

uj(x
*
S\i, xj

*, x*
S\j , x*

i )�ui(x
*
S, xS

*) (11.25)

Inequalities (11.24) and (11.25) imply

uj(x
*)�ui(x

*)

which is the result. �

We are now ready to show that an efficient strategy profile xe satisfies the
requirements of a Conjectural Cooperative Equilibrium.
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Theorem 1: Let the game G satisfy Assumptions 1 to 4. Then, G admits a
Conjectural Cooperative Equilibrium.

Proof. Let xe be a symmetric efficient strategy profile for G, that is, a sym-
metric strategy profile that maximizes the aggregate payoff of N. Let u(xe)
denote the payoff of each agent at xe. Suppose, by contradiction, that there
exists a coalition S�N such that for all i�S:

ui(x
*(S))�u(xe) (11.26)

with strict inequality for at least one h�S. Note that by Lemma 10, it must
be that

� (11.27)

otherwise there would exist i�S and j�S for which

ui(x
*(S))�uj(x

*(S))

By condition (11.27) we obtain the following implication:

�u(xe)⇒ �u(xe) (11.28)

We conclude that if ui(x
*(S))�u(xe) for all i�S, with strict inequality for

at least one h�S, then using (11.26) and (11.28), we obtain

s �(n�s) �su(xe)�(n�s)u(xe) (11.29)

or,

ui(x
*(S))�n·u(xe) (11.30)

which contradicts the efficiency of xe.�

4. ON THE EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIA IN
SUBMODULAR GAMES

4.1 The Role of the Slope of the Reaction Map

Theorem 1 establishes sufficient conditions for the existence of a Conjectu-
ral Cooperative Equilibrium of the game G . The crucial condition, strategic

�
i�N

�
j�S

uj(x*(S) )

n � s

�
i�S

ui(x*(S) )

s

�
j�S

uj(x*(S) )

n � s

�
i�S

ui(x*(S) )

s

�
j�S

uj(x*(S) )

n � s

�
i�S

ui(x*(S) )

s
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complementarity in the sense of Bulow et al. (1985), generates non-decreas-
ing best replies; in particular, the supermodularity of payoff functions
implies that the Nash responses of players outside a deviating coalition are
a non-decreasing function of the strategies of coalitional members. This
feature ensures that each player outside S is better off than each coalitional
member of S when deviating. Deviations by proper subcoalitions of players
are therefore of little profit, while the grand coalition, not affected by this
‘deviator’s curse’, produces a sufficiently big aggregate payoff for a stable
cooperative outcome to exist. In this section we show how the same mechan-
ics responsible for our existence result in the class of supermodular games,
provides a useful insight for the analysis of games with strategic substitutes,
as, for instance, environmental and public goods games. We will use as an
illustration an environmental Cobb–Douglas economy to show that as long
as best replies are not ‘too’ decreasing (thereby providing deviating coali-
tions with a not ‘too’ big positional advantage), stable cooperative outcomes
exist.

4.2 An Illustration Using a Cobb-Douglas Environmental Economy

We consider an economy with a set of agents N�	1,...i,..., n
, in which
z � 0 is the environmental quality enjoyed by agents, xi�0 is a private
good, pi�0 is a polluting emission originating as a by-product of the pro-
duction of xi. We assume that for each i in N preferences are represented by
the Cobb–Douglas utility function

ui(z, xi)�z� x�

Technology is described by the production function

xi��

and emissions accumulate according to the additive law

z(p)�A� Pi (11.31)

where A is a constant expressing the quality of a pollution-free environ-
ment. We will assume that �, � and � are all positive and ��1. We asso-
ciate with this economy the game Ge with players set N, strategy space [0,
pi

0] for each i , with �i�Npi
0�A, and payoffs Ui(p1,..., pn)�z� pi

+, where +�
��. Using this (symmetric) set-up, we can express the maximal per-capita
payoff of each coalition S in the event of a deviation from an arbitrary
strategy profile in Ge as follows:

�
i�N
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ui(S)�s�+A��+ �2�(��+)���+(��+(n�s))�� ++ (11.32)

This simple set-up of an environmental economy can be used to illustrate
how CCEa exist when best replies are not too decreasing or, in other terms,
when there are not too many substitute strategies. This in turn requires that
players’ utilities do not decrease too much with other players’ choice, a
property mainly depending on the level of log-concavity of the term z(p)�.
We prove this analytically for the case +�1, while we rely on numerical sim-
ulation for the general case. Note that z(p)� is log-concave (and the game is
not log-supermodular) for ��0, and best replies are decreasing. The envi-
ronmental game admits a unique Nash equilibrium p with pi�(A/��n) for
every i�N, and a unique efficient profile pe (by efficient we mean ‘aggregate
welfare maximizing’). Simple algebra yields the following expression:

ui(S)�s�1A���1�2�(��1)���1(��n�s)��

The profitability of individual deviation from the efficient strategy profile
pe is evaluated as follows:

ui(p
e)�ui(S)���(��n�1)��n�1�0⇔��1

It follows that when the function z(p)� is strictly concave (��1), then no
CCE exists. However, when ��1 the CCE is unique, and equal to pe. It is
also easy to show that for ��1(z(.)�convex) the strategy profile pe is still a
CCE. We conclude that the existence of a CCE only requires a not too
strong log-concavity of z(.)�. This ensures that the marginal utility of each
consumer does not decrease too much with rivals’ private consumption and
hence, that a deviating coalition, by expanding its pollution (and private
consumption) does not exploit too much its advantage against complemen-
tary players. When this is the case, although the environmental game is a
natural ‘strategic substitute’ game, the CCE exists. It is interesting to relate
the existence of a stable cooperative (and efficient) solution to the relative
magnitude of the parameters �, � and �, expressing the intensity of pref-
erences for the environment and for private consumption, and the charac-
teristics of technology. It turns out that in order for an agreement on
emissions to be reached, agents must put enough weight on the environ-
ment in their preferences (high enough �), and emissions must not be too
‘productive’ according to the available technology. In other words, this con-
clusion rephrases the common intuition that a clean environment is sustain-
able only if agents care enough for ambient quality. As we have stated,
analysis of the existence of a CCE for the general case (that is, removing
the assumption +�1) is not possible in analytical terms. In what follows we
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show by means of computations that the set of CCE of the game Ge can be
characterized with respect to three possible configurations of the parame-
ters �, � and � of the economy: the case ����, in which the CCE is unique
and assigning to each player the payoff ui(p

e) (for this case we provide an
analytical proof); the case ����, in which the set of CCEa strictly includes
the profile pe; the case ����, in which the set of CCE is empty.

Proposition: If ���� the unique CCE is the efficient profile pe.

Proof. We first show that no profile ppe can be a CCE. By (11.32) we
obtain

ui(p
e)�ui(	i
)�

from which

ui(p
e)�ui(	i
)�0⇔[(��+(n�1))����n+]�0

Using the fact that +��� we get

(��+(n�1))����n+�[(���(n�1)]��(�n)��0

from which

ui(p
e)�ui(	i
).

To show that pe is a CCE, it suffices to show that ui(S)�ui(p
e) for all coali-

tions S such that s�1. Using (11.32) we obtain

ui(p
e)�ui(S)�0⇔[s+(��+(n�s))����n+]�0

which, using again the fact that +��� reduces to

ui(p
e)�ui(S)�0⇔[s (���(n�s))]��(�n)�.

The last condition can be rewritten as

ui(p
e)�ui(S)�0⇔s�(n�s)s�s2�n�s2

which is always satisfied since s�1.

Proposition 2: If ���� then pe is a CCE.

��A��+(� � +)���+ ++�(� � +(n � 1))� � �� n+�
n+(� � +(n � 1))�
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Proof. We proceed by numerical simulations. Our aim is to show that
whenever ���� the difference ui(p

e)�ui(S) is positive for every s. We first
consider the case s�1. We plot the graph of

fi(�, n)�max	(ui(p
e)�ui(	i
)),0


for the fixed value of +�0.5. The domains are taken to be (1,10000) for n
and (0, 1) for �.

From Figure 11.1 it is evident that ui(p
e)�ui(	i
) whenever ��0.5�+.

Similar graphs are obtained for other values of + in the range (0, 1). We
perform the same exercise for coalitions of size s�1. We plot the function

fi(�, s)�max	(ui(p
e)�ui(	S
)), 0


for fixed values of n and +. The domains are taken to be (+, 1) for � and (1,
n] for s. For the case n�1000 and +�0.2 we obtain the graph shown in
Figure 11.2.

In Figure 11.2 the graph of fi(�, s) lies above the zero plane for all values of
s�(1, n] and of ��(+, 1). Summing up, whenever ��+ we found that ui(p

e)
�ui	i
 for s�1; we thus conclude that whenever ��+ then pe is a CCE.

Proposition 3: If ���� there exists no CCE.
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Figure 11.1 fi(�, n) for the case +�0.5
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Proof. We again proceed by numerical simulations and evaluate the func-
tion

fi(�, n)�min	(ui(p
e)�ui(	i
)), 0


for an arbitrary player i�N and a fixed value of +. The domains are taken
to be (0, 1) for � and [1, 10000] for n. Figure 11.3 depicts the graph of fi(�̂, n)
for the case +�0.5.

It is evident from Figure 11.3 (and from numerical evaluations around the
point ��0.5) that for any value of n in the selected range, ui(p

e)�ui(	i
) for
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Figure 11.2 f(�, s) for the case +�0.2
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the whole range values ��+. We thus conclude that for such values there is
no CCE.

The above results can be usefully summarized by plotting the value of the
difference ui(p

e)�ui	i
 as a function of the parameter � for fixed values of
+, n and for s�1.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter we have proposed a new cooperative equilibrium concept for
games in strategic forms, based on the assumption that deviators expect
other players to react optimally and independently according to their best
response map. We have employed the properties of reaction maps in super-
modular games to show that equilibria exist in this class of games under
some additional symmetry axioms. We have also discussed the existence of
equilibria in submodular games, and in particular in the case of a specific
Cobb–Douglas environmental economy. In particular, we have shown how
the degree of submodularity of the associated game, and the existence of
an equilibrium, are closely related to the intensity of preferences for envi-
ronmental quality and for private consumption. This example formalizes
the intuitive insight that if agents care ‘enough’ about the environmental
quality, then an efficient agreement on pollution emissions and on cost
sharing can be achieved.
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Figure 11.4 ui(p
e)�ui	i
 for the case +�0.5 and n�10000
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NOTES

*Correspondence address: Marco Marini, Istituto di Scienze Economiche, Università degli
Studi di Urbino, Via Saffi, 42-60129, Urbino, Italy. Tel.+39 -0722 -305557. Fax: +39-0722-
305550. E-mail: marinim@econ.uniurb.it.
1. More precisely, Hart and Kurz (1983) present endogenous coalition formation games and

look at the Strong Nash Equilibrium of these games. Other related papers (for example,
Chander and Tulkens, 1998; Yi, 1997) look at the Nash Equilibrium taking as given the
gamma and delta rule of coalition formation.

2. Similarly, in a two by two Prisoner’s Dilemma, although no Strong Nash Equilibria exist,
the efficient strategy profile, which is not even a Nash Equilibrium, turns out to be a CCE.

3. We remind here that S is a finite set.
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